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Medical Science has advanced tremendously during the last three
decades. Now it is possible, to prevent many infectious diseases. ,

Dreaded diseases: Of the past like plague, cholera, typhoid, diptheria,
::smallpox, polio, tetanusand tuberculosis have been more or less completely
.wiped out of India, 'and also from other developing countries.' Heart
transplatation has provided a new hope to the patients suffering from con- '
genital heart diseases.' Coronary bypass surgery has been another remark
able achievement in this era. Kidney transplantations are quite successful
and they can now givea new lease of life to patients suffering from renal
failure. Liver and Brain transplantations are also under experimental stage
and the day is not far off when one might be able to transplant these orgaps
suc~essfully. In spite of such marvellous arid thrilling achievements medi
cal scientists have 'not been able to, find an answer for the treatment of

, Psychosomatic diseases which are increasing every day in developed and
developing countries. One such common disease is High Blood Pressure,

.' (Essential Hypertension). In 90 to 95.% oases the etiology of these cases and
thus' the prevention and cure is still largely unknown I! The cause of 60% of
cardio- vascular diseases can be explained as ,a result of risk factors 'like
High Blood Pressure, smoking and abnormal blood fats". The life expectan-

, 'cy in the most advanced country like U.S.A. is much lower in comparison
'to smaller countries :like Cuba, Hongkong, Greece and Japan. This is really
very surprising whe'n USA is considered to be the Mecca of Medicine.'. The
incidence of High Blood Pressure (Essential Hypertension) in USA 'is 20%
in white population". In India about 50 millions are reported ~o be Hyper
tensi ves". All, these figures make us to ponder seriously as to what is the
value of these advancements in Medical Science and particularly to com
munity at large, if one is not able to, tackle such common public health
problems like High Blood Pressure. Why is it so? Where lies the fault?

Answer to t~\s vital question is 'that the tremendous growth of scien-
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, ti fie arid technical knowledge' has been only one-sided. The spiritual
knowledge, moral values and social -considerations have dissolved to a

, naught with the pass/age of time. The main reason for this lop-sided growth
was the fact that mechanised concept, of Descartes about the Universe
dominated the thinking of Wes tern Scientists. He further asserted that there
is .nothing in the concept of body that belongs to mind". This division
between body and mind, produced a lot of confusion in the mind of
Biologists and Medical Scientists. Afterwards Newton, one of the topmost
physici sts of his time in the world, also developed a complete mathematical

, formulation of the mechanistic view of Nature. In l Sth and 19th centuries
scientists used Newtonian mechanics with highest precision arid co~ld ex-
,plain the I motion of planets with' minutest detail." This' was then practically
,demonstrated and proved by successfully putting, a' 'man on the moon fol
lowed by placing satellites and spaceships in or,b'it:~'tbls"concept continued ,
till now 'and that is precisely the reason why psychicandspiritual aspectof
man 'which is' so very important remained neglected arid could not be studied
'in detail by the Western system of Medicine. The.doctor oftoday.practi'sing

, .Western medicine has entered into the' age ~f super~spefciality' to a 'po.i'nt
~~where separate parts of the body are being treated by different specialists .
.,,'For example, Heart is treated by Cardiologist, Brain by Neurologist,
Stomach and Intestines by Gastroenterologist, Blood by HematologistKid

, ? ney by Nephrologist, Urinary bladder by urologist, Skin by Dermatologist
:~'and so on. This approach of western 'medicine has gone to a stage where
doctors are no longer able to view disease as a disturbance of the whole
organism: The net result of such a approach is 'that they treat a particular
part of-the body without taking into consideration the rest of the body. They
hardly look into the psychological, social and environmental aspects of.the

,) patients' illness which are' so' very important. As aresult of this .t?ere is
l nothing muchwith the western system :ofMedicine' to took after the Psychic
aspect of' human beings except to use tranquilizers .and sedatives to control
this aspect. Increasing use of tranquilizers and sedatives' in'medical practice
is not only harmful but also habit-forming. It,also -illustrates the' extent to
,which .the stress and strain of modern life, has permeated our society, .The
.use .of tranquilizers forIong term are habit-forming .and on withdrawal
produce 'symptoms like lack of energy, impaired m'~:fhory:,sleep disturban
ces, agitation, restlessness; irritability, tremors, muscle. pain, aches, twich

"ings, loss 'of appetite, nausea and depression. Moreover, the current
advances in the concepts of physics have brought about a profoundchange
in our world view \ from the mechanistic conception of Descartes and
'Newton to a holistic and ecological view. We live today in a globally
interconnected world in which psychological, biological, social and en-

~, "
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vironrnental phenomenon from-mechanistic to holistic conception of reality
are likely to dominate the present decade 7.

In view of this in recent years our ancient cultural heritage of 'Yoga'
which deals with both-the: physical and the psychic aspects of human beings
has gained a tremendous momentum to become a world philosophy. But

, there are many false Gurus who have established worldwide Yoga organisa- .
.tions for money-making purposes and this has given a big blow to the good
name of Yoga. There are' also many Satanic cults which are 'shockingly
destructi ve. As a result of this nowadays Yoga has been mostly rnisunder

<stood in the west as .a science of physical and breathing exercises. In the
. ',w,est it is 'a good conversational standby: "I do yoga every friday afternoon,
J find it relaxes me.". Someone else does' 'Yoga' to .help his bad back. One'
could see many-flourishing 'School of voga' that teach .a sort o'f Swedish-
. 'drill with pauses for breathing. 'It is" really dishonest to reduce 'Yoga' to
some sort of physical training". . -

The word 'Yoga' is .derived from sanskrit root. 'Yuj' meaning to
'Yoke' 'or to unite a~ .one or to join. Yoga in real sense' means union of
Primordial en~,fgy (Kundalini, situated in, the triangular bonecalled sacrum
at the base of spine.) with the all pervading cosmic, energy. There are many
. 'Yoga' systems. Important ones are 'Raja Yoga, Hatha Yoga, JnanaYoga,
Bhakti Yoga, Karma Yoga and KundaliniYoga, The ultimate purpose.of all
'Yoga' systems, is the 'union with the all pervading -cosmic energy. Kun

'. dalini yoga described' a technique to awaken the primordial energy (Kun
'dalini) but its' arousal was thought to pe quite dangerous and difficult as it
,'was accompained by tremendous' heat and pain. Hardly anyone was- sup
posed to succeed i,n 'it 'except sages and that' too after years of practice in
seclusion on mountains or in the 'forests. In view of this it was meant only
for a selected few who would renounce the wordly life' and go to the

, Himalayas or to a: secludedplace.for.the rest of their life. Further there is a'
.mention in the .literature' about the trembling of body, involuntary laughing
, and' growing heat which sometimes causes unbearable' pain during Kun
.dalini awakening".' As' such it was ..not meant for. the common man, and could
be practised only by .sages. Consquently, it lost its popularity. In reality the

-',above-mentioned-symptoms actually, show a kind of short circuiting of the
•energy and have been <described recently by some authors' but 'not by the
sages like Gyaneshwara 10 who 'was an authority on .this yoga 'during his
'time. Against this background Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala Devis unique
contribution has been to rediscover .Sahaja ~,Yoga which .was first
described in Markandeya-Puranaagcs ago and later on by other sages, but
was forgotten by people with' the passage of time. Although born in a
Christian family she embraced the truth of all the religions in' her teachings
. 'I: " .
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of Sahaja Yoga. She' started' a .systernic -reappraisaf-of'. the obscure .and
conflicting, statements made in' the ancient religious literatures in Indiaand
interpreted them in thelight of that direct experience' Qf cosmic-conscious
ness wh,ich she had on the Sth May, 1970. She achieved the opening, of the
seventh' centre (the Sahasrara-'Chakbl)., It is the .gr~atest event of, the
spiritual happenings of the universe. With the opening of 'Sahasrara', Her
Holiness Mata Ji knew that the time has come for the, human beings to rise
, up to get their' Self' Realisation. Thus the Microcosm becomes Macrocosm
(Virat)!'. ' , ,

She told the world that the 'last breakthrough of evolution can be
achieved by awakening of the primordial energy (Kundalini) '-which. is
.present in 3-112 coils in Sacrum bone at the base of. spine of every' in
dividual. It is effortless and without any penance or fasting on the part of
the seeker. Sahaja ~ Yoga is for everyone; it is an Internal. Divine Technol
ogy in Subtlety based on our Central-Nervous-System.:Therefore one dcser
yes to know as to how to use it, regardless of one''s particular background
or way of life. It does, not interfe't'e: \\rith any rdig~6,u.s: belief'. When Kup- '
dalini reaches the Sahasrara chakraits petals open :~lr'l'~':pri~ goes intoa-stage ,
of Samadhi, one's, individual consciou~ness becomesone.with the Cp~'triiic

. . .. . ,J... ", .'\ ,;".:.'

consciousness and there is flow of SUbtle cool breeze from the palms of-hand
and from the top of head and one gets his Self Realisation. These cool
v i brat i 0'n 's h ave bee n des c rib e d as' C h a ita n y a -1 a h r i' b y A d i -
Shankaracharya. This perception of cool breeze flowing from the palms .and
'Sahasrara is due to actualization of Kundalini arousal on Limbic systernin
the brain and therefore it is consistent and verifiable!'. After the awakening
of primordial energy (Kundalini), the cosmic energy flows throughout the
body-as cool vibrations which nourishes each and every cell of the body. As
such various diseases get cured automatically when an indi vidual practices
Sahaja Yoga regularly; It is on record that by the practiseof Sahaja Yoga

, many persons suffering from diseases like Migraine, Depression, Anxiety
Neurosis, Essential Hypertension, Angina, Bronchial Asthma, Aplastic
Anemia, Arthritis, Sciatica, Spondylitis etc. have 'been cured and relieved
from their misery of bad health and are leading a normal life. It is possible
to prevent even'the occurrence of c~ncer it' Oll'E1, practices, Sahaja Yoga
regularly and some suffering from cancer have ,aJS'o'bee~ cured.12,13' "<: '

Further, 'several profound personal experienceswith Sahaja Yoga and
, clinical observations of the, 'effects' in some of the 'Psychosomatic diseases
attracted my attention to the remarkable transformative and healing poten
tial of 'this system. In, order to verify some of .the.clairns of Sahaja Yoga, a
systemic research 'study was organised. Three Doctoral research projects,
one 011 the 'Physiological Effects of Kundalini Awakening by Sahaja

, '.

,I

'. ~, . .
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Yoga"!", second on the, 'Effects of Sahaja Yoga practice on the patient's of
Psychosomatic diseases' 15 and the third on the 'Role' of Sahaja Yoga in the

, management of Epilepsy' 16 were taken up' jointly by the Physiology and
Medicine Departments, Lady Hardinge Medical College and Associated

,:Sucheta Kriplani Hospital, New Delhi.
","-For the resea~ch project on Epilepsy there was a Joint Collaboration

with the Defence Institute of Physiology and Allied Sciences, New Delhi.
'The Doctoral' Thesis on the first two research projects have been' duly'

, , approved by DelhiUniversity whereas the third on~ on Epilepsy is .still
'under the process-of evaluation. The·'data collected during research studies'
. over the last six years' on Sahaja Yoga are' of such far reaching relevance
, 'that they could revolutionise our understanding of human psyche, of
" psycho-pathology .and of therapeutic processes. They have actually en-
, lightened Medical Science in the understanding ~f Autonomic Nervous
System and particularly of Para sympathetic Nervous system. Some obser
vations are highly significant for the discipline of Psychiatry and represent '
a challenge to the current Newtonian-Carte sian pradi gm of Western

, Science. By the practice of Sahaja Yoga one develops the capability to
modulate the activity of Autonomic Nervous System. Moreover ,research
work has further clearly shown its value as an adjuvant therapy for the
treatme.nt of Psychosomatic disorders 15. Our o~n research experience with
the approach of Healing through Sahaja Yoga is based on the above research, '

" observations and is limited to Sahaja Yoga training sessions lasting frorri 12
to .16weeks. Each .subject acted as,his own control. Most of the participants
in this research project found this technique very useful for mental and
physical relaxation with a unique potential for varying meditative experien
'ces along with a feeling of subtle cool breeze from thepalmsand top of the

,",head. They ~ls~"'~es9.'~{gedmany: dramatic improvements in theirsocial and '
. financial condition.For the last 10 xears healing with SahajaYoga has also
; been' tried" at .differentSahaja Yoga' centres i~ different parts of Europe,
erstwhile 'USSR; Australia; USA and Asia and have been found effecti ve.

In' October, 1'989 .Tiepartment of Non-traditional Medicine in Moscow
(USSR) organisedan International Conference on 'Yoga & Self Regulation'
, at Yalta in Crernea (USSR). This was most probably the. first conference of
.its kind because Russia felt thatthe answer for the prevention 'and treatment
of Psychosomatic diseases lies in the 'Yogic System'. Thus the central
theme of the Conference was to evaluate 'the effect of different Yogic
Systems/mysticism in relation to the r-egulation of the 'Self' of an in
dividual. The work done, on 'Sahaj a - Yoga' was presented in the above
conference ,and its scope forbeing the non-traditional system of medicine
was thoroughly, discussed!"!". As' a r,esult five Sahaja Yoga centres have
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been opened at 'Moscow, Leningrad, Kei v, Sochi andTogliatte .
.' These days modern, physicshas shown that ~~i~rltifi~'th~nldng does not

.necessarily have to be mechanistic .an'dreductionis.fa~;)hought earlier; :'~he I

holistic. a09 ecological views are also scientifically SO~l1.~. IUs felt.thatthe. . ,
. time has come. when. physicians willhave 'to wide'll~:t:h,e~r!hor~zons,shi(ti~~'~'
their focus from disease to health, seeing the human. ..orianJsm as a whole, ..
which. shows inter-r:elated physical and -psychologicalaspects", 'A~ot.her ' .

. aspect which 'is of global concern is that today our 'planet faces, on "'a:
unprecedented scale in human history, the threat of extinction of species due
to huge build-up of toxic and radio-active waste leading to imbalance tn ,
global ecology, We know that the arms-race and particularly nucl.ear arms'
race, is due to tremendous scientific advancements in the field of physics.
The application of these' scientific researches have already been tried earlier
in Hiroshima and we all know what price humanity had to pay for it. Today'
there are big questions for us 10 consider. Why there is arms race in mo~t
countries of the world? Why there is unsatiable demand for the new nuclear
weapons? How long it will go on ,like this? Are we. not moving in the
direction of total annihilation? Onething is clear that this arms race is' the
inevitable outcome of the most sophisticated hi-tech advancement which,

.- has:S'~-e'nmadein this century. This cannot be curbed unless and until human
-beiri~s of the world are transformed. 'T~is transformationmeans uplifting
. frorn~:)vithin which 'is most i.mportant:_,If this uplift(hg)~' ;~o~'there, o~e',will';
'have 'conflicts, one will not have the considerationarrdgoodwillwhich is·so
essential-for us to live together like-good human, ~..{~'g:S;i···<)nbeing. tran;sj~;.'
. formedoneis lifted to 'a·higher level of awareness an,d.·a1}rt~'wi'evel or h'um~n~',.
relationship based on love and affection is established,··:·:· .' ; "'''.' ..

.With this happening, it won't be difficult for an individual to' ap
preciate that human beings should live together, whether theybelong to one,
country or to another. All are members of one great universal family. We
.should not forget that the whole universe which we know today has only one
planet on which there is life, such as we have and that we are the most
fortunate to be created by Almighty. The least that we should do is to Ii ve
together like· brothers and sisters genuinely, not merely through lips but
through heart. The ,...,worldis now ready for a new Revolution. For human
beings material prosperity is no doubt, important but it is not the ultimate
aim. 'There is much more in a human being than a mere desire for a,material
well-being and that is the spiritual part. It is only through spiritual attain
ment and spiritual satisfaction 'that genuine happiness is,possible. There has

. to be some spark which has to light it' and the source .of this is Shri Mata ..Ji
Nirrnala Devi who is. the founder 'of the science' "of. Sahaja Yoga· for
Kundalini ,awakening and Self-Realisation. ,., .

Medical Science Enlightened
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It is high time when medical scientists should not be reluctant to adopt '
, a holistic framework incorporating Yoga and other alternati ve systems of
"medicine for fear.ofbeing unscientific. Modern physics has shown now that
such a holistic frame ..work would not only be scientific but it would also be
,consistent with the' most advanced theories of physical reality-", In view of
, thfs it is strongJ,y>:-re1('that .the .spiritual awakening in the form of Self-

" ' Realisation by S.~~iaj.a~Yoga could bring 'about the: desired change in' the '
.:Social awarenessallover the world that 'we badly and urgently need 'in this,
,jag'e' to -save thehumanity from destruction, ' 1'4lIi,

, . 'This' book is' iri .response to repeated requests for a 'manual presenting
the research findings on Sahaja Yoga 'and insight into Vibratory Awareness
for total health 'care, along with the basic fundamentals which 'are essential
for the Self; Realisation and the practice of Healing with th"is system. The
book is, in a simple and easily understandable form that could be used ,by
general public arid medical practitioners. In .this book what is proposed is
really a kind of awakening of our ancient culture on 'Yoga' particularly
Sahaja Yoga for knowing the 'Unknown Power' hidden in every individual
for regaining the lost sense of spritual connectedness to the Universe.
Further, a holistic apprdac~ incorporating 'Sahaja Yoga' as an -alternative
system to prevent and cure disease has also been suggested. ~

, The ultimate, proofIies in having, the personal experience of 'Cool
Bre,eze' by thereaders as they practice Sahaja Yoga. Without it, much 'of

•,:what. has b~e9 said in this book will probably remain unconvincing, even
when supportedby.researchdata, The purpose of this book would be served

" '::Jf at' least some. :re~~.e:rswould Iike to have the experience :of "Self
.1 :~~alisation'" and i"~'eteby,good-health 'which has' been describedsince ages,

, , ,('by the .philosphersaiidsages .asthe noblest .gcal of human life.' ' ,
'. I. ,." ':1' '" '.
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The first piece of evidence available to anyone examining Yoga .histori
cally is the famous representation of 'Proto Shiva' sitting cross legged

amidst a 'number of animals and hieroglyphics. This representation occurs
on an earthenware, in the form of a seal that dates back from the 3id
.mi llineurn B.C. and belongs to, Indus Valley (Mohen-Jo-Dare &'Harappa)
, civilisation 1. " '

SInce Indus Valley civilisation precedes the arrival of Aryans into
,.India it 'is concluded that Yoga is non-Aryan, It.is a' discipline that con
.stitutes one of the essential dimerisions of traditional Hinduism. The word

( 'Yoga' is derived from the Sanskrit root 'Yuj' (to'harness) or to Join or to
· unite.. It, means union of 'Atma' (soul) ~ith, Parmatama (All pervading
power). In Shiva-Samhita- 'it 'is, mentioned that there .are four important
Yogas. They are Mantra - Yoga, Hatha - Yog~;~Laya-Yogaand Raja- yoga.
.Through these one transcends all duality. In '~9.ag~vad, Gita- the.emphasis
has .been 'on Karma Yoga .. Further ithas beenmentioned that "an' individual
who with-devotion (Bhakti} succ'eeds in knowing lJiy true nature.enterswith
-his prayer into me'". Her~ a c·om.bi~ation ofJnanaY o.ga and Bhakti Yoga
has been advocated to achieve salvation. '

'Some of the important ancient literature which forms the' basis of
Yoga doctrine are Patanjali's Yoga Sutras, Upanishads: Yoga Dafshan
Upariishad, Amritanada Upanishad, Yoga Kundalini Upanishad, Hatha
Yoga Pradipki: Gherandra - Samhita, Shiva Samhita and Saundariya Lahti
of Adi Shankaracharya. The various significant 'Yogas' are: ,

Jnana Yoga: Union by knowledge. In this Yoga, intellectually ac
quired knowledge is used to attain the salvation. In Bhagavad Gita3 and
'other texts a combination of Jnana Yoga and Bhakti Yoga '(devotion) has
.been advocated to achieve the salvation, The, man who 'succeeds in, attaining
the supreme knowledge enters into the kingdom' of God to be one with him,
thus realizing the unity of knower and known:" ' .

Yoga in Ancient. India - A Brief Review
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Patanjali (2nd century B.C.), the author of theYoga-Sutra. From Shiva
. temple, Vadapadimangalaql, 12J4 century.
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The Sahasrara and Ajna chakra of the.subtle human body
shown seperatly for' details' from a painting Nepal 17th century
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<Thechakras of subtle human body shown seperatly for details. :'
From a Nepal painting 17th century.

Copyright .Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi
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Karma Yoga: As th~ name indicates in this method one has to do
j Karma (Duties) without the desire for the fruits of actions.. In practice

Karma Yoga is usually combined with Bhakti Yoga (Devotion) since it is
known that the practice of disinterested action is more or less impossible to
achieve without the grace of Lord. According to Bhagavad Gita, it is the
Prasad (gift) of the Lord-and not one" s 'personal effort that makes possible
...'~~ .atrainment ofe~~~;i1:~l,:\yorld.' " "

, ", ,',J! '-. ,:, Bhakti Yoga ';::;U,iUbn.,'by 'love and devotion. ThIS method indicate's that
,'-.in:'extreme devotion one forgets one's own identity. and becomes .one with
, (hie" e'te'rnal truth.' 0s,u~'ily"'in texts? 'its practice has' been advocated along
with Jnana Yoga or-Karma Yoga.
.' ,Mantra y'~ga :' Union by the continuous recitation' of mantras. By
doing this continuously.and 'with deep devotion one dissolves one's .identity
and attains salvation,' " ,

Taatric Yoga:, Earliest evidence ,of this Yoga dates back to tenth
century after Christ .. In this union is attained by harnessing sexual energy.

, Here' potentiality' of, sex energy through Tantra' Asans is transformed and
ra'isedto,the plane.of cosmic consciousness. .Sex -is seen,as divine in itself
and is source of vital energy. Tantrik procedure prescribes physical union
of mail ana woman into a cr-eative union of Shiva-Shakti. There are two
methods (1) Dakshin 'Marg,'CRight hand path) (2) Va~ Marg (Left hand

, path)", Followers, of Vam Marg take wine, meat and indulge in, sex. The
ritual of collective sexual union performed in a circle is known as Chakra
'"Prlja:,.. The fundamental ,principle of left' hand path is .that spritual progress
,'~'s:;npi'to: be achieved.byshunning Of, avoiding our natural sex desirebut by
trahsforming those"'~,~Tf'ekments which make us fall, a~,a means of salva
'ti-qtl·,.'" It is said:.t.h~~:Y.T:antr.icsexual 'union is: falling' jn love with, whole
, cosmos; .it is a total surt,er~.'d'erto whole cosmos, ,From tantrik point Of view
the:'2onsummat~d~h~rP,a:~' being is man and woman: fused into a .single unit.'
"w.:iih this idea that tll~:,t.Wb, are inseparable, emerges the state ,of Anand, of
"infinite joy and bliss." <rhe",inner life force is aroused to its full potential
through this mystic process>, Here ,it' is necessary to' mention, that this,
method' has done a great harm. .People lost their faith in Kundalini and,
totally discarded this 'method except a few schools. I ,

Raja Yoga: In this union is brought about by the practiceof Ashtanga
,Yo'ga (eight limbs" of Yoga) as prescribed in Patanjalis Yoga' Sutras and
, Yoga Darshana Upanishad. ,

" ' Yoganganusthanat 'Ashudhi, - Ksays Jnana Deeptira Vi vek -
~hy~te.h (Yoga S,uira, Patanjali Il - 28)

"It is by the practice of the Limbs of Yoga that one, attains the true
knowledge of Prakarti.rrnatter) and one's essential nature'" '

, , _'.' .

Yoga in Ancient India',~~-------------~----
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','Muladhare Kundalini Bhujagar Rupni, .
. Tatra Tishathathi Jeevatama Pradip Kal,i~ak'riti',' :

, . . ", ",',' ,',

.Concepts About Kundalini

As such Raja Yoga is synthesis of the .eight Limbs of Yoga. These
are; (1) Yam: ethical restraint, ,(2YNiyam: discipline, O),Asana: posture,
(4) 'Pranayama : breath control, (5)' Pratayahara ;,',control over senses,
(6) Dharna : mental concentration, (7) Dhyana : ·m.~~itfltion" (8) Samadhi:
higher consciousness. . . '. '. . '.' ..' . '..',:' " .... .
"". ' .Frirther Pantajali?' specifies that Yams' (eth:~t:~l,::ie.~ti-~ints)are, fi~,e··:iri·

. numbe~" ' '...... .....~',.":.:,.. '.',.','"~,,..:;,,:. '~ .: .' ' ,;".....,'. '.
(I') Ahimsa : non-violence rnthought, word 'and deed (.2) Satya: truth": .' .

fulness .'(3) Asatye; not to tetra lie, (4) Brahmcharya ': abstain frOIh:s~'x·.
(5) Aparigraha :~rion~c·oyet6usness;. . ' .' ", "':'. . . '.. : ..

Niyams to be followed are: '.' .
(1). Saucha :. cleanliness, (2) Santosh : contentment, (3) T'apas :

austerity; (4) Swadhyaya.: study sacred scriptures, (5') Ishwara Pranidh~m(:
complete surrender to God Almighty.

'. By the practice of all the eight limbs one is able to go into Samadhi
(higher consciousness) and' attain, self-realisation. .

Hath'a Yoga: In this union is brought about' by the practice of Kriyas
r . .

(cleaning- exercises) asans ~Bandhas and Mudras. The cleansing exercises
. J. are: (15 Neti (cleansing the nasal passages), (2) Dhauti (cleansing ..the

stomach), (3). Kapala Bhati (cleansing the nasopharynx and nasal sinuses:
Y literallymeans shining th'e head and involves incessant forced brief exhala-
" tions through nasal passages), (4) Tratak (cleansing the. eyes by fixing ..the

.gaze orian object' without blinking), (5) Vajroli .(Cl.ea,nsin g' urinary passage
by.drawing water through 'penis by means of Q~uH-"'ari exercise in Iwhich
rhythmic contractions of rectus abdorninus m~,s¢l¢'§:'~te'produced ke~.p~~g·.
the diaphragm fixed) and ,(6). Vastifcleansing th~'r'~:c'th:£nand colon).: '.<.' .

After' the practice of these cleansing exercises under the guidance p'('a;il"
expert, 'one tries to .practise various 'important asans; t:h?ugh hundredshave .
been described in Yoga treatises. These postures according to Yoga Sutras
are not an end in themselves but intended to improve body functions .. Then
one has to master important Bandhas e.g. Uddiyana Bandha (raising of
diaphragm),Jalandhara Bandha (Chin lock), Moola Bandha(Vigrous con
traction of sphincters & pelvic diaphragm) etc. In these inhalation, exhala
tion and retention of breath play an important role and with each Bandha
they are precisely followed as per' guidance of the expert.' For details of
various asans, Bandhas and Mudras one could refer to Hatha Yog Pradipka".

Medical Science Enlightened,
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,; Dhyaye TejornayeBrahm .. tejo Dhyanam Paratparam" .
":;'.' ;:;.,,~.. ~: .' > .. ,(,Qherandra Samhita)". .
.;.;~,'f;ll: the .Muladhar~:~j,;:~,YJ;1Clalinilie's' in the form of a coiled serpent. The .

, innate self dwell's th:~fe;tike the flame .of ·~anip. ' Contemplation on this' .
'radtan,f light .leads Qne::to:·;GQdRealisation". '

~!. 'Th~ .word KUhclahni' is derived fro~ a sanskrit word which' means
'. . !~._;_(, ~ . I - _'. . ' . I '. '

'coiled up'. The coiled Kundalini is the dormant energy' existing in latent
form in every human being. The object of the practice o~Kundalini Yoga,
is to· awaken this cosmic energy and to unite it with 'Shiva', the pure

. consciousness pervading the' whole universe. The Kundalini Shakti is the
.vastpotential of psychic energy, the body's most powerful thermal current.
The arousal, of Kundalini is not unique to tantric practices but' forms the
basis of-all yogic disciplines and every genuine spritual experience may be,
.considered a resule'of the awakening of this physio- nuclear energy. 'The'
Sat-Chakra Nirupana describes Kundalini as extremely subtle, embodiment
. of bliss and whose true nature is pure consciousness. It 'shines in the {ninds
of.sages and awakenspure knowledge.

Maha Nirvana 'I'antra - also describes Kundalini as pure conscious
ness and further states .that Kundalini is primal - Prakriti or Naturerwhich

. 'is'qp~e other than C~·it~~halc.tiorpure 'Consciousness. ' . , .
....;:,, /rhe'Sarada Tfhika !.describes Kundalini as Sabda Brahmarnayi (the'
fdh'~li~counterpart '6i:,,:',',S'hi-va' .as.', Sabda- Brahman' the source of cosmic ~

: I ;. :'. .," .1 ~. '. . {!":,,_. ') ":"" ..' ...I .: • I' .\" . I . . . ' I

soundjin the form.of.mantra, or 'm~clea['spund syllable-the proximate cause
.o.(mariifest~ltl0n.,~ A~~Q'I·c;li'ngto "Kamdhenu-Tantra": the left side 'of .the
Sanskrit letter :Ka ',:», f~Jrnts",a triangle 'whose upper left, line symbolizes
Brahrna, right vertical line' Vishnu and lower left line Rudra, 'while in the
coiled extension in front, Kundalini Iies latent. When this Kundalini .Shakti
moves up to manifestitself, it becomes dynamic and unites with the "Shiva '
to' become one with ,the e'osmic consciousness, Kundalini Yoga is the'
resolution of this duality into unity. " " "

.Yoga Kundalini Upanishad: In this the static Kundalini is symbol
ized by. a serpent coiled 'into 3-1/2 circles, with its tail in the mouth and.
spiralling around the central axis at the bJse. of the spine. When the
K~'ndalini Shakti ascends up to unite with 'Shiva' (pure consciousness),
. above the crown 'of-the head, self-realisation occurs". _

Brahmo Upanishad :It mentions' about-the presence of Nabhi Heart,
Throat, and Head asplaces where four quarters of Brahman shines. The

';,c:6inm~ntatO'r N arayana.says that according to Brahmopanisad, these four
':,·P.J~¢~sare the c~n.tt:~;~~"·fr~)i.Itwhich the Brahman may be attained 10_(according
:t.6~:the"method' p'resc:r'ib~,(f'therein). -,.Reference .has been made-of the

. lcitii;~s/chaknl~a~t~:~:~f~,ur'places. ,,' ,,' ' "
" ;'

Yoga inAncient India
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. The Ksurika Upanishad - speaks of the 72,000 Nadis and of Ida,
Pingla and Sushumna .. All these 'with -the exception of Sushumna can be .
served by "Dhyana Yoga". Verse VIn directs the Sadhaka "to get into the
white and very subtle Nada .(Nadijand to drive PranaVayu through it"; and
Puraka, Rechaka, Kurnbhaka and .Hatha processes are referred to. The
commentator Narayana remarks that Kundalini should be heated by the .
.internal fire and then placed inside the Brahama Nadi, for which purpose the
Jal~ndhara":Bandh~ should be employed!". ' , , .

The Narsirnha-Purvata Paniya Upanishad - speaks of the Sudrsana
(which is' apparently here the Muladhara) changing into -lotuses/chakras of
six, eight, tweLve,' sixteen, and: thirty-two. petals ,r,e!sp,ec~ively. 'fhis,:,cQ.r~,
responds, with the: number. of petals-as ment~one'(~hiI\;~th({Iitei-atute 'exG¢.:p.tias'
to the, second. For" taking fir~f"to: be the S,vid:fijisth'ana the ~'s'ec:Qnd'
Lotus/Chakra should be one' of ten::-petals. ,App'~r~~iiV'this di vergence, tis"
due to the fact that this is the number of letters in the 1Mantra assigned to this·
chakra. 'For the six-petalled chakra is the six-lettered Mantra of Suda~~an'a;'
in the eight-petalled chakra the eight- lettered Mantra .of Narayana; arid. in
the twelve-petalled lotus the twelve-lettered mantra ofVasudeva. As' is the

, case, ordinarily, in the sixteen petalled lotus are the. sixteen Kalas (here
, ~ 'S . , . -

"~:'Vowels) sounded with Bindu or Anusvara. The thirty-two petalled chakra
l (Ajnar-is really two-petalled because there are two Mantras here each of
};'sixteen;letters of Narashimha and his shakti.!" '. ,.,
~ , ~.' , .

. Both the Ycga-Tattva Upanishad and Yoga-Sikha-Upanishad refer to
Hatha- Yoga, andthe latter speaks of closing of the "Inner door", the open
ing of t'he gateway of Sushumna, that is, by Kundalini entering the Brahma
dvara, and the piercing of the 'sun.' The Rama- Tapaniya-Upanishad refersto
various y ega 'and Tantrik processes, such as Asana, Dvarapuja, Pith a- puja
and expressly mentions Bhuta Suddhi, which as .above 'explained is' the
purification of elements in' the chakras, either ,as,an. .imaginative' or 're~l
process by the aid of Kundalini 10. " , ' ,:" «: ,',

Arnritanada Upanishad!' (l.i9) mentions 'th,atrybgihas to take pr'~'qCli
drawn .inro the Muladhara. The pran thus drawn in aw~kens' the fire (Div,~,pe""
energy), which is dormant. Yogi 'by meditating, on the' Brahman, .con-.
centrates his thoughts and thereby he causes the, breath to rise with' fire'
(divine energy) up to the naval and beyond withinthe ~ubtle body. The
other point brought about in this stanza of the' Upanishad is that the first
subtle centre of the body is Muladhara. The centres are also referred to as
Lotuses with variable number 'of petals.

The Upanishad Taittirya Brahmananda Valli mentions that human
body comprises of a gross 'physical body (Sthula Sarira), a subtle b~dy
(Sukshma Sarira) and a 'causal' body (Karana Sarira). Further each body
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coriiprises of sheat~s;;~",:':':t~'e',physical or,:iross body is' en velaped by two' ,
cosmic sheaths," One is Ann:amaya Kosa (Food farmed sheath) and the ather,
is .Pranamaya Kosh: (Sheath of vital - air). The subtle body, (Sukshrna ,
Sarira) is enclosed.in Manomaya Kosh and Vigyanmaya Kosh, whereas the '
causal body (Karan-Sarita) IS enclosed in Anandmaya Kosh, the most subtle
,of all the sheaths6.' " " "

Annamaya Kosh is connected with earth, .water and fire which are
represented in Muladhara, Svadisthana and Manipura Chakra, Pranamaya
Kosh expresses through the ..Air and Ether element and is represented inthe
Anahata and Vishuddhi- Chakra respectively. Manorriaya and Vigyanmaya
Kosh have the Ajna Chakra as its centre. It is the activation of Ajna Chakra
that gives the inner vision, a simultaneous knowledge of things as, they
, really are and is also called the' third eye, cosmic consciousness which opens
at this centre (Mookerjee"). The Anandmaya Kosh has Sahasrara Chakra as
itssentte.' Activation of this Chakra brings about the union of Atma with
Parrnatarna (Vyasdev-).; Thesesubtle envelops are related to physicalbody
at.several. psychic p.HMts:~''arrd these points are interlinked by' numerous . '
'sub~fe;:,,~~annels khOWV:'::a:~:':'~N,adis",(from. ~he"sanskrit root 'N ad,' meaning
ino~iO'n or .vibration), ,',:'::)\ttempts' have been made to identify the' subtle '
,ch~,~:n:¢1.V{iththe An'at6Wy.::Q:['phy'sical,ho'dY but they are practically unt~ace,~,'
able. hy:':diiect observaHof}:.' :The mast important Nadis are the centra! chan- -'.
nel.vSushumna (spinalcord), and and its two flanking channels-Ida an the'
left side of the body (left ,s,ympathetic) and Pingla on the right of side of the

, I. , I.' 1

body (right sympathetic). .Within the Sushumna nadi there are three mare
subtle channels. These are Vajra, Chitrini and Brahma nadi. The Brahma
nadi is the innermost Nadi through which Kundalini moves up .. Twa CUf

rents of psychic 'energy flaw through Idaand Pingla Nadi from the, base of
the, spine spiralling in opposite directions around the Sush umna, which
meets them between the eyebrows. Sushumna remains closed as long as
Kundalini is nat awakened (Mookerjee").

_'Kundalini As in Rajayoga: It is correct to say that when contact is
" . f ..

established between Apana Vayu (VitalAir) seated in Muladhara and Brah-
marandhra in the crown of the head through mind principle, there arises a
lig~'t~',Whe~ this light manifests fl.llI'y.'it'illuminates the different parts of the
bodyandirradiates qN':;Q~a,ktas as it passes through them., Finally 'en~eting ,
'in'tdf \Srahmarandhra, '"4:th'e,,"crawn'of the" head). 'However, the "view .that
Kundalini is the primalBrahmic energy appears to be a late ~an~ept and not
citii~:e.correct. The' 'ear.~y'scriptures do notdiscuss Kundalini in describing .
the evolution of the world; (Hid even the Y~ogaDarshan of Patanjali does not
mention Kundalini, as prim:ai energy. It is true that later commentators have'
mentioned Kundalini and.the Chakras in their books. '

" ,I:
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These Chakras are a 'network of neural 'tis's~es;,'ip.:,.thegross bodyand
are the bunches of subtle 'sensory.' nerves .in the' subtle body which are
illuminated by radiance 'of Vigyanmaya Kosh (Vyasdev").

The Yogadarshan of Patanjali states in. Yog. Pat. (2.Su.52) which,'
when translated in English language, means; "When the Veil of 'Tamas'
'(inertia) that obstructs light is destroyed, the entire internal vision becomes
apparent. ,Then the Chakras are seen as Lotuses by the force of feeling
(Bhavana) and shine by the radiance of Vigyanmaya Kosha, the intellect

- -- sheath'": . .'
-The Pranas (Vital Air) are pervaded by a positive e'lectrica( charge

, which combines with the negative charges of the body by 'an effort of-will;
. ,."then, arises a divine light which enables one to .have inner experiences. ;Tliis

. divine light is ,K'undalini. Some, workers fee,(,th~.t.kl,i'ridalini ari:s~'s .as a
divine 'light inMuladhara Chakra, when Apan~:{Y.it~l. Air of the lo~e,,r ,part
of body) is joined to' Prana.by me~nta~'force:·· . '>. ,', 'j;,:: .' ":":""

" Ktfndalin'( is co n s id'ere dfhe 'Na~hfij~t.~,g;~:i! .as de,scdb'e1d:','in
Kathopanishad. Baying received this light a s#dli~k becomes a h~'q)Jike·
Nachiketa. According, toShvetashvatara ~Upanishadthen that yogi.crosses

~~.: ",tIle.ocean, of birth and, death. (Having attained the body purified inthe fire
.i~;' '}1! yoga, there is no' disease, old age or death' for him).' . ,.' "
?~ ...~ . - ,
"~:I' ) According to Gyancsh wari 12, a' well- known illuminating commentary
i~'. ip Marathi on Bhagavad Gita, it is mentioned that o'n account of tbe heat
", 'c~eated,in the body 'bY, yogic postures, the power-known as 'Kundalini' gets

awakened. Kundalini abides in sleeping condition with her face downwards
in' 3-112 coils like afemale Cobra: When it gets awakened it uncoils· herself,
shakes off herlethargy and stands erect. After completely consuming the
elements, it gets fully statisfied and rises up. Pierces the Chakras and it
vomits out water rising in her mouth, but that very' 'Yater turns itself into
nectar (Amrit) andsaves thelife (Prana). The life: wind emerges out, offire
of vomit and creates a cooling sensation in the body: internally as well as
'exte,rnally.' ' "', 'J' , ,""'" ,~' ,,' , • " :'

" Despite various views on .Kundalini it rte,vdi'heie'ss is an irrefutable
, fa~t ,th~t' 'this is the unique 'divirie'energy with 'th'~"'~H~~-p:ofwhich o,~e'"c~nsee .
, directly the mysterious inner contents .of the::'/o.:o.dY'and" also' the.' SUbtle
contents of the Astral-world (Vyasdev"). . " .' '.' ' ,.:. '" . '

, I

\ , .: In the west alsomany religious traditions-have talked.about Kundalini.
Christans call it the Holy Spirit. .Jesus says unequivocally in gnostic gospel
of Thomas and elsewhere that "Holy Spirit is my 'mother". Jesus said"J'The
Kingdom of God is within you" (Luke 17:21). , The spiritual instrument
'within us can be described as a microcosm which links us with the
macrocosm.
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, ::~: ,c," ':: ' 'Chakras/pad;rp.~f,are present in~the' astral body', . These cannot 'be .seen .
,,',':;i'''' py naked .eyes a~1':,~h~~ebeen described by the yogis 'On the',bas~~ of their
, ,i, "divine visioH.· Tq'e's'i chakras have been illustrated according tc.traditicnal
, , J .Tantrik literaturc.. ',T_pe, description 'anq .interprctation of these chakras

",l .varies in different texts but the underlying reality is constant' jn spite of
some variations. , these variations are because true' knowledge of 'chaJcras
, lies in experience itself which occurs during meditative visio~s to a Yogi. ..

,The 'importantholistically .organized centres (Chakras) are (1) Mulad- '
, 'hara "(2) Svadisthana (3), Manipura 'or .Nabhi (4) Anhata (5)' Vishuddhi
..(6) Ajna, and (7). Sahasrara.

Taritras commonly mention that each chakra has a particular number of
petals with the sanskrit alphabet on each petal. The vibrations produced at

'C~akras'~ The EnergyCentres :'
I 1

In North-America the Hopi Indians also believed in the exis'tence of the
Kundalini which 'is present at the base of spine. , Frank Watersl ' in his
"Book of the Hopi", has described that according to "Hopi' Indians", a,
number of subtle Chakras are, present along the spinal column, First one is
at the top of the head, second one is just belowit in the thinking organ called
'brain, third centre is present in the throat and fourth in the heart. ' The other
subtle centres are 'pr~sent below the naval. There are persons who are
'expert in this art and they are able to' feel the vibrations from each centre
;andcould detect the fauitby putting their hand on ea'<Ji centre and thereby,
, they could also curethe diseases 13,,' , ". ,.... .

In the' Kalahari desert of Africa, John Marshall discovered that the
people of that area, called 'Kung', could dance for manyhours so that their

.:::' p,/Um (Kundalinirgets .."heated up to ,produce the 'kia' state. (Transcendental
" ,:~s~'ateto be one wi;tp:"*h~:'God).' The n/uml4,is supposed to be present at the
;:'base of spine frorif,:y;:he.re it ascendsuptohead. They believe that nlum is a,
':;s~per~natural e,nt6t~i:a9d its, awakening paves the way for curing!". " '

" In, Mexico KU'~;dalinj was ~~r~hippe(r as the serpent God, Quetzal
coatl'>. In Jewish.mystical tradition The Cabala also mentions about Kim- ,
dalini. In thisthe ev,?lution of Universe, has taken Blace in ten stages. ,Each, "
stage is known as "Sephiroth'". So, these ten 'Sephiroths' exist in man and
have, their' connection with .subtle centres. People believed that the con
sciousness of individuals is usually trapped in the lower-most centre with
matter: To raise this consciousness from centre to centre so that it finally
reaches the 'Sephiroth' called "Keth.~r' in the crown of the head, one has to
do meditation and, chanting of sacred syllables (Swami Kripananda'").
Once consciousness reaches this place the seeker attains eternal bliss!".

, "
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each petal is represented by the Sanskrit, alphabet. Every. letter denotes the
mantra.' The letters exist in the petals in all latent forms; these can be
manif~sted and vibrations of Nadis fe~r duri~g 'meditation. The number of
petals on' chakra varies. Muladhara, Svadisthana, Manipura, Anahata..
Vishuddhi, Ajna have Jour, six, ten, twelve, sixteeri and two petals respec-'
ti vely.

It is really surprising that all the fifty alphabets' of Sanskrit are on these
50 petals .. The number of petals in each chakra is determined by number and
position of yoga - nadis around the Chakra (Sivananda'"). _

1. Muladhara chakra : It is located at the base of spinal cord and
it lies between the origin of reproductive organs and the anus. It is two
fingers above the anus and is two fingers below the genitals and is four
fingers 'in width. Shri Ganesh is the Devata (male god) and presiding deity
is Kakini Shakti. The geometrical representation is a circle and a square
with a down pointing traingle. It has four' petals and represents earth
element. The related mantra is the syllable 'lam' 16. (Pig.I)

Yogis who can have full control on this centre are said to get Darduri
Siddhi, i.e.the P9wer to rise from the ground.

Illustration showing Tantric chakras
in the body of a yogi

·f

Tantric Chakras
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3. Manipura : . It is situated at the Nabhi (Umblical region). The
presiding deity is Vishnu and his Consort Lakshmi, 'The geometricalfigure
is a circle containing a downward, pointing triangle. The mantra syllable is
'Ram'. Ithas 10 petals and represents fire elements!". According to Patan
jali Maharishi, Nabhi Chakra Keiya Vayuh Gyanam (Yoga 3.29 Sutra).

It means that-bymeditating on the naval disc one attainsknowledgeof.the whole
body.(Fig.3)

Fig.-2
Svadhishthana chakra

l'

.s ,

2. Svadisthana: It islocated at the .root of the reproductive organs.'
The presiding deity is' Lord Brahma and his Shakti Rakini. The colour of
the chakra is red Or vermillion. It represents water element. Swami Vyas
dev during his medi atative vision found that this chakra shines in. the area
of seminal vesicles like a l~qU:idin the golden cup. Moreover in the: area of
the chakra there is' seminal fluid which appears white tingled with blue
colour. He further emphasized that conc-entration on this chakra helps in
the' maintenance of Brahmcharya and one has no fear o-fwater. It has six
petals. The geometrical figure is a circle containing a crescent. Its mantra
is the syllable 'Vam'16. (Fig.2)

Muladhara chakra
Fig.-l

Yoga in Ancient India
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5. ' Vishuddhi Chakra :, It is situated at the level of the throat. It
represents Ether (Akasha) element. The geometrical figure comprises of a
circle, having a downward inverted traingle and a circle inside it. 'The
mantra syllable is 'Ham'. It-has 16 petals!". The, presiding deity is Sada
Shiva and Godess Sakini. It has pure blue colour, A yogi who attains full
control over this centre gets full knowledge of the four Vedas. He becomes
a Trikal Jnani (who knows past, present and future). (Fig.5)

Fig.-4
,Anahata chakra '

c ),'

4. Anahata : Heart Chakra: This is situated in the region of heart. The chakra
is deep red in colour. The presiding deity is Lord'Shi~aand his ConsortParvati.
Abode of Arman (Soul) is in thi&"region. ~~' .geometrical figure is a',circle
containing twotriangles one pointing downwards andother upwards. 'The mantra
syallable is 'Yam'. It has 12 petals ~d represents' air element". ' It emits a
mysterious sound i.e.' an-hata. .He who m~ditates on, this chakra has full control
over vayu tatava and attains Bhuchari Siddhi, Khechari Siddhi and Kaya Siddhi

I'.(flying in the air, entering the 'body of' another person and; conquers old age) 17.
'T ' .,
~',(Fig.4)' , "

, i .'

" '", ",\

Manipura chakra
Fig.-3 '

, ,',
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, 7. Sahasrara Chakra : -It is the -abode of Lord Shiva and is situated
in the crown of the head. This Chakra has 1000 petals and present in the
cerebrum of the, brain. - Some, people feel that it is situated four fingers
above the crown of the head>. Thisisalsocalled as Brahrnarandha. It is.the
,meeting point' of Kundalini with Shiva. This Chakra is the cE~ntreof super
or cosmic consciousness, where integration of all polarities is experienced.
'To attain, the 'S-ahasr~fa is to attain the world of Brahman (Brahn:-a-Loka).

.Ajna chakra

Fig.-6

~\

Vishuddhi chakra

Fig.-5

6. Ajna Ch~kra It is sttuated III the forehead between two
eyebrows .. Represents' 'rnanas' element The presiding deity is param
Shiva and .Goddess Rakini,.,· .The geographical figure is,. a circle whicli
contains a downward 'pointing triangle. The 'mantra syllable is 'Om'16. It
has, two petals. The Chakra is of pure white colour., By concentrating.on
this chakra a 'yogi. acquires divine powers. Whatever Sankalpa (desired
wilfully) :is made 'in the form' of-a command passes through this centre and
becomes so powerful 'that it materialises. The most famous example of the
function of this centre is often quoted as the 'Third Eye' of Lord Shi va )
which destroyed a very powerful' demon Bhasmasur (Vyasdev"). (Fig.6)

Yoga. in Ancient India
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Awakening of Kundalini

According to Vedic literature ~n the Tamas (inertia), in' the gross
physical body of mankind, _1um{nous'rays of Manomaya Kosh and Vigyan
maya Kosh are' functioning just as they do in the bodies of great yogis filled·

f) with purity. 'But most people cannot see these luminous rays. After the
practice of meditation on the Shat-chakras, seekers may. acquire some

) knowledge of sheaths and may receive the Kundalini shakti ·by the grace of
God. As this divine power starts working, it rises by piercing the various.
chakras and ultimately litiites with the absolute, .giying' self-realisation".

Forms of .Awakening : There are two main methods .of Kundalini
,J awakening. . . , . ". .,' ',',' .

1. Ascent of Pranas (Pranotthana)
) 2. ' Origination of Luminous State

Pranotthana - In this by mental force the pranas start functioning in
the chakras without the inner light arising. Apana - Prana, the, vital air of

U
l) 20

, '.

By attaining control over Sahasrara Chakra whichis.very very difficult .:
a yogi 'is said to acquire various psychicpowers. Thes~:'are/ Anima : Po~~~ :.
to ,become light: Garima, Power to be'~~.ine· heavy; PrakaIrlya :' Power to
realize, all the wishes, Ishatva : 'Power:' to .create, V~shi:t~~~':' Power 'to.

) cornrnandsall, Prapti : Power of reaching anywhere, Mahima ': Power 1'0
enlarge, Ifaghima : Power to become small.' '" .' ,

) The~~ eight siddhis are very well-known and Hanuman possessed all
these 'sidli(is18 (Ramayana). ' If a yogi can free himself from the attachment
to such powers only then he becomes the knower of the supreme.

Fig.-7 b

Sahasrara chakra

The best g~aphic representation of th i~ chakra ·is .in th~ J6rrii"'()f'an in verted: t,'

Lotus (stem upward), coroUa opening downward) einht~n~g:a radiance that'
bathes the subtle body in its entirety. (Jean Varenn~16)';(Flg.7)' .'

Medical Science, Enlightened
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, ' In this the devotion ofSadhak (seeker) and grace of 'Guru' is respon
sible for the generation of divine light, which occurs inside the body' and,
vital air moves up: By this 'vital electricity through the wires ofSushumna,
the entire inner body with 411its subtleties as well as the objects of the gross
body become illuminated. The divine light passes ,throu~h sushurnnaand
illuminates it causing the various chakras in the body to blossom; removing .. '

, obstructions,' and thereby the current enters into Sahasrara, the thousand
petal chakra at the crown of head. In this state there are continuous 'light

'~ streams from the chakras. This current of light may be directed to any inner
part of the body or any part of the world by which ope may have direct
knowledge 9'£ those, objects. This is a higher state, of Sampr~jnata Samaddhi
(Samadhi with consciousness). Swami Yoganand!? discovered the secret of
the link between' the' cosmic consciousness and Pranayama, He writes that
"The Kriya Yogi:"! mentally directs his life energy around the six spinal
'centres which correspond to' symbolic cosmic man. One-half minute
revolution of energy around the sensitive spinal cord of man affectssubtle
progress in his evolution: that 1/2, minute of Kriya equals 'one year of natural
spiritual unfoldment. Pranayama is reinforced by Yogic practices ,e.g.
Asanas (sustained posture), Mudras (gestures), Mantras (seed' sound syll
ables) and Bandhas (internal lock 'of muscular contraction). The first step'
in Pranayama is to regulate the breathing. The ideal breathing, or i~halation
means (Puraka), retention (Khurnbhak) and exhalation (Rechak) 'is 1:~:2~ In
the practice of Pranayama these pathways of Ida and Pingla are purified to ,
, allow the free flow of psychic forces.. During this yogic discipline the

Luminous Awakening of KundaIini :

lower part of the body becomes excited by constant meditation and activates
the nerves and plexuses in Muladhara, generating a vibratory movement of
Prana from the base to head of the spinal cord. Sometime this gi ves an
experience of something moving up the spinal cord, this is called as Pranot
thana.

This ascent of Prana can be brought about by special Pranayam
exercises and 'Shat-Karrna' i.e. body cleansing act of Hatha- Yoga. By
constant practice, obstructions are removed at varioas chakras and Pranic
current passes freely along, Sushumna an? enters, the areas .of the brain
(Sahasrara) and one attains Samadhi. But a Sadhak does not acquire proper
realisation by such inertSarnadhi (Tamsik Samadhi).

In this way, full knowledge remains inaccessible and sadhaks do not get
self. realization' until, the next luminous condition i.e. conscious samadhi

, becomes manifest.Cvyasdev''). " ',' I

Yoga in Ancient India
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Mantra recitation is done to invoke a Mantra which then activates
vibration channels and produces certain super conscious feeling states,
which aid the disciple in his Sadhna. The very sound of a Mantra has a
capacity to arouse the divine forms or their energies. Each divinity posses
ses, a Bija Mantra. Thus the -Bija Mantra 'Hum' is the root vibration of
sound representing the, essential nature of Kundalini shakti which encom
passes the, Mantra sounds (Lalita- Sahasranama), ,By means of concentrat
irrg-on the Jetter HUIn (Bij Mantra), Sadhak arouses the Kundalini, pierces'
the~'centre, of~:'the Svayambhu linga the mouth -of'which is' closed.. and
thi~~tefoIe'invisible, and by means of air '~nd fire places' her within J~e '
B:rahmarandhta (Sat Chakra > Nirupana). Asto 't,h:.t(:vorking of ManFra '
Shakti .Ipower) in' the arousal of Kundalini, the ';B:ij;~1,\1.aritrais repeated ..
according to the rules which support the aspirant auci'i·torY,l?erceptionbyits
very repetition. In this way it intensifies the field 'of awareness to a single
point, under pressure of which Kundalini is stirred towards' awakening. It
is important to remember, however, that the Mantra is not merely a techni
que of awakening, it is actually in itself indicative of the presence of
divinity (Mookerjee"),

An American researcher Bernbaum-" writes: the Mantra bestows no
magic power from outside" rather it releases the' latent forces within each
person which are normally suppressed by ego. Proper use of the Mantra
enables one to control and direct these forces to dissolve the ego, opening
'oneself to the universe. In Tantric rituals the Yoni Mudra represents Shakti
Yantra.' It is performed with the object of invoking the divinity to infuse the
seeker with her energy. Mudras such as Vajroli, Asvani, Sahajoli, Khechari
and.Maha-Mudras and Shakti - Chalana (energy moversj.iare combined with
postures, pranayam and Mantra to, awaken Kun~~lihl.(M90ke'~jee5);' , :

Tantriks, however, realised the immense potentiality of sex ener,gy and
through Tantra Asans, transformed the energy 'of .sex and freed it to the
plane of cosmic awareness. Sex is 'seen as divine in.rtself and is the source

Arousal of Kundalini by Mantra Recitation:

primal sound "OIll' is uttered repeatedly to 'provide a sound vibration which'
has connection with subtle channels and chakras. ' Each chakra has cor-
, responding colour and a sound, vibrating :,atdifferent, frequencies. Starting
with root 'chakra arid going to, the head, these vlb'I:ati~n~, rates are given by ,
tantrik literature as 4,6, 10, 12" 16,'2, and 1090 "an~':{~;e',:nu~berof 'rays" 'cif',
subtle elements lias been mentioned as,'56 for Muladhara, 62 for Svadis~'
thana, 52 for Manipura, .54,for Anhata, 72 for vish~ddhi and 64 for Ajna '
(Mookerjee-) .
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of vital energy. Tantra prescribed the discipline whichsublimates physical
union of a man and womaninto a creative union of Shiva=Shakti. The most
important Tantrik practices to awaken Kundalini are (a) Dakshin Marg, the
"tight hand path" and -left hand path, (b) the Varna Marg, the followers of
Vaf!la Marg practise the panch .makar rights, comprising the taking of wine,
meat, fish, parched cereals' and sexual. union. The ritual of collective sexual
union performed in a, circle, is known as chakra pooja. The fundamental
'p'r~ncipal'of the .left hand path is that spiritual progress is-not to be achieved
by shunning or avoiding our desires andpassion~, but only by transforming
'those very elements which make us fall" as a meansof liberation. Tantriks
stress the need to perform these' acts in a secluded atmosphere. Sexuality
and spirituality become, two, ends of one energy..

IHs claimed Iby the Tantrik school that sexual union' is falling in love
with the whole cosmos; it ,is a total surrender to whole' cosmos. ' In sur
rendering we become feminine, the feminine depths of our' psyche then
dissolve. One transcends and getserrergy and the experience of the flow of
oneness. From the Tantrik point of view" the consummated human being is
man and woman fused into a single unit. With, this idea that the two are
inseparable, emerges the state of Anand, of infinite joy and perpetual bliss
is reached. This state of bliss is, aroused to its full potential through this
mysticprocess of awakening the Kundalini Shakti (Mookerjee"). Here it is
necessary ,to mention that this method has-done a great harm to the growth'
ofthe science of Kundalini, People lost their, faith in Kundalini and rightly
discarded this ~ethod except a few schools. '~ "

~., . I.t' I . ~ . '
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Her Holiness Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi
Founder of the Science of Sahaja Yoga
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T·he founder of the Science of Sahaja Yoga, Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi,
belongs to the State of Maharashtra in India, which is the land of 'great

saints such a Tukaram, Eknath, Gyaneshwara and Sai Baba of Shirdi. It was
here,' in this state of India, blessed by so many aaints, that 'She' who is
world-wide known as Shri Mataji NirrnalaDevi or.simply Holy Mother was
born. Shri MatajiNirmala Devi took birth ,on 21st March, 1923, in a small
sm station town 'Chindwara near Nagpur ·(India). Her father Late' Shri

, Prasad Rao KrishnaRae Salve was aLawyer and remained in forefront of
India"s freedom struggle. He was, a colleague' of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru
and Maulana Azadin the freedom struggle under. the' guidance of Mahatma
Gandhi .. He was the only Christian member who was elected to Legislative.

. Assembly prior to Ihdia.~s independence. He Was a great scholar and knew
many languages'. '. He sacrificed everything at, the' altar of the freedom
struggle. Shri Mataji's mother was one ofthe first ladies ,of the country to .
graduate in Mathematics. ' " "

As a young girl, Nirmala Salve had her schooling at Nagpur and during
vacation she was sent to spend her time at the' Ashram' of Mahatma Gandhi'
at Wardha. Her work at the Ashram attracted the attention of Mahatma
Gandhi who could foresee something extraordinary in this girl.. A~ such
Mahatma Gandhi started liking her immensely and inspired young Nirmala
, fat; the freedom movement and spirituality. After her schooling. Nirmala
decided to study medicine and so she was sent to Science College in .1942.
II?- the same year QuifInd,ia Movem~nt ~V'asstarted by' Mahatma Gandhi and
Nirrnala Salve stood ~~. against the E'ri~ish Regiment i~ Jro~t of.her colleg~
gate.. She was tortured-and arrested ,but was freed after .sorne days .along

, with-other collegestudents. Afterwards, ',she 'got admission. in Balakram
.M.~·9i~:~1l.College, ,'~a~:~N~:::.(h6Win Pakistan), and spent two years but due to

. ',\ ,:'~J' . .

I·

Founder of the Science of Sahaja Yoga
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As soon as Saaasrara was opened by her, the whole atmosphere .got
filled with tremendous chaitanya and there was tremendous light and the
whole of it came as a torrential rain of light with such' a, force that Shri'
.Mataji felt stupefied and stunned", She felt a total silence in grandeur.
After that she observed primordial Kundalini ,~pening like a telescope one
after anoth.er, rising like a big furnace but it was 'cool and silent. The
appearance of Kundalini was similar to a heated up metal in a tunnel and it
had many colours. As the whole.' head, like a .big dome was lifted" the

The.~:-frea! Discovery
!~

.l)n 5th May, 1970, a great event took place. ' After three days of. t'
contjnuous meditation in the village ofNargol near Bordi on Western Coast
under beachside Palm trees, the last work of Divine i.e. opening the Sahas
rara 'In human beings was attained by Her Holiness Mi:ltajiNirmala De~l.
This could bring about en masse awakening of the primordial energy (Kun
dalirii) within the human body. It was the greatest 'event of all the spiritual
happenings' of the Universe. According to Shri M~taji 'Nirmala Devi.
without-this happening it was not possible for herto giveen masse realisa
tion to people. In, Sahasrara, there 'are seven Pithas "oftite' Seven centres,

, ' . 1 , ", I

(Chakras). There are one thousand Nadis or as theycallin ancient literature'
as 'flames ~nd' each midi has about i 6;000 powers. "'Eye-rY')laqideals with: 'a::
particular type of, person; .and with permutation andcombinations of .all
these nadis, human beings are looked after'. .

her active involvement in Independence Movement, she had to leave her
medical studies.

. " ,'.' . I. '.'..

In 1948, she married Mr. C.P: Srivastava, LA.S. Mr. Srivastava rose
rapidly in his career becoming Private 'Secretary to the Late Prime Minister
Mr.Lal Bahadur Shastri. Afterwards he became the Head of the Shipping
Co.rporation of India. He retired recently from the post of Secretary General
and Chairman of the United Nations International Maritime Organisation.

Hehas been decorated with many prestigious awards: In India he was
honoured by Padma Bhushan which is awarded to extraordinary citizens of
India. ;University of Wales conferred, on him the Honrary Degree of the
Doctorate of Law' at a special convocation which" was presided over .by.

. I''''' . • . 1 . "1 .. '. •", ' • , .:: • !, ~

Prince Charles. Recently in July, 199.0, the British Government conferred , .
Knighthood on Dr. C'.P. Srivastava, an-honour w~i~~·:ii1.!th~tast,ten' years has " .
gone roIumaniries .like President Ronald Reagan andKing Martin Luther .
He has two daughters 'who got mari-ied' in. 1970, and '72: Since then Shri'
Mataji Nirmala Devi has devoted all her time to the cause ofSahaja Yoga':".
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t~'r;6ritial rain of !,i~fati~ris compl'etely,dfe~ched Shri Mataji and she saw
aihhatDivine visionand.got lost in the JOY. It w~s 'like an .artist seeing his
own 'cre~tion'. She feltthe joy of great -fulfilment. After coming out of this
beautiful experience.she.looked around and saw human beingsso blind (i.e.
ignorant of spiritual happening). She became absolutely silent and then
desired that she shoulc( get cups to fill the nectar which was created by 'her
in such an abundance". ' ,

, Sahasrara is the most' beautiful p,art of human beings, To see it pouring
torrential rain of light was like the flames becoming a fountain, a fountain
of colours.' and 'a fountain of fragrance. .Just imagine a huge' thousand
petalled Lotus and one is sitting .inside on the corona and looking at all those
petals so beautifully coloured and fragrant, pulsating with the bliss of Joy>.
This .is the ideal "position' but' then after the silence she, got filled with
tremendous compassion and love and felt that this power has to be chan- ,
nelled through' human beings. She did now know.how to communicate with
other human being's.': First she got' hold of one lady who was very wise but
,'sh~' .could not get -her realisation.' Then came another lady who got her
'~~aiisation. Afterwards 'a few more got Self-Realisation. That was the
greatest mornent.. Then rnany got it and-now thousands are getting ,en masse -,
.realisation. " ,'j'.';; ;",. ,.',,','" '

. .About 2000, years back Acharya Kaka Bhujnander Tatwacharysa great
.astrologer of ancientIndia, wrote in his famous book "Nadi-Grantha" thata
great Yogi will come on this' earth in Pisces Lagna and a New Age will start
from '1970. This Yogi will possess all the 'powers of Adi-Shakti, Imagine
how correct it is! Shri Mataji ' s 'birth' chart has Pisces sign and she opened
the, Sahasrara of the 'Virat'oo 5th May, 1970, and since 'then she is giving
Self-Realisation to thousands of people all over the world.
, 'As regards the prediction ofadvent of New Age, it is really surprising
to find as to how the people of the west, and that too' of USA which is
supposed to be the Mecca of Scientific Advancement, have started this
c-oncept of New Age to denote a shift 'of consciousness. Mary Oslen Kelly?
in her book "The Fireside Treasury of Light" compiled the views of more
than ninety most renowned New Age thinkers who belonged to ,the, field of
science, philosophyvrnedicine and psychology.
,',,:'~',.,' ,William B,lak.~?l'li'~S ':very clearly said in his writings that 'The ,day will
, cb'fu,e'w'hen tpen o{~Gd~WIll beco!lle prophets and these, prophets .will have
special spiritual power t~ transform other people as prophets'. William
Bl~ke'could see ;huilqt~'d::'years back theworking of Sahaja Yoga arid today
one 'can See its' aciu~li§ation6.
, . Gyahesh;ar~8 ,;'one of the renowned saints ofMaharasht~a (rnpia), has
beautifully described Kundalini and made the fol'lowing prophesy : .

: ~:;.'J '

, , , ',jf~under of the Sci~nce'ofSahaja Yoga
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, It means that as a balanced state shows its effect externally, the inner
happiness grows. Inthat person yoga takes place 'spontaneously (Sahaja)
for which no efforts from the seeker ate required. '

"Note the words ''Yoga' becoming 'Sahaja'. How true it.is in relation
to Sahaja Yoga. It became possible only after the advent of Her Holiness
Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi. Since J 970 Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi has been
working for spiritual salvation of mankind. Her work started initially in
, India but as her husband was elected to United.Nations and was posted in
London, she did her work in England. As aresult of this a small nucleus of
Sahaja Yoga grew up andfrom.there it spread toEuropean countries, United
States, Canada and Australia and the erstwhile USSR. Sh~,travelled widely
from one corner of the world to the ,other keeping .a'busy schedule of public
lecture programmes; practical sessions and 'curing many ·diseases ofpeople
who ,ca~e to .meet .her. She den.ouhced publiSly'::·'iri.~'nY.-false Gurus'-who '
propogated pseudo - spiritual techniques in. the W~~t. .The reforms '.'of '
PresidenfMikhl;lil Gorbachev with the formation ':'of'iPerestroika: and ,(}las::
, nost having ~ew dimensions on openness, truth, freedom 'of expression and
religion were necessary' for the Sahaja Yoga to make a breakthrough: in
Soviet Uniori: Thousands of people came in Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev and
, later in Togl~iatti to attend the public programmes 'of Shri Mataji Nirmala
Devi. As such the growth of Sahaja Yoga in Soviet Union had been
phenomenal. Now Sahaja Yoga is practised actively in 55 countries of the
world. For Shri Mataji the whole world is one and Self-Realisation is
granted to anyone who desires it, regardless of race, caste, creed or financial
status. She does not accept any money for this work. On the contrary she

, denounces it in very strong language. She herself has donated money for.
Sahaja Yoga work.

Shri Mataji in one of her most eloquent speeches' iff Delhi emphasized
that "India, is Yoga-Bhumi", it must send forth from herself the future
'religion of the entire' world, the Universal Pure' ,(Nirmal) religion whichis
Eternal. It integrates all religions, science and philosophies. Thus it- will
'take .the mankind towards attainment of superconsciousness, which-hap-
. pens spontaneously with the actualisation of. Kundalini awakening in, 'the
Limbic area of, the brain (Sahasrara).. Shri MatajFNirmala Devi; s cosmic
optimism embraces the whole evolution from pastto remote future aI1~ she
has proved that becoming a super man is not difficult at all. The progress
from mind to super mind would be as revolutionary as the progress from
Cro-Magnon man to human beings in the evolutionary process. '

In the past spiritual quest to transcendental state was limited to the

: ::~. ~,':' ." I • J,;;,::::,}','i).,'

"Baher Yuktichi Mudra PadevTava ata ~ta:Sukh"a~adhe
TetheSahajechiYogu Ghade - Babhya'Sita"; ".'.' .', .

• I,. r'"• ~.., ,I. . ." •." "
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liberation of the' ~'Selr' of an individual. Such liberated souls were not
. I I ~ ,

understood by the .multitude, hence they could do little for the public in
.general' and the time .was 'most probably not opportune for the same. But
now through Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala Devi it is going to be deflected
towards 'Socialisation' of spiritual achievement and its extension to
mankind at large, so that through re-shaping the life style a new spiritual
izedway of life could prevail on this earth. It is already spreading very fast
but once it reaches the people at the.helm of affairs the p~~sentday threat of
nuclear war, terrorist activity and violence in different countries, will melt
away like butter under the sun and Universal peace will prevail on this
planet. '

Founderof the Sci~n'ce ofSalJaja Yoga
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Man in search of joy and happiness is running .away from his' own self,
, ,which is' the real, source of joy. People generally seek joy inmoney,
.possessions, power, sex, and ultimately in religionwhich is also. outward .

. "The problemis how.to turn one's attention inward; !The inner being "Which
1is our: .awareness is' 'an energy.": All' the' evqllItl9:rLand manifestatio». of
Jmat~:rial energy is guided by' the, supreme cosml~::~ri,~~f.g'y:.Onedoes riot kn~w
:'{howpo~erful' and ,thoughtf~l this 'cosmic 'ene~gY-:':l~.:~',tis difficult.to fix
'attention on something which has no form, and so-our attention is wondering
outside on different forms. In 1970, Shri Mataji Nirrnala Devi rediscovered
"Sahaja Yoga" to awaken primordial energy' (Kundalini) which .was
originally, described in .Markandeya Purana ages ago.

The working of 'Sahaja Yoga' is very simple, although the operation
within is quite complicated. For example, if ope wants to watch a·T.V.

, , ,

programme it is very easy but to explain in detail the engineering 'principle
, involved in it is very difficult and complicated. The word 'Sahaja' (Saha +
Ja), means born with you (inborn). Whatever is .inborn would manifest
without any effort. Hence' Sahaja Yoga' is spontaneous., In broader sense'
Sahaja Yoga implies that every human being is born with the potential to be
united with the Divine energy (cosmic energy'.).' .Sahaja Yoga is the cul-
, minating step of our spiritual ascent into the cosmic consciousness 1: -' "

As .mentioned earlier Shri Mataji NirrnalaDevi had the direct ex
perience of .the cosmic consciousness: in which sl).e' 'visuali~ed 'th~ mother
,Kundalini and various Shat-Chakras along with theirruling deities' 1'1), the,

, , .astralbody. She.further su~ceede·d in arriving 'at clarifications for awaken
ing of dormant' Kundalini whichis .present in j~li2:coils in the triangular
bone called sacrum at the base of the spine. Ancient literature mentions

Fundamentals of SahajaYoga
and Its Instrument as Revealed by
Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala Devi
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Kundalini to be present in Muladhara Chakra, but according to Shri Mata
Ji's observation it is not present in Muladhara Chakra but is situated in
Muladhara-, which is the abode of Mother Kundalini and is situated at the

,,' the base of the spine in the triangular bone called sacrum (Fig.S). Another
point which has been emphasized by Shri Mataji is that the Muladhara
Chakra is not pierced' by Kundalini, but it is the ce.ntre of information for
,Kundalini awakening". The harnessing of sexual energy for awakening of
" Kundalini as proposed-in tantrik literature is the distortion of facts and has

, " ,\ ..'. . . ," ....~ ,I " _'-'. .' .... , 'I ., .

",1)0 'reality. I~ flouted the moral codes of Hinduism and hence it was dis-
. '.., , ,~ !, t·.. • ' • " 'I i '. , . •

, ;'carded by the" So~i~ty:,:~tJarge: "It has-done a lot 'of.harm to the people who,
':indulged in suchpractjces, , Moreover people lost their .faith in Kundalini
awakening. Shri .Matajifurther discovered that each Chakra could further
bedividedin subtlety on the basis of their ruling deity and their qualities
, into right, left and central part. This again is apoint which has not been
emphasized in, the .ancient available literature on Shat Chakras+". ,

In the presence of Shri Mataj i, Kundalini rises spontaneously, pierces
the anterior fontanale area on the top of the head and unites with the Divine
power to become cosmic: consciousness or Super Consciousness. One' be
comes subtler and starts feeling all pervading power in the form of cool

"breeze from the palms of both the hands and top of the head. It is spon
taneous and effortless. One has just to desire for the true knowledge and
once one asks Shri Mataji; it is 'granted>". _

. Sahaja Yogais a different typeofYoga once it bestows Self-Realisa
tion on an individual, it starts transforming him, then it starts transforming
',:others. These transformed people, start transforming the atmosphere and' '
:,;the. subtler problem's' ofnegativity ." It is like the fragrance of a blossoming

.': :'tree which creater~:'~h'~~ra around-itself, which attracts so many bees around
.' ' .)" ." , " ~ .'

, :,to';gather the 4~he'Y.:'In the sameway; when a person is enlightened, the area
"'; spreads' and one .starts .getting more people; they are attracted to do Sahaja-
" Yoga5•

In Sahaja Yo.ga~ unlike other yogas, one receives the Light first. The
, second step is' that o~e: .generates the Light. ' This is a unique feature. The'
.first basic of Sahaja Yoga is that' one, has to' become one" s spirit; so' that
one's body emits the power of spirit alone, without knowing the spirit one
.cannot know God. But one should know that ~pirit is very sensitive. 'One's
, attention should be congenial to the spirit, only then it will shine, otherwise
not. Therefore, one has to steady the attention. For this one has to balance

. , his thoughts, eyes, desires, ego and super-ego. Only then attention becomes
, steady and it helps to shine the spirit Another fundamental of Sahaja Yoga,
,)s the integration of ones attention.: This comeswhen one does' something·
, whole-heartedly so that one, enjoys it thoroughly>. ., '- .

Fundamentals of Sahaja Yoga
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In view of this, awakening of Kundalini is not a hypothesis or supposi
tion as thought earlier but it is an' actu'alisat~~'n on,Central Nervous System
'and therefore it is consistent and' verifiable. Th,i,sverification occurs: in the
form of cool breeze froin the' palms andtopof the head. 'Persons having no
educational background can .alsoIearn it successfully: ...it does not interfere
'with any religious belief, rather 'it integrates',~!an"tAPreligions 'of 'the...world

, . '_. c _ . . '., !" ' ". '. ·1 .' ,.:' .. 'f ..-· . -. '. • ~ t.' e ,~. .

into a Pure Universal Religion..The ,prQgra~ri}(,r(safe (has no complica-
tions as described in some,books), and effective 'and can.betaught systemati

" cally. It gives quick results i'n two ts>thre,e' ri-Iqnths'of training. "One
becomes one"s own Guruandafterbeing an establishedSahaja Yogi one can
awaken the Kundalini of another personv'. " '

, Further as a byproduct or Self-Realisation one gets physical, mental,
social and spiritual well-being, 'Shri Mataji has' devoted her enti~e 'life in
working out this evolutionary leap for humanity. Her teachings are for the
individual and for Society as a whole. There are Sahaja Yoga centres in
most countries of the world and a list has been provided in the Appendix for
'the use of those who want to 'obtain more "practical knowledge in this
connection.

Instrument of Sahaja Yoga ,: 'The human nervous system is divided
~::~~~ntoCentral Nervous System 'and Autonomic N'ervous System, The

,:L' \,' Autonomic Nervous System' isdivided into Sympathetic and Para-syrn-
"!~ '{'pathetic Nervous System. Within-the subtle body JVehave:

J . IDA ~Nadi : This Ida 'Nadi,'is also known a,~'?ioo~channel .. It ~llJ}'son
'the left side and in gross, body -it .is represented-by ':}e~tsympathetic' chain.
In the' subtle body i't is suppos~d,' to start frq.in th~',;Muladhara chakra and
ascends u,P.alongthe' spinal axis ~p,:t<)Ajna Cb~,krA:>'i,t this chakra it crosses

. , to the right side forming a balloon-like structure 'called Super-Ego (Fig.S).
'IdaNadirepresents the powerofdesire (Ichcha. 'Shakti) of an in(fividu~i.
It brings to consciousness the memories ?f the past. As long as this-channel
remains active there is a human desire 'to live. The-left sympathetic nervous
system (Ida Nadi) has the power to store all that is of the past and that is
dead. It connects us with the subconscious mind and also with the collec
tive .subconscious (Bhoot Lok). The collective subconscious, according to
Hindu ~ytholo,~y, couldbe compared to "Hell" where spirits of all demonic
personalities dwell. At the apex of this channel after it crosses Ajna Chakra
and goes on the right side, it has got a balloon of super ego as mentioned
above. It becomes affected due to conditioning of the mind through Libido.
Hence one has to be cautious on this aspect and 'should avoid such
happenings, The presiding deity of Ida .Nadi is 'ShXi Mahakali, The
qualities assigned to this are tamoguna, past events .and subconscious. It is
represented on the whole left hand, The flow in this Nadi is blocked by

,", "','. , " 1"·"
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conditioning, superstition, feeling of guilt, too much pity on one self,
tantrism, sexual perversion and pornography. ,~~

,The person who becomes left-sided are those' people who, keep on
'thinking of the past, are very 'emotional, prefer, darkness, avoid meeting
people and are introvertsv'. Such persons should tryto balance themselves
by Sahaja Yoga practise and by doing this they could, be saved from getting
various types of diseases of the left side which willbe discussed later' in this
book,

Pingala w Nadi : This nadi is, present in the-subtle ,bod,y on' the right
·~i~e. 'It is also. known as Sun channel. In the gross body it is represented '
by right sympathe~ic chain. The presiding deit,Yj's.·Maha-Saraswati a9:d,-it
has qualities of Rajo-guna. Inthesubtle body if's"tatts,,Jrori1 Svadhisthana '
€haknl,' ascends up along th~ spinal-axis up ,to,Ajna Chakra where it cro\s'~6s.'
to the' left side and rornls a balloon' of Eg~' on the, left', side of the forehead
(Fig. 8). This Nadi represents ourdesire for action' (Krtya Shakti); it makes
us think, work, plan and organise for the futur~ events.

The symptoms of right-sided persons are that they are very aggressive,
over-ambitious and dominating type. Such people get diseases of the right
side. As told earlier this channel terminates on left forehead and forms a

,!.

balloon of ego. It connects one with < the supra-conscious and collective
supra-conscious. This collective supra-conscious, according to Hindu
mythology, could be compared to "Heaven". Here dwell the people ~ith
achievements and egoistic personalities3,4.

"" Sushumna-N~di: Asdesires-are realised, there should be a mech
, anism to sustain it, just as there' is no sense making a house if one cannot
maintain 'it. 'As this force is conscious, it uses its wisdom fOFsustenance and
'evolution. This, third channel in'the gross body' is Rno~n as, para-syrn
pathetic and there is a gap at the naval region.' Para-sympathetic comprises ,
of cranio'-sacr~l division i.e. from ,the cranial nuclei 'of the hind brain and
sacral outflow of the spinal cbr'd.' In between there,:l:~:a-'gap as. mentiorit~d'
above. ' This gap IS known as 'Void' according' to ;Ze'n- Philosophy and'
'Bhava Sagar' according to Hindu Mythology. The" presiding deity is ',S"hri
Mahalaxrni. The qualities of this N~di are Satoguna ,'(epresents the present
a~d unc'onscious . .,It is represented on both the hands. 'Tbis central chan~el
begins -at Muladhara and passes up to Sahasrara (Fig 8). On first awaken
ing, Kundalini ascends up the Sushumna Nadi to Ajna Chakra, then the _Vital
force of Kundalini melts down on Ida and Ping ala and these two channels
carry it down to Manipura. Then the three combined powers of Mahalaxrni,
Mahasaraswati 'and Mahakali re-ascend the sushumna to open the Ajna
Chakra. The Ajna 'Chakra crossing creates Thoughtless-awareness. At
Sahasrara Kundalini' s force accumulates. As Brahmarandhra opens there is

"
"
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Human body has a complicated network of interdependent relation
ships through subtle 'Chakras': According to Sahaja Yoga terminology s

Chakras mean wheels. They are known as wheels because ,of the spin.
movement of energies for physical, mental and .spritual activities, The
,energy fields are whirling around in horizontal plane, rotating clockwise at
a certain frequency, in their respecti ve places in the body. They manifest in
-the gross body' outside the' spinal' 'cord as neural plexuses arid control the
respecti ve parts, 'of the human body. '
: '_, There are .many chakras but out of them seven are the major important,

,;<dia]cras. Each :chiikra-~adds, a 'new "dimension to' our awareness. Every'
''';':;~rr"f~vement'of:th.e:':A~:~ll~:J.~'aremits,vihr~tions;;The understanding 'of 'What they ,

" '~~atti~'ctand what is'pe'cts':,disturbs, themis very importantforour well-beihg. '
, ",\A.ccording to. S~h~j.~t·'y~ga philosophyevery thought and actioninfluences
'the' sensitivity ',~m(L'iP:erformance of the 'chakras. When' Chakras: become

,:insensitive due to.catches, Kundalini cannot ascend to pierce them. .
, ' Muladhara Chakra'": It is placed 'below Muladhara (which is the
, .abode of Kundalini) slightly outside the spinal axis. It guards the Kundalini
present in ,the' Muladhara which is present in the triangular bone called
Sacrum. This chakra is present in the subtle body. It has four petals and
represents earth element (Fig.1). In gross physical body it is represented. by
Pelvic plexus. Its surface marking 0!1 the human body is between genitals
and anal orifice. The presiding deity is Shri Ganesha-..'

The Muladhara Chakra which looks after the genitals and sex activities
.is placed below the Kundalini as 'shown in Fig.(8}. 'In ancient scriptures in
~Sanskrit language it is mentioned as 'Shat Chakra Bhedan which means six
centres (Chakras) are to be pierced through by the Kundalini and not seven
as mentioned by, Tantric cult. ' ' ' '

,,' ~';,',:,~ Tantric cult'.:'~d~v,:9t.,'ated'that Kundalini is present in the, Muladhara
, :','J.(p'p,a,kraand'ld,o,l(~,:~ne£th:e sex .activities. .According to ijetHoli~es's Mataji

.';;Niitriala Devi'ihii/ts}:e!itbrieoli's":~nd";dbull be due tosome mistake some- ,
'::'~W:h'~reibe'cause; h~t\~:'];e~~f(l'es't~e deity;~f Sbd Gan~sh',a who' 'has got: head<of '
':"a~:uelephant ,ac"~ortlip.~)6' Hindu "Myt~ol~gy< '~t isjust 'pbssible that 'the'
. ; proponent of tantric cult might have seen intheir vision a part of the trunk
of the elephant '~QiF~ gave resemblance to the shape of Kundalini, being

Subtle· Chakras , ' ,

. : ~ ',.: , .." . " "_., ':,::.F.::~:;.::.:':.': ".::' I . , " ..•. " ",. " '., \', \

"release of pressure''and 'at this, moment one feels sensations of cool breeze '
',:~(Ch~itanya- Lah:ri},:':,;~,'~~iqy people ar~,:able to attain. thts stage for a short
time. 'It needs practice to get stabilized and to remain in thoughtless aware-
ness for a longer tlrheJ.4, , "

, Fundamentals of Sahaja Yoga
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coiled iri 3~1/2 turns and according iy they mus thaZ,e·~;Sta~e~ the trunk oi
the LordGanesha as Kundalini-. This confusion has g~rieJo the other parts
of the world as well because of the erroneous description of Kuridalinf in '
Tantrik 'literature. Tantrik technique advocates harnessing of cSexuaL
. energ~.

Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala Devi, founder of, the science of Sahaja
Yoga has rn~ntioned in very strong terms that sex has nothing to do with
Kundalini awakening. "Is there no self esteem left in' human beings to
understand that we 'are much more than a sex point?" These tantric techni
ques have done a lot of harm to themankind by flouting' the normal codes
of morality and wer'e contrary to the orthodox tradition .of Hindu Society.
As such these techniques were barely tolerated and ,w,t!re,highly condemned ,
and disapproved by the Indian Society at large. , " .. , .
,..-'. In the west Freud th~ renowned ,Psycho.logist'~ihf~(,till1e: advocated the', .

.' hypothesis 'of repressed. sex as the. .root :cause q-f ',m.~'~~(.~f. 'the prob~~¢{'
, observed atthe psychic level of.hmn'an· beings. H9\V~~'er .he carried -it,:ib'.()'(·
far,' It' i~',true 'that: sex suppression hinders 'healthy gi~'~ih because 'it :is': ~~:
norma( physiological desire of adultho'od~,. But 'unl~'oly::o~er:- indulgence '1-S,: '
worse. The net result of-such indiscriminate sex indulgence' has resulted in
th~>,most dreaded' diease of this era i.e. Acquired; Immune Deficiency
Sy1)drorrle (AIDS) which has no treatment as yet .. Sex should not be sup-.
pr~~~ed~'~It is a normal desire. For the fulfilmentof this desire a man should
gef'marfied and shou'ld have sex with his wife only. Wisdom lies in a
lifetime marriage with onelady because marriage is a collective sanction of
the society .and has inbuilt security system for the proper, growth of the'
children".

, ,

Muladhara Chakra" is one of the most delicate and most powerful
Chakra presided over by Lord Ganesha who informs mother Kundalini
about the right time to awaken. He is worshipped as .crnbodiment of Dhar
ma, a source of absolute wisdom, knowledge, and innocence. It has: many
dimensions.' A'sense of chastity is essential for the growth.' of this Chakra.
Adultry, pornography, tantric practices, .lustful attention. spoil this chakra;
throws the individual off balance and one's memory-and wisdom starts
·showing. signs of deterioration. One'loses 'sense' of' righfidirection. It- also.,""" ,"', . -:

causes mental disturbances. Diseases of the prostrate "gl~nd.and AIDS 'are .
also due to bad Muladhara Chakra. However,' with:'a .~;~nsible married life

• ' , ' • . ~.I .'

·and following the normal codes of morality i.e. .leading-a Dharrnic way .of
life as' described in sacred scriptures, -the Muladhara Chakra becomes .strong
and ·gets awakened by Sahaja Yoga technique .. The awakened Muladhara ..
·Chakra . 'brings forth fearlessness, power of Dharma, mastery over
temptations and excitement, victory over spirits possessing others, balance, .

, .;,
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",wisdom, harmony, knowledge, inner sense of right direction, innocence,
·confidence and purity. Its' magnetic force, starts working and, in turn it '
directs Kundalini present in Muladhara to rise and ascend. Kundalini pier
ces the Shat Chakras ' and unites with the all pervading cosmic conscious
ness giving self realisation to an individual? ..

Muladhara : When the foetus (child in the womb) is 2& 112 to three
months old in the mother's uterus, the column of rays of consciousness
. emitted through the all pervading divine energy passethrough the brain to
,enlighten it. The set of rays that fall on the anterior fontanale bone (apex of '
, the 'head known as 'taloo) 'pierce in, the centre arid pass straight into the
medulla oblongata and from there to spinal cord (Sushumna). This energy
~after leaving ';l very thread ..like thin line in the medulla oblongata settles .

. . down in 3&1/2 coils in: the triangular bone called sacrum at the base of the
, '.spine: (Fig 8)." f,T:h:i'~:,.js;known as .Muladhara and iUs 'the abode of Prirnor-
, . '!,dl~l:energy whicfiri;~',als0 known.as Serpentpower (Kundalini)3~4'. In human
" <;b.e,i~gs'itis like: many.strands of-energy twisted like a ropevThestrandsare ,
,,·,'T·l~to'7 = 21 r"aised':'t?',~h~power of,108: The reasonfor three and ahalf coils, .'

is that it represents-the nature ofShri Adi Shakti as Kundalini and represents
'both Her manifest nature, 'in the three gunas of existenc~ - and Her un-
·manifest nature a's .the Ardhrnatra or '1/2 syllable.

Svadhisthana-Chakra : This is als~ known as Chakra of creati vity
and aesthetics+'. Like other chakras it is also present in the subtle body
·slightly outside the spinal axis (Fig.S).' In the gross body it 'is represented

I • J •

by Aortic Plexus. Its surface marking on the human body could be made
slightly above the' genitals. It,has got six petals' and it represents water and
, fire element (Fig.2). This chakra is supposed to bestow an individual with
the power of creativity and a sense of aesthetics. Through this' human'
-beingscoulddevelop their own life style. The presiding deity of this chakra
is, Shri Brahmadeo the Creator of this universe and His power Goddess
:Saraswati.· The' 'left- part of this, Chakra is specially developed and, is

, : responsible fo'r t,h,'~;:',~·ini,eknowledge ·i.e..knowledge of the Self. 'I'he main
function of this G.e:~h~ris. to br'eak abdominal fat partic1es to .provide energy

. .to.the brain neurenswhich .get fatigued due to, over~planning' which is a'
function of Svadhisthana Chakra when it is over-acti ve. Too much 'planning, .
teo 'much, thinkin-g, .alcohol, drugs, domination and' Ego-oriented .'life··

"'. e-xhaust the' rightSvidhls~hana Chakraandthe Pingla Nadi (Sun-channel) or
"right sympathetic' nervous system which further swells the ego, with the
result that its connecfion is severed with the Sushumna Nadi (Central-Chan-"
riel). Once the' connection. is broken the~e people become off balance and
develop diseases .:' .One of the most common diseases which occurs: as a .
result of this is Diabetes-mellitus. Heart attack can also occur in such an

,,', r • Fundamentalsof SahajaYoga
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, indi vidual depending on the condition of other C·h',q~ri's~''When lefLS'V~a~
: histhana. Chakra gets' damaged o'~;~<;starts ,think'in:~:L'Qft'he' past eveiIl}s',':"

, " ,'" ' , ' """, , , '" "', .' ','.1,. '.' .. ", .., ", '

'becomes very emotional, thinks too much ,about th;~ 'r.ef£tfons',who have.died .'
recently, of goes totantrics. In doing-so 'one has",(Ltebf'd~e'ncy to go irito\6{·.'
'subcon~Cious and collective sub- conscious .. In' (h~~,'~ay 'one is liable',i6.
,develop)nental diseases. In physical, body Svadhisthana Chakra controls
the function's of kidney, adrenals, lower part of liver, pancreas, spleen and
intestine's. One should keep one's Svadhisthana Clear and in balance, so that

, , it could perform its function well and could bestow creativity, knowledge
and a sense of-aesthetics to an individualv+.

Nabhi·Chakra/Manipura~Chakra : In ancient scriptures it is well
established that for the sustenance of organised society or say a Nation,
'Dharma,' i.e. code of conduct is essential. Man as we know has evolved
from a .single cell Amoeba to this, stage through his' 'Dharma' which 'is
important codeof the Laws of Evolution. This code nourishes our.spiritual
growth. .The conscious adherence to these 'laws is, fundamental to the
survival and growth of mario This third Chakra Nabhi is also known as the..
centre of-welfare (Kshme )3-4~ With the creative force-at the' Svadhisthana
Ghakr~ man developed means to 'harn'ess the ri&ture,;'is' resources I to' 'his
ddvarilhge and with this he became prosper.b,li's.':,'a:riir~ealthy. wttIi'
P\r?sp.~ri~Y~he gree~ for' money fu~t~er increased.'. ~:?'r~?"jsi~portan('t?,t".'
the fulfilment of-essential desires and needs, .If onedoes-not have the means'
f6r'sat'i~ting the essential desires thenthey beco,~e a',p'riof;ity'. One can work
to rai~'e funds to fulfil the desires. But in this process 'one gets lost in the
materialism. There is nothing wrong in',being wealthy but the problem lies
in being .obsessed with money. Miserliness and hoarding prevent the flow of

, ,'money and is an expression of selfish, primitive mind which' does notknow'
the truth of the basis of life. Generosity is the main stream of this centre.
This centre is present in the SUbtle body at the 'latitude ofthe Nabhi If[aval)
and in gross body it is represented by' coeliac plexus. Ithas '10 petals (Fig.3
& 8) and represents water element. The presiding deity is Vishnu and his
power goddess Lakshmi. On the physical side this chakra looks after the'
organs supplied by coeliac plexus. They are stomach, intestines and liver.
Attitude towards fo..pd and how you eat affects the digestive juices. If on~,
is "in a hurry, angry or worried while eating, then the .digestion of food gets'; ,
affected.' People develop various disorders. Too much.thinking about food
also affects Nabhi Chakra. , , : < ,,' ':-;',:.:, " , ' ",' !,'
.' , The quality of the Right side of-NabhiChakra.is.ouraction in the realm

of .material well-being, financialarrangements, busitiess.planning, finance
for future and sense of logic. It is represented by Raj '~J~akshmi deity. Itis.:
blocked: or affected by bad food like: alcohol and too Pl~:c,hgreasy food.. As'
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'. Christ described that the evil spirits possess one if one accepts to get
lestinthese mysterious areas. If one lacks inner strength i.e. will power, and
is left-sided then-there are chances of his landing withthe persons who use
these evil spirits. .The spirits possession, acts like a parasite, and need a·'
human body to habitate themselves. These spirits can filter their thoughts

a, result of this there is inability to face future problems. Due to liver
.affliction the temperament becomes irritable and grumbling.

The left side of 'the· Nabhi Chakra is affected by disrespect to wife,
household worries, a problem with aggressive wife or constant panic in.
house. It is presided by Grah-Lakshmi. The load weakens the left side of .
.the chakra and an individual becomes vulnerable to allergic disorders.
Indiscriminate fasting also harms this chakra.
.' In a human· being when there is a desire to rise higher" then the
Lakshmi principle of .the Nabhi Chakra becomes Mahalakshmi principle.
:;,When.aff1uen~e ~·~;.'ther~'1one' wants to-rise above the .Iakshmi principle. 'in
awareness it affects the .aesthetics i:e,. ,people worry more about' aesthetics :
::r~iher'than ahoul;p:9'S~:~s~ions.· At th'isstage Mahalakshmi principle starts '
" I". ' , , ' ...' , ..:.,,." . .. ,.. , ' ,.,

, ",'operating. .Mahalakshmi is the pow~r of evolution, and it is by Her power
,:t~'af' we have .ri~ei1:--i'o'bi human beings. She is the 'redeemer' 'and S-he
,connects us to all pervading power>".

,Void: This is .an area of outside influence. It represents that vacuum
which separates our level.of awareness from the truth while we are still, in
the, unenlightened state. When Kundalini ascends, up and' fills th~s space
then our attention is let out of the sea ,of illusion into the awareness ,of
reality. This area.is present around the Nabhi Chakra and incorporates all
the aspects ofexistence such as personality, effects of planets, gravitational
I .',

forces in our being, our Dharma and our physical sustenance. Void isthe ' '
abode 'of Guru principle who incarnated at different times and 'are Abraham,
Moses, Raja Janak, Socrates, Lao Tse, Confucius;· Zoraster, Mohammed

I ". ',... • -..._/

Sahib, Gutu Nanakand Sai Baba of Shiridi (Later 19th Century}. ' These
were the 10 Gurus, who-descended toassistin the, ascent of human' beings
because in the S'Plf,iPMil.quest the guidance of an enlightened master is very

".:~s.~,enti:al."The.~e ',rii~'k~e,rs'gave the-principles for maintaining a' balancein
, Hf~(ai1d to avoid: the "~xtremes.:, Whe~',Kllridalini enlightens thevoid area :

" "'(~I{~y,:a,Sagar) Wlg,.':,$.)·9~ring.'asc¢ntth~n one becomes hi~ own Guru., '
, . .: ,';' "These dayswefinda mushroomgrowth of these pseudo-Gurus who-are
,making, a lot of 'money in the' name' of the God. It is very difficult to
recognise a true :master, and hence this difficulty. Whosoever is able to
show some miracles 61; could lecture on, God, is' taken for granted as a'
spiritual master and people become, his slaves. The pseudo Gurus capitalize
on the weaknesses of the seekets. , '

Fundamentals of Sahaja Yoga
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through human .mind to satisfy their desires.' For example, an alcoholic"
, spirit satisfies the desire of alcohol by possessing a man/woman who has a
liking for' alcohol. The spirit keeps on' sending desire waves' to, the
man/woman to, have more drink and thereby s4.tisfi~s ..the 'desire for alcohol, '
,Helke in the ,Blble~'Christ often 't~lks about h~~ii1B:g<:p'eople'by ihrqw;i:I1g"out
the evil spirit that possesses the4.13-4., . , ,;' ,,;.;,),':;,'!,' '~ , ';, ', ,:,;,;:: '

:"Anahata,Ch~kra/Heart £h:akra :'.The h((ai-l:{~Jthecentral poinf,~fthe
creation and hence all Chakras are. .subservient f(r:~:t',(';:ttcould }?e,.comp;ar~d'
to a ',power' house' and from it energy flows to :~l('the' different parts of the
body. Heart is the .seat of spirit,' the ultimate source of all power, manifested
as Shiva. A block of any Chakra of the bodywill put some pressure onthe
heart as well. This chakra is present in subtle body and could be located at
the back .of the sternum bone in the spinal axis. In the gross body it is
represented by cardiac-plexus. . It has got 12 petals and represents, air
element (FigA & 8). The name of the chakra as Anahata means that it emits
a mysterious sound which would be produced by an un struck drum: This
means an inner sound. This Chakra like others can be divided into central
heart, right heart and left heart. The presiding deity of central heart is
Ma ..-J agdamba. It's main function is to form antibodies in the childhood 'and
also 'in adtt'lthood. These antibodies protect the individual from various
diseases. -th~y have all the' messages built in themselves, When Central
H~art i's noi properly developed oris blocked theri one suffers from a feeling
of tremendous insecurity, throughout one' s lif~'~JT,~eyare afraid of darkness,
To dear this centre one has 'to say the mantracof'. ,Ma-J agdarnba.: :arid
.Kundalini starts rising, therebyconfirming that:th~:~:¢1)a~~ahasbeencleared ..
, ','>'Left Heart: This centre catches if there":is;,:a;;'p~~obJemof motherhood

, i.e. if the .mother 'of an, .individual. died' iIi "chil,d6:bod or mother-has hot
properly reared the' child or there, has been allthe time quarrels between
husband and wife. All these events can lead to a catch in the left heart due
to which one is liable to suffer from'left heart problems. In order ,to correct
it one has to say the mantra ~f Shiva and Parvati and the Chakra' gets
cieared. The other method is by correcting the relationships; for this one
should start feeling the Almighty God as father and mother. This perception
clears the Chakra and then the left heart trouble' disappears.' "

, ,~ , ,

Right Heart: It is controlled by ShriRam who incarnated as Maryada-
Purshottam. He gave the norms by which people should be governed. Lord
Ram 'emphasized the concept of duty: child to parents" parents to children,
'husband to wife .and v'ice versa. In his kingdom spiritual saints were
consulted for guidance. This was thought necessary for the integration and
'preservation of society. Lord .Ram was theEather. of the Nation.: .This,

. ,C,p'qkra 'represents one's ,.fatherhood. If fath~f,4:~~q' Jf.l, childhood ',~(~~ther
, ' ,I" ~,", .. ,~"l':',:r" ." .. ~"~:.,;(

. ,t,'
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, ,TherefC!re a strong Heart Chakra is the basis of a healthy and dynamic
..' personality. ,Besides, this, going further in subtlety of the Heart Chakra, Shri
, ,,":M.,a,taji?, has said that;Sh~va'as,a' spirit'is ':reflected in our he~rt. This heart has

, '",'gjo,t_,:':fQufvery st1btl~;:;rt':aci{s'~'First one g"b~s .to Muladhara Ch~kra andif one
". .' -, .'),:. ,',. ". . .
,"crosses the limit ..orwa:ry~da at this level he' goes for, his destruction. The
quality ,of Shiva is' iqn"p·c,e'nce.. He ,is innocence personified, If one could
dissolve his impu re de sire s into the ocean of innocence, then he is re~arded
withthe grace Of Shiva and is saved from destruction.

• ". • I '

, .The secorid Nadi ,is 'the one through which we desire things., These
desires may be .material desires or emotional desires: .Whenever these
desires, go beyond limitations, it leads to, destruction. In order to be saved
from destruction ttpe directions of material and 'emotional desires should be
turned towards aesthetics. One should divertthe attention towards beautiful
things of nature and should enjoy them. They will give joy to an individual.
One should convert mundane desires into pure desires which bestow
Chaitanya",

The third N~di from the heart is that by which one feel's attachment.
, That isattachment.with family members, relations, attachment with proper
ty' and so on. This 'again' ~hen crosses its limits goes beyond the threshold
• ~.~ .; .' ~. ,-. ' • " " " -.'-"f' :." " " " • ,,' •

"and leads to one's destruction. So. .toavoid this destruction orie 'shoUld
"'41:s'~,:9~V~this atiac:~~~;~<iby, becoming .a witness. 'One should become

" ':h~fi~Y91ent and ':s'~'?qld:';to':8t~fte~ the welfare of others. ,-By doing this the
',wp6i'e: pattern 'ch~ng~-s::::<:,',The.: 'ouilool("'changes 'arid 'worldly attachments
, d:~~s,?t\'e7. ,'" ," ':,"".." /:'. \ '" ,"", ,', " ",' ','",
.: :,'"The fourth Nagi.;)':is'i :v:ery important.. Itstarts from the heart, goes up, '

, passes through, th.e L~'ft"Vishuddhi and .from there to Ajna Chakra and
Sahasrara, It has fourpetals. When these four petals open in the Limbic area
of' the brain one' gees into Turiya state in' which one is in thoughtless
awareness. It is this' state in which one receives the real knowledge to
understand God Almighty . Unless and until four petals open completely
one may fall back. Hence in the path of Sahaja Yoga -one has to .be very
ca~eful: Indifferenc; at' any stage in leading a dharmic way of life could
lead one to come down the ladder of ascent? ' '
, 'Vishuddhi '_Chakra" :'.,This chakra was formed to express thejoy of .'
spifi~.' .Thus humanity .corrrposed ,music: and poetry in the glory of the
Divine. Gradually ego' started developing and it absorbed aU human atten
tion, As a matter o{Jac't ail the vowels that are 'being used in the language

, 'originate from 'the :V,l's'hud'_dbiChakra. in Devnagiri language it is 'ang ' -
'<aha),: 'IUrieans it i{~'i'@p:q:ssibl~to complete a, word without a vowel. A'

", ." '-, ' ,

has been very hard or too .fond of the children then the Right 'Heart gets
blocked ,and 'one suffers from a disease called Bronchial - Asthma>".

'FUndamentals of Sahaja Yoga,
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consonant is weak without any vowel. As such strength ofa person comes
from the Vishuddhi Chakra in his speech but there shouldbe no ego. This
chakra is' present. in 'the subtle 'body at the level of thr~at in 'the spinal axis.
In the gross body 'it is represented by' cervical plexus. It has sixteen petals
and represents Ether element (Fig. 5&8). 'This 'centre in subtlety is ,fu~ther
divided into right Vishuddhi, left Vishuddhi arid central Vishuddhi.' The
Pte~id~ng deity of central Vishuddhi IS Lord,~r:i~,hIiaand his ,P9\Ve~;~?ddess
Radha. Shri Krishna is also known as Yogeshwara which means lord of the
Yoga.' Hehad a special power called 'Samhar-Shakti; by whichhe could
destroy all those people who',tried to. harm ·the::::I)i'vinema'nife,st~ii6n. ' The
"Samhar Shakti', manifeste'd 'in 'his' famous :·/Sua-a:rshanChakf~'~:;:,:-Besidcs
.this, anotherunique quality ~a~ 'that of bei9g,al;~hness"(Sakshi) ..;~·ti.·,means
that he is riotat all involved intoany action, b~irig,detached completely i.e,
'if he eats his .food, he does not' eat it, if he speaks, 'he do~s not speak, If he
hears, he does \not hear. It has no action' o~ hifrL· He is' not involved into
anything .. He is completely' detached. He controls Ether element, where
negativity cannot enter. Ih Gita he said "You give up allyour Dhannas and·
surrender to me". He was meaning that all other things about which you are
worried "you give up' and become one with me, so 1 look after you". This
boils down to that if one gives up the responsibility to Shri Krishna, then
the complete integrated Divinity will start expressing through an individual
and this is 'how Vishuddhi 'chakra gets opened up for the ascent of the
Kundalini. .To summarize, the qualities' of Vishuddhi are self-respect,

~ . detached outlook, love towards humanity', Non-possessive relationship with
'famn/members, relations ~and friends;'. A,~.'sai:~earlier, speech and, com
munication commence at this level. Being.the source fer chanting','mantras,
it is through Vishuddhi that-one could communicatewith all thedeities. The
best way to keep Vishuddhi in proper 9rde~'is:''ih~t one.should n;otJ~,~l-guilty
'~lIld,should avoid being "egoistic'", Thls',,~out(,tb,eeasily achieved if .one
observes humility and"makes" it' a part and 'p~Tcd'9fhis total personality.
. Left 'Vishuddhi: The. deity c~ntroilini ',the:,left V'ishuddh( is Shri

'V'ishnu maya. 'She is also k~own as Yoga>Maya. She gave-her 'life in
, childhood, .enabling ,Lord' Krishna to survive .failing which king Kansa
would 'have-killed Krishna soon ~fter birth in 'the prison. The qualities she
embodies are self respect; correct relationships with women and respect for
one's mother and self-sacrifice. Left Vishuddhi creates all kinds of social
problems. Left Vishuddhi people speaksarcastically, say something nasty.
,They are the sly people, ~on ·aggressive but screwing type. Now when an
indi vidual invol ves himselfor herself in adharmic act!vities, OReusually
knows inside that he is somehow wrong, and thereby a feeling of guilt arises
a~d he loses his self-respect.' This further gives rise to emotional' im-

. '
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. "bai~nc\e" ,W'ith th!'S l~ft/;;¥.iS;h.u~dfuicatches badly. The only way to clear it, .
'. 'is'·t~~s;~rrender to L9rd;;·,~'i..f$~.'n~andask fqr;forgi~eness8., In.the present time
'it:n,a~<b,een. observedsiharsimply surrendering to Shri Mataji clears this.
'.CJr~k(a,::.Another 'p6t~'~':;;W~lchmust ,'be kept' in mind is that chanting 'of.'
nv·mtnis given by. pseudoGurus is one ofthe commonest cause ~f a problem .:
at left Vishuddhi Ie,veL: Further this chakra acts as a filter. Inhalation of
smoke, particulary cigarettesmoke chokes this centre. One has to be ',mind-
,ful 'to do his utmost ,iri~ke)e.ping the ecosphere pure. He~lthy atmosphere '
must be on top priority of any Government over the so called economic
progress. What is the use of economic progr.ess if its by-products are
injurious to health of the mankind. Left Vishuddhi catch is also responsible '
.for "cervical, spondylitis and .Ischaemic .coronary disease. This will be
discussed in greater detail in latter chapters",

, Right Vishuddhi: The' presiding deity of this Chakra is Shri Vitthala
Rukmani. From the healthy state of this side of the chakra one gets correct
appreciation of inter relationships 'and respect for humanity. With divine
diplomacy Lord Krishna helped Arjuna to win the grea,t war of Kurukshetra
,a's :de;~:cribed in tli,'e:iv1:'~habharat.. ,This quality of divine diplomacy gets
manifested 'in an ihdNIHu:aLw,h~n this chakra gets opened.. The ingredients, .
"M ,;dv:i~~'diplomacy "atf~w':~~tyoi~e, taGt"' to tackle persons with considera
tio~:',::;d'i~~crimination,,c'C?,ftipa~sibn~generosity and love. ' It 'bestows, personal '
charisma.and makes onea magnet. Whatever one speaks it goes straight into
the-heart of an Indiv.jdu,~h)~'even en masse; This is known as "Vak Shakti".
Ri~;ht.Vishuddhi creates 'all kinds of political problems. Those who have
right Vishuddhi problem 'are.spea!cers ..' They say aggressive things and spoil
the' relationship, between political parties. 'They' cannot articulate. Th~s
,shouting, anger, domination' and use of foul language full of ego, is respon-
sible .for the blockage of Right Vishuddhi. A I '

, Due ,to damage of Right Vishuddhi ,one usually suffers from High'
Blood Pressure and in case damage 'is too much then one can get throat
cancer'. Therefore, it should be cleared. The best way to clear it is to
become humble and sweet. Talk sweetly to people, avoid dominating
people; give due respect.to individuals, show love and compassion towards
humanity and ask for forgiveness. By doing this Right Vishuddhi clears and'
voice of an individual becomes sweet' and di vine power starts flowingin his

• ~ • .' I ~ _. .: 1 I ' \. : • ~ ", I
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\ ':.', ;Ajna Chak~a9:>:.,;,"~A~Jeegrea~ ip'-c:a~nation,scame at the time ~r the
"~\rpltriion of Ajna C:ha~'r.a':'i·'They were: .Buddha, Mahavira and .Christ.
'J3,~'d~i'h;~~spread' the me's.s~:g:~~of compassion and non -violence; .He preached
.~ighi:1.foidpath. He 'in~'f~qd:~gedthe science. ofself-balance, called the ~~.ddle.'
path, ,:He revealed the -art~'6J~piercing the ego for the ascent of the K~ndalini. '

F1!:n~amentals ofSahaja Yoga
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Lord Mahavira preached non-violence to the self.. His message was: very
subtle in a sense that one should not have violent-thoughts and through the
, serene mind super ego should be sublimated/dissolved. 'Christ came to help
,ma~ to resolve his' own ego by allowing himself'to be crucified; great
'repentence was aroused in man, thus enabling him to see the viciousness of
his own ego, and this could help in bringing about humility in oneself. Lord
Christ forgave even those who crucified him. .He has established within this
Chakra the potential for human beings to forgiv.e and be forgiven, to clear
themselves from their sins and past karmas. ' Hence incarnation of Lord'
Christ was a majorbreakthrough in human ascent". ; .

The Ajna Chakra? is present in the forehead in .between two eyebrows ,
at a point known as 'Trikuti '. This.point is als~ known as the third eyeof
Shiva. In the gross .body it is represented by crQ's'shLg',ofthe optic nerves i.e.

, Optic Chiasn{a~ It represents fire-element, and:~p.'a~s::p,nly,:twopetals ,'(F';tgE~'6),
,;On its :left we have got aballoQ!i:'of,E'gO 'and~qri',:t,'iibdh~re is a b:aHo~'n:of,
,', Super-ego {Fig. 8}. This sU'btle centre on one"sid.ec"~,¢~{~hioughthe ey:e's:ahd
also from the back of the' head, (Occipitallobe). ,'S,ometimes we callit as
back .Ajna':". This "centre -has '~ very narrow "paSSage' .where .TdR "(L~ft
Sympathetic) and Pingla (Right Sympathetic) n~d{ cross over to the other
sid~e,to form~:a balloon of super ego and Ego .respectively; As such there is
no gap for ~undalini to ascend up. Ego and Super, Ego balloons when
bloated, sometime go down up to the level of Vishuddhi Chakra. Ajna
Chakra? is ~ gateway to Sahasrara Chakra (Limbic area) which is the
kingdom of God. Anybody who tries to push the 'door without knowingthe
. correct method either goes to left, (sub- conscious) or to the right (Supra
conscious) and starts getting hallucinations etc. Ajna Chakra is controlled
by Lord Christ. He resides in the centre and'He is theprinciple of creation. '
Ganesha resides 'in 'the Muladhara .Chakra and, gradually evolved tobe 'the
Christ, at this stage. Christ is known as the essence 0f first sound 'O~'
,Which supports the whole cosmos'. This is tl;le :.rea'san 'why 'Om" is 'the
,:mantra of-this ~hakra. 'This centre is extremeJY'·;~u~t1e..and it create's two
, soundstHum' and 'Kshum';: Hum is producec(o'D',th.e, (ight side wp,~t'erw~
, have. a balloon of Super ego and, "Kshuin' IS produced-on the left sict'e':w~ijere,
. ,we have the balloon of 'ego ". . 'Hum:' sound pt~du'p,'d~"Vibrations m~ahin.g
'Lam". This sound comes from the power of existence, that is-we have to .
live i:ri this' world and we are riot going to die9-1O." '.The' Ego is a colossal
problem. It's solution is just forgiving. everybody.' 'One should learn to
forgive' others and ask for forgiveness. One should awaken ,Christ to crucify
the ego. As soon as Kundalini crosses Ajna Chakra one becomes thought
less .. This is the stage OD thoughtless awareness. Ajna Chakra has been'
further divided in subtlety into central Ajna, left Ajna and right Ajna
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. Chakra. Left Ajna is represented on left temple of the forehead and it is
controlled by Lord Mahavira r :Right Ajna is represented on right temple and .
iscontrolled by Lord Buddha. Central-Ajna is present at 'Trikuti" and is
controlled by Lord Christ,
.: ',,; '·11' has beenmentioned that· if one-has wobbling eyes then the' Ajna
,\Clia~.r~ gets bl~ckeq>::~.::tli~t was the reason why Christ talked about the
.ad\i.i.~erous eyes.. Th~Y:.SP0.if_theAjna Chakra badly and.could lead to 'many
problems. > All the ~Iaq.thoughts gathered' at 'Ajna' Chakra spoil it and so
:,o'rt~'<li'as)bclear .th·e~'.;AJli~i~Chakrato. clear the eyes .. We have to ask: for
forgiveness. If on,e~sAjna Chakra is alright, then the eyes remainalright.
Th,ey emit love wherever they glance. ,Only with a glance of one's, eyes one
cah raise the Kundalini .and with th~ glance of the eye one can even 'cure
people+l''. People who arc' unable to forgive their enemies catch 'on this
Ajna Chakra. By forgiveness one rises above and the chakra gets cleared.
The, views of William Jhonston {Director Institute of Oriental.Religions) are

'I ,
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Peetil'~' ofvarious Chakras as .located art
head. Right-heart 'chakra is'present on right

side' of Sahasrara. Left Svadhisthana is
present on left side of muladhara.
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similar to Sahaja Yoga teaching'., "One of th¢ ,~'o~~t~damaging tra~rtra~ that
can .exist in the memoriesis suppressed anger>a'~a<~efusal to forgiye?,~;.;i,': ' '

':' ",' Meditatiori on Ajna Chakf~ is: full of c~~m,pjit::~ti'bris"asit o'y6rld~d~"this
Chakra. A strong back Ajna is essential for geed sleep -whereas over acti ve
Ajna hinders sleep. When Ajna chakra gets ,cle'~red'it opens for Kundalini
to pass through. Lord Christ has said that only those who are innocent as
children will be allowed to pass through its gates.' Wrong notions ',ibout
God, inflated ego, following wrong persons also blocks this Chakra. ,The
Kundalini is the potential force through which one has the ability to be in
the present and to sustain oneself there, thus not to be pulled up by the past
or the future. The past is like a magnetic current which sucks one's atten
tion and thus an individual becomes its medium. However, when Kundalini
rises 'it becomes .a greater magnetic force and sucks ,an your attention 'in the
centre, which represents present: Therefore, human endeavour should be to
become spirit,to remain in the present where one isjoyful and responds to
collective consciousness'"!". ' . ,

Sahasrara Chakra!!: Sahasrara Chakrais .present at the top, of the
.head. ' Its gross expression in the .physical bo,d,'Y:,'t'6,£~,es'ponds,to theLimbic
area' of Brain. It has' one.thousand petals. The,~P;i,e:s{¥n'g'deity is Sh1ri"Killki.

I .! . . j... 1 " '_ 't· -: .1. , ., .. I" -( •

When' Kundalini gets awakened it 'rises and pen~ff.ates through; th6.,six
different Chakrasand enters intothe LImbic ~~ea-'pf',lhebrain and,enfigliie'ns'
the seven-Peethas -Ci ..y.seats of these seven Chak.'iasJwhich are placed-along
the 'mid line of the Limbic area (Fig.7 & 8) . .Just abb~e the Ajna Chakra, we
have 'Peetha ' of Vishuddhi Chakra. A little up from there is the Peetha of
Right N abhi, then the Sahasrara with the Peetha of right and left heart on
either side of it, then the Peetha "of Left Nabhi. Further back, at each side
of the back Ajna is the Peetha of Muladhara Chakra and on either side are
Peethas of Right and Left Svadhisthana but reversed: Left on right side and
Right on left side (Fig.9). ' So 'all these six centres are combining to make
the seventh centre. This is very important point which one should know!'.

Sahasrara Chakra is usually the assembly of the six chakras and is a
hollow space, on the sides of which there are 1900. nadis (nerves). When
light 'p-enetrates into the Limbic area, then enlightment of these nadis takes
place and one can see them as flames having sevencolours. But thelast one

'ill; .', ,,', " ,,' '", ,

ultimately getsintegrated and therefore there 'is:':a"c'i~'y-stalclear flame. SO'we
have. Sahasrara with one thousand petals. According-to Her Holiness Mataji
Nirrnala D~vi if one cuts the brain in transverse s,e¢iiorl' then one can',see all
these: nerves along the limbic 'lobe. :All of the~:Jpb,~~')ike petals. In: case the'

",section"is cut vertically, then onefinds .manynerves in everybundleof
nerves. On being enlightened 'one sees Sahasraraas at burning bundle of
flames!': ",', ,

, ,.,' . . ~
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'T' he word Kundalini is derived from a Sanskrit word' "Kundal" meaning
" coiled up. 'It 'is ,the primordial dormane energy present in 3-112 coils at

"t~e base of the spine in a triangular bone called sacrum. Thelatin name '98
; Sacrum' suggeststhat it is a holy or sacred part ofthe body. The ancient
Greeks were aware of this and therefore they called it the 'hieron Osteon'
noting that it was the last bone to be destroyed when the body is burnt, and
'attributed natural powers to it: Egyptians also held this bone to' be very
valuable and considered it as the seat of special power. In the West Sacrum
"is .symbolized by.the sign' of Aquarius and by the Holy Grail, container of
the 'water of life. r'he Kundalini, which.is to nourish the tree of life .within
.:us', is coiled up, liki, a: ,serpent and therefore it has been, called, as: Serpent,
,:-:p'ow,erl-5. It has .b~¢h::4e'scribed .in great details -in the Upanishads. Kun-"
" :!daIfni' Yoga is Stl:ij~'6s::e,d"to'be supreme in all the yogas. Guiu, Vashistha '
::','a$,~erted'that ,Kund~~li'hi):s the seat of'~bsol~te knowledge, (Yoga V~shi'stha '

, " :!~p. cit p .144)6.:' The awareness of the presence of this primordial energy
, 'K~ndalini with'in t:he human body wasconsidered by the sages and saints to

" be the highestknowledge; it was rever'ed with sacred respect and was kno~n
'only to great sages. "The most probable reasonof-this could be that in those
days knowledge was imparted frorn Gun~ to disciple. Ancient Gurus, used

, to have very fewdisciples and that too a,fter testing them thoroughly. ,The
Kundalini and, chakras have been vividly described in Vedic and Tantric
texts as mentioned earlie~ in the Brief Review on Yoga. 'They .are
.Arunopanishad of Krishna Yajur Veda" .Bhavari Chopanishad of, Rig
Veda" Upanishads of' Atharveda, Yogapanishad, Yoga Shikhopani shad,
, Kathopanishad, Yoga Kundalini Upanishad etc. In Puranas, one can consult

': Kundalini :"

, "

. :!',.

5
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Devi Bhagvatpurana and Markandeya Purana. .In' Samhitas : .Laya Yoga
-sarnhita, Raja. yoga samhita, Hatha yoga Sarnhita .and, Shiva Samhita, :','Her
. Holiness' Mataji Nirmala Devi .while talk'ir~g':·~RqJ.t·Kundalini quoted': the

" . workof Adi Sankaracharya 7~',HeIi ved in '('7.:-'8:tH.;~.:century·AD ,an,ct:::::~:l'ote:
'''Having filled" the path way of the.nadis with th'e:::stie.:ami.ngshowe'~,o'f 'n\~ctar
flowing from the Lotus feet, having ~esumed:~:th:i'~··towii positionj-r8;ih,'0~t .
.of-the 'resplendent Lunar re'gibnSJlndThyse.lf~§s:tim~pidie form of a.:·~:~fp~nt

, " of three-and-a-half' coils, sleepest, thou, .in the'hoH:&~ 'of Kula 'Kun~fa {Kula
Kunda means the hollow of Muladhara Sacrum-bone)" "Saundarya Lahri;7.
" Th,eu art residing in secrecy with Thy Lord, (The" spirit) in the thousand
petalled Lotus, having pierced through the Earth situated in 'Muladhara',
the Water in Manipura, the Fire abiding in the Svadhisthana, the Air ;i~ the
Heart (' Anahata'), the Ether above (Vishuddhi) and 'Manas' between the
eyebrows (' Ajna '). and thus b-roken through the entire 'Kula Path '"
(Saundrya Lahri)", Gyaneshwara another famous saint of Maharashtra born
around 127 ~ AD described Kundalini in the VI chapter of his famous book

· Gyaneshwari". He wrote, "Kundalini is one of the greatest energy. The
whole body of' the seeker starts, glowing because of the rising .of the
Kundalini, ' Because of that, unwanted impurities "in the body disappear.
The body ,~f the seeker suddenly looks very proportionate and, attractive,

· The eyes look' bright and attractive and eye .ballsglow." (Gyaneshwari,'
ChapterVljt. Sant Kabir around' 098 AD·has·.:':~,~shtalked vividly-about
Kundalini in 'his poems. Guru :'Nahak Dev? '(~di:~;t:ip JA96 AD) ·ha'~)fiade
references-to Klmdalini':awaken,iiig·(ls.mentiofle'd.·:-l)·~:f6w:,"A pure he,~rt::r'~,;the

..' .golden 'vessel to' rnt the Divine'.:Nectar which'·I'i~;';\d..,·b~sucked f:rP·:iri.:t4e'
. "Das·ham Dwar' through the' two' channels 'Iai' ':::'~'iid. 'Pingla' (S~i; .Guru

Granth Saheb )9', Das~m Dwar m:eal1~'Brahmarandhra. .: '. .: '.':. . '
"God has made this human body as a house with six chakras and has

established the light of spirit in it. Cross the ocean' of Maya and meet the
eternal God who does not come, who does not go, who neither takes birth
nor dies. When your six chakras meet in line, Surati (Kundalini) takes .you
beyond distortions," (Sri Guru Gntnth Saheb)".

In .the Holy Koran, Prophet Mohammed Saheb'? talked of the day of
· resurrection when he says that the "hands will speak". "That day, we set a
seal on their mouths, but their hands 'Will speak to us, and 'their hands bear
witness to all that they did." When Kundalini awakening occurs a flow of
energy in: the form 'of cool vibrations from the hands.is experienced ..
. . : Christians called it as a reflection of the Holy Ghost and worship its
manifestations' as tongues of flames over the. h~~d.:o( apostles .during the
.Pentecost reunion .. Moses saw ii' in. the burning, ..bush; .Priests ,of:3:n,?ient
· Egypt and South America cou:ld';ha~e obtainea,:;.'·Si44:ijis::·(magiCalPb·We.:r:).bY

I '.' ; •. • ',.; •... .
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Kundalini but it is doubtful: Her Holiness Shri Mataji in one of her lectures
, said that Kundalini is the residual energy of the 'feminine aspect of God, the
, 'Adi Shakti' orHoly Spirit, v ich is store 'thin ac of 1CC .01 r
.creation. Jesus says unequivocally in the gnostic gospel of Thomas, and
,:elsewhere, that. "T'h~:Holy spirit is,My Mother" .: In the Tao Te Ching the: '

'..,,:''p.r:~IJ1brdialpO'v/~t:;:is 'ci'escribed 'as that of a mpthe~., 'Lao Tze ',described,
-: ,t{tiridalini as ',th,e'::slWht:qfthe Valley (in which flows the Nadi ofSushumna).

", ,,:,'/thri .spirit of {pod r:~:~I~le§never dies.v.Jesus said; '''The Kingdom,', Of God is: '
,,' ':L:w;irpin, you" '(Ll.rk;~"]1:21). The spiritual instrumebt withi~ 'us can be

I ,clescr'ibed as ~i,cr6~9'sm',(miniature form of creation) which-links ,us with-the'
Divine.

, , The great Buddhist masters considered that the existence of the path of
,Liberation within a human being wa:~ the greatest secret. They transmitted
'it to few deserving disciples, One also finds symbols' of Kundali~i in many, '
different cultural legacies such as Mercury's serpent which is an alchemical'

, symbol for the process ,of psychic metamorphosis. 'The gnostics understood
, the serpent to represent the spinal cord.'.

According ,to Her Holiness Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi Kundalini is also
known as Divine Power. ' This' divine cosmic energy enters in' the foetus,

, when it is only -two and ahalf months old. The columns of rays of cosmic
consciousness pass' through the rudimentary brain of the foetus and get

, .refracted into .four diverse channels 'corresponding to four aspects of the
, " ' ,~:.Nervous System. ",T,h,~y are (1) Parasympathetic nervous system, '(2) Syrn
',,,,,: .'1~,9-theticnerv9P:~'~::~;):,.~,t,em(left), (3),Sympathetic nervous, system fright). and',
:' i:(4).Centraln:,erv'o~~,s.:,:s'Y:stem.The' ser>()f cosmic rays that fall on the Ianterior
. , :,,;,i6n:t~nale 'bone" :brJhe:;~detus' pierce in" the centre and 'pass straight into the
:~;-ined~l1a ob16nga(a:::'a.,~d.:then,to Shushumna (spinal cord). This divine ener-

, !;~':'::':g'y.power 'le,ay,~s::a,:i\~erY::Jhirithread-like line .in the medulla oblongata .and
,':, 'settles downin 3:.1(2'c'oils in the triangular bone caned sacrum at the base"
:' of spine (Muladharar> Here this divine power is known as, 'Kuridalini'. '
: This divine energy a'fter entering through the anterior, fontanale area (Brah
marandhra) precipitates on its way' in the Shat Chakras asw'ell.' Due to this
, these Shat Chakra get filled up by the divine energy' and thereby get en
lightened 1-5. Such 'enlightened Chakras are responsible for the, precise,

, proper differentiation and growth of tissues .into different vital organs which
are' further organized into different systems according to, their fun~tion.
Such a marvellous feat is only possible through the divine power. . .

When the child, is born and the umblical cord is cut a gap is created in
•.;the 'Sushumna'iand. also outside.: One can see' this gap, between solar
plexus and vagusnerve. This gap is known as void inthe Zen system and

,: Bhava Sagar in' ~n(h,an Philosophy. , Later on when ego and" super ego:

Kundalini Awakening and Sahaja Y~ga
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According to Her Holirie~s Mataji Nirrnala Devi.bridging the gap in-the
para sympathetic system (Sushumna Nadi) wasthe greatest hurdle. ,:Ther'e
, fore people tried other methods,~' However with the .advent 'of Shri Mataji
Nirrnala Devi, it has become very easy'; She fills' the gap 'WIth her vibratory

, power (energy) and the sleeping -Kundalini in theMuladhara gets activated..
, 'ascends' up, clears, the Shat Chci:kras and bte'qks'~;;PI)~ri.the apex of; skul!
(B rahmarandhra) withou t giving slightest troubl~'.t9~:ih,~,~~ekeL 'Om~,'q!,t~iI1.s
his Self-Realisation. Subtle cool vibrations starf:flowlng from the paiill1atid
top of the head. It happens in a split of a second, hi a short spell between
two successive thoughts. Of course if the aspirant 'is not well or is suffering
from some disease or his subtle chakras are 'blocked or constricted due to
adharmic life style, the Kundalini does not rise unless and until all the subtle
chakras are cleared. There are many descriptions about the complications
of Kundalini awakening and a~ such .people usually do not venture to go in
for this system. '

Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi told that complication occurs only when
Kundalini is awakened by a person 'who himself is not self-realised or when'

Awakening-of the Kundalini
~-;

develop and' bloat like balloons' as told earlier (Fig.S) the fontanale bone
gets calcified and the child is cut off from the all "pervading divine power' of
cosmic energy. The human being identifies himself as a seperate entity, and
consciousness of 'I' (Aham) presides. '
, , As the connection with the ~os~ic energy 'is broken after the birth of
baby, the Kundaliniin Muladhara becomes dormant and that is the 'reason. . , . ,. " ..

why it is called as primordial, dormant energy. ,The' 3~112 coils of, the
'Kundalini give a resemblance to a serpent that .is ,wh.y in .ancient scriptures
e.:g'. Gherandra Samhita!' it has been described.:,'a~",Bhuj,agar Rupni (like 'a
serpent). .Sorne people call it as serpent power. -. In'briman ,beings i{i~.J,iice ,
many strands of energy (like a' rope). ,this eneigyi~.:.ial1 twisted together to
form 37"112 coils of the Kundalini. According to H,ii:Holiness Mauiji' N.it~
malaDevil", in a human being the strands are 3'~7 ~'::21raised to the power
of 108. When Kundalini rises only .one or two strands but of this rise and
pierce the anterior fontanale bone area. It has to pass, through the innermost
nadi (Brahm Nadi). It is a spiral movement throughout. The Kundalini is
there to nourish, to look after and to give an individual a higher and deeper
personality. The power of Kundalini is' absolute purity, auspiciousness,
chastity, self-respect, pure love, detachment; concern and enlightened atten-
-tion to gi ve infinite joy and peace to an individual. The subject of Kundalini
awakening i,~ now no more a book knowledge.

,~,
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1. Nabhi/ Manipura Chakra )
2. Vishuddhi Chakra
3. ' Svadhisthana Chakra
4. Ajna Chakra..:

5. Anahata ,Chakra
6. ' Muladhara Chakra
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7. Sahasrara
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The,Representation of Chakras on
, different areas of hand,
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, 1. Muladhara Chakra
2. ' Svadhisthana Chakra
3. Manipura Chakra
4. Anahata .Chakra
5., Vishuddhi Chakra

" 6. Ajrra-Chakra
,7. Sahasrara Chakra
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KundaGni is awakened by controlling sympathetic: nervous 'system activity
. by Hatha Yoga and the seeker is not able to do. the Asans etc. precisely.as
described in. ancient scriputres or Tanttik procedures where' 'harnessing of
sexual energy has been advocated.' This system actually. has done a lot of

, harm to mankind, by diverting their attention to sex. They flouted the
,normal cedes of, morality' and were contrary to .the concept of orthodox
Hindutradition of the society. As such these techniques were disapproved
and forgotten by the society at large. ",. .' ,

Sahaja Yoga works through a subtle force. Kundalini awakening could
be accomplished by any established .Sahaja- Yogi as well, Usually there are
two methods for awakening .this divine energy ~ One is Sambhavo- Upaya

, and .the other is, .Shakto-Upaya. ',In Sambhavo-Upaya, 'they takefew ,
disciples and cleanse themby various technique,~.:,·o~r,:~aja,Yoga or.' Hatha .

'. Yogil so that their attention (Chita) is' Gomplete:lyt~~2.t~.anS:ed,all the' ::fi;Y¢'
, .'elements are purified ,a~,dthen the ktin.d~lini' is·:ra~_S~,4.:~dr:'self-realisatib:ri'::': ..
',", InShakto ..UpayarThere is, shak~l (en'ergy) wf{i¢fr)fi.~k·~~the K.u~daHrii;,;'
. active; j't ~'ises, ascends up and cie~nse:s Shat Ch~ki:~s.i'~H;ltOIl1aticany.. 'it) ,
Sahaja Yoga the technique used is that '6f.Sh~kto~ Upaya: :in:'this vibrationa:l .
energy is allo~ed' to' pass in, an individual or directedon the Muladhara

,~"whiq.h is the abode of Kundalini. At this point, a question may arise in the
.~mind ofsome readers and they may like toatguc as-to howit is possible to

,r' pas<:e~ergy through aJ!1'individual, which quite rightly, at the first instance;
does' not satisfy the common sense of an individual. In view of this, the

• 1 \.. " •

recent work done in the f.ield of Neurology and Neurophysiology is worth
mentioning where brain waves of a 'Yogi' having predominant alpha waves
were stored in a Module (Specially designed by I.I.T. Madras) and then.
from there they were fed by photic 'stimulation or auditorystimulation in the
p~tierits suffering from Grand Ma'l Epilepsy, Itwa~ observed that as a result
of this procedure the alpha index inthe EEG ofEpileptics patients increased.
significantly and thefrequency of epileptic .attacksdecreased ,significantly.'
As scoh as these vibrations enter in t46 body of an ~~.~li..Yi4ua~it activates the .
Kundalini. When Kundalini rises it clears the Svadh isthana, 'N abhi,"
Anahataand Vishuddhi Chakras an'ct'tpe,I1 enters. ~_h~:',:Ajlna,·,Gh\akra.F\Q,m;, .

.'. h~r~it, further ascends 'up and 'pierces .the Sahasf.~f:~:,~:0FJrn~ic.area ~f;thb;,·,'
brain). 'At this point the Kundalini is said-to be awakened. . . , ,< :

.. \ r'h nws't of th~ people Kundalini' shoots ,upto Limbic .area (Sahasrara):
without apy difficulty in the presence of Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala Devi,
But in some people it takes time. It is either .lost in -Svadhisthana, the,>
Nabhi, Anahata, Vishuddhi or Ajna Chakra. In case it crosses Ajna Chakra

. then one gets into the stage of 'Thoughtless awareness'. With this one is .
liable to attain certain powers. If the Kundalini moves to supra conscious
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, The subject is asked to sit in a relaxed and comfortable posture on a '

" mattress in fronL'~'(Shri Matajior her. photograph: ~n' case there .is some
. cHfhculty to sit 'd&;;:f~e,"}gr~undthen o'n~'is asked to' ~Lt_on a chair "or a .sofa.
, .' ',H~()wever bac~:,.,qe'2¥:)~p:~·>headshouldbe erect. Subjects are askedtoremove ,
.~;shoes. and other a;rfkl~sAike belts,Ji~,s.'~specs, rings orneckiaces .iIl'-th,eneck.
" ~l:l this is 'es:~e,ntia~\o, ensure relaxation. . , , " '

I Thereafter, the subject with eyes closed, is instructed to extend the 'left
hand with palm up'~:ard, towards Shri Mataji or her photograph. The left·
hand denotes Iccha Shakti (Desire) arid 'that is the reaso~ why left hand: is
extended towards the photograph. The right hand is kept on the left side of '

,'.1 ;\, ,

.' .In Sahaja Yoga one gets his, Self-Realisation directly fro in .Her Holi-
.hess Shri Mataji Nirmala Devi or through any experienced Sahaja Yogi. A'
, session on Kundalini Awakening comprises oftheprocediire cis mentioned
.below :, ' ' ,

Sahaj a Yoga Procedure to Awaken Kundalini ,
'". ,

\ne gets the Siddhf'<l'fP(edictingthd~ture. Ifthe Kundalini has moved.to
",the collective' sub~_bn'scious then one can reveal things of the past: One can'
"'al~o cure people atthisstage by clearing the blocked NadlslChahas. In the
<'next stage Kundalini comes out ofthe .Brahmrandhra (Anterior' Fontanale).
: Here one starts getting the 'cool vibfati0n~ from the top' of the head and -frorn
, both the palms. One 'becomes aware qf thecollective consciousness. In'this
'stage one can feel the Kundalini. of another person ana could know .the
.condition of an individual on one's fingertips (Fig. '10) and Brain decodes
it. This has been described as Turiya State. '. tr@;,' ,

, After this there is another s,tage where one becomes 'Nitvikalpa'. At
,this point one ',S .attention gets 'enlightened. As such, simply' by putting the'
, attention one knows' what is the problem 'of an individual of one can 'also
, knoW the problem of 'collectivity . "It 'is' the stage' of Nirvan~, j~y and j;y
,::alone: with prQf(Du~d:peace. ' I'

, -: ,:' ,Actually 'Sah~#'ar'aChakra as mentioned earlier has seven subti~ ,
:''Jpeethas (seats) a:~::-.t9,lq<bYShri Mataji, The: spirit residing in the heart 'has
, :,;~'it{-seat at the Jdp;/,,9,t,i$:e head -i~' .the-middle. This 'is the place, which is, '
; "<!pie:r¢~dby Kt1~~:{~f1htadd.one enters 'into .an integrated col'lective conscious- ,
'.''ness '~llld·becomes-aUniversal being-with a'unique, sixth sense of vibratory.
': 'awareness. .One couldeffortlessly tune: into the subject' s level of com
'munication through-these vibrations. 'When human consciousness tunes
, into the infinite, it, become infinite ~nd one gets enlightened. One gets the
real knowledge', tlie knowledge ofGod. Buddha.called it Nirvana, Vedas
called it Moksha and Lord Christ referred to it a'SKindgom of God 1-11: "

.' • 1~ , ...t j " " , 1
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,..":'" ,,", ' '., , , .' '';' , '\::';S;'~\:;~:f;:1~; "'" " ',.,:,:,,;.
':.thebody.at the levelof Anahata Chakra {Heart)~:a1iq:;Uf~':,sllbject.is"r~;qJin¢4'
to ask, a question, ','Mother, Am Lthe .spirit?' ·T:~.fft],~i~s'tioriis ~skeg~':ttlg~'e,
'times; ..:'Thereafter; right hand is placed in upper'.qtia4r~,nt' of left Abdomen,
which: represents void and the subject asks, another.question "Mother.iAm
Imy.own Guru (Master)?" 'This question again is t~";be'asked silentlyand
should' be repeated three times. Afterwards the right hand is moved a 'bit
lower' 'on 'the left side at the junction of body with the left thigh (Svadhis-'
thanaChakra) and the subject requests.Shri Mataji six times in ones heart
'Mother" please give me pure (divine) knowledge". Next the right hand is
'moved, to 'upper quadrant. of left abdomen (void) and here an individual
'affirms strongly 'Mother, I am my own Guru (Master)'. This affirmation is,
" done silently 10 times as Nabhi Chakra has got 10 petals. Afterwards the
• • 10 I .;

hand is shifted upwards on left side and it is placed 'on the heart (Anahata
Chakra). Here on~ affirms strongly "Mother, 1amthe spirit". This again is
"'said silently 12 times as AnahataChakra has g'~tl,f; ..petals!'. iu",

After this fight hand is placed behind the:"~'ti,G~.;,(this:'is' facilitated .by
, .vturning the head to the' right} and .here one aff{r,m.:~,:;,':',¥other; I::ai11~)i.:o(',
',' ,;gllilty,~".,'.,This.is,say~ ~,~times ,~s"Vi:~·h~ddhiGha¥t~;·..~~~':g()!16 pet~ls/'.t:~~~ '"

,.' ~(Jhe:tighq;ang,js brought to -the forehead and i~,',:p1.4f:~~,'~!t9~izontallysHghi~ly,
l,f pressing 'both>h~ sides, of. the foreheadone'has t9.:.~tff,trmwith his heart-that
;::"Mother, I ~~ve, forgiven everybody inc1ud'iirg,>rily:keifh.' This, isv.to :~'b:e'
repeated twice as Ajna Chakra has two petals. " ' ,

Thereafter, right hand is placed behind the head.in the 'occipitar area
(Back', Ajna) and raising the head slightly upwards one affirms "Mother,
if, I have done, anything! 'wrong, knowingly or unknowingly I should be
forgiven". This is also said twice, silently as Ajna Chakra has two petals.

Then the right hand is stretched with fingers parted and the palm .of the
'hand is kept in the anterior fontanale area (Sahasrara Chakra) ..With a little
pressure the palm of the hand is rota!~d seven times in a clockwise manner.

, Each time on the completion of one rotation one has' to request sincerely in
, his heart, "Mother, please give me my Self-Realisation", This is said seven
times!". ':, )'

'. After thisoqe has' to bring boththe' hands do\~,riin'a,the' subject-is-asked
'. '~Q open the' eye;' and subjective-experiences .if.,,ai1:Y1::_:in,::,the'form' ,0(:99.01, '
vibrations/heat fr0111the palms a~~,:die: top of the:,'~~:~M'are noted.' q)'~Qf:~'J'
~o 19Y . , ' ' ' " . " "',:, "!':, ',,:"i' ' :.',', .-

" ,Then one has to' raise both hi's hands l,lpwiir.dS,,:,;whh p~IUlS towards:: the
.Mother or her photograph and a question is to be asked: " Mother; Is this.the
, Divirie power which 'controls the universe".' 'Th\s is', said three times:<~nd '
then both the hands are brought down" The subject rsasked to sit quietly for
five minutes. During this period the attention is to be kept at Sahasrara.

, , ' :' I ,,-,'" . , • '-~,I',' . 1 •
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'~ahaja Yoga Meditation

. ,One should' sit comfortably on the ground or on a straight back chair
with, feet flat on the 'HOQr. ' The hands are to be rested on laps, with palms

" '; 'r :':b:p~ards and fin:g~:rr,ii()~i1,ting to. -the' "photograph 'of .Her Ho'line's~ Mataji;
, ,::'.-:';'NIf,wa1a Devi.; T~:~~~~P~h:qtographs4,out.d be placed in fornt of the individual
, ":"o"u',·;(1.tableand a lrght~~4':y~ndle' should he placed before it. Aphotograph is ,
, " '¥S~S'~htialbeca~'s,e,:;S:,hri:_:::Matajiis 'the 'founder of the Science of Sahaja Yoga, "

arid one requests' her .photograph arid thereby 'her to' give this t divine
.knowledge. Besides this, the photograph is said to have a divine coefficient
',and thereby it facilitates the I<:undalini Awakening in an indiviqual. ,The
candle flame has' the property :of .neutralizing the negativity, which is

t "'rele~sed from the, human body. Before' sitting for Meditation, the first step
is that an individual has 'to clear hi~ left side. FOr this he has to stretch his
left hand towards the photograph of Shri Mataji arid righthand with palms.
'pointing irat downwards should be placed on the side of the Chair or on the
.ground (Photo, 15) and one should pray' from .one'.s heart that all the
.negativity .of the 'left 'side may be absorbed in th,e earth _el~menr This is

M~st of the subjects experience cool bre'eze flowing from the top of the head
t and from both palms of the hand. During this period the subjects, go into the

stage of Thoughtless Awareness. '
After sometime subjects open their eyes and end the meditation session

by symbolically raising the Kundalini from 'Muladhara' to' SahasT~ra' '
Chakra. In this left 'hand is placed horizontally, near' the Muladhara (not '
Muladhara Chakra) and right hand is moved in a circular manne,r around the
left hand. In this way the proeedureis repeated at Svadhisthana Nabhi,
, Anahata, Vishuddhi, Ajna and Sahasrara Chakra. O~ re:ching the top of the
, Jj~,~p,a .syrnbolic knot istied by the right nand. This is-done three times. It
,.':s:ynibolises keeping tb'e:I(,undalini raised (Photo 11 to 13)" After this one has
'. 't~~':;,g,ive'Bandhari~)iQ:,'~"li~mselr This"'~sytnboli~es ,protection 'of th~ 'subtle
·,Cii'ak~~ain an iridivjilu:~(">For giving bandhan 'the left hand is placed: towards ' " '
",1>."" ":' ': ".' ' ',,', '
, thephotograph and ..nl~right hand is rotated from leftto right side in a:semi
.circle starting 'from.the .left hand position" then taken 'above the .head and
towards the ground on the right side 'and then taken back to the 'left side :as
shown in the diagram' (Photo' 14). this makes One rotation. Inthis way
seven 'rotations 'are made. ' ' "', l '". ,~

, I • •

., It should be noted, that meditations in Sahaja Yoga becomes more
powerful when one does 'it' in a collective manner with other Sahaja Yogis.
The collective vibrations are stronger-and thereby help an individual inthe
'awakening of Kundalini' .

, Kundalini Awakening and Sahaja Yoga
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Practical Difficulties Usually Encountered' ....'.,=>: .' '.'
. '. I . ..", : ,~ -,' ,~ , ( I : .' _,. ~.

, During M~ditation' lisually~,'t'the past' even:tS'~:~,:b:f/·iif'~,:·desires ahd'::"pfob'~:
lems .of the future start replaying themselves' bec~~se, one is consciously

• j ." ... • .; ' ••• ~',•• :; .:;. {( ::;.:' • - '_• " ...., ; \ .: ', c·.'

, done' for 'five ..minutes. Afte/wards right 'hand, .{~/stretched towards" .the .
-.,. photograph and left hand is' raised and bent ,.:~~<:eJ~:o·w,··,wi~hp~lrris:Y~~ing

,in wards .(Photo 16):. One prays '~hafall theneg~t(yit~' of the' right, sidt;::Qfthe
.body.isabsorbedin the air. elernenr'.. Thi~, is d'ci~~·;·f~}:;fi~e.minutes :,~j}dl:th'eh'

. . .witfrboth hands towards -th~·ph~t6gr~'ph, on:e.'t~;·\Ks:~~¢;tokeep oire':·s,::.:~tt~n~,
,: .'tion:'.:at ...the Sahasrara Chakra op th~'top, 'of lt~'~~:::~~~d<~ndis: requ.it~a. '.to
,'~edi-t,'ate with eyes closedfor 10.·to: 15 mirnite~··~i?h'919,l;7).· ' .:> .. ";'" .:

.' .One starts feeling the cool vibrations flowing :'1~to'the hands and "also
fromtop of the head. This could be verified 'by keeping left hand towards

. ,Shri Mataji and right hand slightly above the top' of the head. Similarly,
right hand is stretched towards Shri Mataji and with left hand-one can check
the flow of subtle cool breeze (vibrations) from top of the head. If one's'
system is in a healthy state then one feels 'subtle coolness in both the hands

, otherwise warmthltingling sensations or numbness is. an 'indication of some
blockage in the subtle chakras or Nadis of the body. These problems 'could

, be easily removed 'at any' Sahaja Yoga centre by' an experienced Sahaja
Yogi. This, meditation should be clone preferably in'morning otherwise at'
any time' suitable' to the seeker.': .Soon after, the .Meditation oneIias to
symbolically raise the Kund'alini from its abode.rnMuladhara .and .not in .
Muladhant Chakra as mentioned in ancient Tantrik·:~exts.' , ,~:.~".,

. . 'For raising the Kundalini erie has to'place"::hi'~/'~,¢ft;h~nd hori~:Qntal~Y'at
','~ , the level of Muladhara in the gross body as sh9w,t:i· il!,the (Photo IIi-I:!} and

j 1 I ' , ~ I • .t . .~ '. ~ t

, , the, right hand is to be rotated three. times ~roun,d'.fqe:L~ft hand, then,.t~·e:j~ft:
,'; , is' rnoved up at 'the Svadhistharia.vNabhi, Arial{~{~';~::Vishuddhi,'Ajri'{:a~id

Sahasrara ~ha~r~ and at each ofthe Chakras, rii.ht.'h'~pr(i'is to be rotatedlike
making a circle. At Sahasrara Chakra the Kundaliniis 'symbolicaJly tied up
.by the right hand. This process is done three times. First time one kn8t is
tied-then two knots .andlastly three knots aretied. This, represents symbolic,

, protection' of Kundalini from evil effects 1.-4. ' "
, I

After raising the Kundalini, one should take a Bandhan. This is routine
protection fromevil effects. One should do it from righthand. To start, one

. " has 'to makea movement of the right hand from the left to right side of the
body' and then back 'to left as shown in the diagram (Photo 14). T'his is
. counted as one." Such seven movements are to be made as there are seven- .
subtk chakras in our body. After this one offers .his due regards, to. Shri
Mata}i beforeleaving the place ofmeditation .: ' " . . '

.)
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':;:'·.o~na·pati.(L6rcl.·''c;;~riesha),'Embodiment "ofDharma; Wisdom, ·In~oc,eIice.
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Rishi' Maik~ndeyain the presence of Goddess Chandi.
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3 Right hand in the lower
quadrant of left abdomen

lfl pressed slightly

.. .... .. ,'......~.

2 Right hand-in the: upper
quadrant of left abdomen

& pressed slightly

Eyes closed, left hand
towards.the photo of Shri
Mataji & right hand at
, ~,Mart level ' .'
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ll=~~---=~==~~=-~~==~~t0wardsthe'ph~tOIQP8firi~~~~~~==~~
Mataji with attention on
. top of head (Sahasrara)

Right hand placed on
back of head (occipital
area) & head raised '
, . sJightly

7. Right hand on' forehead
pressing both t~e: ,s.,~des,

6 Right hand placed hehind
the neck &.pressed

, (turning the ,head right.
side)
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thinking of the past or the future and therefore the K~ndalini does not
-ascend up. If one's attention moves to the left, then on€ goes into the
su.bconscious and. collective subconscious and gets glimpses of the past

. , happenings. So in .individuals whose attention remain's on the left side on
Ida Nadi, may initially suffer from the hangover of the past, but bymedita. '".'t.~on..this graduallydiminishes. For example if one has. met a tragedy in life

,.·.\Vh~9,p~asleft a.de.e:pif:Rtuis,·e.on"one's.milid,Jhen the more one dwellsonthis,
·..·':··\t.H~:;·:rliorethat tr-ag·~dy··p·et.sists,By thinking of the tnlge~y one starts 'going

f "' . .. , , ~ ", .' " " I . I'

into:;:sadness and. sto.'\:V1y)t is engravedso much in orie's attention that .it
. b~~9rQ:e,s'a, habit an.'d:::~.second nature.' I . • '

':' .": Whenever one-dwells. on the sufferings of the childhood", suppressed
. 'desires, suppressedangerand the pain: caused 'by. them comes on the surface
. in our actions.' 'Its habituation moulds. one into a characteristic l~ft sided
personality which i's.very dangerous. It 'has been seen that the 'people who
have left-side characteristics are prone. to develop. psychiatric disorders,
migraine, epilepsy and even cancer etc. In these circumstances it is very
essential that one sh-ould correct this situation' first by clearing the left side.
and then by doing meditation, In' this, way gradually the left side gets
cleared. Similarly. if one is over ambitious, keeps on planning and organis
ing for the future then one dev~lops' right-sided characterstics. One
becomes aggressive,. dominating, cruel.. selfish, mean, over ambitious,

. futuristic and. develops egoistic personality. These people usually suffer
from 'diabetes, high blood pressure, paralysis, heart attacks and renal.failure

.' efc: .In these citcuril~ta.ti¢es one should ·.clear the' right side Pingla N'adi by
, ~.·'P·t~~9·rib'edmetho'dsn~~id'/fhen I inedit:ati~n- should he .started. Gradually,
'. '·..tl1,i;d,:g§, start imp.r:6v~~~ ;,~.~done comes into.balance. Meditation progreses
·'w¢n:;apd one' does ~;Qt~,:g'e'r:entaqgledin.the chain of thoughts. One' starts
: '1i-Yitli,i~' the pre'sen(:w,;,ltllou,t any 'carry, 'forwards of. the past. This is: the
..reeson why it is 'qqvociajea:that let the .thoughts pass off as they arer'without
.getting involved int6\( in between two successive thoughts' there is a gap
and-it is in this gap ofthoughtlessness that Kundalini spontaneously 'ascends
up' 'and enlightens ~I1 individual, cool vibrations star~ .flowing from the
palms and the top of the head. .

, The vibrational awareness works like an antenna. Whenever there' is .
any outside factor disturbing one's vibrations, then hot sensations appear on
the finger tips and palms of the hand to enable one to take necessary
.precautionary measures. By clearing the chakra with the: help ;o{ the
, prescribedtechniques, candling or Bandhan or by .transrnitting vibratio~s
'the .block is clearedand usually subtle cool vibrations reappear. '
. .:~:;··<t'herefore~ it:,isimportant to learn the technique of doing SahaJ~Y oga

, prp'pe:rry. to' get' the "$ubtle' vibrations', to develop -the sensitivity, .and to

..Kundalini Awakening and SahajaYoga
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.Foot Soaking: This is done usually before 'going to bed. Tak'e,' luke
warm water in a bowl, add one tablespoon common salt and sit as beforerin
meditation) but with feet in the bowl of water (Photo 18). This is very
effective method' for removing the negativity via the water element.because
in meditation a lot of negativity is released through the feet. This foot
soaking treatment is done for IOta 15 minutes. After foot soaking, .one
eshould throw the water inthe w.e. This is important because the water gets
,)the negativity and if poured over plants etc could burn them or damage their'
i;~growth. For the same reason oneshouldnot Use foot soaking bowl for-other
',ii',Jmrposes. Then wash the feet with fresh wate~ .and. dry them with aclean
. towel. ' By observing these simple practices,'. rlii}:inorning meditation to
. stabilize arid .the evening foot soaking to cJe'~i.u~e::iihesubtle .system-one'«
progress gets accelerated .: The subtle chakras.and-tlie.Nadis getcleared'and

'., '. 4 . ,...... ,.' " ",:":'" ., ';" '.,':'" .
one 'remains in balance . . '" ',.j "; 'f t "i .

. ,,'. . .Cleartng the Chakras :There' are manY·:~,m.:e:t~~;Qs<toclear -tlie;:.:N{aclis
andchakras but ·only a few techniques are discussed-here. Atthis place it
would be necessary to say that according to philosophy of Sahaja :X()'ga
every. subtle centre has a central part, left part andright part. The 'method
ofclearing of the left part of the subtle chakra and ri:ghtpart and central part
.are altogether different.

However, there are some simple techniques by which one can remove
catches. Generally candling clears the chakras on the left side, right .side
chakras are cleared by water treatment i.e,. foot soaking in slightly cold
water.. Sitting on the mother earth sucks: the negativity of the Muladhara

. Chakra, foot soaking in river or sea water clears: Svadhisthana and Nabhi
Chakra, looking .at Mataji' s photograph through candle clears Ajna Chakra.
Looking at the sky and saying "Allah 0 Akbar." or saying "I am not guilty"
makes' easier to clear Vishuddhi Chakra .. Then there are other techniques
like three candle treatment which is very usefulin .cases where the chakras

I ", .,

Methods 'for Clear~nce :

decode them. With practice eventually a stage comes when one is con
stantly in vibrations. On attaining 'equanimity in .meditation' it is essential'
to .lead a balanced .Iife. One realizes after,!<:un'dalihi Awakening 'that
meditation 'is a. state of being: 'One has not.to exertfor it.' It is not a mental .
exercise. 1t happens spontaneously and one ,<;;an:tdrnain 'in this .state 'vvh:ile

, doing' other works like' a wit~esS>' Futther:',in:,:,"Sahaja" y'oga, 'coli\;q£ive
meditations are more effective, ~s·'the:vibnitic{ris'.':g~p:6rated are very~~t~:prtg,
theyclear the chakr~s of individual quickly ~~:4:':etfe,ct~vely. He~9'~:'one,

"must ..participate' in such collective meditations+ ... ;::.Y:~.:-- '. . '. . ,
, . I :,.,

.Medical Science Enlightened'
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are too much blocked. on the left side.
, .' ) ;',::Fo~.these one :shqu:i4:,go to a Sahaja yoga centre,' where all the methods
,.'~~;4,:Jacilities for c'(e,~it.~Itce'of the' chakras are provided. A list, of the
li1ip.'p,r~ant centres 6r:i:l1e:~'~o~ld'has beentprovided in. the' Appendix. ',"' . '
.:'/:{;;::,·:<t~eI\therej,~ ,~.:~,~#:~:t:~rtechniqueef' Balancing". :In' this if a '~e.r~onis "
"right; .sided then Jhe:.:'.'e~.er,gyof Ida .Nadi is raised by ',making ascending
, movements of the rig'~t 'ha'nd along the left side and brought to the right side"
·of.the' person's' 's;pine' (Photo, 19). In 'case an indi vidual=is left sided, i.e.
, apathetic' and depressed, the healer raises' the' energy of the Pingla-Nadi by ,
making ascending movements of the right hand' along, right side", of the

, . patient and pushes the raised energy to the left side of the individual along'
the left side of the person's spine as shown in Photo 20.

A' chakra could also" be cleared. by simulating its' clockwise rotation
with the fingers ol the right hand and by asking the person to extend his left
hand towards the photograph of Shri Mataji and right hand is kept at the
afflicted chakra. In this technique there are minor variations depending
whether the left side.of the chakra is afflicted or. right side or both left and
,right sides are caught. " . ,• '. ' ,,' '. :
. ,'Another .method is.to clear the chakra by taking the mantra of the deity
. of: ,fh~t' particular chatr~l.::.:For example: knowing. that Vishnu Maya.is the
"'6q~t~911ing ,deity o:f{P.~:frYishuddhi .then for .clearing Left Vishuddhi the

, m:ahtra 'of Vishnu'May~~' i's,'taken to clear .the ~hakra. The same is true for
o'thef' chakras also.· '~'_:'.,", " ' ... , '" '

" , .);( :,.:.':-"', .',' ' " " ' ,<.":,:';<'::.::';:','.';:'.,, . ' , ,. :", " , ' ,,', " ", . "
.. ,',"><Anbther" tecnnjq:#e;:_of cle'aring' the' chakra is by 'strengthening', their
. ql1aliiies, and aVdidrp:g>:th~";psychosoCiatbehaviour whichupsets them.' If' '.
has ·been observed .thatchakras begin pouring their respective virtues into
.the human being. when -they get energized by Kundalini rising through the
ceptral channel. The chakras which are catching or blocked are responsible.
for: psychic and physical problems. Keeping this principle in mind certain
cardinal assertions are used and an individual is asked to' repeat them.. For,
ex-ample if left Vishuddhi is catching then one in asked to stretch the left
, handtowards mother (because left denotes desire (Iccha Shakti) and right
hand is kept on Vishuddhi Chakra, and one says in his heart silently "Mother
1 am hot guilty" and it is said 16 times as Vishuddhi chakra has 16 petals.
, 1Ficase of Ajna chakra, one has to say "MotherI have forgiven everybody"
This is said two times' as Ajna Chakra has two petals and is ruled by Jesus
,Chris:t who forgave even-those who crucified him. ,By saying this chakra

.. AJP:a:'Chakra c1eats~}'e·J!y,quickly.' . .
,, 'J;<'AtAnahata Cl1~kJifi,rieh~s to sayt'Mothe r I am my 0wn spiri t". Th is
, ':'d'~:~rs"Heart Cnakri.j~~aHd·\s:o.on:, On~e~:the;_channels are .cleansed and the
" "s:ti,bti~!.chakras .'ate.::?:pe·~t(JrOrri·the 't~tches' and the attention no'.longer

t

, Kundalini Awakening and Sahaja Yoga
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fluctuates like a pendulum to left or to right side but is centred (Balanced)
in the Sushumna, then the stage is set for the Kundalini to ascend up an? by
this para sympathetic nervous system activity could be activated and
.mo bilised for one's use. As the Kundalini rises, she fulfils the need of each .
'and every chakra on her way, curing the diseases caused by the constriction
of chakras and subsequent withdrawal of the virtues/grace .of the controlling
de ity .' " ,.' ::,',

,; A Sahaja Yogiby paying attention to the sensation of tingling, burning
.. or' numbness on the finger tips (each-finger correspondsto a specific chakra) ,
. or in .his own chakra, Can determine as to' which,:ch~kra of the patie~t':',is.·
, afflicted. For example if a Sahaja ¥ ogi finds·tha,i;:tHI~:~,~~7istingling s,ens'a*i}m, '
in his left middle finger, it indicates that the left N~bh.i is affected due to
someproblems from his wife's side.,(Fig.lO). ::' ,: ',';,. ,.'~:"'::' ':,

In conclusion, the overactivity of left side creates mental tension-gives
rise to psycho-pathological conditions and may connect one to the realm-of
dead souls . Clogging of left Svadhisthana is also the root' cause of left side
.problems comprising of both somatic and mental diseases. Over activity of'
the right side may connect one to supra conscious and collective supra

'4~~; conscious where lies the dead souls of lesser .gods. Clogging of Right
i:~" Svadhisthana is the root cause of the diseases like hypertension, diabetes,
r.~" heart attacks, renalfailure and so, on. . ' . .' ' '.' ,
~\' If the chakras are not linked .together then the personality' is" not
.. 'integrated' while a 'catch' in' achakra preventsItspresiding deity from

imparting virtues and grace ,into the body-mind. system. Accordingly
balancing, clearing the channels and removal, ,qr~,cpnstr~ction from ::t.he
'afflicted chakras are the preliminary steps in th~.,cVp~J}gprocess,

• I : I : .• , • • ,',.. • ' ~. • :'
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, '. ' .

M"".odern age is becoming more and more health conscious. In W,est they
: '. are running centres .wbich. are' using newer types of healing practises
-like.visualization, r.qY't:hs,:iautosuggestions, hypnosis, brofeed ba:ckte.chi1i~

, . qJ1e:s\ acupuncture, ~,~·g:~.yf.6:-therapy,.body work, quantum healing etc. This
'.d~,~fI~shows-that tq&.~:~i:·.~~:r;ia~d w9m~# 'a,re definitely' feeling more hand-
. 'icapped.due to' i.11he~~~s·';)iarl(fthat' is the reason why they are taking refuge in,
~~i:.types of health .91ub~>.andhealing' practices. The basic reason' 'for this'
today is that all sphet,es' ~~ life are dominated by mechanistic approach. We
are still guided by the: philosophy of Descartes, not only at the individual
level 'but also at social or collective level. Descartes 1 said, "I consider the'

. . . ' ' '. I " . . ,

, human body as a machine". Today body and mind are supposed to be
separate parts with watertight compartments. 'This prevented doctors from.
understanding many' major illnesses of this era, particularly psychosomatic
diseases. - , .

Recently in the light of Heisenberg's Principle of uncertainity, modern .
science today is engaged in revising its concepts. Today the concept of
duality between mind and body is being challenged by modern physical
science itself (Rohit Mehta)-. David Bohm ' an eminent scientist said, "The
whole is mysteriously: present in part, even in the tiniest part. The whole is
'in .thepart and notaway from it}' In all cases of ill health, the part' has to
, be.takeninto acq(:ni,n.l,Xpq(:thepartmust.beseen in the context asa whole.".'
, FuH:h~rall over the :'\Y,Qti~(;'thereis a strong' feeling, that man should-not be. '
'tr·~~t;&4.:asmachine';' ~#ef.~:·i:~.agrowing a'~areness in most p.arts ofthe world.
:tcf,S:e,'¢"theUniverse a~.,:~;~i~ing System ratherthan a machine .. It is felt that, .
syst:~ms view of Liyhif 'Organism cart provide an ideal 'basis for.a new"
approach to health ,cafe,:' . ' .

. , Therefore the es:~en~i~lneed ofthe'pre~ent age is to move awayfrom ' ,

Vibratory 'Awareness for
Total :Health 'Care
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, the fragmented approach to an integral understanding of man., ',',
, ....In the' ancient'lit'eniture the four 'Ved~s:~'t~'eive; Upa~ishad.S~·i~~'ri'~us
Puranas and Smritis are the; principal source'. for .rhe knowledge ofcmicro-.
cosm and macrocosm. Subsequently Yoga Sutra ,of:'Patimjali3 (2nd c~ntury
B.C) mentioned Yoga as the most essential technique to build the body
healthy for higher states of mental activity and consciousness . .'This is true
even today but there is a need for, integration' that is not merely inner but
covers the external life as .well. The potentialities' of man have to be
developed in all directions. Therefore, for Yoga to. be relevant to.our times,
it has to touch all the aspects of life at all levels. It should embrace life
comprehensively. The physical and mental health of the body, the refining
of emotions and behaviour, flowering of intellect, economics and sprituality
of life should also receive proper attention". To achieve this, Yoga of the
past remained the domain of a few. Today there· is need of a Yoga which
could look after all the aspects of human lifein totality".

Her Holiness .Mataji Nirmala Devi' s Sahaj a Yoga- embraces' all the
above, mentioned aspects of human life and is' anideal Yoga for the present
age.' After the actualization ofKundalini awakening onLimbic Systemone

;!.(. becomes subtler and starts feeling this ·all p·~.rv~'ding,power on ·the finger
:,.{~\ tips as vibrations. This vibratory awareness is unique in the history of
'1~~ mankind. These vibrations city the outward expression of our connection
J' with the cosmic energy force thatholds the ti'l)i'V~t~~'together$.·· ..". ~:'"

After self-realisation one feels these vibrations' as subtle cool breeze
flowing, from the palms of hand and .top of the head. It is also ,a healing
power. In this Vibratory Awareness, on one side one can' feel what chakras
are blocked' and 'on the other side 'one can work out the correction of these
subtle chakras (Fig. 10) to cure the different parts of the body affected by
them>".

According to a Radio Physicist" these vibrations could be compared to
Elestro-magnetic' waves and they keep on pulsating out from our subtle
Chakras One can measure these electro-magnetic waves.' These waves
11!0ve'away from the sour.ce like the movements of a ripple when a stone is
, thrown into apool of water 'and they rebound after, encountering an obstacle
in exactly the ~saine way as ripples 'rebound from the edge of a pool. It is
the reception of these rebounding waves which is the principle of "radar'
because they indicate the presence and position .of the .object. The real
nature of Electro-magnetic waves is not known 'fil;Uy: .All that can-be said
is, that they are stresses produced by Electric.charges, their effe ..ct{;,can.be

, " I ". ".; .-.~ .' ',' . :'

sen'sed but they' themselves are- indescribable .. 1 One can measureelectro-
magnetic en-ergy. from a di stant .source .into. the';:tecei ving antenna" uS'irig a
meter. This energy could be coupled out and constrained in flow through

Medical Science Enlightened
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wave guides. When we speak through the telephone we are using electro
magnetic waves. The same type of phenomenon happens here. An establi
.shed Sahaja Yogi is like an antenna and he could feel the electro-magnetic
waves from the various subtle chakras of the body on the finger tips which
.act like a meter". '

The Sahaja Yogi receiving this Vibratory Awareness (energy) could
manoeuvre it to' cure others. Oncethese vibrations start flowing we can
balance the mental, emotional and physical aspects in our body to find an
equilibrium i.e. Balance. The cause of ali our trouble~ is that basically we
are not in balance i.e. in the Centre. We areeither too emotional (left sided)
or too materialistic (right sided). This sixth sense of Vibratory, Awareness
helps us to remain in the balance (Centre) and makes one free from all the
diseases. The. first essential condition for Total Health Care (Holistic
Health Care)9, is that an individual should .be treated as a whole. His'
physical, mental, emotional and psycho, social and environmental problems
should also he kept in mind while treating the illness. This is followed in
the doctrine' of Sahaja Yoga in toto. There ate laid, down norms of Psycho
social behaviour 'for the proper functioning of the Nadis and Chakras
present in our body. ' As suchthoughts, their perception, attitudes, inter
family relations', social behaviour, culture and 'environment have been
'embraced to define their role in proper functioning of body and its ~ure
during illness. Diseases mostly are reflection of the condition of Ida, Pingla

. and Sushumna Nadi and the seven subtle Chakras (Fig. 8) which are
dynamically influenced by one's physical, mental, emotional and psycho-

. social behavior. There is an ideal Bahavioural pattern (which .has already
been described earlier inthis book) for optimal functioning ofeach of the
seven 'subtle chakras. Whenever there is a departure from the ideal pattern
specified .for a certain Nadi or Chakras as per Dharmic-Code, Autonomic
Nervous System imbalances occur. Activation of Sympathetic nervous sys-

\ tem .Ieads to, Psychological stress which is the root caus~ of almost all
Psychosomatic diseases in one or the other way. By Sahaja Yoga many
psychosomatic diseases havebeen cured!". In.a research project patients of
Essential Hypertension, Bronchial, Asthma and Epilepsy were treated by
Sahaja YogaIO-14. A controlled study was done to evaluate the significance
of Sahaja Yega. The results have been discussed in detail in the Chapter on ,
"Medical. Researches". There it has been concluded that Sahaja Yoga has
been found significantly effective in the above mentioned diseases!".

This has been mainly due to the fact that Sahaja Yoga looks after the
imbalance and fragmentation which takes place in the Psyche of these
patients. The ro.ot cause of which lies in the Psychological stress and
difficult environment which one has to face in modern times, lack of

.Vibratory Awareness for Total Health Care
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security, strained relationship with Father and Mother during childhood or
marital problems after marriage 'etc.

.Sahaja Yoga has tremendous power and it 'transforms an individual
fromwithin. We knowthat Kundalini awakeningby Sahaja yoga actualizes ,
in the Limbic area of the brain. -This area iswellknownfor controlling, our
emotions, behaviour, sexual desire and anger. 'As:~~,uchone is.able to, control
these activities.by Sahaja Yoga which otherwiseis notpossible. 'Thus aile.'s
attitudes and perceptions towards various' evems 'in one ~,s life 'changes

. ,al.tog~ther. .As explained earlier positive attitude~' and correct perceptions '
are so very important-for healing and good health. 'T:he possible mechanism
'.of action, of Sahaja Yoga still needs to be defined 'properly as it is not very
clear.. However in earlier studies it was postulated that Limbic area (Sahas
rara). through its connections with Hypothalamus brings about inhibition of

c : Sympathetic nervous system activity which has been confirmed' by
" , decreased production of Catecholamines (Rai) 13.

Recently Miller15(1989) has shown thatthe Neuronal Circuits connect
Limbic .Systern with the Hypothalamus, Thalamus and Substantia Nigra
"which could influence their' activity. Sahaja Yoga practioners have, been
found-to have low urinary V.M.A. {Rai13 and Sethi!') and high levels of

:;,t,. Endorphins (Misra!"). 'EndorJ:?hins are known to activate, immune system to '
I:,~,.:, increase the Natural Killer cell activity and their ability- to replicate and to
'~;.. attack bacterias and even cancer cells. 'The' level.of A~tibodies increases
'£~+which is, responsible for providing immunity; ag~in~t. .diseases. ' This. 'is

precisely the reason why Sahaja y'oga practitio~e'f~!:ietriain healthy: ,", ',:"
, ',' , Mpreove~,~ in Sahaja Yo'gaone'.s :conscio~~nes:,s~Jdiangesto a"staiJof
super consciousness which fulfils' 'one' with infinite-bliss' and 'peace." 'This,
.itself plays an important role in looking after '~~e,to;t~l Health .Care 'of.an

. "individual.' 'Our observations are' partly 'cohfirmed:!i'by, the work 'ofMc
Cleland!", He-demonstrated that on showing-a film 'of Mother Terrasa

, 'tending the sick; to a group of students, it was found that the students had
enhanced immune function, ,.

The influ~dce 'of thoughts as hypothesized in Sahaja Yoga have been
confirmed by Edmund Jacobson 18 who demonstrated ,that' 'when subjects
imagined a particular body movement the motor nerves actually fired and
produced micro 1TIovem~nt. They Were not visible by naked 'eye but could
be recorded on EMG. .

The newly discovered Vibratory Awareness throws light and thereby.
solves th~ perennial human problem of discriminating between right and
wrong: Because after Kundalini awakening' the 'integrated awareness' of
Dharma manifests itself on the physical level itself. ' In other words, if
'something is 'wrong' one becomes spontaneously aware, of-it. For example,

Medical Science Enlightened
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,'"if.when one puts .his finger on a candle flame, one withdraws it, quickly
because one's nervous systems informs that it will burn-the finger. A
Sahaja Yogi develops. this kind of spontaneous reaction towards, various ,
problems because the central nervous system and the autonomic nervous
, system gets integrated by' raising the' Kundalini and one attains super-'
"coneciousness. It would be pertinent to mention here, that in the ancient
,In~li'an scheme the' 'Centres-nerve energy' model is taken to be true because
'of its 'correctness ~rtd ,V;hich have been perceived by the' 'Inner Vision" or
'Divine Vision" of-yogis since ages. '; .~,

, As long as Sushumna is closed at both' ends the only Psychic energy
, available . to human. organism courses, through Ida and Pingla. YVheIJ.
Psych{c energy as attention passes to the left side to super ego; one becomes
absorbed in moods', in the r whole realm of feelings and emotions' and in
recollection of the past. The overactivity of this side makes a person open
to all kinds of psycho 'pathbldgy ranging from relatively benign mood

, swings to instances of full blown spirit possession. Spirit possession takes
, place because the super ego of left side is open 'to collective subconscious.
This, is the home of various demonic spirits, our familiar Bhoot- pret, Any' ,
..one-paying too much attention on left side is therefore in th,e danger that one
of these spirits may enter his psyche with the aidof the super ego.

When attention moves to right it uses the right side energy' of Pingla '
, Nadi: We are inthe sphereof "ego' involved in thinking, planning, org anis
.ing etc. which .seeks .self glory, The ego is 'open -to collective 'supra
conscious' and here 'dwell the spirits of the 'monsters of egoism'. :So the
:Psychic, energy normally' oscillates in, an elliptical arc between the left and
'right side. To reduce.this swing Balancing is very, important and this is very
easy. with' Sahaja Yoga-as explained .in earlier chapters.'

In view of these, it is quite clear that Vibratory Awareness 'after Sahaja
Yoga is bound to' produce verybeneficial effects. One attains the Balance.

,One no longer reacts strongly to. .stress. One can avoid the surges of
frustrated anger and a sense of helplessness and the effect of psychological
stress. .Ones attitude towards the society .also change' s dramatically. A
loveable feeling develops for the society at large. One feels completely
secure and confident to face any challange in life .. Daily clearing of N adis

, and Chakras (please see clearing methods) is very esse~tial t~ keep oneself
" in Balance. Thus Vibratory Awareness which one .gets after, successful
, ' accomplishment of .Sahaja Yoga, Meditation can look after the .physical,
'mental, emotional. social and spiritualhealth of an individual. .:

. . '.I

Vibratory Awarenessfor Total Health Care
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:~:i of the uni verse according to Rig Veda. This along with the performance of
:~, Yajna (Sacrifice) was supposed to play an important part in preserving the
, ,{~' cycle of cosmic events in harmony. Afterwards ap (Water) was believed to

'be the first dement to be responsible for the creation.
Gradually the concept ofPanchabhutas (five elements) i.e. Prithvi, ap,

',' tejas, Vayu and akasha was postulated. According to Sankhya, Nyaya and
Vaisheshika Schools of Hindu philosophy Panchbhutas: are the constituents
.of the world.whereasJ aina, Buddhist and Charyi;l1$~'§,ch90Is,thoughtthe first
four of these. as basic elements ,~Singh & Chhinal). " .. ,", " '
, .Ln ancient Indian literaturethe concept o'fPq.,n,:<;~'bhut,asforms: the basis

, of information relating to differ~rit aspects of'k,nqii.fedge about the ~+l~ve,rse
" and :the living beings. The. four Vedas, twelv:e"U,pa~ishadas, .Puranas and

Smritis (Cannons of Law) are the principlal s~Ulic'e\vit,h regard.to.the idea
of microcosm and macrocosm 1. t "I ' '" '

:Subsequel'ldy, yoga-sutras of Patanjali- (ZndCentury BC) which was
most probably a compilation of" information already 'existing for several
centurieswas passed from teacher (Guru) to' his students (Shishya). Excava
tion of Mohen-Jo-Daro ' in Sindh and Harappa revealed, a seal dating 3000
Be which depicts Proto Shiva seated in a yogic posture. This indicates
that 'yoga' itself is much older than the Vedas and the Upnishads. ' The
first commentator of Yoga Sutra of Patanjali was Vyasa; and afterwards
Svatmarama Suri wrote the Hatha Yoga Pradipka, the most authortative

W ~at determiI)~s a:ll t~pes of e~istence on' this;' pl~net has 'be,en 4~es
tioned even In the tunes of RIg Veda (2500 Be). The two possible

sou,rces were thought to be Prakriti (Cosmic Energy) and Vishva Jyoti
(Cosmic Light). Many believed Cosmic 'Light to be "the soul of all gods"
and the "womb" of all creations. The cosmic law 'determined' the orderliness

,r

,"t. ,
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Medical science has advanced tremendously during the last ten years
but it has not paid much attention to the.psychic aspect of man. However in
recent years our ancient system of 'yoga' which deals with the physical as
·.w"ellas psychic aspect of human beings has gained tremendous momentum

: .to become a world' philosophy. Many scientists have recognised the useful-
·'..ness of research ~:titd,ies to give, a sc.ientific basis to yo ga and thus .pulling it
~:out from being called as empirical a'n'd unscientific, , .

, , For .the last ,:390':years growth 'bf ~cientific and technical knowledg~
has been only 'one-sided. The spiritual knowledge, social considerations
and moral values have dissolved altogether with, the' passage of time.
The main reason, fd-i-. this one-sided ',growth Was. the mechanised concept
of Desc.artes! about the universe. It dominated the thinking of western
'scientists. "

, Descartes" further asserted' that there is nothing in the concept'of body,
that belongs to mind. 'This division between body, and mind produced a lot

· of confusio.n in the mind of biologists aha medical scientists." Afterwards
. Newton the top most physicist of the world also developed, .a complete
mathmatical formulation of nature. It was successfully demonstrated by

· putting a man onthe Moon followed by placing satellites and manned space
. ships in the orbit. .This mechanised concept is continuing till now and that

> .Isthe reason why psychic and spiritual aspect of man could not be given due
" ' ",attention for exploration 'by the scientists. The Doctor of today practicing
<: ;~i>westem medidri~"'has 'entered info ',the' stage of super, speciality '1,0 a, 'point

',tnat different 'Ofg.a~S .of: the body' are' treated .by differentdoctors. This
'l"'app~dach has, reached-its limit with the result .that doctors today are no,

longer able to view. diseases as a disturbance of rhe 'whole body. They
hardly look into .the psychological, social and environmental ,aspects of the'
.patient's illness. the psychic aspect' has been completely neglected'. The'

., I.;: I' ... ''\', .

. Why Yoga Research is Needed?

. ,:'hook on Hath'a xf'~~a~''fpe highest aim in yoga is to attain a state .of Samadhi
. ,';W~!,ch means ~un~9P';~of'atlha with the.all pervading power. For this many,
, forms of yoga 'have,',be'en mentioned 'like Raja Yoga, Laya Yoga, Mantra

," Yoga, Hatha Yoga, and Kundalini Yoga, '
Kurt~alini ,Y6,g~ expresses the idea 'about the relationship of bodily'

functionand 'mental activities with the cosmological phenomenon. Thus it
was recognized th~t Yoga visualises theneed for a controlled function of
the body musculature, visceral organs and mental acUvity. It also relates
the activities of an individual as a wholeand to his immediate surroundings

.' and universe as a whole. '

Yoga and the Scientist
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Yoga ~,esearch -,The: Current status' , ','>,', ,,: i - ", .. ;.

" ,,': ' ; ; ',,"", ", ',':,:; :'y~,:,:;~,,~,~,:>':;,i ',,' ..:'-:::,:',,: ,,',
Yogi's in India for centuries' have claimed to perform phenomenal.feats

including voluntary stoppage of heart beat, or survival-for long periods 'in
the, air tight pit box. ,In early 1935, a French Cardiologist Therese Brosse

, ~amx, to India and made physiologicalmeasurements on some yogis of t1;le
Himalayas. She claimed that it was possible for some yogis to voluntarily
control the heart rate to a great extent, so much so that one yogi was able to
stop 'his, heart altogether for a few, seconds. Afterwards Wenger et aP
(1961) worked on four yogis who claimed to stop the hea~t and pulse. He
concluded that there was lowering of heart rate and pulse and suggested this
to increased vagal tone, of unknown origin. Anand et al~ (1961) studied
Electro Encephalographic (EEG) records of yogis who went into Samadhi
and reported that there is increased alpha activity which .was not affected by
sensory, stimuli. '

In another study Anand and Chhina?" (1961) found that yogis' who
claim to' stop ,the~r heart-beats voluntarily" try to raisethe Intra Thorasic
pressure by foreceful.contraction of Thorasic an4';,,~p49,i4inal musd~s;,':w.:~:~,~,',
closedglottis after-deepinspiration '~iid expiration,:,:,rj.Q:r-ing,the performance ..'
no heart sounds were heard or arterial pulse fel(J<H6\N~'\:rerECG recording'.
i~dicated normal recording during the process: Hoeriing? (1968) observed
a significant decrease in heart rate during an air tightpitstudy on aycgi and
claimed 'that this could be a by-product of realization of-an extreme degree
which may even lead to cessation:' of heart activity'.', He proposed the
mechanism to b-e a "Valsalva Maneuver':'.

The effect of Savasan on 47 patients of hypertension was studied by

; ':', 'I,; ,',

'I' '
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~' ' . , :'t·~,:;.'

, use Of tranquilizers, .antidepressents etc, for the' p~sy'C:ho16gicalproblerris is
not apermanent solution. Moreover tranquilizers.etc. ~rehabit-formingand
,produce side effects. ' , . ", " ' , " ""

Recent developments in the concepts of Physics have 'brought about a
profound change -in-the world view from mechanistic conception of Descar- '

I tes? and Newton to a holistic and ecological view whichjs likely to
dominate the present decade.

As such our ancient- culture 'of Yoga known even, before 3000 ,BC,
which deals with both the physical, psychic, spiritual and social aspects of
'human beings 'has gained a, lot of importance:' The time has come when
'physicians will have to widen 'their, approach, .shifting, their attention .from
disease to health and, seeing the human being as a, ,wpole.' It is high time
when medical scientists should do research on, 'Yoga', for its use in' 'the
treatment of psychosomatic diseas~s. ' ' ',;' ,,'.. " , , , ." ,
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'Datey etal'? (1969). He concludedthat a significant response was observed
in 52% of patients. Wa.uacell-14 (1970) while' working on Transcendental
Meditation (T.M.) programme noted a significant decrease in cardiac output
in 25% subjects and heart rate by 5 beats/min as compared to control group.
He also studied the EEG pattern during Transcendental Meditation (T.M.)
and noted predominance of alpha wave activity and also reported increase
in intensity of slow alpha wave infrontalregions a~d suggested the state to
be fourth major state of consciousness. However these claims were later'
.contradicted by Fenwick!' (1977). He demonstrated that there' was no
support for the view that T.M. technique 'produces a fourth major state of
consciousness ora.hypometabolic state beyond that which is produced by,
',;in,uscl¢relaxation; T~e claims made by Wallace (1971) that during the T .M.
·',:m.e·~n'la·ctateconc~.I16:·'atl0n'd~cre~sed havealso been ref~ted byMichaels et
,'ali,? (1976) ~·h{:S~bd.1e(fthe effed ~f. T:Ni. on plasma epinephrine, 'nor
. .epinephrine and blood L~ctate level arid found that there was no' difference
,inthe' results of, the practioners of T~M. as compared to Control, Group.
Udupa et a'P7-18 ,(1'971' &:' 1975) reported a decreased excretion of urinary ,

'<,VMA In volunteers practising various yoga-asans. ' , ' , ' " ,
, " , I

Subrarnaniyam!". et al (1978), reported increased excretion of
catecholamines, dhlr~'fg distress and concluded that' elevated levels' of '
catechol.arnines in, urrne 'reflect a corresponding enhanced release of
catecholamines from sympathoadreno 'medullary system. She also studied
the effect of meditation, yoga and bio-feedback therapy' on' the biogenic
amines and cortisol level in persons with behavioural disorders. A change
in the level of biogenic amines and varying degree of improvement in
behaviour was observed after bio-feedback 'therapy. VMA is one of the'
.major metabolite of epinephrine and nor-epinephrine in urine. Its level In
, urine corresponds to blood catecholamine level. ,
" Madan Moha~: and. Rai20 (1983) while working on yoga at Jawaharlal

, ,tri'stitute of Post Graduae Medicar'Education and, Research, Pondicherry,
, 'ob,served decreased 'respiratory rate, heart rate and blood pressure in sub
jects 'practising Savitri .Pranayarn as, compared to control values. Patel
,,(197:3) claimed" that' relaxation by yoga and bio-feedback techniques are' '
useful' in patients', witlrhypertension 'and migraine. In another study ?n

""Yoga,' Elson et ~12,! (1977) found that 50% ,of the meditators practising
, Anand Marg Yoga Meditation, remained in a relatively stable state of alpha
activity while others 'fen asleep during the 40 minutes ofmeditation. , '
, , 'Cabral and Scotn (1976) in an extensive study used relaxation techni
ques to decrease seizur~ 'frequency in patients of drug resistant epilepsy
associated with anxiety and Phobic symptoms. Thereafter relaxation tech
niques like progressive muscular relaxation, relaxation tapes and contingent

Yoga and the S~ientist
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relaxation .have been used for seisure reduction, iD:~tli'e:;,~pileptics(Welrs'Q\~t
al ~978)" 'Rossea~ et aP4 (1985), DnaF5 ,:~t'al (19,:8.7'J.:;')Ib:?:',zo et aF6 (19}f8!)·,'" .

. Recent studies of -Tozzo etal (1988\ and La~tz:\i{: ,~T.~7.reported Posi{i'N;e' '
.findings in their epileptic patients, The\io-feed~~ck.-{e~c'hni·que'is a'i~ed,~,t',
reducing the seizures of epileptics ~through modification- of EEG, EE<;J.·
information is conveyed to the patient through electronic detection, and'
sensoryfeedback in the form of auditory, visual or lessfrequently somatic
cues. Several investigators have reported substantial clinical improvement
(Finlay-" 1977) and (Lubar and Bahler 1976)29.
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.'S' ahaja Yoga is supposed to give consistent results and its actualization on
the Central Nervous System is verifiable. with the flow of Chaitanya

(Subtle Cool.breeze) frorn palms and top of the head of an individuaL The
study on the physiological effects of Sahaja Yoga on human body was
undertaken in the Department of Physiology, Lady Hardinge Medical
College and Associated Hospitals, New Delhi, as a Doctoral .research .
'project for the degree of Doctor of Medicine. According to Sethi 1 the work
was, done on 20 hmnan,subjects.. .' ,
" Group I comprised of ten untrained male subjects (age group 35 to 50
y'e,ars) who were rari:,doiply drawn from the staff of Physiology Department.

': {rhey belonged.to.eomparable socio- economic status and had no training.in
any-form of yoga'otM.editation Of, Bio-Feedback technique. These subjects. .

<Were' trained,' in Sihaja:"Yoga practice by a trained Sahaja Yogi in -the'
, ,b;p~ttm~nt ofPhY,~i'ol.o:gy. The Sahaja Yoga was practised, by them forI? ,
. :weeks according to 'th'e technique described by Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala
Devi in her book on Sahaj a Yoga-.

-' The 'practice of this yoga was done once every day for 20 minutes in
the afternoon. Each indi vidual acted his own control. After control readings
. subsequent recordings were. taken at 4, 8 'and 12 weeks after 'practising
Sahaja Yoga. ,

Group II comprised of ten male SahajaT egis. They were of age gro~p
.35-50 and were drawn randomly from the Sahaja Yoga centre, Delhi. They
belonged to same socio economic strata and had been doingSahaja Yoga 'for
,2 - 6 years. Three readings of all the parameters of each' subjects were'
''fecorded and analysed.

':',

, 1<
'Physiological Effects of Sahaja Yoga'

on Human Body

., '

.Medi2~lResearches on Sahaja Yoga
!. ,:. I • " I .'
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The initial readings of Group luntrained subjects were taken prior to
their training and then after training in Sahaj a YQ'ga at 4, 8 and 12' weeks
time. .The subjects were made to sit quietly-jn Electrophysiolog y
Laboratory for 30 minutes and.the following paJ~IIleters were studied." .'

",,', L'Electroencephaloghram (EEG), 2 ..Elect~p6'~id{ogtatn (ECG);: 3,>,qal-.
Variic Skin Res'is'tance .(G.S.R:),4.':$kiri temperat~re.:f.r,~~in:,thepa'lms,q(h~~'~, '

, :S. Blood Pressure {BP), 6. Respiratory Rate (R1~S~~:,;:t::?~1~)()'dLactic Ac'i.4;:\8.' ,
'Urinary -,Vanillyl.Mandelic Acid (V;M.A): I ,',';' :~'.':{,I":'<:;' ,>': "", ',: ::'_.-:,

• • J ~ •

, Parameter 1-4 were recorded for a period of 30 minutes at interval: of
fiveminutes on a Polywrite (Polygraph from Medicare Chandigarh), Blood
Pressure (systolic and diastolic) was recorded 'by .sphygmomanorneter). '
E.C.G. ,(Lead II) was recorded and heart rate was computed from, 'it.
Respiratory. rate was determined by routine bed side method. Blood Lactic
Acid and Urinary V..M.A. were determined by standard methods of Barker'
and Summerson- modified by Hukabee 1950 and Pisano et al" 1962 respec
ti vely. The recordings of Group II .trained subjects were taken without any
training in the Department. EEG was recorded on a Poly write with ultra
A.C. amplifier (Mode1202), Bipolar, Frontal and Occipital EEG was taken.
,Alpha index WI.~scalculated by, seeing the time .duration covered by alpha
"waves in 20 sec'onds .graph. ' ,,',. " ", :,," " ' . ' , , ' ' ,

'ECG and-Heart Rate : Lead II of the 'EGG. "-Was''recorded' for, one,
, minute', a~d the~c~uniber of R-Waves.were counted to 'get .'p'e'art.'rate/minute.
," ,Procedur~e for PolygraphicRecordings+ ,E~'ch, subject was .made '
familial;' with .the equipment and protocol of. the ,~'xP'\~diP~rit."It was ~~:s~rb,d',
that n0!1e' of them h~d' taken any .drugs or alcohol.in ,~4<~q,ur~prior to testirig:
After. formal instructions subjects were seated comfortably in chair, for' ten
minutes' before 'recording. Electrod~s for EEG,' ,E,CG; GSR andSkin
temperature were placed and session was started.' The 'protocol followed
was that the subjects relaxed with eyes closed for five minutes (with eyes
open for another five minutes and'then again' eyes ciosed, and practised
Sahaja Yoga for 20 minutes, During this period at 15 minutes a tapping
sound was made so that the subject opened his eyes. This w~s done to see
the blocking effect and then immediately after, the subject again practised
Sahaja Yoga with'eyes closed. After 20 minutes Of Sahaja Yoga the subject
relaxed for five minutes with eyes closed and eyes opened. ,

For each subject three sample recordings were taken and scored i.e.
'each 20 seconds sample was scored to determine percentage alpha activity
(alpha index) present in frontal and' occipital channels.' Alpha waves were
defined 'a~ regular synchronized activity between '8 ;13"hzs., ' "

, '. j • ,

, As, regards blood lactic acid and urinary VJyI~'! the estimations were
done before and after the Sahaja Yoga practice. ,," " "

Medical Science Enlightened
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: Galvanic Skin' Resistance : The mean Galvanic resistance (GSR) of
Group I "Subjects aftereight weeks of training in Sahaja Yoga increases from
thecontrol value ·ofA3·:0 kohms to 79.69 kohrns and after 12 weeks of
'training" to 121.72 kqhhl;s; which ·is statistically highly significant (Fig.11).
li{G{b,UP II, where ~ubj'e.ci'shadbeen practising Sahaja Yoga for a period of

. 2~':6"years, the controf mean value and Galvanic skin resistance was 130.4
.kohrns which.increasedatZf minutes of Sahaja Yoga to ~83 .85 kohrns 'and
wasfound to be.higl:tlY-~i··gh'ificanton statistical analysis (Fig.12). from this
itis clear that G.S,.R:r'e~dings duringSahaja Yoga are significantly higher
than the Galvanic Skin 'resistance readings before Sahaja Yoga both, in
Group I and Group II subjects. A possible explanation for this 6 in terms of"
function of Central Nervous System is related to the Anatomy and Physiol
ogy' of the Sweat -glands in the skin, which are primarily responsible for
changes in skin resistance. Changes in skin resistance are a measure of
sweat gland activity' and are related to the sympathetic nervous system .

. Change in skin resistance occurs soon after (1 sec.) sweat appears on the
skin; and the extent of the change correlates significantly with the amount
of sweat secreted. According to Woo:dsworih, it is the response of sweating
that produces the change in skin resistance and not the sweat itself. It is
worthwhile to note ,that. -each sweat gland offers a relatively low resistance
-·p~·thWay to the. c~r~eIi:f ,ph;ssing, through 'the electrode~. When the, gland is'
"inaotive -its membranehas-a -higher resistance' than 'when 'excited.' Itis well'

• .. , • • " ':. ~. ,f _ '" _'. • •• ~ • •

known that sweat glarids 'are conneced -with the hypothalamus, reticular
"f6ffrr~:iion'and c~'f~ht[(o'9r.~ex a'nd reflecjthe activity o'f different regions' of
th~ ·braih which 'are' related to individuals arousal and awareness. the
hypothalamus' influences the intergration of, autonomic and, somatic ac
tivity? (Mountcastle) .. '

. Gellhorn'' postulated that 'Ascending Reticular Activating System and
Hypothalamus are the fundamental structures which determine the state of,
awareness of an indiv'idual. Therefore it is not surprising that the changes
in. the activity Of sweat glands with their' connections to Central Nervous
System should be closely related to individual "s awareness and his level of
relaxation or tension. The changes found in this study. as mentioned in

. the observations leads to the 'conclusion that Sahaja Yoga awakens the
Kundalini of an indi vidual and thereby produces Ii state of cosmic conscious.
ness. which bestowsdeep relaxation and.is undoubtedly of great physi.ologi
cal benefit due to .increased para-sympathetic activity' and diminished
sympathetic activity." '

, ,
, This is further responsible for increased skin resistance in Group II and

.: ~,.\;. :1'-:'::,:' "~>f !

• I, :i:. :..•~

Results and Discussion

Medical Researches on Sahaja Yoga
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....alsoi~ 'Group 'I subjects who afte;~eigh\ and tW~;Y,~,~'~'d~strainiIi~in':$£~aja .
, Yoga, showed statistically significant increase,{p:~.o..~dQl)in skin re~i:~,t~~'c,e'.,

• I .' T ;' ' " " ': .~." .' _.' '," .1,:,',_ .:~••:.:;';:: .;: •.~~••••. ",: • .~. ~._.,~ • ~'\, •. :.'

, Blood La~tic Acid Concentration : 'Bloo~;I~';~'irc,Ac.id con6;en:thlt:ion
decreases significantly in Group' II' subjects (Eii. ':1"4) 'whereas. in Gi,6hp I
subjects the decrease is, gradual.. After eight weeks ~t,decreased to, 12.91
mg% and at 12 weeks to 11.96 mg% .and in both the decrease becomes

, statistically significant (Fig.13). From this it is evident that the training in
Sahaja Yoga has been responsible for bringing this significant change. Why
in Sahaja Yoga the blood lactate decreases? In order to under.stand this one

, has to refer to the work of Pitts? (1967) which suggests an interesting
interpretation of the changes in Lactate Concentration. His studies. have
shown that patients with anxiety neurosis develop an excessive rise in blood
lactate concentration with stress'. P'itts infused' Lactateions in patients with'

, .anxiety .neurosis and, concluded -that high concentration of lactate' ion: can
produce anxiety symptoms 'and that it regularly produces 'anxiety' attacks in
,pati,ents with anxiety neurosis. ,,'Infusion of: calcium 'ions withIactate
prevented it in both patients andcontrols. A~,.~s~ch'Pit,ts'hypothesized.that
symptoms are caused by excess-of lactate whi2h binds calcuim .icnsriear
ner~e endings and therefore interfere~ with' '~,or~~liJun'ctioning of:'d:il~iuin,

, , .In the transmission of nerve impulse. A,ccord"i~g:i,,:q::(Piitstheory str~ss.in
normal persons caus,es an increased production -citepinephrine. 'Ep'iriep'ljrlne
is known to cause anxiety' neurosis; therefore, co'ut~:~tcording tothis theory
, be' constantly affected by this mechanism 'due ,',to overproduction of
- Adrenaline, and overactivity of the Central Nervous 'system. Hence it seems
plausible 'that the decreased Lactate concentration and significant decrease
in the temperature recorded. from palms during Sahaja Yoga might be
caused due to the actualization of Kundalini awakening on the Limbic
system' producing a feeling of subtle coolness from the palms (chaitanya)
state of peace and a different state of awareness (Cosmic-consciousness)
giving deep relaxation and decreased production-of Adrenaline .. This is
further confirmed by the findings of this study, that 'urinary V.M.A. in the
urine of. Group II subjects (who were practising Sahaja- Yoga) decreased
significantly. '"Even Group I subjects after a training in Sahaja Yoga for-a
period of six and 'eight weeks showed decrease.in.bloodLactate concentra-
:tions and decreased urinary V .M..A. reading~.,~'~'Pli9,r\yere 'statist~~~:l!,t'si,g
nificant. This is further supported by the fact -thaj-sometraineescfGroup I
reported a significant decrease' i~'anxie'ty sy'rr\pt,~:,Iif:s,~_duringand afi6r::'S~ahaj.~.
Yoga. " '.. , ' '. , ,I "'/:;:,/v:;>< . ,", "., ,

:"Urinary V~M.A. : In Group I;.the urinary ~'MA was analysedbefore
starting the training of Sahaja Yoga. There was' a: significant fall (p: :0;05)

MedicalScience Enlightened-,,",' "
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The percentage' alpha activity was calculated from' the proportion of'
time during which alpha waves were present. The subjects kept their eyes
d~sed during Sahaja Yoga practice. They were asked to open the eyes at

. . ,

'Electroencephlographic Study

" '

" . .It is well known that heart rate 'and respiratory. rate is deterniined by' a
balance between the excitatory and inhibitory effects' of sympathetic and

. parasympathetic .branch of Autonomic Nervous System. During' Sahaja
Yoga, sympatheticactivity relativelydecreases which has been confirmed. ::

"~',,:'~ri,,~~~s'studyby,stah~ti~~~iy,significan~ decrease in urinary VMA and blood :
')~,ct.i9, acid conce_ri~~~ti\)ri,,'duiing Sahaja, Yoga in both groups I, and II sub",
jects. Hencerelatively decreased sympathetic activity could' be .one of the. '..

, , >ifup~,~tantfactors' fbi~:,.1o,w'eliingthe 'systolic 'blood pressur~' and hea~t rate as
, .seenin this' study; ::_'A~.such Sahaja Yoga could be of significant benefitin
'patients with moderate high blood pressure. Further, the changes 'in heart
rate and blood pressure during Sahaja 'Yoga suggest that Sahaj a Yoga is
capable of modulating the functioning ofAutonomic Nervous System.' .

..~ .
, I , " •• '

.......~~artRate ..an~ BI~~d Pressure;' .
.';" 'I

:, f, .'1 .

:'. ','~';::':::'During Sa~aJ~")"YQ~hthere is sigl1ifiCa~t decrease' in' heart rate'. .The· .
,.' " I ' , ;..-:' ·.c." , . '. , ..
ipe~n: heart rate was··'77·;9'-/'min in Group II which tends to fall down to 65..4
.during Sahaja ~~g~;·)jia~t9lic blood' pressure does not change significantly
'\n' both the groups ,but there was a significant decrease in systolic blood
.pressure in Group Il subjects during Sahaja Yoga. The mean systolic blood
pressure was 11'.7mrn Hg before Sahaja Yoga and it falls down to 1,04.6 mrn
.Hg during Sahaja Yoga at 20 (TableI). ' .

In Group I subjects, statistically significant change was found after 12
weeks of training in Sahaja Yoga.,', The' control 'mean heart rate was
73.2/rriin. It decreased to 66.3 at 20 minutes during Sahaja Yoga. There

'. was also significant decrease in respiratory rate of Group I and Group II
subjects (Table I) ..

from the initial mean value of 5.72 mg124 hrs to 5.13 mg/24 hrs at four
weeks after the practice of Sahaja Yoga. This decline continued at eight and
. twelve weeks as well. ,The level declined to 4.35 mg and 4.15 mg/ 24 .hrs
at eight and twelve weeks respectively and these readings were highly
significant statistically (p>O.OO1) (Fig. 15). . .

In 'Group II initial mean value of urinary V.M.A. was lower than Group
1. The mean value' .declined further during Sahaja Yoga from 3.74 to 3.17
in-gl24 hrs which _wa.s statistically significant (p>O.O1) (Fig. 16).

Medical Researches on Sahaja Yoga
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. '::J5'tninutes' duringSafiaja.Yoga to test for alpha blockage. EEG pattern
, :..,during Sahaja Xogarhas no Delta Waves, sleep spindles and REM activity
.and thereby' clearly distinguishing it from' sleep and dreaming. .

'(a) In Group I the percentage alpha activity from Frontal recording
· before training of Sahaja Yoga with eyes closed was between 0 and 1.87.
· The mean values were low even at four and eight weeks of Sahaja Yoga
practice. However, after 12 weeks of SahajaYoga practice, the initial mean
'value was 4.25 (± 3.77). This increased gradually duriqg Sahaja Yoga at 20
min to 15.87 .(± 14.97). This increase as compared to initial mean value

· before training was significant (p<0.05) (Fig .18). Fi ve minutes after
.finishing Sahaja Yoga the.' mean value declined 'to 7.75 (± 4.83): 'In these
. subjects opening of the eyes during Sahaja Yoga at; 15 minutes completely
blocked the alpha percentage. I

. ,. (b) In Gtoup.)ijroPtal recording, theinitial.meal!- alpha percentage
,,!·.~,.:::aqtiyity:with eye:s/:plq$~p. was 8.'5 (±.8.5); which ,is higher tha~, Group' I

... ;.; ..' ,.' j ':.' .. "'. , ,: \ .. ,.'. ..' " ,. .' ..

. . 'subjects :(Fig.19)'·I,;,··~~e.:rnean value grdually increased. during Sahaja Yoga
'. ' ,at 20 minutes to..3. ('j,ti: ,10.11) ~hich' is statistically highly signif.icant. The

I' , ." I

"effect 'persisted' even -five minutes after Sahaja Yoga, and the me~n value
.was 16.7 (± 11 ..35).,'II1.these subjects openingof eyes duringSahaja Yoga'

. '<..a't'lS· minutes' ~icl'h6<t completely blockthe alpha activity. 'Alpha activity
partially persisted. 'r,he dominant alpha frequency was 8l-9 (±3)-iI! both the
.groups during Sahaja Yoga practice. . I.. ' .

. (c) In Group I mean .occipital alpha value was '3'.75. This value \n-
'creased' at four, eight and twelve weeks of training in Sahaja Yoga to 5.5,
'12 and 25.75 respectively. At 20 min during Sahaja Yoga these values
increased to 15, 23.25 and 40.12 respectively and were found statistically
significant (Fig. 1.7): , ,

(d) In Group II, occipitalalpha percentage' with eyes closed was 66.8 .
-(± 21.21), which is much higher than that of-Group I subjects. The mean
value gradually increased during Sahaj a Yoga and at 20 minutes -it was 79.4
± 20.6'8", The effect persisted even afterfive fninutes after Sahaja Yoga and
mean value was 7S,6± 20.U2. CFig.20). , .

(e) The percentage increase in alpha activity both in f~ontal and
occi pi tal record in g s cccu rs becau se of the actual izati on of 'Ku n d ali nj
awakeningwhich takes place. in the Limbic area of the brain We know that
hypothalamus is a sub-station of limbic system and has anatomical con nee,

, tions with Thalamic Nuclei that project to occipital and frontal regions of
the cerebral cortex. This explains the neural basis of increased percentage
alpha activity in frontal and occipital 'cortex during Sahaja Yoga,

In Group II 'partial alpha blacking on opening the eyes could be at
-tributed to a different state of consciousness called here as thoughtless

, ~I, '

I.. .' •.',. '.
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,: ~:,Sahaja Yoga' whenpractised turns the attention, inwards, towards the
, prirncrdialenergy (~4.:r.daJini) which is' si tuated in the, sacrum bone: The"
, Kundalini which,H:~s.3f~r111flnt in the Muladhara at the base of the spine rises
, an'4.jn Iier ascent up¥~t.ds.;pierces the', Svadhisthana, Manipura, Anahata,
VisH'liddhi, ,Ajna <a:nd:~\;:S~pa~~r:ara.' At thispoint its union takes place with
, ,co,smte: energy giving,,·{itl·s~':::t~:Self~ Realisation. "It is a 'state' of thoughtless , '
.awareness. The unicn.coiricides with the Vibratory Awareness, of cool.
breeze flowing from the, palm 'of hands and also from the top of the head.

'The various effects of -Kundalini awakening on human body can be
, explained physiologically. , The actualization of Kundalini awakening (by ,
'Sahaja Yoga) takes place in the Limbic System, giving rise to profound
bliss, deep relaxation and Vibratory Awareness ofcool breeze flowing from
the palms, and top of the head. It is well known that' limbic system has
hypothalamus as its major sub-station (Guyton"). One of the important role
, of hypothalamus is to integrate complex responses via both, autonomic and

Conclusion:

Skin Temperature

· •This was taken on polyrite Model 203 Ultra DC Amplifier. For record
ing skin temperature from. palms of the, hand and top of the head electrodes

", -yvere fixed with t~pe' in their respective position. The graph obtained due
, to .deflection of pen indicated the temperature. "
.',.., '" ::,"The results indid~Jt~s'that the decrease in the temperature of 'the' palm
ot.6:a,riAs' in Group IrSJ~~Jects'w~s 0,.75~c,,~llldit was statistically 'significant
, af:2() 'minutes dlir{l1W,~:Sa.haJ~,Yoga. In "Group I subjects the findings are
significant after eIght'alit's t~elve weeks ,of training in Sahaja Yoga. Sahaja
Yoga technique, ,a'wakens: .the Kundalini which actualizes on .the Limbic,
system and produces .astate of cosmic consciousness. This actualisatiori
coincides with the subjective feelingof cool breeze flowing from the, palms,

, and, top of the head.', To .verify this, skin temperature 'of the palm was
recorded and as mentioned above significant decrease of about -1 degree C,
in Group II and 0.50C in group I was recorded '(Fig. 21). This could be,
explained on the basis of 'changes brought about at the level of anterior
hypothalamus which is well known for dissipating heat and thereby could
lower the temperature of the skin as observed in these experiments.

awareness. The plausible explanation is that the 'sensory input from,
periphery does not influence the ascending reticular formation and cerebral.
cortex. (as they are inhibited by hypothalamic connections)
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somatic nervous system (Mountcastle"). Actualization of Xurid~llini .
awakening on limbic system inhibits the posterior hypothalamic area and
thereby produces various effects like decreased' respiratory rate, heart rate,
blood pressure, skin temperature; decrease inblood lactate and urinary
VMA and anincrease in skin resistance. Another mechanism for the 'above
effects could be that hypothalamus acts on the medullary centres through
reticular activating system to influence the above mentioned changes. The·
decrease in blood lactate concentration may be due to decreased output of
adrenaline w"nich is caused by the influence of hypothalamus via sym
pathetic nervous sy stem on Adrenal medulla. .The, decreased adrenaline
res'ults in decreased anxiety symptoms 10. This .coupled with deeprelaxation
reinforces the hypothalamus for bringing ..about 'tranquillity.. Further
actualisation of Kundalini awakening on limbic.system also inhibits the area

: ~hich produces rage, fear and aggressive-behaviour and stimulates the
rewarding centre in the medial fore-brain b'und~e<l~a:ding to a stfite,;:'~fbliss.

I , .' • , '. ,I • • .: ':." ,'.••.-: :',•'.:'. • ..•• • I -.~;".: •:'. .
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R:~..._cHI), there are d. number vI' repo LS uf U~li ple~::'llig cApellLUeills in
,h,U-iTla.-nswith chronically implanted electrodes.

:Most of the subjects were Schizophrenics or epileptics and few were
patients with intractable.pain. These patients press the bar repeatedly, and,

"'g~#~t~lly reported th,at'th¢ sensations evoked .are pleasurable and give a'
Jeeli~iof telaxatioq:{R9httenberg9). ' " '
,.', ;,"':,Moreover the aii~tbrhjcal connection of hypothalamus to thalamic'
...... :';:" ',:' ..... ' ... ' . ') .. '.' , ,~ , .

, nuelei that projecrtofrontal and central.cerebral cortex may explain chow'
hypothalamus, could ,.it;l.f1u,encethe, alpha waves activity in a Electrcen
cephalogram (EEG): .Hypothalamus is' connected to reticular, activiating
system as well by .mamrriilotegrnental tract., Reticular' Activating System
(RAS), has the ability tci 'In'fluence the, 'incoming flow of sen'sory stimuli
through its action 'on synap~es of the afferent sensory system. Thus during ..
Kundalini awakening by Sahaja Yoga reticular activating system must be
inhibited and flow of irrelevant sensory information is diminished to allow
certain thalamic nuclei to produce predominant alpha wave .activity .
During Kundalini awakening hypothalamus interacts with thalamic nuclei
.to facilitate specific alpha wave frequencies in frontal and ,ceritral areas of
the cerebral cortex, .indicating a relaxed state of mind.

_.,Hence it could be 'hypothesized that practice of Kundalini awakening
by "Sahaja Yoga" could .help in relieving deep rooted stresses and tensions
ofday-to-day activity, and could be useful method in preventing and also
curing psychosomatic diseases. '

, • , ,I. .' 'r . {. ',' .-': • ;.~ I •• I
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H·~gh Blood Pressure isone ~fthe most .imp6r,ta~.t:pu~l~c he~lth problems
. m developed and developing countnes. 'It IS a. silent killer' because

symptoms do not develop in-early stages. Circumstantial evidence on the
role of psychological stress in cases of Essential, Hypertension is a part of
daily experience of every 'cardiologist! .. The progressive increase in the
incidence of hypertension' iri cosmopolitan ,cities' has been related to
increased confrontation of an, individual with increasingly difficult environ
ment and consequently for a greater need fo'r adaptative changes., As a
result whenever an individual is not able to cope up with the situation there
j s ad aptativebreak -down leadingto various types of di seases. The role of
psychological stress has been tested abroad, .on "an experimental model and

. there is now sufficient evidence to suggest that stress. plays an impo.rtant
role ill' the causation of High Blood· Pressure: : I?,ur,the,f?,l,ong:-sustairied:and
chronically troubling life problems, ,dissatisfa<?ti9:11,s,>in~erperson,a~~',o.npicts
have been reported in Scientific Literature.us "pr,e¢ursors of Essential
. Hypertension and.other heart 'Qiseases~··N0w,:,ft.:~·i:~,·:,W;~I(kn'owhthat i-:ril~r~~s'e

, ,. ., '_ !,' . , ,;

in' cholesterol level is responsible' for narrowing :~Q.ft~:ei,o:ronary artenes.and
, as suchit is an important factor.forthe caus~ti·(j~;:·6t.~tr)'pertension. 'R.:eQ~ntlY
it has been shown that wh~n an individual faces-psychological stress for' a
longtime, then there is a substantial increase in blood cholesterollevel. In
view of this it is quite clear that progressive incre~se in the incidence of
hypertension these.days is due to increasingly difficult environment onehas
. to face and consequently there ate more chances of adaptative breakdown
of human beings leading to above disorder. It :is on the basis of above
observations that the concept of life style related diseases is progressively
gaining credit 'everyday. To. control the psycho logical stress factor,
clinicians all over the world have been widely using tranquilisers in spite of
the fact that they are habit forming and have a number of side effects;
However, clinicians have now realized that the use of tranquilisersisnota
permanent solution and therefore they have started advocating relaxation

.j
c ..

....... '

. II ,~'.'~I; "
, . , ." .... , ' .. , "

, Role of Sahaja.Yoga.in th~:!<tt,e~tmentof
. , Essential 'Hypertension- :,.., .
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techniques and bio-feedback techniques to reduce theeffect of psychologi
cal stress on body.

In .view of the encouraging results obtained in the study on the'
physiological effects of Sahaja Yoga another Doctoral Research Project on
the Role of Sahaja Yoga in patients of Essential .Hypertcnsion was under
'taken. This research project was undertaken jointly by the Department of
~Physiology and Department of Medicine, Lady Hardinge Medical College,
and Smt. S.K. Hospital, New Delhi. Patients of Essential Hypertension'
were randomly selected from the Medical O.P;D. andhypertension clinic of
the above Hospital. According to Chug- they weredivided in two groups .
.Group. A comprised of 15 females (35-45 yearsjsuffering from Essential
·Hypertension: . These patients were trained 'i'A' _$.~:~aja.Yoga by: trained
·S'ahaja.y ogis and after their control. basal data' iik~~·bl:6:od.'laciicacid',urinary
'V.M.~.:,Eiectro Ell'c~phalogr~m'(EEG),·Galva~i~S;:,·'~.~i;n·~e'sistance(q$)~),
.' and skin temperature were' recorded along', with·::(l~(i.i:k4'history, SnriW~l

.. '.' examination and relevant laboi:at.or;r:invest'igatiq(~:s:';·:'~.:~Qtroti'pB c()mp:d:s:.e'.cf\1f'.
· 10 females C3'8-45'years) who were also·suffering::.ffQIn·E'ssentialHyperten
sion. these serv'ed'as controls and did not participate inSahaja Yoga'~ t~ey
belonged to similar socio-economic strata of. the' society, and were' e'Ss~n-

. tially on sirnilar type of medication. Parameters .like blood lactic acid,
urinary VM!, Electro Encephalography (EEG), GSR and skin temperature
from palms of the hand were recorded initially and then at the end of four
months .

. In boththe groups Blood Pre'ssure was recorded bi-weekly by sphyg
momanometer. On analysing the data .at the conclusion of this study it was

. found that there was a statistically significant fall in blood pressure of group
A patients who were on anti-hypertensi ve drug's plus Sahaja Yoga practice
once every day for 20 minutes. Theiilitial mean value of blood pressure.in
Group .k was 169.1/1 09.5 mm / Hg. while at the end.offour weeksit. came

."down to 158..41102.7 mm Hg. Patients also rep·o.f::tea,!~i;fee1ing'of wellbeing.
.Atthe end of eight weeks, twelverweeks arid siXt,e~~'::':w:e~'~sthe me~p./,v~~j·~~'.
'of blood pressure came down to·,148.1/93.9, 139';'''~j&'~':iiand 135.7/83~:('riirn·
fig respectively (fig. 22 & 23').' -Tlie requiremeil,t;:q'(~~vti~-hypertensiv~',clt~g~
· . . " . " ',: "'. i - ,.:..' : ' . .. ' .

kept on decreasing with time. In 16 weeks 'all the,p'a:iients except one-could
be maintained ori'Sahaja Yoga practice for 20 'minutes per day to. keep the'
blood pressure within normal range. Here it is worthwhile to mention that
many patients noticed that when they forgot to do Sahaja Yoga their blood
pressure showed an increasing value. Hence it was found essential 'that
there should be no break in the practice of Sahaja Yoga.

In group B p-atients who were only on anti-hypertensive drugs the
initial mean value of blood pressure reading was 164.6111104 mm Hg
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(Fig. 22 & 23); This reading could not be brought down back to normal by
the initial dose of the anti-hypertensive drugs. The dose of anti-hyperten-

, sive drugs was increased at times upto two times the initial dose to keep',
· :bJ06d pressure, under control. ' Whenever the dose of' these drugs, was
'reduced in a dayortwo the blood pressure used to shoot up. After 16 weeks
,:the drugs were wirhdrawn for two days and it wasfound that the mean value .
.' 'of blood pressure:ir'th,is group of patients again shot up to 167.811 n.2 mm
J1'g. The res~l(s'I' of :different parameters to evaluate the' activity of'

.~·,1-"., .', I, ,. ," ;.".. ,;',1.~"". :.'. . .. ,' .;' .' ~ :

-: Autonomic NervcusSystem (ANS),shb,wed that. there was over-activity of
''', ,,",J lyrrtpath~tic' ri'~lrVQu~,:;:sys_temactivity 'which was 'confirmed by' excess .llri~'

. .1' t.' . . " I, ~ ~ ',,;. :~." • • • , •

.' naryVlvl.A in thisgroup of patients (Fig. 24). " ';,',",
, ',: '> .From these results.it is quite .clear that Sahaja Yoga practice, proved to ' '
':'be' quite effective .as :','an'adjuvant therapy' along' with anti-hypertensive
drugs, Once 'blood pressure comes: back to' normal then it could be main
tained within' normal limits by Sahaja 'Yoga. This' appears to be quite
rational because orie of the important causative factors for essential hyper-

I "

·tension is psychological stress. ",' ,','
, We have seen that Sahaja Yoga practice modulates, the' activity of

Autonomic' Nervous System. Ourresults of different paramete~s like Blood
, Lactic Acid (Fig.25), Urinary VMA (Fig.24), Heart Rate (Table I), G'.S .R.
(Fig. 26) and EEG etc to evaluate Autonomic Nervous System activity in '

-,Group A patients clearly points out that Sahaj a Yoga practice inhibited the
sympathetic nervous system activity which is usually. over-active during

, ':psych'ological stress, 'As a result there.is decreased productionofadrenaline :.'
:::~hich has be6~ "c:<?:rifiimed.in our ~tudies 'by decreased urinary Y.M:.A.
'<:cp'ncentratlons3:tFii'g;:,2'4J';: Besides this there .is decrease in blood lactic acid
::((:F\:g.•' 25) anct"ln:dte,~s:e::tti',0 .S,;K' .(Fi;g,~'2'6) and percentage occipital alpha'

, ,':,'l~yti~ity (Fig: 27tln:':hY1~,~rtensivepati~I1ts 'doing, SahajaY oga which fu.rther
,'iri~ica.tes·achie\"erP~~t.Qf physicaland.mental relaxation. Moreover, Sahaja

. ,:.Yoga also aCtlv~te's ~parasympathetic'nervous system activity andthereby ..
, 'brings about a -balarice Which is the key to its success.

, One can argue 'that since psychological stress is an important risk
factor in the causation of Essential Hypertension, it is logical to hypothesize
.that if one incorporates Sahaja Yoga practice in his-daily routine, it would
be helpful as ~n adjuvant therapy in the treatment of this disease" to 7., If
.practised by persons who are prone to develop Essential Hypertension then
it could possibly prevent the evolution of this disease as well.

,Medical Researches on Sahaja Yoga
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A sthma. once considered a straight forward disease is proving to be more
.cornplex than was imagined. It has been estimated that nearly 5% of

adults and 7 to 10% children in USA and Australia suffer from Asthma'.
New Zealand .has the highest rate of death from Asthma as compared to any
country in the world. Most strikingly, however, the death rate from Asthma,

, particularly-among those, under the age of 35, is increasing>,
The 'symptoms of Asthma consist of a triad of dyspnoea (Breathless

,:i ness), cough and wheezing. In its ~ost typica~ form Asthma is an Episodic
~: disease and all three symptoms coexist. Attacks often, occur in night, for'
':1 reasons which are not clear but may relate to fluctuations in air way receptor
!;, thresholds, that-may. result from circadian vari~tion-$.)n the 'circulating.1eyels ,

of endogenous. catecholarnines and histamine.': ,A::ti~:cks"may also q~r~ptly
follow exposure tq specific allergen, physica~;ex.eitio~" respiratoryirifec-
tion or emotionaI'excitement. '; , '",,0,/'" ,'. ,,;;::;;', , '

, ' Role of Emotional Stress ,:':Abu~dant obJ~~t'iv:d.I:,da·tanow existswhich
, demonstrates that' psychological factors, can '~nt'e.:n#F:t'~ith the' asthmatic
diathesis to worsen, or amelioratethe.disease. Thepathways and nature of
interaction are complex. In almost half of the patients studied, change ih air
ways' calibre seems to be mediated through modification of vagal efferent
acti vity. The most frequently studied variable has been that of suggestions
and it is strongly felt that it can be quite an 'important influence in selected
Asthmatics. A~ropriate suggestions can decr~ase or increase the effects of
adrenergic or cholinergic stimuli on their air ways. However, it varies from
patientto patient. _ '

The increasing use of sedatives andtranquilizers in medical practice
illustrates the extent to which the effect of stress has come to permeate .our
society. 111U.K. by late 1970 over 4% of all.prescriptions written were
having one or other form of benzcdiazepine. Inanother survey Petursson '
(198 i) .reported that 2% adult population were taking 'tranquilizers. These

, ,,';"

. . .. ; ~:~.
"III' :0:,'";,,

Role of Sahaja Yogain the !i~a;tfhetltof
, Bronchial Asthma. <,;" ' '
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have very toxic effects and are habit forming. In spite of this they are also
prescribed to overcome 'the effect of psychological stress in Asthmatic
.patients.

To study this a research project was undertaken by the Department of
Physiology and Medicine', Lady Hardinge Medical College and Associated
Smt. ·'S.K. Hospital.iNew Delhi. According to Chug" 18 patients of
Bronchial Asthmawere randomly pickedup from Medical OPD andChest
,·C.lf~ic,.:·They were.:d~;y.~~.e;~:into,C·an4..D:·Groups .. SJro~p..C comprisedof .
, nin~;.:f:~:male subt~c~~,::~:~:~,~;8-.45 year~ W?~were ~Ufferin·g:fro~ BroJ;lc~i~I'.·
.Ast~'lDa.· These subjects ':~yerealso tramed In Saba] a Yoga. by trained Sahaja
·)\9gfs;;~ip:·tl,ie·Departrt;i:~rif~()f.PhysioI9gy .:Aftertheir initial: control data· were: .
ob~'~I#edJor ventihitot).(,pulii1qmiry .functi on tests, blood.lactic acid, Urinary.
V.~~nJYI Mandeli~'A~!,WXVMA), ElectreBncephalogram (EEG), Galvanic .
Skin Resistance. (QSR}:'an-d Palmer skin temperature. In addition, Liver
surface .temperature wasrecorded by thermister over right hypochondrium
.just ab~ve costal margin and compared, with Abdominal temperature which
was recorded in the right Iliac-fossa. These recordings were made in the'
beginning of the' study 'and later at the end offour months at the conclusion
of study. Detailed progress report including drugs intake was maintained.
Group D comprised of nine female subjects of age group 38-45 years who
were also suffering from Bronchial Asthma. These subjects acted as con- ,
troIs and did not participate in Sahaja Yoga practice. These patients were
of similar socio-' economic status. All the parameters which were recorded,
for .'Group .C patients' were determined in this group of, patients, as, well .
initially and then' after four months period. Clinical progress report, was
maintained for all 'the patients. and assessed at the end of the study. There
weretwosets of pat~rg6tetsJor each group .. One set was used to assess the':
'tlirtitaJ condition-of ihb patient and the other-set wasusedto see the effect'
'of :S~h'~ja Yoga practic.~',6n, various ':electro-physiologic'al and biochemical
pa.r,~:Il)ete'rs. ·the.·latie'r·;:,w~:re common ,to' both the groups' -apd were .as .." .
follows: ':~:",:,'..-,'.

',,'1: Electro Encephalogram '(BEG), 2. 'Galvanic Sk'in Resistance (GSR), .
3. Skin, Temperature ',frein' palms of hand, 4. Blood Lactic Acid, and .~.
.Urinary V.M.A. Parameters '1-3 wererecorded for a period of 25 mts. at
intervals of fiveminutes on a polyrite machine (eight channel). Recordings
.at 0; 6, 12 and 16 weeks intervals were taken during 20 minutes of actual
Sahaja Yoga practice .:

Blood Lactic Acid was determined by standard method of Barker and
Summerson as modified by Huckabee> 1950. Urinary VMA was determined
by the method, of Pisano? et al. Both these parameters were recorded
initially and then at 0, 6~,12 and 16 weeks respectively.

".Medical Researches on Sahaja Yoga
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In o,roup D patients who were simply on anti-Asthmatic, drugs there
was an increase in FEVI/FEV% .after 16 weeks but .it was not statistically
significant (Fig.28). Moreover the frequency of attacks also does not
decrease significantly (Table 3). In none of the patients drugs co~ld be
stopped even after 16weeks of study. Further patients of Bronchial Asthma
showed consistently. eleva.ted liver surface temperature as compared to
:lower abdominal temperature' (measured inrightIlliac Fossa);' 'F~ri~her it
'h~s been seen that in' SahajaYoga group (Group C) the percentage dif
fere~ce in both the temperatures (Ii ver surface ,.and lower abdominal) has
declined to a mean value of 0.7 4°C and from an initial mean value of 3.11 °C
, ~~ter four months of Sahaja Yoga practice. Thisdecline in the temperature
was statistically significant (P< 0.001) (Fig ..29): While in control Group D
the percenta~ difference in both the temperatures (liver surface .and, lower
abdominal) did not show any decline from the initial value (Fig. 29). The

, exact significance of this is not possible to explain in a limited study like
, this.

Pick? (1970) Nobin et al8 (1977) and Tani Kewa? (1968) have pointed
out that the autonomic nervous system fibres (derived from Vagus nerve)
are seen to peneterate the Hepatic lobuli,' structures surrounding individual
hepatocyte and at times these fibres peneterate the cytoplasm of hepatocytes

::.
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For Bronchiai Asthma patients pulmonary function tests were recorded
, on a standard expirograph initially and then at the end of 16 weeks study
period. A detailed record of medication and frequency of acute attacts was
maintained (Table 2).

On the analysis of the research data at the conclusion Of the study: it
was observed that the initial mean FEVlIFEV% was 48.2% in Group C
patients who were on anti-Asthmatic drugs plusSahaja Yoga practice for 20
, minutes once per day. After 16 weeks FEVlIFEV%' increased to a mean
value of66.18% (P< 0':001) (Fig. 28). Further ithas'beenfound that in two
'patients it returned to normal range and in five patients FEVlIFEV%
reached a range of 64 to 70%. This in simple terms conveys that the
pulmonary ventilation 'inthe patients improved significantly after.lo 'weeks
of.treatment plus Sahaja Yoga. As regards the 'frequency of acute' attacks,
,there was significant decrease in the number of attacks, of Bronchial Asthma
in 3rd and 4th month of Sahaja Yoga' practice 'as compared to. first two
months of Sahaja Yoga practice. The decrease was found to be statistically
significant (Table 2). Further another important observation recorded in
this &roup was that by the end of third month of Sahaja Yoga practice, the
drugs were stopped altogether because of good clinical response and
patients did not feel the necessity of taking any oral drugs. The attacks
could be ':~'voided by the daily practice of Sahaja Yoga. .

,....J.. '
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evenextending upto .nuelear membrane. Saw-chenko!" & Friedman (1979)
have pointed out in a review article about the sensory functions of liver.
There is evidence to suggest that in liver there are neural receptors which'
detect various physiological events. Adachi I I (1984) conclusively showed
that hepatic branch of vagus nerve has therrnosensitive afferent fibres.

The above, review, of literature has revealed' that there are thermo
receptors in liver, but it is to be defined by future research whether in
Bronchial Asthma the persistently elevated Liver temperature (this needs to
be substantiated further because the present study had a small sample for
study) excites the liver thermo-receptive mechanism and thereby constitutes
the afferent limb of the vagal reflex arc. The disturbance in thermo-regula
tion of liver may constitute what is called as Asthmatic-diathesis (leading,
to persistent bronchial hyper reactivity). "In the Pathogenesis 'of Bronchial
Asthma', there is a fundamental defect of bronchial hyper-reactivity as well
as t'h~; "presence of precipitating factors -Iike infections, 'environmental
causes.and emotional .stress!" ,'CMC Fadden 1984). From this' it is very clear
that "Sahaja Ybga was' responsible for the good' response seen in, these
patients. We know and it. is mostly accepted that anxiety can precipitate or
exaggerate Asthma in somepatients. Smith et aP3 (1~70) showed that
mental relaxation can reduce air way resistance.

The {act that Sahaja Yoga results in a state of physical and mental'
relaxation is confirmedby high galvanic skin resistance (Fig. 30), decreased
blood lactic acid (Fig. 31), decreased urinary VMA (Fig. 32), increased
alpha index in the Frontal and occipital EE0 recordings of group C patients
in our study (Fig. 33). Similar results have been reported by Hawkins 'et al':'
(1962) ,where he found, higher Galvanic Skin: Resistance (GSR) coinciding
with relaxation.

, ' The mechanism underlying beneficial effect of Sahaja Yoga, in
Bronchial Asthma involves reduction in Psychological stress as the subject
experienced profound physical and mental relaxation during, Sahaja Yoga. ,
He gets a feeling of .security as well and thereby anxiety factor is negated.
Ab:und(;l'pt,objective" data now exists which demonstrates that the
psychological factors ,c'a~'"interact with the Asthmatic diathesis to worsen or
ameliorate the disease process', the pathways of interaction are complex but
operational. Accordingly, Sahaja Yoga could be an important method of
, adjuvant therapy in, the .'treatment of patients· suffering' from Bronchial
Asthma. .

The Sahaja Yoga practice modulates the activity of Autonomic nervous
system in such a way that the patients could actually modify the effect of'
adrenergic an~ cholinergic stimulation on the air-ways to avoid the attack.

'Medicali?esearches01~ Sahaja Yoga
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Stress is now recognized not only as one of the important causative
factors in the etiology of psychosomatic diseases but also in behavioural

~nd social dysfunctions. The most useful modelof stress has been worked
, out, by Dr. Hans Selye '. In his book on "The .stress of Life", he, defines·
stress as the rate of the wear and tear of the body and showed that the body
responds to stress through General Adaptation Sy'ndrome(G.A.S) which has
three stages: (l )..Alarm Reaction, (2) Stage "q'{Re'sistance, (3).' Stage of
Exhaustion.' . ., . . >';" .:» .' .' .', :";i~':,,
, ,(1) AlarmReaction : .The' stressor stim~l.aie~:t~e sympatheticnervous

,'::' system which, in turn stimulates' 'adrenal "me~Mi~"toproduce, .ad:t¢n,ali~e.'
.; Simultaneously higher centres stimulate hyp6th,dhifuuS:(a part of :~hebrain)

which in turn stimulates Pituitary gland to produce Adreno Cortico Tropic
Harmone (A.C.T.H) and other corticoid hormones, These hormones playa
very important role in bringing about appropriate and significant changes in
the body, so that it could effectively tackle the stressfulsituation and body
physiology remains normal. , ,

(2) Stage of Resistance: In this stage body is able to resist the attack
effectively with the help of the increased, production of hormones and
.increased protein synthesis and normalcy is maintained. ,

(3) Stage of Exhaustion: Here the body is not able to cope' up with
" the effect of stress and getsexhausted and breaks down to develop a disease.

, The diseases which occur in such circumstances have been grouped together
and are called as General Adaptation Syndrome. 't " '.' . .

The word stress has been taken from the, discipline of Physics 'Where
:, .this word is used as anexternal 'stimulus or fQr'e~;\v'hichis' strain-producing .

.Anything may be considered as' stress'ii it th~'~~t.t(.'~s·~h,e,biologriC'a(~:~tegrity
of the organism. .However.. a certain' degree lo;,,;stre~sis supposedto be
essential for optimal functioning of' the human .beirrg. This. is called 'as
"Eustress". 'But when more, it becomes Distress'and starts producing bad
effects on the body. which results in a disease '(Fig~'341). The sequence of

IV, .
Role of Sahaja Yoga in Stress Management
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changes rnvoling-Hypothalrno-pituitary Adrenal axis and thereby produces
-.a-variety ,of biochemical and physiological changes which are responsible
.-for .producing a..'disease. Whenever there is a threat to life one has greatest
'stress and as a resul(the. ~'hole body 'goes into action for vigorous activity .
. rhis'; Eight or Flig!hi' h~~ction has been demonstrated in experimental

• j " ". •

animals. However.i inhuman beings things are different. In this age of
civilisation, during a .state of stress human beings do not show signs of Fight
or Flight ' (run)..but keep on gritting' their teeth, keep brooding On the
situation and get,psychologically upset. Moreover, it varies from person to
person, Some' people thrive OT~ stress. They are the type who get 'pleasure
in climbing on the .mountains, or enjoying surfing, enjoy skiing etc.
Whereas others are those-who are very sensitive, .cannot undertake adven
turous activities. They, cannot face criticism, cannot 'face failures in
business and profession or other' problems of life and surrender to the
situation .. 'Generally when we use the terms stresses and strains of life it .
means something which distorts our comfortable way of living. In 'biologi-

, .cal ,terminology .stress mean's a life situation or problem which threatens the

(ii)
Fig.-34

. ,. . , ..
Stimuli " Individual's
Psycho ..... Response :-.

Body ... HypothalamusSocial ' , , , Changes ._,
lD~pends on Genetic

Stressors .- . Constitution .,

:'
'I

Precursors
Adrenal Pituitary IDisease .L, of ..; I,,-..... .....
Gland .....

Gla,nd ,IDisea~e

c ~.". " I ':

, "
\ . .-:

.. <;;"

(i)

Stress 'I~ { DIstress •.~~:. B
events which may occur in the mediation of the effects of stimuli or psycho
social stressors are as shown in (Fig. 34ii).These stimuli give riseto bodily
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normal'fu'nctioning' of the body and disturbs' the 'm'ui:i:eJ~iliteriori.e. itit~'~~~'l:',''
. 1.- '. ". " '. . __." . "'.' '", 1.·.·.' '~. .' '; '.:: '" .' I . . ' ;\,', -, _.'.•• ,~ . ;'

environrnent. ,"" ' :
The common s(re;sful situations could be' d¢,~.uj>,'Qfspouse, divorce, ,

, personal injury or illness, quarrel withthe. boss; retirement, sex difficulties,
violation of law, taxation notice, marital discord,' service termination and
changing to different' types of work. 'These' stressful situations produce
symptoms in human beings which in general could be: Biting of. nails,
clenching of fist while sitting, furrows over forehead, bad temper, grum-
,bling all the time, irritation on small matters, inability to concentrate,
insomnia, drinking and smoking may' increase, tight hunched shoulders, hair
twir-ling, ankle bending or tapping, coiled legs, a gripped thumb" arms
folded tightly and abdomen drawnin and clenched teeth. '

. .' I, • •

, In case the above symptoms and signs are present thenit means that the
, • I I . .

person is,in stress. Acute external stress causes anxiety and leads to anxiety
disorders in an individual. Earlier all the anxiety disorders were .grouped.
, 'together' as Anxiety Neurosis but' now with' theadvancement in medical.
scienceit is recognized that a .number 'ofdistinot'c:ihi:ib~Lsyndrom~,s "~';d~t
under Anxiety Neurosis. They cp:tild be pahic~:,4i,s,~r~pr~'~.general.anxjety.
disorders-.obsessive compulsive disorder or' posc*r~A'm~tk stress di~'or~(~tt<"
The second group consists of phobicdisorders, )Iff:\.b'i:PP1:l0biaone is afr,M,~'"
of travelling in an aeroplane or Iift.. i~",Sbcialphobias; '~ri~ is afraid of:goi'l{g,' .
to a public place and avoids, social, get-togcthers. .Further, now there, is
enough circumstantial evidence that-psychological stress plays an important

. role inthe causation! of Essential Hypertension (High BP) which is one of
the most important public health problems in developed, and developing
countries. Recently, it has been reported that emotional stress and anxiety

, can precipitate overt Ischaernic heart disease and, cause.sudden death (Har
rison). Besides this, the role of stress has been emphasized in the genesis of
cancer, migraine, Ischaemic heart disease, Myocardial Infarction, Duodunal
.Ulcer, 'Bronchial Asthma, Allergic Rhinitis, Anorexia nervosa, Achlasia
Cardia, Neural Dermatitis and anxiety disorders. However, recent definition
of stress explains the concept in, terms of a person' s perception of a p~t
, ticular ,happenin&. What is stressf';l~ to one pe~~on~may: ,~ot be stressfu~ ~Q

'ano~her.~. ","""t,: .: " I

" ' ..David Ornstein & David SoB~P ,d~scrlpe4'Yh~{/,:'.ihi''~ay we pen~-ei~~,
~nd ap~foaJsethe event"theava~~ab~lity andu~e,0f;/~:~:~,,2~~~C~~,s~t'o,cope~,i~h');~~:' ,
,ohalkng~"have more to do' WIth the outcome, than,:,:tb~ raw event I~s,~lf.;.,
stress and its negative aspect on health emanate Jro'in<a: mis-match beween
perceiv.ed environmental demands and perceived r-esqu~ce,'sto adapt.' "

. ) ; \ .' ,

Stress Researcher, Milton Kaplan" states that stress, "is the inability ,of
the individual to obtain meaningful information that his actions are leading

Medical Science Enlightened:
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to desired consequences", In other words stress results from the sense that
, one's action won't 'achieve the goals . Nowadays stress is being viewed' as
an 'inner phenomenon rather than an outer event.

Stress studies show that.physiological changes brought about by stress
are directly related to people" s perception of their coritrol over the situation. ,
,'When people believe that their action will have effect on a situation they do '
not feel helpless as compared to people who believe their action will bring
'no results. The effect of the helplessness on health hassbeen shown on rats.
Two groups of mice were subjectedto mild shocks. One of the groups had
a device to stop the-shock by pressing. a lever in the cage, whereas-the other'

, ',g'fQUP had no means, .of.controlling the' shock. Both the groups had equal
number of shocks. 1, Tumors introduced onto mice grew' much 'rapidly in the
group of mice which-had: no, device to' control the shocks, than the other
"g~qup which'ha&a'(:f~,y.ic,~'(support). Decreased immune function was found
in 'rats 'with no qevfc',e,','to':Fontrol shockswhereasthe other group h~d normal

, .immune functiol~.." , ,,' .

In view of this by 'changing the, perception of stressful events one is
less 'likely to become 'ill'a'nd more likely to heal. NUCKOLLS's' study on
pregnant women and complications of pregnancy found that among the two
, groups the one with support and intimacy had lower rates of complications.
, Actually, people percei ~e events, as either a challenge or a threat. If they
see it as threatening they get stressed. Albert-Bandura", Stanford University
Psychologist proposed on the basis of .his study that through education
people can have 'a change of attitude that enables' them to have a healthy'
physiological response, i.e. less catecholarnines. and normal immune-
response. , ,

" ,', ,Suzzan~e ~,.KQ:b~,~a7worked on 'Business' Executives and found 'that ,
,freil.ithy group :wa~)},hi·ay·. Th~s hardiness cOijsisted ,~f.~hree components': 1.
,~Q:litrolling abinty:t::!,<Thi~,meims that one could influence the eventstaking
",pt~ce aro~nd one~~~(; '2':',Commitmel1t to Job/Profession.: Involves 'taking
, active role in life. 'A '~'~n,seof purpose: and recognition of one's own value.

'3:.'.capab~lity to facechaflen'ge : Viewingch~nge as stimulating r~ther than
.threatening.' The hardy group approached stressful tasks with asense of
'purpose and a belief in their abilities and the importance of the task. When
people have positive attitudes and feel support they are more likelyto ,stay
, wellor to heal an illnessif they become sick", ' '

It is' well known th~t medical system has, no medicine to combat the
dreadful effects of stress except tranquilizers, hypnotics and anxiolytic
drugs which are .quite toxic and ~re habit forming. Thousands of people all
over the world a,re consuming these drugs which is not a satisfactory long
term answer to this problem. Recently bio-feedback and other relaxation

;,.~:
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methods have been tried in the west.
The research work on the effects of Sahaja Yoga done in the Depart

ments of Physiology and Medicine Iwhich has, already been described in
detail has conclusively proved its usefulness 'in modulating the activity of
Autonomic Nervous System, .On the basis of experiment~ 'on human-beings
it has been observed that if one practises Sahaja Yoga for 20 minutes daily
for 1'6 weeks then change .could be seen in the, blood chemistry, urine'
examination, ECG, EEG (Electro- encephalography), respiratory rate and
GSR ~Galvanic Skin Resistance). Allthese parametersimentioned .above
are the ones by which one could get an idea .about the, activity of the

". Autonomic Nervous System (i.e. Sympathetic ·~ri..4i~r:ar.a:'sympatheticjc; We
, . '. : .' ". ',', 'J'.,' • ,- '.,::~ •~ ,,' -' ;,,' -:I '. " " ,. " 1 '

'know .that during psychological .stress the Sympathetic nervous system-gets
over-acti vated and as a result greater 'produc!io~'toi;~dr~n'aline9 takes place
in the body which is responsible for 'increase' in:Heatt:'Ra,te (HR), high blo'od
pressure, high respiratory Rate" i.e.· dyspnoea :an',d'·dec~,e.~sedgalvanic-skin
resistance. EEG also shows a di~turbed mind because of increas~ in 'B'eta

, • • • 1

«activity and decrease-in Alpha waves. In the experiments done on .human
beings exposed to normal stress and strain of modern life (Group I),i-t has
been found thatafter twelve weeks of Sahaja Yoga practice there is statisti
cally significant decreased produoton of adrenaline as is evident from
decrease in urinary V.M.A. (Fig. 35 & 36), decrease in .heart rate (Fig. 39 &
40), decrease in blood pressure (Fig. 43 to 45); decrease, ii blood lactic acid
(Fig. 37 & 38) and increase of galvanic skin resistance!" d~ig. 46 & 47). All
this conclusively proves that by Sahaja Yoga practice in twelve weeks ,one

. is able to attain a stage 'of profound physical and me'nta.! relaxation.' ,
. ' In the second group of human beings who. have beeni practising Sahaja
Yoga' for two to four years, ana have been exposed-to' psychological 'Slres's,

. and day-to-day .strain of dailyTife in' CQS.ri1o:p(}p~jta,~'cities; the: .above
, parameters were studied to find out if the effes!(or.~~y-to-dayst.reS~.~has
, , . . • . ". ,. "" . " " !" -.: I

produced anyeffect on these subjects .. On thean,a:lyisis of the heart rate-from
the' Electrocardiogram (ECG)',', urinary V¥.A::~'bJ~}o~:'Iactic 1 , ad1.~;:':and

, ' "'.' " .. :.··.,::·.1 ',' .,-11 . -•• "./ .

. , respiratory rate. data it ~as:" ~~'und .that, t~e·'..b~~:;~L::val~e's.of :the:/:~:b.6.ve
. para~e~ers of this group of subjects were lowe,r,'.,~s~.£~,m.p'tredto the,:P9~trol
values of the unsrained group I of human be~ngs"{fi-g-~3~,,:38, 40 &,42)'..

This shows clearly that the sensitivity to' stress .significantly decreases
in the subjects who, practised Sahaja Yoga for twotofour years9t.ol1~ .They
develop positive attitudes. As' the control value of urinary VMA decreases
significantly, blood lactic acid decreases, blood pressure, heart rate',
respiratory rate' remains at the optimum level of functioning, Alpha index
increases in the EEG recordings. With this one could 'deduce that most

. probably the perception' to stress also dramatically changes after Sahaja

.'..

Medical Science Enlightened
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Fig.-47

.Yoga because of Self 'Realisation. J~ other words the way of looking at
things changes, one becomes a witness, completely detached and that is th~
reason why psychological stress or day- to-day stress of life did not produce
any effect on these subjects.

Recently research study done on hypertensive patients!' in a hospital
showed conclusively that the patients who had anti hypertensive drugs and
also practised Sahaja Yoga were 'cured within 12 to 16 weeks whereas the .
.other group of hypertensives who had only drugs did riot show .significant
improvement in their blood pressure .. It has been argued that Sahaja Yoga
practice decreases the, production of Adrenaline and blood lactate 'con-

, . -centration and tha,i'.i.'&,-'thy.reas,oi1 why blood pressure comes down to normal
. 'i~v~f in' the group, of' patients who practised Sahaja 'Yoga as well. These
,re};ult~ are cor'robor:~t'¢,d'l~y 'the studies of Kunovaska. , .' '

. " :.:1 .: ';.. ',Kunoyask~12i,Y-f~r'P:lJblished: the 4~taof their experimentation :.~ndhave

.. :,'~,h:o~n',that..the'-in~,i~~'s~d sympatho adtenal medullary activity was one. of .
, ,::ihe',main factors 'in·,t~~~development of.essential hypertensio~ CHign'BP). .In ..
'view of this, the decrease in sympathetic and increase in para-syrripathetic
.activity in the study.described above, could be one of the important factors
,... • I, , • _' , t
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for lowering blood pressure and.heart, ',< :::~:':,'>r;~;'''(:' , ",' ...
it is concluded that Sahaja Yoga practice. produces significant

physiological changes in both Group i and GroupIl by bringing. about an
equilibrium between sympathetic .and para' sympathetic responses'[. .It
knocks down the over-active sympathetic dominance which is usually 'seen
in situations of stress. It helps the individual to develop positive attitudes
and the' ability for correct perception. Thus Sahaja Yega if practised every
day for even 15 to 20 minutes a day would be ideal for the management of
stress without any drugs!".

I! -
I
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v ,
. Taming the Brain Storm : Role of

'. " -,
Sahaja. Yoga in the Treatment of Epilepsy

" .'
, -.' .r ''. I

• ••• ·.1\

'JJ,~~j~h:t~;:n~,s~~ll¥'~t~~::n~~;:~~i~;::~:~::!~~:~:~t~~~le~~~:~~....
'.,af¢'::e':stlmated to 'a:ff~qfO.2,to 5'% of the-population 'e~eh in the developed·
,countries like USA. ';:Eacl£:episode of neurological dysfunction is called ~ .
.seizure. , Th~se, may. he' convulsive. 'The patient usually falls, and the
muscles go into a tonic .spasm. Hands are clenched, the back is rigid and
legs are extended. -After a minute, clonic movements involve the whole'
body'. and sometimes exhibit great violence, consisting of rapid extension'
. and flexion of limbs. ()ne gets the impression as if some storm in the brain
has 'occurred which is responsible for this condition. The tongue or lower
lip is often bitten. Such' a condition 'is followed, by flaccid coma and
the reflexes get diminished or abolished. Soon after the reflexes become
, normal again. On waking the patient has no recollection of the attack. The )
primary generalized seizures Tonic and Clonic type have been called as.'
Grand Mal Epilepsy. Epilepsy can be acquired as a result of brain injury
and also occurs in an idiopathic form in an individual with no history of
injury or any other neurologic dysfunction.
, '. Electro-encephalography (EEG) shows low voltage fast activity (10
Hz., or more) during t6'riic"phase which converts to slower, larger and sharp
.w~~~s:, ,Whereas' duri.ng:.'cfouic phase one finds bursts of sharp waves.asso
elated -,with rhythmicmuscular contraction and .slow waves with' pauses.
:Often' muscular activity. causes artifac~s. EEG is usually 'abnormal with
polyspike and wave .oroccasionally slow, and sharp wave discharges. Treat
rrient with anti-epileptic drugs is prolonged and has its own limitations. It
has been estimated t~at"'approximately one-third of epileptic children on .
medication become. seizure free, one third show a partial reduction in
seizures and one third remain. unchanged (Rodin 1972) I, Prolonged medica
tionisalso known to produce several undesirable side effects (Enge11989)2~
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'. In the light of these medical researches the basic question is to achieve
a- balance between two types of neurotransmitters or. to 'increase the alpha
activity in the brain, Sahaja Yoga practice awakens Kundalini Shakti to
bring about Self- Realisation in 'an iridividual. In this situation alpha aotivity
has been found to increase in an Individual. .In view of this it.w~s postulated
that Sahaja Yoga practice could he helpful in the treatment of Epilepsy,

With this idea in mind a research project on the. role of Sahaja Yoga in
'the Management of Epilepsy was planned in .theDepartment of Physiology
and .Medicine, Lady Hardinge Med'ical College, New. Delhi, and Defence
Institute 'of Physiology and Allied Sciencesy.Delhi. ..,1-!~haDudaniet :ap,7a
have communicated the effects 'of the above' Mu:cl;y::whi¢.h.are as.mentioned
. below. " " ,:," '. :;>
. .: The study was done on patients of Epi~¢j,).'s.Y;·.-!w.,h9.wereattendingjhe
Neurology clinic of the .Lady lIaniinge 'Mediq,~p;:~'ol1~ge'and ..AS¥6.S.lated
Sucheta Kriplani Hospital. _, ':7: ';.'

,'"

One of the most common methods of .the production of Epilepsy in
.experimental animals is to block the inhibitory neurotrarismitters. It is well
.known to medical scientists' that Gama Amino 'Butyric' Acid (GA8A) is an
inhibitory Neurotransmitter; if it is blocked bY,some drugs or chemicals
then convulsions occur in the experimental' animal, :In.view of this i~.has
been suggested that decreased production. of ·.(iAllA'·may be one of the

.. ' reasons for imbalance between .Excitatory a~~:\tn.~jb.l~oryNe,ti~.C?n,:S:>~V~ich
results in Epilepsy,' Another i'Il1.portantasp~(}~:'"W::~f,hi'ghlighted'b.Y:,'I)r.'·B,

, . . . " .: '.' '.-- '::".1'" , ".> .,..'
Rammurthy'' an 'eminent, Neuro. Surgeon of.Ma4rqs". (India) at th.e':"Ni~tir.o-.

.' physiology Workshop held at 'Post, Graduate,th;s~\tute .of 'Basic_::\:&r~~Ical
Sciences, Taramani, Madras, He .:demonstiate~·:-;t~atwhen Alpha W'.l\/e~'of
the brain store~ in a module were feeded into the Epileptic patients, it had
a beneficial effect. ' .,;

1,

Experimental Epilepsy

. ,Psycbological stress is known to be anim:p6~taIltJactor in the precipi-
,tatipn .of seisure. . However, .arnodcrate degr.e,~'<Q't.art)(iety.~a),':,',k~;~p,the
patient alert. Stress' disorders are c6rnrrion).n,:'E:J~'if~:p'F¢·sand more common
than in general' population (Gudmundson 196'~)l~:·.:~:~p'jlepsywhen 'starf;bd jn .
early life impairs the learning.' of coping re$p:dn:s~,s;.to stress', S.e'G6:ndly
Anti-epileptic drugsalso impair learning and infede£¢~,withnormalr~sp'Jil~~s,
In the light of above considerations, behavibur~i 'methods are gaining impor
tance as adjuncts to pharmacological treatment. Techniques of bio-feedback,
relaxation and desensitizaion . are being. tried in order. to control seizures in
epileptics (Cott et al 1979)4 and Dhal et al (1988)5.

. ", ... ',"".: ......
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""The Epileptic's practismg Sahaja Yoga-as .per. standard technique
showed a very remarkable improvement which W~$also found statistically
significant, The seizure frequency and duration of the attack .decreased
significantly. (Fig.48 & 49) The changes in the electro-physiological and
biochemical parameters following Sahaja Yoga practice further supported
these observations. It is very well known that 'stress' precip,itates .seizures
iri- the 'Epileptics. An epileptic is str.essed due to illness. he or she suffers
from and also on account of its socio-psychological implications.

'The medication gi~en -to epileptics has its .own side effects which
.further impairs the capability of the patient in copingthe daily life situations. '
whi~h for a normal individual does not pose, any problem. The regular
practice <;>fSahaja Yoga reduces the stress; Th:is:,i,~supported by changes
seen' in the G.S.R., B-LA and U~VMA (Fig., 50,,!,:51-&5~). The.findings

'1:',

Results

The subjects were divided, into three groups:
Group I (n I0) comprised of Epileptics who ~er~ on anti epileptic drugs

and, practised Sahaja Yoga for six,'months.' : " ,
, Group ~I(n10) 'comprised of Epileptics .'w~q, ~~re on anti epileptic

drugs, and practised postural exercises mirri,ick~p.g,Sahaja Yog'a :_(or' six
\ " " ' . '. " . , ',,'months.' """ ';'; ': "
:Group III (nI2) cOniprised>~fEpileptics::¥:,.h'({)vere on anti epileptics

but did not do' Sahaja Yoga or mimicking exercisesfor six months." '
.. ' • '. , ,'.' . ,I " .'

' ..The parameters recorded were the progressreport of the patients which
included recording of the frequency and' duration, of the seizure.. :"The

, elecrophysiological and biochemical parameters' comprised of corriputeri
sed Electro-encephalography (EEG), Brain Stem Auditory Evoked Potential
(BAEP), Middle Latency Response (MLR), Visual Contrast Sensitivity
(VeS), Galvanic Skin Resistance (GSR), Palmer Skin Temperature (PST),.
Urinary Vanillyl Mandelic Acid, (U-VMA),Blood Lactic Acid (BLA) 'were
also recorded initially, then at three months and six months.

Electro-encephalography is a record of the electrical activity of -the
brain. BAEP and MLR are theresponses of the subject evoked by auditory
'stimulation. The built-in computer calculated th~,absolute peak latencies of
waves: ves .is the visual response of the subjec; arid a function, of the

,,; eye-brainrecorded at different levels of contrasts.;' 9SR,~PST, U-YM'A~and
B-LA indicate the level of sympathetic activity:'!andther~by the Ye~eI of
, tension or' relaxation ofan individual. "" ,> > ),' ,

Methodology

Medical Science Enlightened
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indicate' that the patients not only -had' reduced, seizure's frequency .and
seizure duration but also showed positive responses, viz an increase in
self-confidence, self-esteem, better adjustment in the family and society ..

,- Two patients who were earlier not doing any useful work were gainfully
" self-employed following Sahaja Yoga. Such changes were not seen in, the

, other two groups of Epileptics indicating thereby that' in fact it. was. the
practice of Sahaja Yoga which led to 'the clinical improvement. "

. The effect of Sahaja Yoga on ,the EEG of the .Epileptics who were on'
anti-epileptics drugs was also. studied. EEG .recorded.at 0, threeandsix
months of Sahaja Yoga practice shows significantchanges (Fig . .53 lOS7) .

. On "line, analysis ~as done using Nicolet MED: ,"so computer system for '
" frequency and power spectral changes. Frequency )h,ands.ofDelta, (0':'4Hz),
Theta (4-7 Hz), Alpha (8 to '13 J-lZ) 'and Beta (l;~'·~~,iQ:H.i)"werequ'anhii~4,in .

, .' '20 seconds epochs for dominantfrequency arid.',ab~bhite:powerin e~cli/~4n~:L
'-,'-"-' .:~The :frre~n~·nf-t~n~~pucits.waS"\)-&tairred~-TiIc;~~~~tr-.':?1-attsTin~a¢h~~~i.~d'

'was. expressed-as a,percentage pi total pow~r (%'::p~ita,' Tlieta~ Alpha:and
. Betar'(Fig. 58 to '61). The ratios 'of AID, AfT; A/D+T and A+.B/D+·TWer·e
. obtai~ed (Fig. 6~ to 65). On analysis it was observed-that there is consistent
. increase 'in percentage Alpha (A} activity (Fig.' 60),:aiid' a decrease hi per
centage of Delta (D) waves (Fig.58). Beside~ this there is increasein all the
ratios in Frontal (F3-F4), Temporal (T3~T4), Parietal (P3-P4), and Occipital
(01 -02) channels following six months of Sahaja Yoga practice
(Fig. 62 to 65). These change'S further correlated' with the clinical improve-

, ment in Group, A epileJ?tics.

; .: ..!
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Fig.-53

The EEG recording ofa subject (Epileptic). R.R~prior to enrolment into
Sahaja Yoga practice. Note the presence of generalised epileptiform
,discharges.'j I
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Fig.-54

" The,EEG recording of the subject (EpilepticjRk i after six months of Sahaja
,,Yoga practice. Note the absence of Epileptiform discharges.
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Fig.-57

/,Compressed spectra'! arrays of a control Epileptic Subject' PY recorded
initially at (0 month) and' 6 months, Note the absence of any change in 'the
recording done after 6 months as compared to the initial recording.

. Fig~-56

-Compressed spectral arrays of an Epileptic subject RJ recorded initially (0
month) and after 6 months of practice of Mimicking Exercises. Note the
absence of any change in the recording done after 6 months as compared to
initial recording.

Compressed spectral arrays of an Epileptic H L recorded initially (0 month)
and after 6 months of Sahaja Yoga practice. Note the dimenution of activity
in 0-8 Hz range 'at 6 months. ' •

Fig.··55 ,
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, ' 'The possible mechanism p; which Sahaja Yoga benefits is, .not.very
deaf at present. However, in ~'~~lie~.studie.s,';(J{~.f):;~',:it'\vaspostula;te:cl:,'that
.•actualisation of Kundalini awakening takes pr~¢·¥;tB,~,:~~e~,Ltimbicare:',\~:<S~p,as'"..
rara.Chakra) which through its 'connections t"q: hyp'~thaJamlis bfings',·ab6ut
an inhibition in the activities of. Sympathetic ·'rieriious .systern and,..thereby
negates the effects 'of stress which are .supposedte precipitate seizures.
Further it has been shown by Chug? that Sahaja.Y oga is 'helpful: in the
treatment of psychosomatic diseases. As such these factors provide suffi
cient evidence to justify as to why Sahaja Yoga practice shows benefi~ial
effect in the management of Epileptics.

Secondly the role of Substantia Nigra (SN} and Area Tempesta (AT),
parts of the brain has been studied in the control of experimental seizures.
GABA-ergic transmission in Substantia Nigra and associated structures

. may serve as a gating function to limit seizure susceptibility. Inhibition of
Area Tempesta, (AT) selectively protects against.seizures. GABA, and
opiates may work together in SN to suprt?ss, nigral outputs and. thereby
reducing seizure susceptibility (Ga~e. 1988) 10'~ ..:~S,,~baj~,'Yoga practioners
have' a relatively.higher opiod peptides (Misra)i.\:,,:/.Xnview .of thisitisjust
, possible that .increase in the levels of opiod.'lJ~~ii~r¢s may lead' to. s~i;Zure
, suppression. Moreover, recently-it has been 'S'h8:~~tih)"Miller·12, :t9B,gFth'at
Thahmius is alsoinvolved in seizure. As such:~',:Nep.,Wp,aJ',Circuitsin\''olyirig'

, , Limbic .Systern; Hypothalamus, Thalamus" and 'subs't~ritia Nigra (s,N)'¢.Qiild
influence the activity of seizure foci leading to's,e·iirire suppression.follow-
ing Sahaja Yoga practice. . . .

Sahaja Yoga is als? being tried at different, Sahaja 'Yoga centre~ in
Russ.ia to treatpersons suffering from Epilepsy. A case' 'Of Epilepsy' cure
through Sahaja Yoga has been recently submitted by Dr. A.V. Izmailovich,
Head of the Department of Curatolcgy and Physiotherapy, at a hospital in
Sochi (USSR), in March 1990 which is mentioned below for the perusal of
readers:'

A teenage girl suffering from Epilepsy was brought for an experiment
with Sahaja Yoga. This child had a problem beyond the control of.
specia,lists and had been to some ?f the best institutions in Russia \yitij?ut

, '

i ,

, :

.. Group II and Group Illpatients did not show any significant changes
in the .BEG at three, and six months as compared' to 0 month control values
(Fig. 56 & 57). As such on the basis of above results it was concluded that
Sahaja Yoga practice has a definite 'beneficial effect-on the Epileptics as
shown by EEG,and clinical improvement in the condition of the patients.
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~nhp;siti ve .results". :t4.~Divine. inoth erHer H0liness Mata j i N irrnala De vi
, bl~s;~e:((the child,~ith>$~'lf\'Realisation'and Sahaja Yoga started its effect on
',her:h9dy. 'Workin,g op:~::~jn,~'Chakra; helped to open her heart chakra as wen, '
.an,di,'fr.()rt,a closed s,ic*:',~,p¢r~Qnalityshe spontaneously transformed, into a:"

, fuJiy-:blossomed 'flow,e:~~,:,:'The little girl is now: cured and, her' doctors are" ,
'~~'nvin'ced about thepo'ssibilities of 'Sahaja Yoga in this directiort. The:
El~ctro encephalogram (EEG) recording of. the brain is, now clear' of the,

, characteristic signals of epileptic activity: ,'*
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It .is .well known that medicine. has developed-under. the influerif,e' of
Cartesian Philosophy. This gave rise to mechanistic approach ,tq: Jife, .

which is stillpersisting .. Dr. Larry Dossey', in .his book, "Space, Time '&
Medicine"writes, "The Cartesian formulation led to the view that the body
reflected the machinelike characteristics of the Universe itself, _machine
like bodies inhabiting a machinelike world . .Disease thus arose as a disorder

, of mechanism". A mechanistic approach is based on the principle of break
ing a part into smaller units and then to still smaller cellular level. to
. understand its reality. Descartes, and Newton's; scientific formulations'have.
dominated the thinking' of the people for the l3;st300 years. . .'

, I I ", '

Descartes- introduced the concept that the' body 'and mind are separate
. entity and this has been responsible-for splitting themedical profession into .
two" (1) Physicians to look after -the body,' wher¢a:.~.(2),Psychiatrists .and
.'psychologists' are' to heal the mind.. The gap bei\V~¥.·#:lpe·'tw·odisc1pli4~e"S:!:has

' .. 'r been-a' .great handicap in understanding .the.,~·ri.l~jQ~:.dt~e·ases,b~:c:a4:~:~'if
.prevented the physicians from studying the. rolt~)0f' siress and emotiq·J1;sjn'
'the 'physical iHnes's~' As a result of this split, "~llete;.are:·now tw.o·d~s#n~t
; disciplines. I Inr;:ychologitallit~Iitu~es' the rdev:,anqe-.of emotionalstate }s
mostly considered. This research is done by psychologists and is .reported
in theirjournals which are rarely consulted by the physicians. The connec
tion between emotional states and cancer lias been well known since .late
19th Century and the evidence documented in psychology journals is quite
substantial. But unfortunately very few physicians are .aware of this work
andphysicians have not integrated this data into their research. A person's
.state of mind, of course, is not only relevant in the generation of illness .but
, crucial to the process of healing as well. To induce faith and confidence in

'.:1..:

, .'
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Evolri,ti.onary StepsIn Animal Kingdom
:,',"1. .'

, ",:,':: :,'}We"know that: Ati1'o¢'bwis the first unicellular organism in the creation
o{ll,fe:.'on this' plane(;~'h6~s"6..single 'cell shows all the' main characteristics
',w:ttikil differentiatea ..;ti:v.il1~g'~rgariistrifrom a n.6n~liv'ing:~ntity'., Then-came.

r H'ydr~,! Jellyfish and s'~:'('ah.:e:monewhich-belong to. aquatic' coelente-tat'es and
,a~J',mu'lticellular ()'rga.rt:i,~'inS',and-in this :t+'ecan see th'e first'prii11iti~e 'neural
mechanism to 'appear, ..,"The primitive neural mechanism comprised of a,
-nerve .cell and-rierve-frbres in its simplest form. .In earthworm nerve cell
'deyel.oped to a head, ganglion, a sub.pharyngeal. ganglion and two ventrally,
placed nerve cords together with a segmental ganglion for each segment' of

,,'the-body. This centralisation is seen as an advancement on the evolution of
riervous system.

the .patient has always-been a major, purpose of the therapeutic encounter'
between doctor andpatient and this is done by communication skill and has
nothingto do with.technicalknowledge.

In practice psychological problems and behavioural problems are
studied and treated by psychiatrists. But there is very little communication,
between mental health professionals and physical health professionals. '
Tbi's has isolated them and prevented any interaction between them. The
mechanistic view of human body and the vast developineEt in the field of
physics and chemistry has led to an emphasis on medical technology. This
technology has, taken a central role. There are now. CAT' Scanners, Whole
BodyScanners, .computerised blood analyzers, Heart Lung Machine, Renal
Dialysis machine, Pace' Makers,' ultrasound machine, radiation therapy,
Lithotrypsy mach1rie;,'::M"~T':Machine, and: many. others. ,These are .highly.
sppl1istlcated equiflrri~p(:,94t extremely costly. The practice of medicine

, tod'iy-':,has mo'stly"shlfFed;,:,to;:'hospitals in ,tfig 'cities where it is- getting deper-':
,s,o#,a:li'$:ed. The cost ().t~t»~(rj'cai.care 'has' inc'reased at a frightening paceover.
"th:e{p~'s't,:'~wo deca',deS::,::t#jhe>pr'ocess'~f r~'ducing illnessto biochernicaland
thole,t:tilar level the:~phykftlan'has attempted to go to the 'specific organs: of",
the.body and hasmoved-away from the.patient as a whole . .One 'forgets that
.illness is' a condition-of the total human ,being: Disease is a condition of a
particular part of, the-body, 'and rather than treating patients as a whole,

, doctor-s have concentrated on treating their diseases, .
, ,Now this 'view is changing and all over the world there is a strong

reeling that 'man should not be treated as a machine and the psyche of man,
sh~mld be' given greater importance in the treatment of various diseases. In
order to know what exactly one means by psyche, an insight in the-evolution
·of nervous system .in the animal kingdom should be briefly understood.

.-;"jyle4ical Science,Ehiight~ned. <r.. .
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First Man-like Creature

I The first man-like creatures may, have .appeared as much as a miilion
years-ago. They were no] apes, 'though the .apes and-the earliest human types

f" . . ., ,

may have descended, from a common ;ancestor: "Tqey were not m.en: .They
were 'not fully erect, their cerebral.cortex was nluch/smaller than thatofour
'own',spedes: Over 'many'thousa~d years, by st~age~, early types ofmen
, developed who 'had full-sized brain though theirappearance and posture

. • ( .;. ']'·1 • 1: 1'.k t", . ,. \ .~. l. , ' ~ .were st1;J,not entire V l' e:our: i' '.', ",." .

'In 'any case, the"ero-Magnan whoappeared twenty fiv~ thousa~d years
, ago was unquestionably a human being of our own species, One should
appreciate that during these' 25,000' years, there 'has been continuous
,development in the structure of cerebral cortexin having more convolutions
in the form of sluci and gyri. This procedure adapted by Nature is remark
able because in the same space, it could accommodate a larger surface area
of cerebral cortex. The' functional capability of cerebral cortex has been
evolving during the course of evolution and at present it has reached its
highest level. The human being of today is highly intellectual as compared
to our ancestor Cro-Magnon man. So we find that human beings have got a
'very complicated' nervous system. The human: body consists of various
systems whose' activities are diverse yet they are coordinated and "balanced.
Each 'one of the trillion cells, of which the hu~ari 'body ismade up of, is
active and responds to stimuli ~F .diverse nature, yet they work' as.a. team

t.t'
li

In Vertebrates cephalization of the nervous tissue occurs in greater
amount to form the brain consisting of hind brain, mid, brain and fore brain.
In fish, frog and alligators, olfactory bulb i's well developed for 'smell
sensations which are essential for getting the: fooc(,a:ncl ·'alsO'to protect them
from enemies, In fishes and birds cerebellum ..,,\~,ye.,~ymuch developed.
One knows that ,c,erebellum plays a signifant role in .the reflex regulations of
muscle tone' and muscular coordination, whichis.essential for fishesand

"I. birds for their ,v~rsatile movement in water and airrespectively .In evolution
from fishes and birds to higher vertebrates one can .observe. some 'very
characteristic changes. The size of cerebral hemisphere starts increasing
arid the size of cerebellum d.ecreases. This change is seen at its maximum

J 1 '. .' • • '"

in human beings where 83% of the whole brain constitutes two cerebral
hemispheres and only 17% constitutes cerebellum', Mid brain and hind brain
structures (Ghosh). It is not only that the 'size of the cerebral cortex
increased in human beings, but also it has attained tremendous achieve
ments functionally. ,These are the higher functions which are not pres.ent in
the early man.' ,

. , I:,
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, It comprises of sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system.
Sympathetic. nervous system comprises of Thoraco Lumber, outflow of
nerves from spinal segments on either side of the body. 'Thus we have a
'right ,an,~a left sympathetic chain. Parasympathetic nervou~ system takes, '
its origin from the Cranio-Sacral outflow. It includes a neural mechanism
in which most of its functionsare carried out without any voluntary control
over them and hence called autonomic.. The Sympathetic and Parasym
pathetic nerves are meant to' innervate the different visceral organs

, jAuton(m~ic Nervous System "

ancestors.
'. ! ,"'" , . t .f', ' ...

Nervous 'System isa fast control 'device 'for human body .. In order to
have a command over this vast 'field 'of activities of human body Nature has
integrated .a dual system of control, fast and slow, so as to have balanced
and coordinated responses. The integration of nervous system info the
human body is a device for fast' and rapid control over such activities,
.whereas the slower control is mediated through a system of endocrine
glands. For more effective coordination a control from the higher centres
of the brain has also 'been provided.' This dual humoral and' neural control
of human body is an example of best ever conceived measure for perfect

, execution of varied activities in response to diversifed needs,
.. I • •, . ' ~

Like other ~isspes of the body the: nervous system is .rnade up of
discrete structural units known as nerve cells or neurons, The neurons' are
organized i'~t6 a tissue system, the nervo~s tissue which' is integ~ated into
body in specialized structures, occupying different territori~s of our body.

The Central Nervous System in our body comprises Of the. Brain and
Spinal Cord whereas ~eriphe~ai"N ervous System consists of 31 ,~'.pairs of
spinaland ~,2pairs of cranial neryes whichinnervate somatic Mructl,lres:

The CentralNervous System in man is an endowment" of evolutionary
end product which has been.perfected with. quality and quantity as a result
of evolutionary changes brought about.through acontinuous series 'of adap
tations to changing environments. It is for the presence of this unique, .rnost
.complicated neural- structure of the world, the 'Brain', that .hurnan beings
'are recokoned as God's ultimate creatioh compared to their evolutionary ,

, . , , •.• • I

Central Nervous ,System

". helping each other for the survival of the human being. These harmonious
and coordinated activities of the human body are' possible because of the
nervous system.

M~di~(ll SCience Enlightened
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Knowledge /from Within

The work of Her Holiness Mataji .Nirrnala Devi+ is in the same direc
tion. She worked.out a direct experience with the Cosmic Consciousness
, where she visualized the intricacies o,f the subtle body. How it controls the
gross physical body? What are the different subtle' chakras? What are, their
qualities for optimal functioning? What are the deities controlling them and
in what circumstances these chakras and Nadis get blocked? What are the
different permutations and combinations which are responsible for various
diseases? She fathomed deep into the realms of 'inner self and understood
the psychopathology and psychornetabolic processes.involved in the genesis

'Answers to the Missing Links inthe Knowled;ge'of'>AutpIlomic
Nervous System '

I Julian Huxley" an eminent scientist said in one '-of his articles, "We
must switch more and more of our scientific efforts from the exploration of
outer space to that of .inner space, the realm of our own minds and the

, psycho metabolic 1?rocesses ,at work in it. It is here .that the greatest dis
!coveries will 9~emade. .It is here that the, largest and most fruitful territories
, await' our occupancy. All branches of science and learnings can join in this

, ~7 " ,
great venture .of exploration." ,It is now increasingly appreciated by the
N euro-Scientists that human brain is much more subtle than what it had

4( I I ,

been understood. It is not merely an organ responding to various types of
, 'Il,t\ I.

stimuli" controlling and coordinating the; movements: ,of, different parts of
body and the secretions of hormones for homeostatic ,purposes. An insight
into. the ,inner' realms, of human beings ,~y spiritual s,qie,l}ti~tswould, beable ,
to arrive at a more integrated concept of mind-brain r~la,~ionship which.will
be able to project, biophysical, bioch/emical and n,eyro~iql~gical data. of

, brain'~eG~anisms 911 the psyche of 'human beings: ,:::,::::-." ',' , '
I ..- i'. :, ':',"

• " .1 'I'
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, throughout the bod],'. The beatil1g.of heart, 'our respiration, movements' of
intestines and other hollow viscera and glandular secretions are some of the
activities whichare controlled by Autonomic Nervous System.

It consists, of bilaterally arranged cell groups or centres corresponding
to .cord segment from Thorasl'c one to Lumber t\vo' which give origin to
pre-ganglionic fibres and ,s)~mpathetic pathway consisting .of pre-ganglionic
fibres, ganglionated sympathetic trunk and peripheral cell stations and 'the
post ganglionic fibres: The ganglionated' sympathetic trunk forms two
longitudnal cords of nervous tissue which lie on either side of the vertebral
column and constitute l3-ight and Left sympathetic tr.~nk. . I ,

. ,I , I,
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of various diseases. In her several lectures _in India and different parts of
t·· the ·world she, toldthe medical scientists and doctors that modern medical
. ,:'-science does not kHo,~'rriuch about the-Autonomic Nervous-System and that
. ;~isthe .reason ~hy' thereis no cure in modern allopathic system of medicine
for the diseases caused .by spirit possession and also forpsychosomatic .

" diseases. Medi~a'l scientists also do 'not know much about the psyche of the
'human beings which plays a very important role in the genesis of psychiatric
and, psychosomatic disorders which 'are increasing at an" alarming rate in
most developed countries of the world. In, view of 'his she advised the
medical professionals to explore the Sahaja Yoga hypothesis for diseases
for the benefit of mankind. It enlightens medical science and provides
answers to the missing links understanding the working of the' Autonomic
Nervous System.

Here it is worth mentioning that in some spheres' what 'science has·
.discovered so recently had been known in Indian tradition for thousands of
... '" . I

. years. For example, classical Indian yoga talks .bf two Nadis, Ida on left
side of the body and it crosses to the other side (right) at the level of
:'T~ikuti' (i.e. 'betweentwo eye brows) to reach the brain. Similary Pingla

,,'',Nadi runs on right side, of the body and, crosses at Trikuti' to reach .the left
"'~br'ain (Fig. 8):, thu,s -corresponding to the physiological fact that'-left side
: .acti vity of the body. 'is 'cohtrolIe'~f by right cerebral hemisphere,' and vice
'..versa. . ",' ',. '. 1 ,I' . ,

W estern medical research proceeds mainly through the anatomy,
'"physiology, pathology etc. in anobjective way from outside 'by'experimen
tal techniques' and models. This is an excellent' method 'of making new
discoveries. However, one should not forget that in the Indian' tradition,
human body was investigated by a more subjective way from 'within' by the
spiritual scientists (Rishis) who could turn their attention inwards in medita-

, tion and could look inside the body to see as to what is there and how it
functions. Aryans who' are of the oldest order, though lacking" in mod~rn
methods of instrumentation and facilities of proper documentation yet their.
.metaphysical ideas-were so potent and rational that we cannot refute them
even today. Sushruta (600 Be) was the greatest 'surgeon of India and
-Charak was the greatest physician. sushrutia said, "head was the most
important organ of human body. Urimacla (Insanity) and apasmara (epilepsy)
'originate from.Shirasrhead). BhelaIoth century B.C}stated, that'the seat'

. ::df mind lay' between-the head and the palate .. As such the neurologists
,"::arrd' neuro physiofogists.of 20th centurywill be asto~nded at. the precise .
fundamental knowledge that- the indian 'scientists had about the nervous
_;:~y~t~n?-.. All-this, ~p.o\Y.ledg.e was ,bbiciined' from' Within. by, theSpiritual
SCien'tists of those-days .." " . " ' , ,

I .

1
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Cell surfaces.of allliving'cells"contain a specific:,'!s;6tof proteins dill~d"",
receptors.· Among a variety of receptors, the receptorsfor nor-adrenaline,
adrenaline are found virtually in every cell of the human body. The recep-·
tors for dopamine, serotonin are found in brain cells and other tissues as
well. The adrenergic receptors have been divided into two subclauses e.g.
alpha-adrenergic and- beta-adrenergic receptors. These are involved in
several physiological functions. Some of the common disorders in which
these receptors are involved include high blood pressure (hypertension),

. .:s, :.:'
-; ,', "~ ':'

A Scientist's Curiosity! Why Seven Loops?
• j , ' • ';' _.' ". ' " • "', -,,':\

t,I',

Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala .Devi made certain revelations based .on
her divine vision to a very renowned sciennst of United States, Dr. Vi~,od
Ram Rao Worlikar of Cerritos, Los Angeles, 'about the Carbon atom. The
details of t,hat are mentioned below in his OWl) words.

Dr. Vinod Ram Rao Worlikar of Cerritos, Los Angeles (USA)14, in a
communication said that "in 1987 Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala Devi while
on her visit to Houston revealed that Carbon Atom when 'viewed from
bottom shows a cross (t) but when viewed from left and right side show
'~ (Om) and ~ (Swastik) respectively. It was difficult to believe at the
first instance. However, on myreturn to' Los Angeles ,(Cerritos), I tried to
verify it in, my Laboratory and to my surprise it wasabsolutely the same 'as,

, she told 'me'. Carbon atom model had all the four, valencies in durnbell
'shape~" instead, of three valencies in dumbell 's.hape .and o~e valency :i,n
spherical shape, (S.p3 Hybridisation), ,While putting/utmost concentrarion
on this-point? I adjusted and then discovered one\',phh¢:ivalc~ncy depiction.to '
r~present spherical orbital. To my surprise I was .seeing ~,(Om) jn the C
Atom model when I viewed it from left side elevation. When I viewed. 'it
from right side elevation, I was seeing :n (Swastikj. ,So Swastika is two
dimensional' representation of three'dimenslo'naJ sign, ~ (Om). 'Lord
Ganesha and Om represent the sound of creation and is represented in ,C
Atom,' three dimensionally with' a symbol of ~, (Om) which in a two
dimensional representation appears as ~ (Swastik)."

This type of divine knowledge or enlightened, knowledge is' only po,s
sible .after Self-Realisation when an individual 'gets connected, with the
unconscious (AU pervading energy) and attains super consciousness.

" Another instance has been provided by Dr, R.C. Misra of Toronto"
who has been working in the area 'of ~ental and neurological disorders for
the' last' several years. He wrote a paper "Catecholamine, Indolamine and
other amine c~ll surface receptors." Seven spanning loops 'and its organiza
tion in the cellmembrane is .reproduced below: ~." ' ..'

, ...t '.,'
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Relationship of .Seven Loops of Adrenergic Receptors to Sahaja Yoga '

, .,'"The seven spanning 1~6ps' of'adrenergic receptors', share simil.~rities
with se'ven chakras 6/'the' body, which have been described ages ago in our.
Upanishads andMarkendeya Puran. Perhaps it would be logical to say that
re'c-eptor itself seems to .be 'a mini representation ,of the seven subtle chakras
in the form of seven, spanning loops. The alteration of distortion ofone of ,
the seven loops could be. responsible !or 'the altered/abnormal function 'of,

systems" .

. All the receptors described above are found in the c~ll membrane and
are made up of several hundred amino-acids. When the arrangements of
these amino-acids were examined by scientists in USA, Canada, United
Kingdom and other countries itbecame apparent that they have ?ne feature
in co~.mon and i.e. 'Seven Domains' or 'Sev~n 'Spanning .Loops',: The
receptors protein is folded in such a way that it forms seven loops. Each of
the spanning loop hasa specific function. These receptors are 'linked to a'
protein called 'G~Prd.t~in' .(Guanyl-Nucleotide Binding Protein) which acts
as .'a communicator between the receptorand Inside of the cell. Having done
sornuch research .in .drug.receptor' interaction it was 'not clear why 'these"
'important receptors are folded in such a 'way that they always form seven-
10.bpSin the niembr.an~,., .. '
". ,:Dr. Misra 15 furthersaid that, "In Dec. 1988, I attendeda Lecture, of Her'

Holiness Mataji .Nirrnala Devi on Sahaja Yoga and immediately the
mysterious arrangement in the cell membran-e began to make sense. The
description of seven subtlechakras of human body in Sahaja Yoga not only

.:Common Features of these Receptors

heartdisease, depression, 'liver problems, stress disorders and kidney dys
functions. In 'fact beta blocker and alpha blocker drugs are frequently used
as .anti-hypertensive drugs. Disorder of dopamine receptors could lead to
parkinsonism, schizophrenia etc. Receptors for serotonin are commonly
involved in Depression Syndrome. .' ,

;~)~
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aspects of pharmacological and physiological' principles e.g. the, com- (
munication between parasympathetic and sympathetic nervous system. 0 ~
Even today medical scientists do not know exactly as to how these two ')
systems communicate with each other. It was only after Self-Realisation-
through Sahaja Yoga that I am able to feel the communication with' these'
two sxstems and alsoI know the mechanisms of coordination between two
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According to Sahaja Yoga hypothesis.iparasyrnpathetic nervous.system
corresponds to Shu~humna"',Nadi: (Spina(",Cqr,dY~'"This p~lfa;sy:~:p.~thetic
nervous system comprises 'of' Cranio-Sacral.outflow. Cranial \)l:ltflo\y .is
from 3,' 7, 9 and l Oth cranial nerves, ' The-Srd "nerve occulomotor.is in'
mid-brain, 'the 7th nerve is in pons and' 9dl an'tf-10tp cranial" nerves 'are in
medulla oblongata. Sacral outflow is from S2 to S4' segments of the spinal
cord. Itis really strange as to why there is a gap in parasympathetic nervous

Why a Gap inthe Parasympathetic NervousSystem?
, , ,

J~ the light of Sahaja Yoga one could make out some logical relation
ship between the seven 'loops of the receptors, the seven subtle chakras in
the human body and the various mental, neurological and psychosomatic
diseases. Whenever a person dies, mini chakras of the receptors are
released in the atmosphere. Depending upon the nature of the person
(highly left sided vs. highly right sided) the unsatisfied mini chakras of the
receptor look for inhabitation.

"The people who practise control of spirits (Pret Siddhi or Samashan
Vidya) can capture such entities and can use them on others. Such entities
could be placed or transplanted through Ajna chakra or eyes. The propoga
tion of such unsatisfied cell with mini chakras, then' can affectthenormal '

" ,recepto'rs, of the cell' ~nd depending upon, 'the, "type of receptor affected
(dopamine "receptor will lead to schizophrenia, 'adrenergic receptor.will lead
to 'heart problems) the disorder WIll develop. IT,p'~mechanism proposed by
,Dr. Misra 15 .in this paper is really very intetestingand provides' ascientific

:~ basis for the use of Sahaja Yoga practice .in the, treatment of, mental,
'I; neurological and psychosomatic diseases. 'However it is felt that more

research in this direction is needed to collect' more biophysical, biochemical
and neurological data to arrive at a moreintegral concept in this direction.

We know that according to medical science the function of Sym
pathetic Nervous System is similar on both the right and left side of the
body. This is not so according to Sahaja Yoga hypothesis. In this
hypothesis right sympathetic 'chain is called Pingla Nadi (Sun Channel) and
, it looks after the activity of the right side of the body. The left sympathetic
is known as Ida Nadi (Moon Channel) and it looks after the left side of the
body.

Mental, .Neurologtcal and Psychosomatic Disorders
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By the practice of Sahaja Yoga as told earlier, one is able to activate
his primordial energy 'Kundalini' present in 3..:}/2 coils in the triangular
bone called Sacrum. Once it is activated it rises up and pierces the Svadhis
thana, Nabhi, Anahata, Vishuddhi and Ajna Chakra. At this stage one

Sahaja Yoga Hypothesis
) i.'.:.-

) f
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system. What is, the secret about it? There is no explanation for this with
the medical scientists. However, this gap has been called as Void in the Zen
philosophy and Bhav Sagar in the Hindu philosophy. This gap in the
parasympathetic nervous system (Shushumna Nadi) at the naval region has
been the main hurdle that has rendered all the search and entry into parasyrn-
pathetic so very diff~cult·and.fruitless.' .

. The-sympathetic chain 'on the, left (Ida Nadi) and right (Pingla Nadi)
are "continuous and, there·:'.iS'no gap.· So according to Her' Holiness S'hfi
MatajiNirrnala Devi5 itIs-Iike three, ladders, two of then; touching the.
Muladhara Chakra and, Svadhisthana Chakra respectively while the third,
centralone; is hanging.intheair. As a result of this whenever' we want to'
rise -in OUrconsciousness .;;~ move on to sympathetic system. If our atten
tion turns towards right side, it uses the energy of Pingla Nadi (Right
Sympathetic). Thus we .get into the sphere of ego; involved in thinking, ,
planning, organizing '2indall, other activities that seek self praise and thereby
it goes on bloating the balloon of ego and when it reaches beyond a certain
limit one becomes aggressive, arrogant, over-ambitious and dominating,
leading to imbalance. One remains in tension, is not able to sleep well and
ultimately suffers from deadly diseases like heart disorders and strokes etc.
In' case one's awareness goes to the left side which has the power to store
all that is dead in us" then it connects one with the store-house of the dead'
in sub-conscious mind andalso with the collective subconscious (Bhoot Lok
or Parlok). At the back 'side of the brain and at the apex of this channel· the
super: ego exists like a balloon. It becomes heavy by too much thinking, of
the .pastand by storing JQ~ .conditioning ofthe mind through libido. So if
thetension becomes tooj'fuuch1j it breaks.the-super ego into 'many fragments. ,
.If o'n'g:~titrover exerts b1' 2'8u"dition'i'ng, a partial vacuum is created and this. .

sucksina dead personalityfrcm the collectivesubconscious in one's super
ego which is responsible 'for mental disorder due to spirit possession. . .
. ':Parasympathetic' nervous system according to SahajaYoga hypothesis
is known to give vitality' and relaxes the nerves, vessels and muscles. .The
activity of parasympathetic unlike sympathetic cannot be activated or in-.
hibited normally. This' is due to "gap in the naval region (Void). The simple
metho~ to fill this gap is 'Sahaja Yoga.

Medical Science Enlightened
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becomes thoughtless but remains aware of his body. In the next step
Kundalini pierces the Sahasrara Chakra, one's attention gets, enlightened
and becomes one with the super consciousness":". At this stage subtle cool
breeze (Chaitanya) starts flowing, from 'the palms, and thus one develops a
sixth sense of Vibratory Awareness":", By this one knows- the condition of
his own chakras on the finger tips and by putting the attention on another
person one is able to know the condition of Kundalini and chakras 'Of that
person as well on the finger tips. This is possible because one' s.conscious
ness merges with collective consciousness. ',This is Turiya State as
described in Mandikya Upanishad. I~ this' stage. one attains a .control. over
the parasympathetic activity which is activated, and gives profound joy with
physical and mental relaxation. Many critics have a feeling that how is it
possible to get the Kundalini awakened spontaneously when in ancient
times it took ages for the sages to .attain Samadhi .. This was quite true for
that time but now in Kritu Yuga things have changed. Moreover in Kena
Upanishad, the teacher says to the pupil/who is keen ,to kn,ow the reality.
"Brahman is unknown to the learned and known to the simple. Brahman .is
seen .in Nature, in the wonder of a flash of lightening. He comes to the soul
in th,e wonder of a flash of vision. The flash of vision is momentary and so
Brahman. The, reality can be experienced only ,in 'a moment, not in the
duration of time". How true it is? In Sahaja Yoga also one experiences
'Self-Realisation' spontaneously; in between a moment of two thoughts":".
Consciousness freed from the clutches of mind, can only experience truth,
reality and wholeness.

Second important aspect of Sahaj a Yoga hypothesis which enlightens
medical -science' is that.chakras' of the subtle' b,6d~regulate the, functions of

, the different parts of the body. These chakras -orNadis get constricted or
blocked whenever the-norms laid down for their proper functioning 'are not
followed properly by an individual. Citing an example Her Holiness Mataji
Nirrnala Devi says that' if one's right heart chakra gets constricted or
blocked then one may develop a disease called BronchialAsthma. The right
heart catch. is usually due to fatherhood problems in childhoodJ,o.: This
means that father has not cared as to giving love to the child or the.father
has bee,p overfond or father died in childhood, relations between father and
child have remained strained, or constant fight between father. and mother
are some of the aspects which very badly damage the right heart chakra and
child develops Bronchial Asthma . Similarlyall the subtle chakras have laid
down norms of psycho-social, behaviour and attitudes; whenever they are
flouted it leads to a catch in the chakra, thereby affecting the organs of the
body which are controlled by that chakra as-described in earlier chapters.

Third important point of Sahaja Yoga hypothesis i~ that central heart

Medical Science Enlightened
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.gives one a feeling of security and is responsible for regulating the activity
of immune system, thereby .helpingin the formation of anti-bodies. It also
regulates the bone marrow activity!", When this chakra gets afflicted one
can, get disorders related .to )mrtnine system. ,Medical scientists when told
about H~ts in a conference ,w~re. taken aback. Recently the work of Dr.
Robert Ader!' on the basis' of. his research studies confirms some aspects of '
the above hypothesis, He -found that immune system reacts to life events,

Hypothesis of spirit possession due to over-aoti vity of left sympathetic
system and its 'treatment by Sahaja Yoga was advocated in 1970. Medica'!
science 'does nor reecgnise spirit possession, However, recently Dr.
Stephen Larson->, Professor of Psychology and Psychotherapist of USA has
confirmed. that' some mental disorders are due to spiri t possess ion. Dr,
Larsen described how his' study of Shamanism (an' ancient method): has
opened the Q00r for its use in psychotherapy for the treatment of mental
cases related to spirit possession.

Another hypothesis is that the subtle chakras are controlled by Gods
and Goddesses. Whenever a particular chakra gets constricted or blocked
diseases occur.: In order to clear the blocked chakra Sahaj a;Yoga recom
mends propitiation of the deity controlling that particular chakra. Modern
medicine does not recognise 'such a phenomenon However, psychologists
are working these days OI1 the role of mythology in the treatment of dis
ea'ses.,"R:e'c'ently Ptbf.'St~ph,en Larsen in his book '? "In the Mythic Imagina
tion;' .mentions about b'is· vast studies in rthe field of mythology and
psychology and therapeutic practice as to how our traditional mythology'
continues to inform our consciousness with its age-old wisdom: Learning to
recognise our relationship to our inner Gods and Goddesses' may enable. us
to reintegrate power, wisdom and wonder in the life. Joseph Campbe113 'a
renowned expert on myths has said that the most importanteffect of myth
is "to awaken and give energies of' life".' Mythology can reach a deep level'
of our consciousness, which actually wakes up and fills one with tremen
dous energy. This was told by Shri Mataji as early as in 1970 that Chakras
could be cleated and diseases cured by propitiating the particular-God and
Goddess. It fills one with subtle divine energy. It is evident that the
practice of Sahaja Yoga awakens Kundalini and it offers new dimensions
for the understanding of human 'psyche. This knowledge is unique and is
one of the glorious' aspects of the cultural heritage of India.

The clinicalobservations on the effects of Sahaja Yoga in some of the
psychosomatic' diseases reveal the remarkable, healing poten rial of this
system vis-a-vis modern.medicine. The research data collected during the
studies over the; last six years' are of such far-reaching relevance that they
have enJ~ghtened medical science in understanding the psychic aspect of
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human beings, role of spirit possession in the psychiatric diseases and
understanding some aspects of the Autonomic Nervous System. By practis
ing Sahaja Yoga one develops the capability to control/modulate the acti vity
of Autonomic Nervous System.

It has been further shown by research studies that it is very helpful as
an adjuvant therapy in the treatment of some of the psychosomatic diseases.
Now the time has come when physicians will have to see things in a broader
perspective, shifting their focus from disease to health, seeing the human
being as a whole (not in parts) which shows interrelated physical and
psychological aspects. In view of this medical scientists should be broad
minded to adopt a holistic framework incorporating yoga and other alterna
tive systems of medicine for the benefit of mankind. Modern physics has
shown that such a holistic approach would pot only be scientific but would
also be :consistent with the most advanced the<?ries·.of physical reality. It is
felt that more research studies-are required to explore the various hypothesis
of.Sahaja Yoga. It would be a sad reflection on-our medical scientists; and
on the managers of our national health policy if India is not able to' make a
breakthrough in this area of research.

Medical Science Enlightened
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P" sychiatry is ,a branch of medicine which deals with the recognition,
, treatment and prevention of mental disorders. These mental disorders
predominantly affect a, 'person' S .mental. behaviour, his thinking, his be- ,
h~v.our ~nd his social relationships. It is reported that half of all the
'hospital beds in Englaridand Wales are of mentally ill patients. From this
one could easily' gauge the seriousness of mental disorders which are in
creasing everyday in the developed and developing countries. Psychiatry is
the oldest art in the field of medicine because mental disorder was the firs t
type of illness recognized in Egyptian Medicine and they prescribed Green
stone as a fumigation against By steria 1. Greek and Egyptian Medicine
considered 'these diseases to be caused by evil spirits or demons and this
concept continued throughout the middle ages. In India excavations of
Mohen-Jo-daro? in Sind and Harappa and other related sites which were'
closely related to the civilisations of Elam and Sumer clearly establish that
civilisations flourished in this region many centuries before the entry of
Aryans into the Indus Valley. Archaeological findings reveal that the
medicine in fourth milleniurn B.C. had been a combination of magical,
religious and other empirical practices like the medicine of other civilisa
tions. When Aryans came to, Indus Valley they brought with them their
medical knowledge and their Gods. However the chief source of Aryan
ell 1ture and medicine are the four Vedas. These Vedas have been origin all y
revealed by Lord BrahmarCreator of the universe) to the sages some six
thousand years before the Christian era, the Rig-Veda is believed by many
scholars .to be the orignal source of Hindu Medicine .. !These comprised of
hymns and prayers addressed to different gods and goddesses whose medi
cal skills were also enumerated. The Sarna- Veda and Yajur Veda con tain s
hymns which are collections of sacrificial arid ritual prayers for the treat
ment of diseases. Atharva- Veda, composed afterwards had prayers, spells,
incantations, charms t9~;,'protect people from all kinds of mental diseases and

Role of Sahaja Yoga in Psychiatric Disorders
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.The origin of this healing art could be traced 'back to the creator
Brahma according to Hindu mythology. Brahma composed a voluminous
text and then abridged it into eight parts with medicine (Kaya Chikitsa) and
surgery (Shalya Tantra) as the main subjects. Afterwards this knowledge
was propagated through Daksha Prajapati to Aswani Kumars, who w~re
celestial physicians to gods. From Aswanis thisknowledge caine to .Indra,
from where it went to Rishi Bharadwa], Atreya Punar Vasu, Agnivesh and
finally to Charak a, who compiled the text popularly known as Charaka

. Sarnhita. According to Sushruta Samhita this: knowledge was transmitted
by India to Dhanvantri who later on passed it on to Charaka arid Sushruta,
Charak complied Charak Samhita (Kaya-Chikitsa) and Sushruta complied
Sushruta Sarnhita (Shalya-Chikitsa). These were written about 1000 B.C.
and are considered most authentic Ayurvedictext. ' ' '

In Ayurved a there is ~ meeting of metaphysics arid medicine,
Debiprasad Chattopadhya? in his study of Charaka Samhita describes that
the religious andrnctaphysical views 'have been predominantly' superirn
posed in the text on scientific content in relation to mental problems of an
indi vidual. In Charaka Sarnhita=" good health has' been described as the
only source to fulfil the four Purushartha (Duty), Dharma (Virtue), Artha
(Finance or Material goods), Kama (Sensual Pleasures) and Moksha (Self
Realisation). This shows that Ayurveda was most sacred scripture as well
because it does good to mankind not only during life but also beyond life.
'. A.yurveda5-'~?recognizes the diseases' pri;n~r'ily of In~ntal origin with
mental symptoms e.g. 'unrnada' a general term meaning all mental disor
ders 'in which patient loses control over his behaviour and conduct to the
prevalent norms of the society. It includes almost all the psychotic disorders
including obsessions . Another group of diseases c;,tre where mental, and
somatic symptoms coexist, as in epilepsy (apasmara), hysterical fits
(apat~ntrika),' nervous diarrhoea' from fear (soksja arid' bhagya atis'ara ),
insomnia (nidranasa) and certain delusional (attavabhinivesa) and alcohol
or drug intoxication (mada). The Ayurvedic dream theory also seems to be
quite unique in many ways. Ayurveda-" enumerates two kinds of dreams
that are important and reflect the condition of the patient's mental status.

)

)

Role of Ayurveda

natural disasters. Later on Vedic texts were .organized into Samhitas and
commentaries were written on them. In these religious texts one 'could even
find a reflection of physic-anatomical, psychological and therapeutic views
which shows the- insight of authors in appreciating their significance in the
science of medicine3.(Keswani).· '

.J. :.';
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With the onset of the Muslim conquerors in India from lOth century
onward the glories Of Ayurveda declined rapidly due to lack of partonage
fromthe rulers. Persian and Arabic influences produced an amalgam of the
Greek andUnanimedicine. Hakims of the traditional Islamic Unani system
of medicine are still flourishing in India and many of them practise to treat
mental diseases as well. In Delhi a famous old Hakim whose diagnostic
feats were wen ,known all over the city and its neighbourhood li ved in the
Patteshahs dargah. The wise old Hakim was known as 'Pir ' because of his

.' spiritual attainments, He treated thousands of patients and according to
Islamic school of psychotherapy the role of demons in the causation of
mental disorders is wellestablished. This theory of demon posession could
be traced back to Koran.

\
Role of Unani System of Medicine

These are (1 )Barthita' dreams; which try to fulfil those wishes of an in
dividual which could not be gratified during waking state. (2) The kalpita
dreams which are the dramatization of the individual's fantasy. With the
coming of Muslim conquerors to India from 1Oth century onwards the
glories of Ayurveda declined rapidly due to lack of partonage from the
rulers. Persian and Arabic influences produced an amalgam of the Greek or
Unani medicine. Ayurveda-" mentions "Satavavajaya" therapy which deals
with the methods to control the mind and restraining from unhealthy ob
jects. The 'daivavy apsara' treatment consists of rituals, magical processes,
chanting of mantras, use of precious stones, gems, charms and amulets,
penances and visiting sacred complexes.

,The. Ayurvedic=" in~ig·ht. into the working of man's' psyche and the
causation of mental illness are remarkable achievrnents for any century. In
India one sacred place even now visited by hundreds of mental patients is
the temple of the lord of the spirits some fifty miles from Delhi near
Bharatpur. This temple is famous andj s populari 1y known as Balaji ' s
temple. it promises quick relief from malignant spirits (Bhuta preta and
pishachaj.madness, epilepsy, barrenness and .other diseases, It is reported
that on 'comparing the effectiveness of temple healing vis-a-vis modern
psychotherapy in cases .of mental' disorder it is underlined that they have
radically different, assumptions. Western psychotherapy has the highest
values of modern individualism. They are epitomized in psycho-analysis. In .
the word of Kenneth Keniston? "It is almost limitless respect for the in
dividual faith that understanding is better than illusion, insistence that our
'psyches harbour darker secrets than we care to confess , refusal to promise
toe much and a sense of complexity, tragedy and wonder of human life".

Role of Sahaja Yoga in Psychiatric Disorders
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Tantra has been described -to possess a circumscribed healing system,
a modest theory of the causes and relief of certain: forms of mentalillness .
Tantra became a pan-Indian phenomenon by 6th century and remains' one to
this day. Tantras relationship to dominant religious orthodoxy has never
been easy and it was often disapproved because tantriks have flouted and
rejected conventional morality. People like Shri Rajneesh offered .his own
brand of Tantrik technique despising the Hindu ·~st.ablishment. Tantric
Siddhis are closely connected with tantric healing and healers. Many
tantrik texts resemble the manuals of black magic (Jadu- tona) while they
describe the rituals to obtain various miraculous powers. The occult powers
are Vashi karana over women, men and kings (complete control), Immobi
lization (stambhana), pacification (Shanti Kama), causing death (rnarak),
showing enemity (Dushmani) and hatred (Ucchatan), Each power is the
field of a particualr goddess whom the adept has to worship for attainment.
One of the most'cornmonly acquired Siddhi is that ofKaran-pishachini (one

I , • ' I 1

who tells .in the .ear). In this the 'Pishachini ' remains at the command of the
Tantrik and whispers the answer in his ear. Asthe tantrik is believedto be
endowed with super-natural powers, it is commonly believed that all he
needs to know is the right mantra for a particular, problem and there would
be success. Such a belief is very important because it arouses faith in the
patients' mind which IS very vital in the healing of'emotional disorders ..

I , " ,;'. "

Tantrtk Healing

It recognises three categories .of persons: L) Farishta (Angels'), (2)
Shaitans (Satanic-beings), (3) -Iins (Demons or-Spirits). Accounts of the
origin of Jins, their classifications, magical J;i~'e;~:'bywhich they ...can be
enslaved is found in the Islamic Tafslrs, the commentaries on -Koran 10; This
'Jin ' becomes a 'Bala' and are all around us. Nobody is safe. Another
demon is 'Jaljogini' and Pichal-pari, Sirkata, Bhutana ·(seen in the form of
fire) ilmi-ruhani ' refers to white (ulwl-ruhmani) magic and the bla~k arts
(Shaitani Jadu).. Baba 'reads' sugar .orwater. In case of possessions usually
'Water' IS read and given to patients. Occasionally, he may also do 'Jhara'
which involves a similar ritual except that instead of blowing water he
blows his breath onto patient's' face -and then says a short prayer to God
Almighty not to disappoint the soul. 'Water' washes the patients, blood
clean so that Bala cannot drink it and is forced to leave. Talismans, also
contain some of the sai nts essence and' so demons etc. leave the patient
(Kakkar)!'.

Islamic View
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Invariably some sort of a mantra is given to be recited for a variable
duration for 11 days to 21 days. In some possession cases sacrificial fire is
pt and ,the healer touches various parts of the patient by the smoke. Often
they involve the use of human bones in the middle of night inthe graveyard
. or cremation groundwhich enhances the tantrik ' s relations with the powers
who exist in .realms other than the human one. This is one aspect of the
Tantrik cult.

The other aspect is awakening the dormant primordial energy Kun
dalini which they claim to be presentin the Muladhara"· Chakra at the base
'of spine in-between. genitals and the anus. There are six centres (Chakra)
which are said to beSvadhisthana, Manipura, Anahata, Vishuddhi, Ajna and
Sahasrara. Fundamentally the goal of the mystic tantrik practice is to
arouse this Kundalini sothatittravels upwards, energises and pierces all the
six centres turn "by turn to unite with cosmic consciousness. The Tantrik
technique described for awakening the Kundal ini is variable. Various
Tantrik practices have been identified in the texts 12. They are Vedachara,
Vaishnavachara, Shaivachara, Dakshinachara, Varnachar a and Kulachara.
The more known tantrik practices are (1) Dakshinachara (i .e. the right hand
path) and (2) Varnachara (left hand path). The followers of Vamachara
practice panch-rnakar rites comprising of taking wine, meat, fish, parched
,cereals and sexual intercourse. They often engage in sexual intercourse in
order to stop and then to reverse the flow of semen back into the body. ' The
, semen must not be emitted. The ritual of-collective sexual union performed
in a circle is known as Chakra - Puja. The principle is that spiritual progress
is n61' to be achieved by shunning our sex desires but transforming those
elements as a means of. liberation. 'From the tantrik point of view the
consummated human being is man and woman fused into a single unit. In

. -the right hand path the female sits on ,the right side, either the ingredients
like wine, meat, fish, cereals are meditated upon or inoccuous substances
are used. The actual sexual intercourse is also replaced by mental act 13.
According to Tantrik doctrine; a lack in the follow up of the procedure could
sometimes create severe mental problems in an individual.

These tantrik techniques.to awaken Kundalini have done a lot ofharm
to' the mankind because they flouted the normal codes of morality and were
contrary to the orthodox tradition of the Hindu society. As such these
techniques were barely tolerated and were disapproved by the society at
large e , This was the reason why Kundalini Yoga was forgotten altogether
with the passage of time. It went into oblivion.

Role of Sahaja Yoga in Psychiatric Disorders
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The method of Sahaja Yoga has alreadybeen mentioned in great details
in earlier chapters of this b~ok. As mentioned theIda Nadi on the left side
in our subtle body denotes power of desire (Iccha Shakti), 'It is also known
as Moon Channel (Chandra Nacli). This 'side represents our emotions and
past life. When this side gets activated due to too muchthinking of the past
events or about our near and dear ones who have died 'recently, or getting

Role of Sahaja-Yoga

I
i
I
i

In the history of mankind the healers of mental affections have been
known as Shaman. Theyhave a lot ofe:~pe~ience in dealing with the inner
world. Shamans have utilized the knowledge of inner world for healing for
thousands of years. The term Shaman originated ,in Siberia and Central
Asia. It refers to priest/healer/magician. ?'bimans specialize ·in" spirit
il1ness' and one of the most outstandingcharacterstics ofthese people is that
they could go in a trance at their will interacting withthe evil spirits to leave
the body' of the patient! I. Claude Levi Strauss'v m~ntions that Shaman
provided language' to the sick person 'by means of which unexpressed
psychic states could express. He further emphasised that the role of
psychoanalyst and Shaman is to establish a direct relationship with the
patients' conscious and indirect connection with the patients' ~nconsci'bus.
The difference is that Shaman does it by dramatizing the scene with his
oratory and .analyst through compassionate behaviour and intent listening.

In India we find Oraons Shamans in Chota Nagpur Plateau 17. Oraons
call their Shamans as 'Bhagat'. They distinguish two types of mental
disorders (1) Endogenous madness (apropi) because of excessive worrying
nature or secondary to some physical illness (2), Shaitani disorders which
are the work of demonic spirits (Bhuta-preta), In Shaitani disorders
1 'f, • '. , .

'Bhagat' intervenes after going into a trance and reads a mantra ordo other
routine prescribed rituals. The methods of inducing a dissociated state' e.g.
rhythmic music, dance, over-breathing, stimulation of. semi-circular canals
by rotation of head may vary. According to' Prince Raymond 15 there. are
quite a few .characterstics of this state which could suggest a 'common
neuro-physiological base. How dissociation helps i~ ~he mentally ill is still
not well known. According to Sargent" excessivesensory input duringthis

. ..' ,), " \, ,

state brings about a neuro-physiological change which disrupts the patient's
former conditioning and increases thereception of new pattern suggested by
the Sharnanic healer. The therapeutic effects ,~re similar to as seen after
electro-convlusive therapy.

Shaministic Treatment and Shamans

Medical Science Enlightened
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Role of Sahaja Yoga in Psychiatric Disorders

too much emotional on trivial matters of life, keeping oneself aloof from
others, preferring darkness, avoiding people, pondering too much on past
events, being afraid all the-time about some untoward accident, remaining
cautious all the time, one becomes' left sided. Such people are prone to
.suffer from psychiatric disorders and may even go to madness. Shri
.Matl;lji18 has said very.clearly in her lectures in India and abroad that the left
sided people when think t60 much .of the past, they go into collecti ve sub-

, 'cc;rt.sc'ious whiCh;·is "the abode of spirits of dead demonic personalities.
These spirits ar~ sucked from collective sub ...conscibus into the s-uper ego
of an individual and they 'get possessed and start suffering from mental
problems. The healers of such possessions belong to two groups: One is
.Mantrikas i.e. people, who read sugar, water C?-r'ash' etc. by mantra and give
the same to be used by the patient. These people work from the collecti ve
subconscious level. By doing a particular ritual they Obtain a control over
spit-its present in collective subconscious. One such example is that of
'Karan-Pischani Siddhi as told earlier in detail. This 'spirit' is at the control
of the healer and does whatever is desired by the master. Muslim tantriks
usually gain control over Jins (demons or spirits) as mentioned in Islamic
literature Tafsirs. Few J ins are benevolent but mostly they are destructi ve
and highly immoral beings. They enter into the body of an individual and

" drink.their blood.. :They are all around us, and try to find a mentally weak ).
.; 'person i.e. a perSr()~'\\rho is left sided so that as soon as' this person eluting )

periods of depression goes into the collective subconscious, they can enter
. '.. ·h}s/her body. A'dem6n posesses a person for two reasons: eitherbecause a

sorcerer-who has a control on some demons, lets them loose against his own
enemy or against the enemy of someone who has paid him 'to do this type of
job Or a demon whiie roaming around in the atmosphere locates someone for
.whorn he develops a special liking'. u sually be~utiful unmarried girls are
the victims because demons prefer the virgin's fresh blood. These demons
,'start sucking theblo~d 'and after it has drained off the blood, it will go on to
bone-marrow, and meat, stopping only when the persondies. :)

The second way how these spirit work' is through supraconscious and
collecti ve supra-conscious. Supraconscious spirits can cure temporarily the
problems' arising from the right side. When a person goes to right side we )'
call him right sided person. This occurs because of t60 much planning, too
much ego, domination over others, very ambitious to become great doctors, )
engineer-s, architects, scientists and lawyers etc. In such a si tuatioe the
balloon of ego swells up, gets fragmented and a vacuumis created to .suck
in a supraconsiousbhoot, andit enters into. the body of the patient and starts
working. After 'sometime the patient becomes alright. This effect lasts
about a year or so and afterwards again some or the other preble rn ari es.
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According to Sahaja Yoga hypothesis when a person is of weak mind and
has weakness for such things then these dead spirits can catch hold of the
person!". If it has something to do with' the physical side then the Tantrikas
who control supra-conscious aspect can help but if it has to do with the
mental problems then sub conscious people i.e. Mantrikas can help .. One
thing is to be remembered that they help you' temporarily and then after
.sornetirne the same disease comes back with a vengeance.

According to Her Holiness Mataji Nirrnala nevi 18, Sahaja Yoga cures
one.' s mental (subconscious and collecti ve subconscious) problems as well
as one's o.ther somatic problems which have occurreddue to damage of the
.Chakras caused by the spirits. ,It ,mak,es one so,.poW~fful and so pure: that
impurities just fall GUt. It is ~ cleansing force. ~t.~s'avery powerful yoga
where one gets Self-Realisation and as a by-product one gets his/her mental
and .phy sical healing. Now many dynamic things are happening; 'In
Australia a couple who were journalists could not have a child even after 15
years of happy married life. The wife was declared a barren. After coming
into Sahaja Yoga they had a beautiful child. Their entire outlook of Iife has

- -i t. , ~. • . ~ .~!

changed .. All the bhoots of her body left after her coming to Sahaja Yoga
arid that was the reason of'attaining a good health. 'There are innumerable
examples .of such cases where people have been cured of their possessions
but it is not possible to narrate all of them here. Sahaja Yoga achieves
miracles on the mental level, material level and emotional level' and ul-. , ,

timately on the spiritual level. One' is, endowed with tremendous 'powers
being a realized soul. However oneshould remember that the Satanic forces
,are .working all the time to attack whenever they find one "S ,mentally
shattered. So one has to fight itout and for that one should be 'evolved:" One
has to' sacrifice. And the greatest sacrifice is that, 'of "ego' and' super ego'
which makes one obstinate and hard-hearted. One has to have compassion,
one has to have love and understanding for hlm::l'an, beings. ", :",';. .
" " 'As mentioned earlier many-people have "be.¢..p::':QQr~dautomatically.after

getting Self-Realisation through Sahaja Yoga. Toestablish thisscientifi
cally, 'medical '~es,earchers' have d,6ne ~xhaustiv~::/~ork'd~ri'ng' the. :ia::s(fi ve

. . . . '.' . I ,,' . " . \" ·t· ,.: .; ..J" ; '\". "~~," • • '. • '.; '\' . :.. •

years and a detailed account 'Of tqat has already been presented 'in the
. chapter on M~ical Researches, .on Sahaja Yoga in this book!". Recently,
receptor scientists working in the 'United States, Canada, United Kingdom
and other .countries found that the arrangements of amino acids have one
feature common to all receptors and that is seven-helix. motif (Fig. 66) or
seven domains/seven spanning loops. The receptorprotein is folded in such
a way that it always forms seven loops. Dr. Misra-" who has been; working
on mental and neurological disorders for the last several years has suggested
the significance of this mysterious arrangement. According to him seven

Medical Science Enlightened
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spanning loops represent seven .subtle 'chakras present in an individual.
. , Perhaps one couldsay that receptor itself is a mini system encompassing the

seven. maj or chakras of human body. 'The alteration or distortion of one of
,the 'spanning loops .leads to an abnormal function of the cell and results in
the development of mental, neurological and psychosomatic disorders.
When a person dies the unsatisfied mini-chakras of the receptor, look for
inhabitation. The' people who practise control of spirits (Pret-Siddhi) can
capture such entities and use them for their own purpose. Such entities can
be' transplanted through eyes and Ajna Chakra r . These c,iD affect the normal
receptors of the cell and' depending on the type of receptor affected
(dopamine receptor will lead to Schizophrenia; adrenergic receptor' will lead
to heart disorder). Somewhat similar results have been reported by Dudani
et ,aPI. They found that the practice of Sahaja Yoga had a ben-eficial effect'
in the treatment of Epileptics. While defining the mechanism of action they
postulated that Gama Amino Butyric Acid and Endorphins may work
together in Substantia Nigra to suppress Nigral outputs' and thereby re.duc-

, ing seizure susceptibility. .SahejaYega .practitioners have been reported to
, ":have 'a: higher ~hd6rphin levels (Misra'20) .

. . " r: .Further, Rai .etaJ22, have .demonstrated that when an individual starts
, doiflg .Sahaja Yoga :·th:ere, 'are chahgbs"~i'~ the neuro-transmitters -at the level
of brain which are responsible for decreasing the catecholamine production
:in: the body. It further leads to decreased sympatho- adrengergi,c'response,
thereby decreasing the' production of ,adrenaline. This brings about a
balance of sympathetic and para-sympathetic activity in our body: Once
this is' balanced arid when one is In the centre.diseases disappear automat
ic~llY. Many cases of ~pirit possession have been cured by! Sahaja Yoga.
D'r. Brian Wells23 an eminent psychiatrist consultant of London, while

. . . .• . j , ',' . , ,

speaking at the conference on Preventive Medicine Through Sahaja Yoga at
Punej Indiajsaid that thecharacteristics of Sahaja Yoga are unique and very
remarkable. He 'has used this method in some cases of drug abuse and found
that i~ works sometimes remarkably well. The peculiarity of this system is
'that there is no recurrence if one 'keeps on doing Sahaja Yoga as a daily
. routine. The spirits cannot enter from the collective sub-conscious or
.collective sup~a cbnsci?u~ of such an individual. This is' a point which
makes Sahaja Yoga definitely superior tothe other methods of treatment by

.. Gurus, Babas, Phs, Tantrikas, Mantrikas and Shamans. All-these people as
told, earlier use 'Preta Siddhis ' ,or .'ma,ntras' which can repel 'spirits' but

, . .there is no guarantee that it won't possess them again. In view of the above,
'iit-is'~luite cJear'that"SahajaY'ogawou,lclbeuseful in the treatment of Patients
, who suffer frorri possessions and. other psychiatric disorders .

I
t
i,.
I
I,
I
I
I

I
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Psycho-Social Effects

The diagnosis of cancer immediately raises-in the minds of patients and
his relations a host of questions. TWo important psycho-social problems are
of (1) helplessness and (2) loss of control over the sihi.'a:tion:, 'This comprises
of economic aspect and loss of personal control' 9V.~t one' s activity. ~~d
future life. Besides these there is a fear of pain, ,separation from b~loy:~d
ones, void of loneliness and a fear of abandonment. All these act as

" • I:

stressors. Reactions which are commonly observed are of anger, denial,
withdrawal and depression.

Further the response of the patient's family to illness and the patient's

Cancer is one' of the most dreaded dis~ases" throughout the ~odd.': In
, India about 200,000 persons are already affl icted by cancer and it is
esti~ated that half a million new cases of ~~ncet nia~:t'beadded' ev~ry"Y,~ar.
In USA, according to a recent report, about twenty-five percent death are
due to lung, breast and colon cancers'. Cancer is accompanied by abnor
malities in immune function' which can be demonstrated by skin testing
against common 'antigens and by examination of Lymphocyte response, to
mitogenic stimulation in vitro; Moreover in'general the extent of cancer
correlates well with the degree of immune dysfunction. There are two very
significant questions concerning immuno-suppression in ca~cer patients
which continue to be unanswered: (I) What is the mechanism· or
mechanisms of inhibition?(2) Is the immuno-suppression merely secondary
to malignant state or could it play' a etiologic role '? Experimental data have

, implicated defects in both T & B cell function as well a~. abnormalities of
macropbages in etiology of cancer patients,

Sahaja Yoga for the Treatment and
Prevention of Cancer - A Hypothesis

. . -' ,
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own response to illness also plays an important role in the prognosis of the
. disease. Does the patient's psycho-social attitude have' a role in the causa
tion of disease and' its treatment? It is a controversial and complex question.
There is evidence, which is contested, that psychological stress can
predispose to systemic illness by producing anxiety or depression 1. How-,
ever, cancer still remains second only to cardiac disease as a cause of death
in USA. This raises a very vital question as to what steps should be taken
to decrease the incidence of cancer in the world. The important risk factors
identified are .cigarette smoking and tobacco chewing-uri India), atmos
pheric pollution. by smoke and neue lear fall-out, low fibre diet and
psychological stress e • Pollution of the atmosphere and cigarette smoking are
being tackled at Go~erntnent level by most of the countries of the world but
.it appears that more, stringent' methods would be required to decrease the
levelof pollutantsin the atmosphere. 'Importance of high fibre 'diet in the
prevention ofcolon .cancer has also been highlighted through media in most
countries of the world.

The second .most important risk factor for cancer is psychological
'stress. At the Holistic 'H'eahh 'Conference in Toronto in March i9,77, Carl
Simoriton? 6litHn~d,a' psychosomatic modet to describe Mind-Body inter':
dependence for the development of cancer: He said that, "Cancer is to be
understood as a' sy ste mic disease, it, in vol ves body and mind. This
psychosomatic model is based 'on surveillance theory of cancer which
means every organism occasionally produces cancer cells. In .a healthy
human being immune system recognizes it and destroys them. In case
immune system 'is weak for some reasons or the other, then the cancerous
'cells will reproduce and tumor will form". So the important question as to
what inhibits immune system still remains tobe answered.
,- "As early as in 1970 HerHoliness Mataji Nirrnala Devi ', founder of the
science ?f Sahaja Yoga, enunciated a hypothesis for human sickness-and its
cure. According to her, divine vision she found that central .heart chakra
(Anahata-Chakra) described in ancient oriental literature like Upanishads
etc' is responsible 'for .controlling the 'activity of immune system in the
human beings. It.helps in 'the formation of anti-bodies>. Secondly' she said
that the left Svadhisthana. is responsible' for' looking after the functions of
spleen", Whenever .these chakras get affected, it leads to. illness .but when
'they' 'get badly damaged' one co'uld suffer from a dreaded .disease like
cancer- .. The genesisof the cancer of different parts of the body depends on
the permutation and combination of the involvement of oth~r subtle chakras .
as well. Sometimes' when bot~ left 'and right sides are used too much one
builds up the forces of eleven .Rudras (destructive powers) in the head.
These ate the eleven destructi ve powers. Cancer, patients had been seen to

. Sahaja Yoga for ~heTreatment and Prevention of Cancer
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have Ekadasha-Rudra problem in very advanced case~4,
. Further, Her Holiness Mataji -Nirmala Devi in her lectures abroad and,

in India emphasized that the central Anhata Chakra. (Hea.rt) plays a- very
important role during childhood, particularly, in get,e~rrniriing their fiJ,qixe
health prospects. Explaining it indetail she pointed out that fatherhood
problems in childhood invariably results in the afflici'i~n of the right h~art
chakra which causes Asthma.'. 'In case the centralheart chakra gets afflicted
then one suffers from a feeling Of insecurity .. This affliction occurs when
children do not get loveand security from the parents or if parents have be~n
fighting amongst themselves and beating each other in the presence of
children or children are beaten occasionally by the parents without their
genuine fault, then their central heart chakra gets disturbed or blocked: A
blocked central heart can give rise to blood cancer (Leukemia)? ..

The second point which Her Holiness Mataji pointed out was 'that
cancer is mostly a left sided disease>". As mentioned earlier on our left side
we have Ida-N adi. It represents one's emotions and' past life. When this
side becomes over-active due to too much thinking of the past events of life,
or' getting too emotional on small matters of life, We cal~ such a person-left
sided. The main symptoms of such left sided person are that he. prefers
isolation, keeps on pondering OV0r the past, is' introvert, remains .afraid, .

• feels insecure, feels helpless, prefers darkness' and remains depressed. In
,~"-extreme ·situations such case's are largely prone to develop cancer>. .

We know' that emotional stress produces important changes in human
body. It suppresses the immune system and also inhibits 'the production: of
hormones leading to hormonal imbalance. These factors are respsonsisble
for increased production of abnormal cells. Development of cancer invol
ves a number of interdependent psychological arid biological processes. So

" I ' . '. .

one has to identify(a) Maj or stressors in life (brTo develop 'a positive'
attitude. Once hope and anticipation are generated the organism translates
them into biological processes that begin to restore balance and to revitalize
the immune system. Once immune system becomes stronger the disease
regresses.

, Our observation that cancer patients invariably, have a left sided per
sonality configurlftion has been corroborated recen tlyby the observationsof
Lawrence-Leshan= and Milton Kaplan 7• Lawrence Leshan" studied more
than 500' patients of cancer and identified the following significant-eorri
ponents in their life histories: feelings of isolation and 'neglect, despair
during youth.idifficultinterpersonal relationship, 10~s of important relation ..
ship which played a leading role. in the life of an· individual, Ieading. to
suppressed feeling of hurt, 'anger and despair: This.basic.pattern hasbeen
confirmed as typical of cancer patients. '. '. ,"'.' . . " ..
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Further, experiments of Milton Kaplan 7 seem to be of great value in
this connection. Two groups of mice were SUbjected to mild shocks. One
group had a device to stop the shock by pressing a lever in the cage, whereas
the other group 'had no means to control the shock. Both. the groups had
· equal number of shocks. Tumors induced on to the mice grew much more
rapidly and were not rejected in the group of mice which had no device 'to
avoid the shock., The group which had a device to avoid.shocks rejected the
tumor. Further it was .seen that immune function was much depressed in the
group of mice which-had no device to control shock. The 'other group of mice
with a control deviceto avoid shocks had.almost normal immune function .

• These experiments provide sufficient evidence in favour of our obser
vationsthat.the people' ~ho are, left sided and develop an attitude of help
'lessness have greater chances of suffering from cancer.
. Another aspect of Sahaja Yoga hypothesis emphasises that there is an
idealbehavioural pattern for optimal functioning of each of the seven subtle
chakras Whenever there is a departure from the ideal behavioural pattern
it leads to disturbed function which results in a disease. For example if
one's fight heart gets afflicted during.childhood due to fatherhood problem
'then it may give rise to Bronchial Asthma" in childhood or in adulthood.
, Fatherhood problem means, strained relations with the father, or death

,of the father in childhood, or lack of security from father or that father had
been too hard on the, mother or they had been quarrelling in front of the
child. All such events could be responsible for the catch in the right heart.
This may cause 'Bronc.hial Asthma in childhood- but if somehow one es
capes then it occurs during adulthood. Doctors don't pay any importance to

· this' in the etiology. Sf Bronchial Asthma. However, recently our observa-
· tions' have been confirmed by thy work Of Carolin Thomas", a psychiatrist
· of-John Hopkins, University. She' 'did· an extensive study on 1300 medical
students and found that those students ~ho had a positiverelationship .~ith

· their \ parents during childhood had self-esteem, lack of depression and
',ability to face stress 'wi~h, optimistic outlook, They tended to be' healthy as
adults, whereas those who had poor relatiorrship/rapport and an attitude of
personal avoidance tended to be less healthy as adults. These students were
three to four times' more cancer prone as compared to others. .

In Sahaja Yoga after Self-Realisation one feels love for everyone
without lust and greed. This is God's Love within us, It g.ives a unique
comfort and regenerates the cells. As such it has a unique power of healing,
Our observations in this connection gain furth~r support and strength from
the work of well known Harvard Reseacher David Mc-c le lland!". ,He
demonstrated that on shewing a film of Mother Teressa rending the sick to
a group of students, it was found that the students had an enhanced immune

Sahaja Yoga/or the Treatment and Prevention of Cancer
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function as evidenced by elevated levels of antibodies in their blood. It is
argued that positi,ve emotions reinforce our inborn need for inter-connected
ness or oneness. Loving care reached the level of the sub-conscious mind
of the students, thereby enhancing' the response" of, their immune 'system
(McClelland 1985).

Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala Devi has been, repeatedly and categorical
ly emphasising several times since 1970 that practice of-Sahaja Yoga could
cure cancer patients>, Sahaja Yoga hasenormous power and can change us
profoundly. ' Whenactualization of Kundalini awakening takes place in the
Limbic system of our brain' one transce~ds' into super-consciousness which
fulfils one with joy and immense 'peace. One hecom~s fearless, 'g~ins
tremendous confidence and radiates love' and "peace: It is responsible for
healing. The enlightened mind plays an important part in protecting and
healing the body. Now it is w~l1 known that 'mind actually sends out
impulses which help in the release of neurotransmitters that control the
functioning of immune system to surround and destroy viruses and cancer
cells. This is an important part of our' body's subtle and, complex means of
'producing healing. People can heal themselves significantly by doing
Sahaja Yoga II.

In Sahaja Yoga literature it has been reported that two cases of cancer
got cured completely 12, In other cases the quality of the life of patients got
much improved and they survived for a longer time than predicted by the
doctors. ' This strongly suggests' that Sahaja Yoga affects the. psyche ofthe
patients and nullifies the 'effect of'psycholcgicalstrcssasalrcady confirmed
by medical research, possibly by. activating the ,i'rpPlune '.system." :T:lJai:,is '
why it has been responsirible fc)'r'the ·complete"-9~'~e"',.Q(two patients.', ,~he
enlightened attitude and thoughts "after Sahaja Yogaare ~upposs~q to. ac...
tivate'the immune system which destroys c~ncer:'cen;s',' ," " ',,','

Results similar to those 'of ours have been reported by Dr. David
Spicgel' from the Department of Psychiatary and Behavioural Sciences at
Stanford who worked on 86 women with metastatic breast cancer in two
groups. One group had drugs. The other group had drugs plus group,
therapy sessions. On an' average the women who went to group therapy

, , " . (')' ,

li ved nearly twic~ as long after the study began as' compared to the group
which did not participate in group therapy. Dr. Spiegl!' reported that cancer
growthdisappeared completely in one 'parient. '

In the past, the immune system was thought to be beyond our control
, but now medical researches have shown that our thoughts, attitudes and
perceptions affect immune system to heal the bo,~y." There are intricate

, ' , , '. t" " "
connections between central nervous system and immune system. Ho\V,-

, ' , , ",,' ~,'

ever, one question remains to be answered. Why,' ~:p.other patients tumor

,:~,
~
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, (cancer) did not disappear? The reason most probably could be that most of
the cases who did not recover completely came .in advanced stages of
cancer. However 'further researches with a larger sample are requited for
more information in this connection,

Our hypothesis as mentioned above gains further st.rength on the basis
. ; of the work' of D:r.'RQbert-Aderi4 who demonstrated that immune system
, actually has the ,~~:dityto learn' and to be conditioned to react automatically
:. to life events .. III qp,~ study tats were given immuno-suppressive drugs and
, at tha same time a' sweetening agent. Afterwards jusf'the sweetening agent
inhibited the immune-function. Based on this it is postulated that when one
experiences life, events, that have been associated with illness in the past,
their immunesystem can learn to suppress itself.. In 1980 doctors actually
discovered ' nerve endings in the Thymus, Lymph nodes) spleen and bone-
marrow. It demonstsrated that mental state affect health. Recently it has
been discovered that W.B.C. on their surface ha e got receptors and that
they bind complex-molecules' such as hormone neurotran mitter and
neuropeptides. Neuropeptide (Compounds are produced by brain and they
are natural opiates or pain- killers and better known as Endorphin . Thes-e

- are found in high concentrations in the Limbic system and other areas
known to be in volved in paintransmission and processing of emotion s. the
endorphins have been credited with increased pain tolerance during child.

,'.;,'.:birth, ..'It is po·~t\.lla·tetlthat endorphins might be produced in response to
:', ::,;,g'elf· Realisati6.ri·::6~'b~tUse in our ancient literature there is a mention' that

. realised sages' could undergo' major, surgeries without anaesthesia and felt
:n·o··painat al(, , . , ", .'

These endorphins activate the, immune sy stern to increase ·the natural
kil1~r cell activity 'a~d also increase their a:bility .to replicate and attack
cancer cells!". From thisit is concluded tha~ prolonged psychological stress
basically causes 'a decrease in the immune function; particularly decrease in
Lymphocyte'imd helper T. cell activity!", Positive thoughts and reverie
.state has been shown to increase natural killer cell activity and increase in
antibody levels (Michaels' Samuel) 15. •

The" influence 'o'f thoughts and imagery has been .expcrimentally
demonstrated by a renowned phy s iologist Edmund J ac obson 16, who
demonstrated thatwhen.p~ople imagine body movement, the moto'r n~rves
actually fire, andproduce micrornovernents which pave been picked up by

" EMG. Based ~n .imagery exercises, atheletes Can increase their perfor
. rnance. Imagery has been shown to 'have a communication between brain
. and'jmmune system, Dr:Howard Hall1:7 a' psychologist demonstr~ted that
when people imagine their WBe increasing in number they were successfu 1,
Their ,WBe count increased. '

~C!hajaYogC!!orthe Treatment and Prevention of Cancer.
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Many cases of cancer have been cured in Sahaja Yoga but their records
have not been maintained as there was no need to do the same, According
to Shri Mataji Sahaja Yoga basically is for Self-Realisation and not for
simply curing diseases. As a by-product of Self-Realisation one gets one's
healing. This is to be kept in mind. While writingthis ,bool<:anattempt was
made t? collect t~f data of the cases who .have been cured ofcancer. It.is
not possible to cq~/le,ctand mention about all the cases in.a small book of this
size. However the experience of cancer cure narrated.by Mrs. K.O. Conriel
Canterbury, England, and of LindaPearce of Cape Town, South Africa, are
being mentioned in their own, words.' ,.' -. " _

(1) Mrs. Kay 0' Connel born 'in 1959, a housewifeliving in Canter
bury, England, tells of her experience of cancer cure through Sahaja Yoga.
This is narrated below in her own words:

"I received Self-Realisation in 1979. After, some months I became
. pregnant but had a miscarriage. Eventually it was discovered that there was
a tumour inmy womb. Iwent to Chafing Cross Hospital in Londonin which
they specialize in' the type. 0,[ cancer I had.· They sta~ted chemotherapy
. treatment. By the third week of treatment I had severe side effects and
unbearable pain. Enough was enough and to the horror of doctors Igot my
self discharged from the Hospital and started doing Sahaja Yoga regularly.

,'-~~,

Similar results as mentioned above h'ave been reported py John
Schenider " who did an experiment in which subjects imagined a particuler
WBe, i.e. neutrophil left the blood stream to fight bacteria. Remarkably
they found that the neutrophil blood levels dropped but not the levels of
other WBC. In Sahaja Yoga the consciousness is changed to a state of super
consciousness through which one could promote self-healing. Everyone is
capable' of doing this. The whole process is based on subtle technology.
The results are consistent and verifiable. We have seen this in men (:lI)Q

women from varying backgrounds, different races, Irani all parts of the
world, different economic groups, different professions .and ~ages.
Depressed and anxious patients after Sahaja Yoga session leave with a
feeling of c?nfidence andpositiv~ attitude. Feeling of helplessness vanishes.

Sahaja Yoga practice can lead to. wonderful' experiences qf cosmic
consciousness. One, gets enlightened. However, 'in: the beginning the chan
ges are slow and subtle to be perceived but with practice one attains
thoughtless awareness and subtle cool breeze starts flowing from the palm~.
One attains a balance and one no longer reacts 'strongly to outside stresses,
Thereis also greater production of endorphins (Misra!"). One can avoidthe
surge of frustrated anger and a sense of helplessness. This avoids depres
sion of the immune system and thereby could prevent the evolution of

!~:'-
cancer in an individual who practises Sahaja Yega regularly.

~
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;I wrote to Shri 'Mataji Nirrnala Devi about this. Shortly afterwards I was
; invited to spend :s:emetime at Shri ~ataji' s house at Brompton Square in
': L()DQOn. Shri M~taji'worked on me' everyday for a few days. After two
· 'days the colour had-come back intomy cheeks and the darkness around ,the
'eyes disappeared. Shri Mataji told me that I have been cured. I felt
transformed. However Ireturned to the Hospital for a check up and to show
them the results. The doctors were surprised and attributed the cureto luck.

(2) Another interesting case of cancer cure has. been reported from.....
Linda Pearce of Cape Town, South Africa who was li-ving with her mother
in England at the time of this illness. The story is mentioned in words of
Linda Pearce:
, "I returned from India in June' 86 after four years of absence to find my
mother looking grey in face and very aged. She told me that her local G .P.

_ and the specialist from Chelten-ham Hos-pital strongly suspected. Lung
Cancer. Somebody told' Shri Mataji that my mother had cancer and she
worked on her.

I also gave vibrations to my mother. After sometime my mother went
'. ·f6r Biopsy in O*f6rd, very frightened but due to grace of Shrr Mataji there'
" :was no trace of cancer.rThe 'specialist was amazed. He could not believe it.
· Mymother threatened to 'sue both her G."P. and the local 'specialist from
. ~Chelren Ham Hospital ,for telling that she had cancer. However, realising
that she has beencured by Sahaja 'Yoga she dropped theidea to sue the

.. doctors. '. . ,

. ,I. , (3) M~s. Barbara Ann Efstathiou born on the 27th of July, 1943, in
Brisbane, Australia, describes her encounter with Metastatic cancer of the
'bones' in her own words in a letter dated 25.6.92 as below:

"In J lily 1989 my .left breast felt hard like a rock and arrangements
were made' in a hospital dealing with breast cancer at Athens. I was ex
amined by a very prominent surgeon (and on 20th Aug. 1989, I was operated

· upon and further treatment was indicated .in the letter by Dr. Furni val, in
I .'

April 1990. I experienced problems with. my menses and in, August, 1990,
, I experienced severe pains in my hip area after a walk. I also experienced
difficulty in walking and felt Rain in lower right rib cage and in the pelvic
area. On' 7th' of September. 1990 the results of tests indicated Cancer.
Embroynic Antigen was at a value of 18.7 with maximum allowable value
of,'5 :0. Besidesthis.other tests were done and finally scanning of the bones
verified the metastasisin skull.rspine.j ibs, and pelvic bone as suggested by
,Dr."C.M. P'urnI:val:.:".'"I .was given Radiation therapy. Furtherchemotherapy .
was 'not advised because of my diabetes problem. '

My conditiorl was deteriorating and my husband was advised that 1 am
.a terminal case with only a few monthsof life remaining for me. In the mean

Sahaja Yoga/or,the.Treatment and Prevention of Cancer
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time my husband had learned the Sahaja Yoga techniques and started apply
ing them frequently on me. Additionally other Sahaja Yogis were' helping
me. My reaction to pain had diminished substantially. In December, 1990 I
visited my birth-place Brisbane, Australia, to visit family members. Here I
was examined at the Royal Brisbane Hospital on 7th December, 1990. The
diagnosis was confirmed and they opined that Radiation treatment and
chemotherapy did not help in the preventionof bone metastasis and sub
cutaneous tumours on the head and thro~L Some medicines were prescribed
to ease 'the symptoms as there is no cure for cancer. On 27th December,
some Sahaja Yogi medical doctors worked on me. Gradually I started
feeling better and the subcutaneous tumours starred receding.

About middle of January 1991 my husband started in full, earnest. the
practice of Sahaja Yoga and started working on me quite frequently. XII I
can say is that it is now 22 months from August '{990 when metastasis 'was
first felt and I am doing well. I would like to mention that it was my: husband
who had the faith that I would be able to push back the shadow ofdeath, not
me, so the question of faith healing may be elimi'n'ated~' Indeed I am the
beneficiary of Sahaja Yoga practice in its pure form. Secondly my husband
could predict on many occasions that subcutaneous tumour will de~rease in
size by next day and it happened. Finally I would like to t,ell that last
September in 1991, I developed a lump in' my other breast and felt very
upset. Vibrations were given by my husband who is 'a Sahaja Yogi and
indeed in about two weeks time the fatty lump disappeared completely. This
is the true account of 11,1yencounter with cancer and my efforts are to contain
it through the Sahaja Yoga practi9~.

)
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A' ,c,cording to ~'~ridHealth ?~~anis~t.i.on (WHO) statistics it is estimat~d
. r that approximately 12 million deaths occur every year from cardio
y'astular diseases' th'r.Qu,gbbut the world." Further this figure would be much
.higher by 'the turn of the century. One of the commonest cardia-vascular
disease responsible for this is high blood pressure and it is also 'one of the
most important public health problems in developed and developing
countries. The disease is famous as a silent killer because symptoms appear
very late' and by that time an individual is already a victim to its harmful
effects. In India it is estimatedthat there are 50 million hypertensive
patients, half of-them do not evenknow that they have high blood pressure".
Twenty-five percent of the world population is supposed to be in the grip of
this disorder. In 90 to 95% patients the etiology is not known and hence the
question of its prevention and cure is largely uncertain". There is sufficient
evidence that psychological stress may be the root cause of this disorder.
This ,presumption is based on the patients' history and is the experience of
most of the cardiologists.

The progressive increasein ~he incidence of hypertension in big cities
. w~ere life style isvery hectic further gives credence to' the above supposi
tion. Whenever an individual is not able to cope with the streses and strains
. o''['';tTfe, there is bre'~ikd'6wn of adaptative mechanism leading to' various
types .of diseases; Another common heart disorder is Ischaemic heart dis-
.ease. Ischa~mic 'heart disease (disease due to less supply of blood to the
heart) is a single major cause of premature cardio-vascular deaths in most
of the industrialised countries of the world.· The highest rates reported in
males (35-74 years) are from Finland, Scotland, Australia, New Zealand,
England and USA. In Japan the rate is one ..sixth of that in USA 3. Myocar
dial infarction (heart attack as we call) is also one of the commonest disease

.Role of Sahaja Yoga in the Treatment and
Prevention of Some Heart Diseases
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in hospitalized patients in western countries.' Iri USA approximately 1.5
mil'lion cases of. myocardial infarction o.ccur .eYeiy'ye'ar and 35 % of those
who, suffer invariably suc'c~mb to this dreaod,:(L,disease. Extensive
epidemiologic studies convey the impression.thatupper socio-'ec~n61:Uic
class that has adopted the culture of the' westernindustrialized countries
suffer more from Ischaemic.heart disease (I.H.D) and Myocardial infarction
(heart attacks) in comparison to lower socio economic group. The available
'data suggests that psychological stress in the upper socio- economic class
may be, the reason for greater incidence of these disorders". The important
question is as to why there is -more psychological stress in 'upper 'socio
economic group. The reason, is their ~'ectic 'life style since morning till late
in the night. ' Futher such people 'focus their attentiontoo much on planning
the future policies -and methods for obtaining' maximum efficiency.' As a
result they work like machines to' get the desired results within a specified
.deadlinc. In case results are not as expected then they go into frustration
which is one of the factorsfor psychological stress. On the top of it sudden
financial constraints; -Incorne Tax 'problems, Court cases, trouble with union
leaders, industrial disputes etc. add fuel to the' fire and when oneis not able
to cope with' the' situation thereis adaptative lh~'~k:,down leading to 'various
psychosomatic disorders. Theother causes ofe'mo~~onatstress are de'a.~hof
a spouse, or of a child, divorce proceedings, sex dlfrieuHies, unemployment;
problem with '.th~ Boss, personal injury, financial crisis, retirement etc.
Now there is a valid clinical impression that psychic or emotional stress is
associated' with precipitation of overt Ischaernic heart disease and sudden
death. i. '

" This hypothesis of psychological stress as one of the important risk
factors for the Ischaernic Heart Disease (LH.D.) and Myocardial Infarction
has been tested in the west on experimental model. The experiments were
done on spontaneously hypertensive rats. These animals showed exag
gerated arteriolar constriction response to' psychological stress and if they
were shielded from such stimuli the rise in blood pressure is delayed and
ultimately the evolution of hypertension is modified.' Thus this is the
clearest evidence to suggest that stress plays, an irtlPortant role in the
causation of high blood pressure which is a predominant risk facto'[ 'for the
causation of Ischaernic Heart Disease (LR.D) and .Myocardial Infarction
(M.l.) , , '

. Further it has been shown receptly that' b10,00 'cholesterol. wbich is
responsible for .narrowing of the coronary arteries also, increases when one
has to face psychological stress.for a long. duration. Further some experi
ments on dogs have shown that when dogs .were exposed to behavioural
stress there was decreased blood flow to the ~~ron~ry 'arteries of the 'heart
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due to activation of neurally mediated coronary alpha-receptors leading to
constriction of coronary arteries which causes less blood supply, to heart.
As a result of this one is liable to suffe~ from Angina due to Ischaemic heart
disease orit could lead to Myocardial infarction.

In another experiment it was demonstrated that when psychological
stress was given to rats they developed high blood 'pressure ,du,e to arteriolar
constriction.

From this At has become absolutely clear that psychological stress is
, one of the important risk factors for the causation of high blood pressure,
, Ischaemic heart disease and Myocardial infarction, The other risk factors
, are :{~) intake ofhigh .quantities of saturated fats (high cholesterol diet) (b)
, ,cigarette smo~irig,:(~Jhigh B .P..(d) obesity (e) .physical inactivity. -It is hOW
\~:eli' recognised tpat:::¢i,g~re,tte smoking causes hardening of blood vessels
,(a.ethero sclerosjs). ,.If this smoking is eliminated or reduced then it clearly
1decreases the risk of .developing aethero sclerosis. Statis tical evidence
supports a mean increase of about 70% in .death rate, and three to five 'fold
. increase in the risk for Ischaernic heart disease in men who-smoke one pack
of cigarettes per day compared with non- smokers. Those who stop smok
ing show a prompt decline in, risk and may reach the risk level of non
-srnokers as early as one year after abstenation. In Framingham study,
Ischaernic heart disease in middle aged, men with bloodpressure exceeding
160/95 was more than five times than in persons having normal blood
pressure i.e. 140190 less. "

Most of the cardiologists feel that in younger patients smoking is one
.of the commonest risk factors. In fact; this was found greater among those
who smoke about twenty cigarettes a day, It is regrettable that smoking is
,,very common in student cornrnunity and there is, no sincere effort to stop .it
a( this stage ..Mqreover.the concept, of adopting preventive measures for the
control of heart diseases .just does not exist at all in' most of the states of
India and also in other developing countries.

Dr. Paul K. Wh~lt'on5 ,_Director, Epidemiology and Clinical Research
at John Hopkins Medical Institute in USA told recently in an International
Symposium on Preventive Cardiology at AHMS. New Delhi, that there was
epidemic of .heant diseases in United, States in 1~60s but due to extensive
preventive measures there is a. progressive decline in )tne incidence of heart
diseases after 1973. In India, he felt the trend of heart disorders is increas
ing fast and the-only way to contain it would' be possible if people adopted
preventive meas-ures to reduce the risk factors. The Government has taken

\ certain measures agairist smoking in public 'places arid government offices
but the results are ,not very encouraging:

Smoking is .a pernicious habit and one finds 'it very difficult to leave it

Sahaja Yogq and Heart Diseases
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altogether. Recently while analysing the data on behavioural changes in
personswho have been-doing Sahaja Yoga for two to five years, it has been
observed that 90% subjects left smoking altogether in a varying period which
ranged from three months to a year, The remaining 10% subjects mentioned
that they actually did not feel the cool breeze "while doing Sahaja Yoga
Meditation.. The stage of thoughtless awareness also co~I'd not be .achieved.

Besides various reasons cited, they could not beregular in their prac
tice of Sahaja Yoga as well and that is the reason w1j:y these 10'% could not
Leave smoking.

In view of this Sahaja Yoga seems to be of unique value in helping
people get rid of their smoking habit. This could be explained scientifically
as well. As told earlier Sahaja Yoga is responsible for awakening of the
primordial dormant energy (Kundalini) present in every individual6. Acuali
sation of Kundalini awakening takes place in the Limbic area (Sahasrara) 'of
the brain which gets enlightened. As such behavioural changes occur in an
indi vidual due to which one develops aversion to adharrnic ways of life It
is well known to medical scientists that Limbic area is responsible for
.controlling the emotions; and behaviour of an indivL'qual., This explains as
to why after Sahaja Yoga an individual leaves smoking find d~inking alcohol
on their own. As a matter of fact, nobody asks them ,t? leave it. The.effect
is so profound that people develop aversion to the smell of cigarette smoke
and sometimes it is to such an extent that they cannot even bear ,a person
who is, smoking or drinking near them. ',' , ..

Secondly according to Sahaja Yoga hypothesis, ,~eft Vishuddhi
Chakra, Left Anahata Chakra and Right Svadhisthanaare usually involved,
in an' indi vidual who is prone to develop heart disorders". When Kundalini
gets awakened by doing Sahaja Yoga, it clears all the chakras of the body
and thereby helps in the prevention of heart diseases.

, The other risk factor is high blood pressure in an individual and this
could be effectively tackled by Sahaja Yoga. As told earlier it has been
scientifically established by research study on patients of high blood pres
sure that Sahaja Yoga has been found statistically effective as an adjuvant
therapy in patients of essential hypertension", Further it was found that the
patients could ke'~p their blood pressure in normal rarge si!D-Ply by doing
Sahaja Yoga for 20 minutes a day.

As such it is argued that since psychological stress" high blood pres
sure and smoking are important risk factors jn the causation of Ischaernic
heart disease and myocardial infarction, it is logical to hypothesize that if
an indivi'dual incorporates Sahaja Yoga practice in ' his Aai~y routine for
twenty minutes a day, it would g9 a.long wayin.preventing the important
risk factors and thereby these heart diseases9&lo'." " I
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'surgery .
. , " .'In view ,of thi~'~:~,all the preliminary arrangements for the, surgery in
United States were made and I had to fly within a week when s'ome, near
ones .insisted on me to meet Her Holiness Mataji Nirmala Devi as her
'Sahaja Yoga'. bas got unique curing effect. I was very hesitant to believe
'in ~uch things and thought that it would simply be a waste of time since
eminent cardiologists Of Bombay had given a verdict for coronary bypass
surgery. Anyway due to insistence of my near ones I agreed to meet Shri
Mataji. Fortunately she was at Pune and somehow we could manage to get
an appointment'. 1 told Shri Mataji about my problem. Shri Mataji raised
my Kundalini, smiled and said "Now relax, you are alright"

This did not convince me. Moreover I did feel' some pain while leaving
herpIace. So next day I again went to herand narrated the.problem. Shri

, Mataji said "Mr Malhotra you would be alright. Have faith and do Sahaja
Yoga;'. Then shesaid "you can get all theinvestigations done again and see
what your doctor says." Accordingly I went to Bombay for a repeat check

',up. All investigations including coronary angiography were done. The
reports were shown to the same cardiologist who advised coronary bypass

, Many cases of essential hypertension and Ischaernic heart disease have
been cured by adopting Sahaja Yoga life style. As mentioned earlier, the
effects of Sahaja Yoga on patients of essential hypertension has been found
to be statistically.significant and Sahaja Yoga has been found very helpful
as .an adju vant therapy I Ischaernic heart disease cases also showed a

, .remarkable irrrprovetnent by the practice of Sahaja Yoga.
'.' • ' . ,- ;. "

Cases of Healing through Sahaja Yoga

Sahaja Yoga and Heart Diseases
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A very interesting case of Ischaemie heart disease'which was declared
by the Cardiology Department of a renowned hospital for a coronary bypass
surgery got completely cured by the grace of Shri Mataji through Sahaja )
Yoga is mentioned for the information of the readers.

(1) Mr. Bahri Malhotara, a Pune-based industrialist told the delegates ~-
at the Conference on Pre venti ve Medicine Through Sahaja Yoga in 1990, at )
Pune, about 'his own personal experience of Ischaemic heart disease cure
'through Sahaja Yoga. The experience is narrated below in hi's own words: )

"1 was a' patient Of Angina and doctors diagnosed me as a case of
Ischaemic heart disease. For sometime medicines were effective but after
wards the condition further deteriorated and so I was advised to consult
some eminent cardiologists at Bombay. Accordingly, I went to one of the
best private hospital forathorough cardiological check up as advised by the
.specialist. After seeing the reports, of coronary Angiography .and other,

I .jnvestigations, Iw:",i'adyised by the cardiologist to go for a coronary bypass
" : . . " ,
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surgery. The Doctor was stunned! To his surprise there was now no
blockage in the coronary arteries! He said, "Mr Malhotara you are alright
and now there is no need for coronary bypass surgery. What treatment you
took! It is showing miraculous recovery." I said, "It is, the grace of Shri
Mataji and Sahaja Yoga". I was so happy. I could run without any
difficulty.

(2) A report received from Luciano-Ghirardi born in 1928, from Rome,
Italy, who, had myocardial infarction, is mentioned below in her own words:'

"1 spent my childhood and my' youth in Paris. I hap to leave for, Italy in
1941 because 'of the war and here I completed my studies. :I,worked as civil
servant in Italian Foreign AffairsMinistry and in !s1a,;y" 19,86, took retire
ment due to heart problems. Earlier in February 1986just after my return
from Moscow where I had been working, I had' an 'attack of myocardial
infarction while sitting in an arm chair and reading a 'newspaper. I lost
consciousness and came round after 12 ~ours later, to find myself in' t~e
Leu of a hospital. I made a steady progress and after 40 days in the
hospital returned home. I retired from my work as declared disabled. I paid
four visits a year to a cardiologist and lived under permanent medical care.
1 remember the doctor telling me that I was very lucky to be alive. In this
difficult year I got my Self-Realisation through a Sahaja Yogi. I kept on

}: doing Sahaja Yoga regularly and about a year later I Iwent to see the
specialist. After EeG etc he was astonished. The sign of scar from the
attack was no longer visible in the, ECG. Since then he told me that I no
longer, need further 'cardiological check-ups. II
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T· he Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS) was originally
defined by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) as the disease which

is indicative of defect i,n cell mediated immunity. The examples cited for
. such: diseases wer-e Kaposis-sarcorna, a life threatening opportunistic infec
tion of PneumocystisCarinii Pneumonia. AIDS is caused by human immune
deficiency vir~s (IqIN'}. This virus isLyrnphocytotrophic and selectively
irifeas human T Lymphocytes:" , ,
, .. The AIDS was firs{~1iscovered in '1981, but it has since then reached
.epidernic proportions with over 38,0'00 cases reported in USA alone. It is
estimated that 1. to 2'million Americans are already infected with the HIV 1-4.

In addition, the Public Health Service recently predicted that approximately
270,000 cases 'of AIDS will have developed by 19~P, Worldwide;
thousands of Europeans and possibly millions of Africans are also infected
with HIV1. AIDS did not exist in USA till 1970. In 1981 CDC announced
two cases in homosexuals at New York and Lcs Angeles. Since then the
number of cases started increasing drastically. By mid 1986 approximately
22,000 cases had been reported in the United States alone, The disease has
taken the shape of a global epidemic. Sexual contact is the major mode of
transmission of the AIDS Tetro. virus. Transmission can also occur via
,blood, as in individuals who share contaminated needles for I.V. drug abuse
or for blood transfusions. Mothers may transmit the virus perinatally to
their infants.

, Among adults in USA 73% cases are among homosexuals or bisexual
men Onainly in New York, San Fransisco and. Los Angeles); 17% are
among LV.drug abusers" 1% in haemophilics, 2% amongst those who
received blood transfusion, 1% in heterosexual partners arid 7% into none
of the above categories. Except for sexual transmission, there is no evidence

Behavioural Modification Through Sahaja Yoga
, . .

A Strategy for Prevention of AIDS·
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'(a) General health education, information and ,c6Otiiiselling, (b) Screen ..
ing of .blood and organ donations, (c) Surveil lance and (d) Behavioural
modifications

Health Education and Health Information is one of the major

.'....:,';Strategies for PreventionS, ,:

The disorders of the nervous system most commonly seen in patients .
. with AIDS are encephalitis, meningitis, cerebral space occupying lesions,
, 'demyelination, retinitis, myelopathy and peripheral.neuropathy. The c_qm:-
• .mon 'complaints' of encephalitis patients are .loss of-balance, forgetfulness,
.Joss of concentration and 'lethargY'~ In case'S "q(:meningitis headache-is
';:universally present in all the' patients. The othei~'s$',mptonl~ are fey'er~;,ne'~k
.stiffness, nausea and vomiting. $,om~times, unu~'4al':peipyelinina.ti,o.p,;~i~
'ease :i,$ seen in AlPS patients, which .causes aph~s.,i~,:,{~Ji~'dness,hertlip;~¥~,sis"
',~~ndata~ia4. _,',',' .: ';', :~" " :' ,"/'~'::J>;','~'::,;j:;:;",:.', " ','::":,:i/",': "

, .. '; " '~ ~,
. ~. :"" '<.-!'}~'.... "

Neurological Manifestations:

-,::":-',' ','

that the virus could spread among family members living .m the same
household with AIDS patients., ' , .

In just six years after the, initial description of the clinical syndrome
and four years after the first detectionof the 'etiologic agent, much has been
learned about AIDS and HIV. ' Seldom has medical science 'progressed so
quickly and yet the AIDS eipidernic continues uriabated'. An acute illness
'occurring three to six weeks after' primary infection has been documented in
~a few patients. It is characterised by fevers, rigors' arthralgias, myalgias,
, maculo papular rash, urticaria, abdominal cramps ~nd diarrhoea. Patients'
, 'with full-blown 'syndrome demonstrate one of a number of patterns' of
-disease. About 50% patients' develop Pneumocystis Carinii pneumonia:
, :Patients 'complain ofprolo,ngeq;i.e. six to eight.we~I~~::of' breathlessness, '~lry

, .,:cough, and inability to take. a deepbreath-. Fevex':Js:!:~Jrpo~,tinvariable.vOther
" ,,'c,bnditi911s, could he bacterial Ph~~m~~ia" fungi':;'ih.'f~~~h?~~,:Kaposi~S,a'r~~:m,a

'and Lymphoid intestinalpneumonia. Gastro int.y:~:tiil~Laridhepatic ;¢a#:~.(ys
, tations. 'c'ou.1d be. varied. It may .start with O~O~~i?j{~t§,agealdisconiio;r:(or
• , , • • I • . ' •. ~ _ • '.';' .' ' ,: I, ~.. .' _. ..', . .', ..' , ,

, retrosternal chest pain, difficulty .inswallowing'; #tc:eiatton of gas'fro,::~Itd ,
'duod~uriaL mucosa, -Diarrhoea, mal-absorption 'al}~:;:,w¢.ight""lossis a common
symptom 'in patients with chronic HIV infection." .Large deep ulcer's of
perianal area are diagnostic of AIDS. Hepatitis in, patient with AlPS,may
present with fever,' abdominal p.ain, hepatomegaly 'and ' abnorrnalTiver
"function tests".
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Preventing Vertical Tr ansmission : Women with risk factor for
infection should be offered counselling and HIV antibody te ting if they

Stop Using Drugs and Stop Sharing Needles : This is done by
stopping the sharing of needles and other paraphernalia of drug use (syrin
ges; mixing bowls and spoons) used in injecting works. Ideally the best
prevention is to stopusing drugs. Sahaja Yogacan help in it ina long way.
It has been seen, that people who do Sahaja Yoga regularly, leave smoking,

, drinking and drugs. ,
. • I '" • ' 1

HIV AritlbodyTesting : All blood donors should be screened for HIV
antibody with appropriate counselling. All suspected positives' sh~uld be
discarded. ' , '

Screening of Blo'~d and Organ Donations: All factor VIII ,prepara
tion for Haemophilics should be heat-treated to destroy an~ acti ve virus,
Donors of organs and semen must be screened for HIV ami body, '

l - I . I

Preventive Transmission in Those Who Inject Drugs

The epidemiology of HI'V infection in UK indicates that people
whotake-part or have taken part in particular activities are currently at
much higher fisk :than 'others. These are homosexuals and' bisexual men,
"intravenous drug users, haernophiliacs, the sexual partners of these
, individuals and-those who have had sexual contacts in parts of Africa. Even,
thoughthe prevalence.among those without a recognized tisk factor is very

. 10.\\7; it requires sexualcontact with only one infected person for transmiss
ionto 'o'ceur.,' The sensible message for everyone should be that "in order to
'redbce the risk~i AJDS One' should reduce the number of sexualpartners".
Or .should know, about, his. partners, previous' sexual history and drug use
history. Always use a condom. The HIV sero positive individual may wish
to consider bringing his or her regular sexual partners for counselling and
testing.

Preventive .Sexual Transmission

)

)

preventive strategies-for reducing the 'spread of HIV throughout the world.
_.Although research continues there appears at present no' cure or vaccine.
The pioneers of health education compaigns in the USA and UK have
voluntary groups, initially directing their efforts towards homosexual men.
Following these, substantial changes have taken place in sex behaviour and
also reduction in the incidence ,of HIV infection. Clinicians should take the
lead to practise preventive' medicine and respond both sympathetically and
with sound practical information.

)

, ' A Strategy for Preve~tion of AIDS -~---.
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Sahaja Yoga as described earlier ill detailsis ~,p,ethbd of awakening
the primordial dormant energy (Kundalini) which is ,pr,e$ellt, in 3-1/2 coils.at

'. ,the b,as,e;of spin~ inthe triang~lar bone 'called ~ac,~:up;?':,;~6'~,idesthis .each .of ,
us has' a subtle body which has se,v.~n irnpP~tanr:y~\~:r~y:,centres (Ch~k~,ff$):',
and three, iinportant N adis which are known' as l4~',;,<,?'~nglaand SllshurQ:#~"
'Id,a is on left' side, and correspondsto left sympat:h~'t-f2:tbhahl, Pingla fs~\'6h,<'
right side 'and represents right' sympathetic chain ,ari¥:S:ushumna' is T~I)l:e,~,
sented .by spinal cord and corresponds to parasympathetic 'nervous ~yste'iri. .
The seven centres (Chakras) are Muladhara, Svadhisthana, Nabhi, Anahata;

.; :,
Behavioural Modification Through Sahaja Yoga,

Prof. Luc Montagnier, discoverer of AIDS virus, ,rece,ntly pleaded for
a massive international effort with active public involvement for preventive
care against.the disease. lie cautionedagainst anx complacency in the: fight
against, the disease. .As per Wf:l() forecast, py :,JP.~;,\y¢ar,2000' ,A:D:,.,:,;t:~~""
majority of AIDS. cases, would be inthe third wOF!:{_t;~>~:~~hC}~too larg~lY:::4v.e '
to heterosexual contact. The 'AIDS .infection woufd.:;-l'¢HUii'n';unknownuli"les:s','
~ides'p~ead screen'i'n'g' for AIDS, aritibodies is' u:h~{~tf~ke,~'in devel~p;ih'g"
countries. .', " '. ' ,." .;'

Foreign Travel": In central Africa, transmission of HIV 'i~ through
heterosexual activity and sex' should be avoided while: travelling abroad.as
at' horrie one should be reminded of risks of 'casual' sexual encounters. .'" . .',

particularly in areas where HIV is highly prevalent. Casual heterosexual
encounters are very risky and sh~uld be avoided. ' .Travellers should be
reminded thatin many parts of the world screening of blood for HIV before
blood transfusion is not carried out. " , "

~'.~.

A CaB for,War AgainstAIDS

.....·.;:u;~I~;n?~;~~~t~;e;r~~~~~g6:ri:~:t~;:~i::n~{:~~~~~t~~yo:n~::l~~~~~...·.··
" ri'sk'of,,AIDS progression in the mother. ,Sero.pd',sit:{Y;~;:w6men should:':aJffi'Q:.
'be advised against br'east feeding theit infants, sin:c~'b:B~.such case has:b:e~ri
reported: , , ' , '" '.. , ,.,

,.Preventing Transmission by' Blood, Blood Products and Organ
Donations :, All blood donations should be screened for HIV antibody. All
suspected or confirmed positive blood is discarded. All factor VIII for
haemophilics is now heat-treated todestroy any .active virus. Donors of
semen and organs should be screened for :tHV antibody before organs ate
used, .
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Vishuddhi, Ajna and. Sahasrara Chakra. When Kundalini rises .frorn its
abode, it ascends up 'and Clears the chakras on her way to Sahasrara, "Lotus
of a thousand petals" on the top of the head. When Kundalini pierces'
Sahasrara chakra a sort of cool breeze is felt on the hands. This has been
called as 'Chaitanya Lahri' by Adi Guru Shankaracharya. This subtle cool
breeze in Sahaja Yoga language is called as vibrations", At this stage
Kundalini makes contact with the unconscious (Allpervading power) and
erie 'attains superconsciousness. OI).e 'oecomes capable of knowing about
.everybody on a .vibratjcnal basis'. This is due to the fact that, one.s own
.·e:ohsc·iousness mei'g'e,~:"with the collective consciousness and th~t. i~ the .
.··.reaso;hone is 'able ~·9.';P.·eJ¢eiyeihevibrational state o(another pe{sop(' ..
:..:.;,'~::':Once an in,di:~.t{N.'~i:."getsSelf-Realisation the inner transfor~ation

': ·,~::t;~tt~.!Workingand;.\·~~i"\(~~+~,:·qmtliti~sar~',::exhibited by: .an. individual: "'q.~:~
. ·e;kp.~rhmces imprQve~l~p,h'Y'sicaLandmental health and old habits of smoking, ..
drinking alcohol' imd::~:exil'al encounters with casual partners. disappear 'ih'
.duecourse of tirne..' r~:asurvey study: on people who joined. Sahaja Yoga
practice it was found that in some cases, the above vices disappeared in R

few days, but usually in three to six months period about 90% people have
been able to 'leave these vices. As regards sexual encounters with casual
partners it is prohibited in Sahaja Yoga. 'Muladhara Chakta situated be low
Kundalini (Fig.8)· is one. of the most delicate chakras pr~sided by Lord
Ganesha who informs mother Kundalini about the right time of awakenin~.
A sense of chastity is essential for the .growth of this Chakra. Adultery,
pornography, tantric practices, flirtation, lustful attention spoil this chakra.

, ' ... ' .... , ,'. -,.' i .' ..' .. ',

AIDS is supposed to be due to bad Muladhara Chakra". Even Christ said,
. "Tho~' shall not have·.:adulterous Eyes;'. This is very important. .However,
sex' should not be' suppressed 'as it is a physiological desire, For this an
individual should get. married and should have sex with his wife alone.
.:~isdom lies in the, ~'lf~-ti!rte marriage with one lady because marriage is 'a
. cMlective sanction 'i);ftHe':society and h~s, in-built security essen~es for the
proper growth of the children. With sensible married life arid following the
normal codes of morality. as per Dharrnic codes described 'in sacred scrip
~ures the Muladhara ,becomes strong and gets awakened by Sahaja Yoga
technique". The awakened Muladhara Chakra brings forth wisdom, strength
~rtd"i~ner sense -of right direction and ~ne cannot think of casual sexual
encounters; Not only that ,6rie, even cannothave adulterous eyes, because
immediatelyIt will produce heat or burning sensation in the heel of the
palms. One becomes careful and clears hi's C'hakni tocome back in balance
which is essential for 'keeping good health and to be free from sexual ly
transmitted diseases which are caused by bad Mul~dhara Chakra. A shift of
consciousness in this direction has already started in about 52,countries of

., ,

... ,A Strategyfor Prevention of AIDS
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the, world who are requesting their people to adopt Sahaja Yoga lifestyle to
prevent the spread of dreaded diseases like AIDS which is spreading fast all
over the world.

This is going to usher the begining of a New Age. With this there is a
possibility of overall change for a new paradigm, a new way of viewing life
and a .new type of understanding. 'on this planet, ~'al~'aja Yoga prescribed
ages 'ago in Markandeya Purana 'and. 'now redisg6.:Y:~f:~~·.liy .Her. ijoline~s.,r' .
Mataji Nirrnala Devi in 1970 isanIdeal Yoga' in"britii~Irtgabout a tr~rl'stqi:- .
mation in human beings from within.' 'It fills one with~c':brupassioh and lo~e'
for the society. Oneis lifted to a higher plane of awareness where animal
instincts do not bother him. One gets the right direction for various
activities of life. One starts enjoying disciplined life, One's Muladhara
Chakra becomes strong. Such, a person cannot have casual sexual
encounters or even adulterous eyes and this is a very important Behavioural
Modification which occurs through Sahaja Yoga.

In view of this it is felt that Sahaja Yoga practice would go a long way
in the preyention, of AIDS, for which at the moment there is no treatment,
nor is there any possibility in the near future even 'for any vaccine to prevent
this' disease which .is engulfing the world like a wild fire .

Medical Science Enlightened
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. T· h~ 'term 'Holistis; he'alth; has becomevery popular recently butit is' a
. .rmsnorner because, when we talk of health It implies wholeness .. How- .
ever, it makes a lot of sense when wetalkof health care or holistic medicine'.'
Before we go to holistic health care or holistic medicine let us examine the'
concept of health asit stands today in most parts of the world. Generally
when we talk of good health, most people feel that it means absence of
disease .. As a matter of fact good 'health means absence of disease and
something more' than that. What is that something more is a vital point to
understand. Health:a$', defined by the World-Health Organization (W.H.O)
means physical, mental, .social and spiritual health. This holistic concept
implies a sound mindina sound body in a sound social environment which
is.',,',~,k~pr~req'uisiteJor:_t~~':.;::~pXrituaJhealth-of an individual, to know' his 'own '.
:'s9t~:(1~:other .wo~~-s':::~¥~n§<:~s.,ab.al~n·~~,,~e~wee'n.man and his enviro:~yh~ht•.,
.for;~~,~,e~f:.Realisation'v-This state IS not statrc and therefore. should bemain-
tamed continuously as 'man, interacts with his environment. This approach is
more.closely connecte¢::~hh;the conceptof the quality and.rneariingfullife;"
encompassing spiritual.aspect. '. '. .

.. .Such a concept o{healih'for all by;2000' A.D. is a global commitment .
. We all' know that' the' wealth of any nation 'lies in its healthy population.
, India is signatory to Alma' Atta dec1a'ration in erswhile USSR to achieve
health for all by 2000 A.D. The national health policy of the Government."
of India had been approved by both houses of parliament, signifying the'
political will for the implementation of this policy. The health policy has to
,define the most a:ppropriate pattern of approach to tackle this problem. This
is yet ~to take a concrete shape in the above context for implemeI1tation
purposes. Modern healthcare system would haveto go far beyond the' 'scope
of':c6~ventional.· a'llopathic .medic ine 'to deal with a 'large 'number 6F
'ph~nomenon that infl.uePfe· health ..No doubt modern medicine excels in '
biological aspects' buf}ll'e:reis an urgent rieed for thes~ aspects to be related .'

,., '. '., .' ._~\,'< "~I'(::.:....' . ·.·!r ' . I . .. •
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.I'he basic principles in holistic medicines are> ':-

.,,
Principles Involved in Holistic Me~i~ine

to psychological conditions of human beings in their social environment.
One has to appreciate the complex inter-dependence between mind and
body in health and illness and also the inter connectedness between man and
his surrounding environment. ,

.Keeping .thIS in mind' some scientists at the Brunel Uni versity 'fie'ar
London organised a conference in May, 1974. The theme of the c6nf~r~,rice
was "New Approaches to Health', and Healing",. Carl.Simonton 1, oncclogist
and trained radiation therapist and his' wife Steph·aine. presented a revolu
tionary paper on mind/body approach to cancer therapy. Dr. Fritz' of
Capra", a pioneer researcher on.philosophical implications of New Physic's
while describing his experiences of the -above conference said that "A
profound shift in the concepts was about to happen in western science and
philosophy which-was bound to lead. to a new medicine. From the discus
sions' emerged a set of new concepts. that would form the basis of future
holistic system of health care. One of the basic new concepts was recogni-'
tion of the complex interdependence between mind and body in health and
illness, suggesting a 'Psychosomatic' approach to all forms of therapy".'

Currently the field of mind-body medicine is rapidly expanding .. In the
'last five· years several papers have been written concerning the effect of .
mind states on illness>", As mentioned earlier 'the' term holistic is used to
describe an approach to health care which spans both the conventional
western medicine model and the alternative source of-medicine as. available
in different' parts of the world. Tracing the originwe find that the'''word
'Holos ' stems from the Greek word meaning w~ole·'9r:CQmpiete. T~¢'~'9rd
'Holism' was first used by SmutsIn his book.Holism andEvolution.cHe .
usedto descri be the philosophical §'Yste~s that'tb:oI2~a on 'the whole sYsi~m'
ratherthan on parts>. . , :,' " :"",:,

, 'F.

. ',I:
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1. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts. It mean's that while.
examining a part e.g. heart, one should be aware of how the emotions,
thoughts, aspirations, diet, family, society, culture and environment im-
pinge on the functions of the 'heart: Thus holistic medicine challenges the
notion of the linear cause and effect hypothesis and dr~ws on systemstheory
for its explanations.

2. Use of alternative systems of medicine, e.g. classical Chinese
medicirie. Their concept of 'Chi' and Yin, Yang, acupuncture, homeopathy,
ayurvedic medicine, bio-feedback method, Yogaand?is.ual imagery etc: ':,
.,' . 3., Involvement of the patient: In holistic approach there 'is an

.'1.:-".': ,·· " I
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Evolution 'of Modern Medicine

, At the end of the ~econd millineurn B.C. invaders imposedtheir views
of religion and socialorders. The old' mythsof Go'd' and Goddesse were
thought to be baseless and a system with powerful male God Asclepius was,
, portrayed". The Asclepiar; system had a, finn faith I in' the healing power of
G.o4 and it was thought a.'s an effective treatment procedure": 8. Afterwards
Hippocrates medical system represented the culmination of Greek medicine
and had ,a lasting rnfluence. qn western medical, science. It is documented , .
thatfamous physician' Hippocrates lived in Greece around 400 B.C. The
essential- features of .Hippocrates medicine were based on belief that ill-
nesses are not caused by supernatural forces or demons but .are due to
derangement of natural phenomenon which should be studied scieotifically.
Further it was emphasized that medicin-e should be practised' as .a scientific '
discipline encompassing prevention of disease, as well as its diagnosis and
treatment. This concept has formed the basis of present w~stern system of
modern medicine. Hippocrates' writings also contain a strict code of medi
cal ethics known as Hippocratic oath, which is administered to every med i
cal.graduate at the Uni versity 'con vocation at the time of the .prcsentation of
MBBS .degree. The' Hipp-ocratic tradition with its emphasis on .interaction
of "body, mind and, environment brings about. an important view of the .
westernmedical syst'errl :which is strongly appealing even today 'as 'it was' .
twentyfive hundred yeats ago. ,
'. •.. ,':A,.s,amatter 'of fa'qt:dpring thelast 200 years the vast scientific develop
meil:iLled to 'the view th:at<human body works like a machine and diseases are '.

'." to ?."•. ,', I -', ",' . ',: . r ,.' .::."'" .' •. _, .. ' ._,: • ". • .', •• .f ". ,: . • . " ..' .'... ••

dueto' mal-functioning of different parts .ofthe body. In 20th cen tu ry the

\ .

emphasis in encouraging and facilitating the patient to take some respon
sibility for 'his recovery.process.

.. \' >4.•. ' Physician h~~l<this:elf: The holistic' approach further suggests that
healthIphysical; mental" social and spiritual) of the physician is 'also an
irqpb.rt(,ln.~,componentin theoutcorne of the interaction between doctor and
patient. The two ancientmedical systems - one western and one, eastern,
Whose concepts of .health 'and, illness are relevant even today .are western
sys~em ,.of allopathic medicine and classical ayurvedic my~~icines of: India .
.Western medicine is now practised all over the world. Looking at the history
of this system of medicine, we find that this Hippocratic medicine
developed from the ancient Greek system of treating patients whose roots
go back to pre-Hellinic era.' In Greece, healing of the illness was considered'
as a spiritual phenomenon and it was associated with many deities. The
important healing deity worshipped in those days was Hygiea.

__ ---'---'--- ~._H_olistic Medicine and._S_aha_y_·a_Y_o_g__a ~ _J,
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'same mechanistic approach continued in biomedical sciences and charac
t er istic c han ge s we ret he pro g res s ion 0 fbi 01ogy tom ole cul ar 1eve 1.
Detailed knowledge of biological functions at cellular and molecular levels
were most responsible for the development of new drugs. Discovery of
penicillin in 1928 ushered in a new era of Antibiotics. Discoveryof Insulin
and then Cortisone marked another important milestone in the ,progress of
medical science.

Simultaneously, technology has taken a central role' in modern
medicine. Diagnostic and therapeutic tools developed recently are due to
tremendous advances, made in Physics, Chemistry, electronics and computer
sciences. They include computerised automatic blood analy.sers, CAT
Scanners, Whole Body Scanners, Cardiac Pace Makers, Heart Lung
Machine, Renal Dialysis Machine, Lithotripsy, Ultrasound and Magnetic
Resonance Imaging. These are a few important ones besides many which
cannot be discussed here due to space constraints. With these advance
ments in the field of medicine now it has been possible to prevent many
infectious diseases. Dreaded diseases like Plague; Cholera, Typhoid,
Tuberoculosis, Diptheria, Tetanus and Malaria have more or less been
, completely wiped out of India and also from other developing countries, In

,. 1960 heart transplantation came as a great breakthrough in the field of
:"~ surgery. It was a marvellous achievement of surgeons and the whole world
;:1[ was thrilled at this unique success in the field of medicine. This was

followed by coronary bypass surgery which gave a new lease of fruitful life
to heart patients. Kidney transplantations ate also .quite successful and the
, p~tients of renal failure can now be saved who, otherwise had no hope to
survive ten, years back. Liver, and brain transplantations are also in
experimental stages and the day is not far off when doctors would be able
-to transplant these organs successfully. '

In spite of such marvellous, wonderful and thrilling achievements the
medical science could not provide proper treatment for some. of the most
common psychosomatic diseases like essential hypertension, migraine,
bronchial-asthma, cancer, low .back pain, dissirninated sclerosis, spon
dylitis, epilepsy etc. etc. What is the reason for this? I( we look back at the
history of scientific development, we find that physics and mathematics
dominated all tlre disciplines of science including biology, Renne-Descartes,
one of. the renowned mathemati~ians ~f his time,. asserted that there is
nothing included in the concept of body that belongs to mind and nothing in
that of mind that belongs to body. In other words mind is separate from the
body. This strict division between body and mind led medical scientists to
pay all the attention to the human body and the psychic aspect of illness
could not be given due importance.

Medical Science Enlightened
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The systems view of health is based on, systems view. of life. Living
beings are self-organising systems that display a high degree of stability.
The stability is dynamic and is characterized by continual multiple, and
interdependent fluctuations. To be healthy, such a system should be
flexible. Nowadays there is a growing .awareness that although western

. 'medicine has made tremendous advancements and has contributed to the
elimination of the dreaded diseases of past (as mentioned earlier) this has
not restored health of human beings in totality. In holistic view of illness
physicaldisease is only one of the several manifestations of a basic irn-
"balance 'of the organism. -Other .manifestations may take the form of
psychological and social pathologies and whenthe symptoms of a physical
,disease are .effectively suppressed by medical intervention, an illness may
well expres itself through some other modes. ·I_ndeed psychological and
social pathologies have now become major problems of public health,
According to a survey 25% of USA population suffers from psychological
problems to an extent of becoming handicapped in, society and needing
medical treatment. ' ' .

At the same time one. finds an alarming increase in the number of
alcoholics, violent crimes, sexual assaults, accidents and suicides,' All
. these represent the 'symptoms of a deteoriating social health of the nation.
Donald Fredrickson"," Director, National Institute of Health" say'S, "The
reduction of life in all its complicated forms to certain fundamentals that
can then pe 'resynthesized for a better understanding of man and his ills is
the basic' foncern of. biological research.' In this mechanistic, approach,
medical problems are analysed from organs and tissues to cells and then to
. cellular contents ~nd in 'this way 'the basic original problem itself is lost 'on
the way". . , , .

,
Systems View .of Health '

This view is now changing and health does not mean only absence of
disease but something more. This something more is mental, social and
spiritual components' which are. integral parts of health. Further all over the
world there is a strong feeling that man should not be treated as a machine.
There is a growing awareness in most parts of the world to see the Uni verse'

, as, a living system rather than a machine. It is felt that systems view of
living organism can provide an ideal basis for anew a~proach to health care
system based on our cultural heritage. This new .framework takes into
account the physical as well as mental, social and spiritual aspects of health
as visualised by the W.H.O.

Changing Views

Holistic Medicine and Sahaja Yoga
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The underlying principle of all such therapies is that the true healer is

inside every inJ'ividual. The new methods utilised in the west are of varied
nature. They range from relaxation 'to massage, visualisation, acupuncture,
acupressure, shamanistic healing, body work, use of myths, hyponsis and
bio-feedback. Many western doctors are using holistic methods in the
treatment of their patients. Dr. Bernie S. Siegel'? in his book 'Love,
Medicine and Miracles' talks about quietening of mental acti vi ty j

withdrawal 'of body and mind from external stimulation for contacting
deeper layers of the mind. The goal.is to reach in trance. He has reported
his -experience in surgical practice with cancer patients who survived with
th is therapy. '

Dennis T, Jaffe!' while writing on healing from within emphasised that
one's feeling, behaviour, stress levers, conflicts and ,beliefs contribute to
overall susceptibility to disease and by improving on these one could max
imise healing. Louise-Hay'? advocates that self~peace, harmony and
balance in our minds is essential to heal patients. She says, "What we gi ve
out, we get back". Further she explains the power of Love, which could
play a very important role in the well-being of people. J oseph-Heller'? and
William A. Henkin talks about the role of body work in holistic health care.

Alternative Me;thods of Healing

',)

The history of modern science has, shown .that theconcept of hUII1.a,n
,being reduced to molecular level is not sufficient for understanding the
human, condition in health and illness. The increasing dependence of medi
cal care on complex technology has given rise to a sharp trend for
specialization in different disci pli nes of Medicine and Surgery. ,As a result
of this super-specialisation the doctors are having a tendency to look after
a particular part of the body .. For example a nephrologist usually looks after
the kidney, a urologist looks only after the urinary system and so on. In this
way 'they forget to deal with the' patient as a whole.' "Further the cost of
medical care' in India has tremendously increased. This rising trend is,
similar to that of ~estern countries, particularly USA.

As such important contributions are being made in the area of holistic
medicine. Risk of cancer and AIDS is threatening the; whole world. Tradi
tional western medicine has failed to' cure these diseases forcing the patients
to go for alternative medicines. These diseases like cancer, hypertension,
migraine, AIDS, epilepsy etc. have inspired new approaches towards health'
care. Many new therapies practised in the west are non-specific. They
concentrate on the intangible aspect's of healing such as powerful will to
live, cultivating,;;self-love, spiritual messages, 'im~gery and visions.

Medical Science Enlightened ,
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Let us look at another alternative system of medicine available. The
ancient medical system of Indian Ayurveda (Ayu means life arid Veda
means, to' know) means the knowledge of life. The origin' of tl-i1ishealing art,
could be traced back to Crcator-Brahrna who gave this knowledge as con
tained in the text of Ayurveda. According to Hindu Mythology, Brahrnais
known to. be the first teacher of Universe and he composed a very
voluminous Ayurvedic text but afterwards abridged it into eight parts with
Medicine (Kaya-Chikitsa) and Surgery (Shailya-Chikitsa Tantra) as the
main subjects. Brahma propagated' this knowledge through Daks ha
Prajapati to Ashwani Kumar and Indra Who Was considered as Chief of Gods
in heaven. According to Sushruta Samhita, God Indra passed on this text
to Dhanvantri and from him to Sushruta. It is said that Ayurveda i no more
available in its original' form but most of its contents are revealed in the

}

Ayurveda

)

L

Diverse forms of body work are derived from four principal traditions, e.g.
energetics, mechanical, psychological and integrative. Energetic tradition
is based on Indian notion of Chakras and on Chinese idea of Acupuncture.
Ailments are thought to occur due to, energetic imbalances. According to
Acupuncture theory health is achieved when flow in the meridians js proper
ly balanced between Yin and Yang. To cure, Acupuncturist stimulates
appropriate meridians by inserting and withdrawing extremely fine needles.
Mechanical tradition is based on ,body' s tangible parts and their inter
relationship; the inter-relatedness with pulleys, lever~ hinges and plates
which because of stresses and tensio~ become worn out or misaligned
accordingly require adjustment. _

Practices of Chiropractic and Osteopathy have also been advocated'.
Chiropractic is a mechanical realignment of the vertebra of the spine.
Usually it is 'the Atlas vertebra which gets misaligned and its aligment
brings about a great relief. Osteopathy ,is based on the realignment or
manipulation 'of' the bones in 'other parts of the body. Joseph H'eller13
developed structural body work based on the experience of body as a
Hologram. It integrates the principle's of mechanical, psychological and
energetic traditions not only in exercises or body work sessions but also in
functions of daily life. Bobbie Probstein 14, another worker in the field of
holistic medicine re-ernphasises our ancient dictum that mind and body are
'inseparable. While talking about conscious and unconscious mind it has
been argued that' any idea oneholds to be true in the, subconscious, becomes
a binding on the outcome. In conclusion he writes that with this method
eve~ wheezing and sneezing disappeared in Asthmatic patients,

0=Holistic Medicine arid S~haja Yoga
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Brahma, one of the Trinity and original author of the Ayurveda. In his
left hand he holds a Kalasha (Vase) containing Amrita (ambrosia) i.e.

-I-Ji.:--J----____.,.---nector 0-[ life. Fro ehannakesnav temple, Belur llr:n-, -=ce::-:-';n:--"'{""'uO'::-:r"-::y:-.---------
Copyright: Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi
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This clearly exh ibi ted the superiority of Ayur veda over Greek
medicine. Ayurveda 16-19 appears infinitely more sophisticated in the rules
of personal conduct for longevity vis-,a-vis' western system 'and its main
emphasis .lies on the fact that medicine should always focus on the 'person
as a whole rather than On disease. -It believes that the main objecti ve of
maintaining good health can be achieved only if the physician has a

,:thorough understanding of the human being. The person in his wholeness
is called the "asylum" (asrya) of disease and constitutes the main subject of
medical science. Oneof the verse's ofAyurvedic textl6-19 says, "Mind, Soul
and Body. these three are like a tripod"; the universe is sustained' by their
combination., They cOnstitute the basic fundamental substratum for every
thing. This combination. of mind, body and soul is the person (Purusha):
this is .sentient and thi~ is the subject matter of this Veda (Ayurveda). It is
for this, that this Veda is-brought to light. The philosophical emphasis on
the wholeness of the human being is reflected in the comprehensiveness of
diagnostic "examination prescribed in Ayurveda. Besides thorough physical
check-up the medical.examination includes evaluation of the patients, emo
tional and social status spheres. The knowledge of the patient's mental state
is further '.supplemented by gaining an insight .into the familial, social,
geographical and cultural context. The .hurnan being in Ayurveda is
conceived as a, personality comprising of physical, mental, social and

, ,

donesia and became the medicine of island. From there it travelled to
, , ,

.Mongolia and North-East Siberia. One of the moss famous Ayurveda
Physicians from these places was a Siberian, Mr. N.N. Badmaev (Kes
wani)15., The medicine of Tibet is also based on Ayurveda. With the coming
of the Muslim conquerors to India from LOth century onwards, the glories
of Ayurvedadeclined.rapidly due to lack of patronage from rulers. How
ever, it is reported that duringProphet Mohammad's time-a famous medical
school flourIsh'ed in Senna, Southern' .Arabia, whose Principal Harith Bin
Kaladhbad acquired knowledge in India. The superiority of Hindu civilisa
tion started a great exodus of, Indians into West Asia. A famous Hindu
practioner in Baghdad was Saleh-bin-Bhelawho cured Ibrahim, a cousin of

--~-~---.~-- _ _lthe Kha1ifa,_:_aft~.aruh·' s personal physician Gabriel, an expert in Greek
medicine, had declared. Ibra~limdead (Lassen).-'

works of Charak and Sushi-uta. The-texts originally written about 1000 B.C.
are considered as the most authentic representation of Ayurvedic text.

The glory of the practice of surgery during the remote antiquity goes
to Sushruta. ,It is recorded that Jivika (6th Century) was personal physician
to Lord Buddha and practised even cranial- surgery at many occasions
(Takakusu). The ancient, Ayurveda travelled with Buddhism to Asian
countries and thus flourished in Buddhist monasteries and reached In- ,

· Holistic Medicine and Sahaja Yoga
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Dhanvantari, who warded off death, disease and·decay from celestials, the
teacher of Sushruta. From Keshava temple, Somnathpur, 11th century.

Copyright: Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi
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, Holistic Medicine dna Sahaja Yoga
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metaphysical (Spiritual) aspects. Lord Punurvas~' - Atreya said "that in' the
broader contextan individual is a micro-cosmos, i.e. mini, image of the great
cosmos. All the features that are present in the cosmos are present in a
human being"16-19., ,

" .
Ancie-nt phy'sicians of Ayurveda looked, at the health as a state of

dynamic equilibrium of body elements. As per Hindu philosophy an
individual, has thre-e bodies physical, subtle (Sukshrna Sharira) and causal
(Katana Sharira), Ayurvedic text16-19 mentions the subtle body and discus
ses its role in the cons'titution and developmentof a person. It is mentioned
that subtle body is only visible to the yogic vision. The subtle body as
described in yogic vision has got threeimportant Nadis known as Ida (Moon
Channel) on left side, Pingla (Sun Channel) on right 'side and Sushurnna in \__
the middle. As mentioned earlier in western philosophy the body and mind J J
are separate from each other' but can affect one .another (Descartes). In
Hinduphilosophy mind arrd body are identical to' each other. This thesis is
also followed by Ayurvedic medicine. The .above views are further cor-
roborated in the words of Dubos-". "Almost every disease involves both the
mind and body andthese two aspects are so interrelated that one cannot be
separated from the oth€f.." _~ _. _ )

Herbal medicine was thrown in the background with the rise of western
allopathic medicine., However, people all over the world are now realising )
"that the allopathic medicines are .very toxic. 'They cure one thing but are )
liable to damage some other part of the body. Ninety percent of the drugs
are either Nephrotoxic or Hepatotoxic. Some of the drugs if taken for long
time could cause cancer In vi'ew of this" there is a shift towards herbal
medicines. Ayurvedic medicines are mostly from herbs and therefore they
are gaining great popularity j Government too has shown a sympathetic
attitude towards Ayurveda and it is in-creasingly felt that its use could fulfil
the criteria invisaged 'in the concept of Holistic' Medicine.

In view of this the term "psychosomatic' needs some clarification. In
western medicine' it is used to referto disorder without a-clearly diagnosed
organic basis. Recently it has been modified, taking into account ,that mind
and .body cannot be separated from each other in' health or illness So
researchers today are aware that virtually all disorders are psychosomatic in
the sense that they involve the interplay of mind and body in their origin.

Japanese 'adopted' western medicine voluntarily abou t 15'0 years' ago
hut now they are increasingly re-evaluating their own traditional system of
.medicine, which they believe can fulfil many functions which are beyond
the capability' of modern. me.d.icin e. .Dr. Mar'g r et Lo ck " medical
"anthropologist, in her detailed study on east Indian medicine in modern
urban Japan found that Japanese doctors known as 'Kanpo ' doctors combine
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Sahaja Yoga is a unique rediscovery of t1)i;s era. ,Qrjginally it was'
described in Markandeya Purana but was forgotten by people with the

Role of Sahaja Yoga in Holistic Medicine

In the practice of homeopathic medicine the fundamental principle is
to activate the patient's energy level or vital force .. ' Recently George
Vithoulkas-? identified Hahnemanns vital force with.the body's electromag
netic field.. Vithoulkas proposed a pattern of vibrations which is unique for
each individual. External or Internal stimuli affect the' organisms' rate of
vibration, and these changes generate physical, emotional o~' mental
symptoms. These subtle symptoms represent the .organisrn' s reaction to

. . ' ." " .,:, , .,... ',:,', .". ..

imbalance. .Hcmeopaths try tomatch the pattern-of ~,Y):l1P~0111Sthat is cha-r-·
acteristic of the patient, with a si~i'l~r pattern. 'Ch'arac:t'~r.sti~csof remedyare.
associated with a certain vibrational .pattern, that" constitutes its very es
sence .. When medicine is taken the pattern of-vibrations resonates with the
vibrations of the patient and. thereby healing is brought-about. The selec
tion of remedy. is based on Hahnemanns law of sirnilars ., 'Like cures Like'
, which gave homeopathy its name.

Lack of scientific explanation of homeopathy treatment is one of the
main reasons why ft remained second rate healing art. Homeopathic prin
ciples and their philosophy of looking the patient as a whole exemplified
many aspects of holistic health care. '

Homeopathy

eastern and wes~ern methods in an efficient medical system.
Health care in Europe and North America is' practised byphysicians,

nurses, psychotherapists, psych iatri sts , publie professionals, social
workers, 'chiropractors, homeopaths, acupuncturist and, various holistic
practitioners. ' These. individuals and groups use a .great 'variety of ap-:'
preaches that are based on different' concepts of healthand illness (Capraj-? ..
It IS argued that a common basis 'should be ev6Yv!,e~:jo.integrate ~l( dre '
alternative systems of medicine into a effective syster» of health care. ,

. The recent developments have provided systems: view of living or- .
ganism which is thought to' be an ideal basis' for giving a, IJew approach to
health care system (Capra). ' Systems views healthin terms of an ongoing
process. 'It is a multi- dimensional phenomenon. A person may be alright
physically but emotional or social problems can' make' a person sick. To be
healthy, then 'means to be in harmony with oneself, physically, mentally
and also ecologically.

:--
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passage of time. Her Holiness Mataji has been telling the world that Sahaja
Yoga is based on subtle divine internal technology and it awakens the
primordial dormant energy (Kundalini) at the base of spine, of every human
being and bestows one with' Self-Realisation'. It is simple, effortless and
spontaneous. It does not interfere with any religious belief but on the other

, handit integrates allthereligions. It issafe and does not need any educa-
.tional background and' is meant for all. Moreover it is consistent and
verifiable. When Kundalini awakening' actualizes in Sahasrata and comes
opt of the Brahmarandhra (Anterior Fontanale) one goes into Nirvikalpa
stage. Subtle cool vibrations 'start flowing from top of the head and from
both the palms. One becomes aware of the collective consciousness and
therefore one could easily know about the Kundalini, Chakras and Nadis of
another person on his finger tips (Fig.8 & 10). As one's attention gets
enlightened, one could simply by focussing the attention knows the prob
lem of self or of another person and thus could cure it.

The Sahaja Yogi receiving this Vibratory Awareness could manoeuvre
it to cure various diseases. Once these vibrations start flowing, then it is
easy to rectify physical, mental, psycho-social and spiritual problems.

, This makes Sa~aja Yoga a par excellent method of holistic medicine
because it satisfies all th~ essential conditions laid down in the concept of
holistic medicine. Let us examine them one by one.

The first most essential condition laid down- by the proponent r of
holistic medicine is' that the individual should be treated as a whole along
with his physical, mental, emotional, psycho-social and spiritual problems.
All these aspects are' so very important for the proper functioning of the
Nadis arid Ch akras in ourbody 0 '

Secondly, the involvement ofthe patient in his treatment is primary
and most important. The patient has to practice Sahaja Yoga himself and he
is mostly responsible for the 'recovery.

'Physician hea'l thyself' is again totally fulfilled because unless arid
until a Sahaja Yogi himself is not healthy, he cannot achieve the results.

o I

Therefore only a healthy Sahaja Yogi can initiate the patient.
• ' ! •

Thus Sahaja Yoga fulfils all the basic criteria of holistic medicine. By
Sahaja Yoga m~ny diseases have been cured. Essential hypertension,
bronchial asthma and epilepsy patients were treated in Lady Hardirige
Medical College and Associated Hospitals.New Delhi, in a controlled study
to' evaluate the significance of Sahaja Yo ga23-24 0 The resu Its ha ve ahead y
been discussed in detail in the chapter on medical researches where it was
found that Sahaja Yoga has been very useful as an adjuvant therapy in
above mentioned diseases. This has been because it looks after the im
balance and fragmentation which takes place in the psyche of these patients,

Holistic Medicine and Sahaja Yoga
---_.-----------_----
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the root-cause of which lies in the stresses " and strains of day-to-day life,
lack of security, strained relations with father and mother during childhood
or marital problems after marriage etc. etc.

Sahaja Yoga has tremendous power and transform~ an individual from
within?". When Self-Realisation- takes place, one attains super-conscious
ness which. fulfils one with a feeling of absolute bliss. Such a condition is'
responsible for 'maximum healing .. Now we know that the Kundalini
awakening by Sahaja Yoga actualizes in the Limbic area of the brain, an
area which is responsible for our emotions, behaviour, hunger, sex and
anger. So onc~ the activity of this area would b~ controlled by an individual
then he is able to conquer (1) Kama (Sex desire) (2)' Krodh (Anger)' '(3)
Moha (Attachment) C4) Lobha (Greed), and Mada,'c'Ego)" which are 'known
since ages in' ancient literature to be the enemy- of good he~lth and spiritual
advancement. Thus -ones attitudes and perceptions.towards vario~s 'events
in one' s life change altogether as ·positive(attitude~I.:and :'perceptions.' are so
very important for healing and good health. The flow of subtle cool breeze
which is none else than Divine energy is responsible for rejuvenating-the
immune systemand other vital systems of the body. It has been roughly
estimated that 80 to 90% people who do Sahaja Yoga get cured of their
diseases by clearing the chakras and lead a healthy 'fruitful life.

In view of this, the present medical system needs a change in which
psychic aspect of man should be given a greater emphasis. Sahaja Yoga, the
cultural heritage of India, in its true 'sense, IS the only' way to solve this

. problem efficiently. For social health care there would .be' urgent, need for'
health education and framing of new health policies. 'Further legislation to
prevent health hazards from pollution .of water and atmosphere should .be
enacted ~md implemented in a phased manner. 'Social 'poli~ies to improve
education, employment, civil rights and duties, economic improvement of
people and family planning are ,very important for' healthy society'. The
basic' aim of any therapy will 'be' to, restore jhe -patient' S balance . :,.'::fhe '
,changes are possible with a thorough reorganisatioa-ofmedical education
for holistic medicine. To prepare amedical studentand. other health profes
sionals for new holistic approach, it will re-quire-a considerable broadening
of the present scientific approach and much greater efforts would be, re-
quired topromotebehavioural sciences and human' ecology. , ' ",
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Adhara: Support,
Agni: Fire.
Ahankara: Ego.
Adi Shakti: The primordial shakti or' energy of, (lod, 'the Holy' Spirit,
, through which the creation took place and throughwhich Self-realisation,
. the fulfilment-of the creation becomes possible .. '
Ajna chakrat (See' under chakr~).' , "
Akashat Sky.iether, infinite space. , '
.Amrlta: .Arnbrosia, nectar of life: elixir.
Kn~hata chakra: (see under chakra). ' '
, AJlanda'~aya'kosha:, (see under, k¢i~ha);',

, , .'Annamaya kosha. {see'under kbsi{.~{,"
Ap,: :Watet';":' , ' " ..

: , Apanavayu: (seeunder vayu).
Apasmara: Epilepsy.
ArogyarDisease-free state.
Artha: 'Wealth.
, Asanas: Physical pos,tures.
Atrna: Soul.
Avatara: Incarnation.
Ayu: Life span.
Ayurveda: Science of life, the ancient Indian system of medicine.
Bandha: 'Blocking 6f passages of organs by fixing their status with contrac-
.ti~n of certain muscles.' ' ' , ',',,' , ' ' ':':, '

Bandha.Talandhara: Chinlock, when the chin is pressed against the chest,
, Bandha.. Muia: Vigorous contraction of anal 's'ph,'i~~ter's',and the, pelvic "

diaphragm.. " '1,"" , ',:: """ I , • , ",~;;>
"Ban'dh~; Uddayana: Raising of t~'~'diapii}fagm., Y.; :',," ; ;,

Bhastrik~:' Breathing like bellows. ~,.' "'!',":.'>.,. " . "','
, I " ' ,

I ,
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Bhutas: Basic elements:
,Baddhar Psychic" negativity which can .Iodge III a 'chakra or a nadi and
"'irtlpede the passageofthe Kundalini energy.

, n'hdot:' An entity fib:ni'ithe: collective :stibcc)llscious which parasitically at-
, :' ,'" ! :', ','; , , "

, " 9icl(S', the chakras :Q.f:,::h:"Uvinghuman being' causing 'Various ill effects.
, , Bhoots are of hunl~ri,,;.a'ni:inal origin, and find themselves in the collective '
:subco~scious after' if"life in which they went against the 'principles of,
, 'dharma of the' centr'al channel.. '

Bhootavidya: Demonology.
, I • •

, Bij.a Mantra: Primal sounds,
Brahma Randhra: The anterior fontanele. '
Chakra: (San'skrit, "wheel") Energy centre through which the prana, the

subtle energy of the sympathetic nervous 'system, and in a, realised soul
the Kundalini, the subtle energy of the parasympathetic nervous system" '
control the activity of our body and mind. Place of interaction of, our
, physical, mental, social and spiritual activity, but whose divine qualities
,'only express themselves after realisation. '

Chakra, Ajna: Energy centre.Lotus or Wheel located deep in the forehead
between the eY,ebtdWs'>"In gross, body it is represented by optic - chiasma.

'~lta~ra, Anaha~a:,,:e:n~:rgy centre, Lotus or Wheel located in the regionof
',:,ih:~heart.' 'In- grosS:'~h9:(iy"it is represented by cardiac p1exus., " , ' '

, Chakra, Maniimrad3nergy centre, Lotus or Wheet'located in the 'abdomen
, ' '~aithe .level of the:4m,bi,licus. In gross body it is' represented by.coe liac
, plexus.

Chakra, Muladhara: Energy centre, Lotus or Wheel located between the
genitals and anus, Ingross body represented by Pelvic plexus.

Chakra, Sahasrara: "Thousand petalled Lotus, located inside th~ cranium.'
, , ' In gross body rerrese'nted by Li~blc ~rea of brain. ' . ,

Chakra, Shat: Six centers of neural plexuses.
Chakra, Svadhisthana: Energy centre, Lotus or Wheel located' cranial to

~ ~ f ~ ~ J

muladhara chakra in the pelvis deep to the root of the genitals. In gross
'body it is represented by Aortic plexus.

Chakra, Vishuddhi:, Energy centre, Lotus or Wheel 'l'ocated in the neck '
~':r~gion. I~ gross body it is-represented' by cervical plexus." ' ", ',,'

Catch: Blockage of the Kundalini in .a chakra, caused by the presence of a '
.bhoot or a baddha. ' .t>.

"

Bheda: To pierce through and acquire knowledge.
Bhedan, Shat Chakra: Piercing and acquiring the knowledge of six

centres.
Bhumi: Earth. '
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Devata: Minor deity, usuallyassociated with al~f.t' orright-side power. :An
. example is Indra, who controls the weather, particularly the rain. ' .';:';:.:
Dharma: Righteousness, divine law, virtue.. religion. 'Our dharma 'acts

Within us' as a sort of pre-programming on our 'chakras as to how we
should live our lives.

Dharana~ Contemplation, holding the mind fixed 'on certain point. .
Dhauti: Cleansing the stomach - one of the six procedures adopted iI;.t the
, practice of Hatha Yoga.
phyana: Fixing 6~ attention, meditation.
Divyadrishti: Celestial vision.
Ego: The patt of .the psyche which manifests -anddevelops the, feeling-of

being, an individual. In the body-it is localised 'hf,the'1eft-hand.:h~rrii:
", sphere of the brain. In Freud's" later wo.rks;,',ih'~/-:e.go.,is construed-as. a,

'precipitate 'of identifications. ' Shlce identificati~:QA·$\mis:llndersian;ding,,'9f.,
who .one is, the problem of .a.misrecognition ;#i:d.::,lih*sio~appear. "';:::~:;.";;:;:".

Guml: General characteristics of a: human. being, ~o.~,i~(beiong'to 'ei,the~r~of
, 'the three qualities,' Tamas (dullness, inertia, ":s:~illh~ss)"Rajas (activity,'
movement, agitation), and Sattwa (detachment.liarmony, ,transcendence)
which are/characteristic of the left, right and central channels respective-
ly.' " '.-

Guru: Spiritual master who gives Self-realisation and who instructs and.
guides others injheir spiritual ascent. From a Sanskritterm meaning one
who leads from the darkness to the light, who enughtens.

,Hatha Yoga: (see under yoga).'
Iccha: Power of desire.
Ida Nadi: The principal left-hand energy channel of. the subtle nervous
, ' system. It extends from the' Muladhara Chakra, 'in the pel vis, to the

left-hand side of the head below the eyes, andflowsfrom there across.the
'"Hamsa 'Chakra between the -.eyes' into the .Superego; in the right ..iratid' .
..' hemisphere' of the brain.. It is. responsible for' ~.h~~;':Pb.werof 'desire: within

: , • I • • I, ,: '. • I " ,. ." ,:' " , . ':" , ' • , '. • ~. • •

Chaitanya:, The Divine Vibrations felt by realised souls. ,
,Collective Consciousness: Thestate in which one' sconscious awareness is '

not, limited to one.' s physical bogy and surroundings b~t extends to other '
human beings. " ", ,( . ,',

. Chit: Mindstuff. . . ' . ,'. ' ::,:,' , .. .." '...'.''.

.'C~itiirii Nadu Within the neural, axis (sushum~aS<H~'sq' s'ubtle arid 'iilH~'er~
, ceptihle channel called chitrininadi.. ", ',. ':,::,.... ,', t.:

Deityr.An aspect' 'of God in the 'form 'of a divin;~',iihson, who ~a{take '
, , incarnation in a physical body. ,For instance, '$hrj.:'1~,~tii~,Shri Saraswati,

ShriGanesha 'etc. ',:'.;:,'',.,;.
. ~:
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Kosha, Anandamaya: The fifth sheath of causal body which is known as
Bliss Sheath. '

Kosha, Annamaya: The first' sheath of physical body, sustained by' food
. (anna). " ':, "
Kosha, ManomayaeThethird sheath' 9f causal body which is known as
.:,,<M~.p.~,Sheath. '. ;·r:,':r·',< .. ,: " ' . ' " " . ' ' , " , .' , .

, KO:,sha;·Pranamay~f~,:The., second sheath-of subtle body which is known as,viHa:I; 'Sheath. " t·,:;: ,;,'~ , . <, -.<:' , ",. " : " "
K(;~h.~;'V.iJnana~,~y;aj:·'Jhe:::foUFth sheatn,which is called as 'intellect Sheath;
K.dJ¥Shakti:'PC).wet'i§f:~'~~Jion; ,." ' . '
Kumbhaka: Pause.Iinrespiration). " " "
Krirlda]a : Coil,' serpent/ .' ,", '

. Kunda'lini Yoga: (seeunder yoga). .
KaU Yuga: The 'age of darkness in which humans stray farthest from their

dharma, righteousness is neglected and evil flourishes.
Kundalini: Primordial energy. Reflection of Holy Ghost within lis, which

a~'akens under the right conditions and rising up the central channel,
Sushumna Nadi, gives us Self- Realisation, the yoga or union with the
Divine. Before .realisation.tthe Kundalini rests in the sacrum' bone -at the
base of the spinejn,.3& 112 coils.

Manas: Mind .
.Ma.~ip'ura chakrar (~'1,e'·qnd.erchakra)
Manomaya Kosha: ·0~ee:,:.Uhd.erkosha)
'~~~~:;;:~:(~~:e~~~ff¥;:;a),'.' ,<
.M~Y~:':'Materialistic q'lJi~Yitie~of the universe ..

.- .:. . .~.. '. .. .: ' .' ... } " ~ ,.,..~. . ,..-.,',' . .

, ,. , '.. .

us and it is through.theleft-side energy that the emotions express them-
, selves, -In the: gross body-Ida N adi. corresponds to the left-hand channel
";.~(:th~'symp·athe.ti¢·:}~:¢'t:~9U'S·system. 'I~.·is,'also known'as'Chandra ('Moon')'

'~~~$:'; : O't~<:;;b·6 " : ,< ," "',<', ',' ',' , ., .'
Jtva.::·The soul, ven,.fel¢':ofthe Atrna, the.absolute self.
J.3:1ari~h·ara· Bandlta;'ts,~~:)mder bandha).
Kama; Sexual desirev'passion, lust.' .

',.' . . , , '. ''Ioi'' '

Kapalabhati: One 'of the six' procedures adopted in the -practice of Hatha
. Yoga, To cleanse t'he nasopharynx and possibly also the nasal air sinuses ..
Karma: Action, duty. '
Kaya Chikitsa: Internal medicine, therapeutics.
Khechari Mudra': (see under mudra)
Kosha: Sheath.

Glossary
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.Nabhi: Naval, 'umbilicus.
',Nadi: (Sanskrit, "river")' Energy channels of the subtle' nervous system
. within the human body.

Nadi, Brahma: The interior of the chitrini nadi is called brahma nadi along
..which' Kundalini !ll0ves .to stimulate various centres (chakras) during
.Kundalini Yoga. ,

Nauli: Wave-like rhythmic contractions along with.thelength of the rectus
.abdorninis muscles with the diaphragm kept in afixed position. Aprbc~~
','dure adopted 'in,HathaYoga. ' ... ,',;. '.. . ,:.,:::<,'::.'.::.;' ..:', i ", , : ' ,::• i:,

·Neti:' One .of the procedures adopted in the praS:ti·c·~:{8.fHatha yog~': ...fQ~'·.·
~ , . ,,' . .' ". ,I' '. .' ..; ;,',- ".:::",,: "';;'/J .... . . '." .-;, :

clean,Si'?g the 'nasal passages. ': •. ,~~.. .
,Nidra: ·Sleep. ;i ::·)·.;}Y;V
Panchabhuta: Fiv'e basic elements of creation, \l~z.'· prithvi (earth), ap.

(water), teja (firejs vayu (wind and akasha '(etherj," '. . .
Pingala Nadi: The principal right hand energy channelofthe subtle ner~-_ .

ous system, running from the Svadhishthana Chakra, at the base of the'
spinal cord; 'to the right-hand .side of the head below the eyes, and from.
there through the Hamsa Chakra into the Ego within the left-hand he~i
sphere. of the brain. It is responsible for the pow~r 'of action within us. A
. realised soul spontaneously becomes the vehicle for the action of the
Unconscious. In the gross body Pingala Nadi corresponds to the right
hand channel of the sympathetic nervous system. It is also known as .

'..

Meditation: A state of being in which the Kundalini energy passes through
the Sahasrara Chakra and the yogi is in collective, vibratory awareness.
More particularly, the sadhana or practice of sitting in meditation, taking
one's attention inside. .

Mimansa: Deep reflection, inquiry, examination, investigation, one of the
six systems of Indian philosophy (shad darshana).

·Moksha: Liberation, salvation. ' . :,\.. . '..,:,'.,
Mudra: Symbolic gesture. " .' , .. .:

. ' . . . ". ".' . . '.,.: " ..... ;,.".,.... '. ..', ..... ),.1 .

·Mudra Khechari: Positioning the 'bifid: and frenu J'J'6ttectomjzed tongue
against the posterior nares to block the nasopharyngeal respiratory pas-

... ".

sage, ~
Mudra.Yoni: Syrnbloic posturing of pelvic'regio~ (yc)pi means uterusand

vagina).' . ,
Mula: r09L
, .' ,

Mulabandhact see under bandha) .
. Muladhara Chakra: (see under chakra).

.Meda: Adipose tissue.
Medha: Intellect.

Medical Science Enlightened
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Pranayama Koshar (Se~ under kosha)
Pratyahara: Control, of sensory perception.
Puraka: Inhalation.'
Raja-Yoga: (see under Yoga).
Rechaka: Exhalation. '
Sahasrara Chakra: (see under Chakra).
Sadhana: The practice 'of meditation, taking vibrations from' the
,',.photograph o'fS~ri ,Mataji;' and, other practices, used daily, by Sahaja

, / Yogis to cleans e':'9f:'p,urify, the subtle body. ",
,,'"S~,h'aJa:,Sponta.neb\{s~:'Tnb:'~rnll' ' , " ,' , ,r", ,

'Sallladhi: Deep' h)¢:d'h~tion, superconscious state, including 'the' state "
, .. ;",' " - . ,',' ' r ",'" :"," """"" ..', ,,' " '

, ':)>e,ntered into by p'ig~~ly~realised':soul~ ..when they leave thebody.This word: ' ,
: ' :-;:)s,~lso used for 't;h;,~,_;.~'iaceofburial of.a.saint. " " ,'.. ,: ': ",' ',:'
".,$~,iyaYuga: The' a~:~;,;d{:Aquarius (the water-carrier, 'symbol of th~ awaken- ':', , •
'," ing of the Kundalini energy), the Age of Gold, the blossom time in which'
";"the tree of life bears fruit. ' ,, , .'

Shaktit The power of a, deity, frequently in the form of 'a feminine 'deity
'related to a masculine one (eg. Lakshmi and Vishnu).'

Subconscious: ,A term used in Psychology to refer to those mental. proces
.ses that are outside t,he range of an individual' s awareness. Theleft-hand
side of the subtle body, controlled by the Ida Nadi. Loosely divisible into
the personal subconscious which contains the residues of our effective

, .life and ourmemories, and the collective subconscious which contains'
· , the collectiveresidues 'Of mankind and all the previous phases of our
, evolution, in addition to entities which have deviated from' the central
"path of evolution, and dead spirits ,or bhoots. lung's Collective: Uncon- '

" .. scions corresponcl,~'quit,e' closely- with the Sahaja 'notion, of the Collecti ve "
,',' )!\~$4,h.~ons~io~s. ::;::}'!:,,'::';":7,"\,:' " ," .. ' , " " '
. " ~upraconsciou~: T,~,e:'tJght-hand. side of rhe subtle' body, controlled. by

,',;,:.'Pingala' N adi, cbpt,aios the personal supraconscious, the re~f'J11~,ofour ,
':' ,',phms"the'odes, ,a'ilH:)n.'entalc0nc'epts, and further; the collective.supracpn->

'.. '. ,.'. , "';': ,. , " , ," ,."

" scious which contains collective projections of the, future -and certain
, .discarnate beings. .', ',' " '
Superego: That part of the psyche.. localised in the right- hand hemisphere

, ,', 'j'

'.' '.~urya (Sun) nadi; ': -.' • .' , , ..
P.ran a:,The subtleenergj' flowing through the sympathetic nervous .systern
, 'C'lda',Pingala, andtheirsubsidiary nadis). Responsible for our behaviour '

';, :aild activity before: Self- realisation, but afterwards .brought under the
'" control of the',U nconscious through-the awakened Kundalini in Sushumna
Nadi. ;

Glossary: .
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U supreme spirit.

I

','

.' . .

,of the "brain, which accumulates, memories a~d_,::c,9P,q{t:i,~ningsfrOql,.~,.?~;r
.own and the collective past. The' superego is',.:·developed during" ,'f,he '
growth of. the child through subtle and complexidentifications with ;t~e
parents, and by interjecting them as controlling or 'guiding models, with
their corresponding moral attitudes.

Sushumna Nadi: The central energy channel of the subtle nervous system,
alon~ which the Kundalini flows from the sacrum to the Sahasrara Chakra
at the fontanelle on the tOI? of the head. It is enclosed within the spinal
cord, and above the neck in the medulla oblongata of the brain. The
, Sushurnna N adi .has controlled the evolution from the, primiti ve state of
th€ ameba'to that of the humari being, and evolves.us further through the
experience of Self- realisation. In the gross -body it corresponds to the
.cranio sacral outflow of the parasympathetic .nervous system, which, is:'
. 'responsible for, relaxing us and f~r "unconsc_ious':~odily functions s~~'h .as

, " digestion, breathing and the heartbeat etc. 1 :, ••
_ i", ' .•.

.Samana-Vayu: (see' under Vayu), ' .': ' ":, ,::<:,: /
ShabdarSound, verbal authority -regarded ~by' the;:f61;\'P\ver~ of the 'Ny~y~ ,i,'"

" School ofPhilosophy ,as 'a p,roof (pramana).: ' 'l :"." I, "'~"'; I 1 ' :' .:

ShakthPower.ifemale principle, goddess shakti., ' '. ,I

Shakti, Kundalini: (see under Kundalini).
Shat Chakra: (see under chakra).

. .' I'"

.Shat Chakra Bhedan: (see 'under bhedan).
Shat-karma: Six procedures.
Sthoola or sthula: Gross in form, macroscopic'.

. .. !
Sukshma: Microscopic.' '
Surya: Sun .
. Sushumna: (see under nadi).
Svadhisthana Chakra: (see under. chakra). " :. . .
Tamas: Darkness or ignorance': one of the threebasic- qualities of every-..

thing in nature. " , , , '
.Tamoguna: One 'Of the three basic qualities inherent.in.human beings. , , i,"~ ,

Tantra: Ritual, scientific work, instrument, technology.
Tantrlka upasana: Worship, practice, adoration, 9rt;~nl:ra. " ' ,,:, ,''. .
•Tf~tak~:" One 'of the' six procedures adopted in'·th~?1~i:acdce'.·of ,yoga~ .of '

fixing the gaze on some object, without blinking andkeeplng it fixed.until '
the lacrimal secretion starts flowing freely. '

Turya, Turiya: Literally the fourth. According .to Vedanta philosophy the
fourth state in which an individual becomes one with' Brahman or the

I •

, i ..::, '
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· Unconscious': A term to denote the state 'of an individual when his faculties
.'of seeing, hearing, feeling etc. are not functioning nermally as happens
'in a state of coma; 'The 'other meaning is to denote God, the field of
. Divine .Energy and. Knowledge, of which we are not conscious before
.realisation. After-realisation t~e Unconsc~ous comes intotheambit.of our
.extended awarenessvthrough the' connection established- by the. Kun-

. ']f~.~iinL '. ";~• ,~.;:..:"", ,. . , '.":". .' '. , " I

Y~Jroli:One of the 'si~':lpi6cedures adopted in the practice ofyoga.icleans-
. ';·~.~iii-tth~·urinary:.p·J:~:,~.'~g:¢\'bydrawi,nl'~i1watertht~hlgl1 the penis i~t~: the'

·.urinary bladqer.,. ... . _.__ . , . .
'.V~sti: One of the sbt;"procedures adopted inthe practice of yoga, 'of cleans-

jug the rectum and 'colon. .
Vayu, Apana: One of the five kinds of vayu.located in the pakvashaya (the.
· large intestines) and propels the faeces downwards.

·Vayu, Prana: One of the five-kinds of vayu located in the head (murdha)
and heart (hridaya), responsible for the acts of swallowing, spitting,
sneezing, respiration etc.

·Vayu, Sam ana : One of the five kinds of vayu located neat agni and moves
in the entire koshtha. It enables the reception, digestion, separation of the

I 'nutrients (sara) from the food residue (kitta) and propulsion .of the food.
Vayu, Udana: One of the five kinds of vayu which is said to be located in

the umbilical region (nabhi), thorax (uras) and throat (kantha).
Vayu, Vyana: One ofthe five kinds of vayu which is said to be located in

the entire body and circulates the rasa, rakta, sweda, etc. .
·veda·: Knowledge, s:ac~edknowledge, scriptures of the Hindus.

. r .

Vijnanamaya Kosha: .(Se,e under Kosha).
Vishuddhi Chakra: (Seeunder Chakra),

• '" -.. !' I", I',

Vishwajyoti: The cosmic.light.
Vyadhi: Disease. '. '" ' _ ,
Vibrations: ThecooI' b~eeze (Sanskrit: Chaitanya) which tells of the innate
·quality of a being or objectand can 'be·'felt after Self-Realisation. It is felt
typically as flow of cool breeze in the palms of the hands and in the body.

Vibratory Awareness: ,The state of awareness of a Sahaja Yogi; in which

Tao: Chinese term foi:thece~tral channel, Sushurnna Nadi, which holds the
.other two in balance.. ',.

Thoughtless Awareness: The state of awareness of a Sahaja Yogi when the
Kundalini passes above the Ajna Chakra in which the direct perception
of reality through vibrations' is unimpeded by mental activity.

Udana Vayu: (see unde,r Vayu).
Uddayana Bandha: (see under Bandha). ..

Glossary
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our .consciousness is enlightened and transformedby ,the perception of
, vibrations,' . , .': '. ! , .'. .

• • I • j'" I

. Yin: Chinese term for the energy :b,f the: left'-ha~~;~:h~p'ti~l~IdaNa~i::_-:::,:;·;r·:... '
.Yang; ·Chines.e'term for the energy: :ofthe tight':h:~n~':~"h,~a~i'n,el,PingalaNadi.
y,oga: Un:io~' of the individual's' self "with the' ~Ji~:p,yi~/adlngDivine f6rc,~
.. through-the awakening of the ·Ku.ndalini'~nerg)?:··.~:·};:).:~'... '"I, .' .•.•''; ...; ..

Yuj: Tb link, to join, to unite.' , .
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Melbourne Centre:

47 Port Arthur Street
LYONS
ACT 2606
Phone: Home: [61 6) 285 36 05
Lyons Centre [61 6) 281 00 81
Weetangera [61 6) 254 28 73

Can berra Cen
Me John Fisher

Pelaw Main [61 43) 37.51 54

d-

d
)

)

;

)

)

[61 43) 88 13 32

(612)4113319
[61 2) 747 28 20
[61 2) 716 6973
[61 '2), 489 44' 38
[61 2),348 '66 24
[61 47) 824995

Roseville Ashram
Strathfield Ashram
Summer Hill Ashram
Wahroonga Ashram
Wollahra Ashram
Blue Mountains
Berkeley Vale
(Central Coast)
Wollongong Centre:
Flat 2
27 Rann St
FAIRY MEADOW
NSW 2519

. \

.: I
. I, 'j: .. ''' .. ,::.

. ~ ,'.:

, ~! -•

[61 2) 798 67 79
[61 2) 798 40 51
[61 2) 498 77 32
[61 2) 560 00 29
[61 2) 416 23 73
[61 2) 587 03 57
[612}398 23 61

'. ,

Haberfield Ashram
Haberfield 2
Killara
. Lewisham
Lindfield East
Monterey Centre
Randwick Ashram

Australian National Centre
, Steven Taylor
'ToClarence Street " :. I

Horacio Albertolli
Anchorena 1660
1524 CAPITAL FEDERAL
BUENOS AIRES
Phone: Home: [514]'83 49 40

AUSTRALIA

ARGENTINA

, [213] 64 81 22
[21~] 64'95 23

. .

.Mohammed Said Ait-Chaalal
27 Ave Pas teur
ALGER
Phone: Home:

Work:

, A~GER,IA

" ' ,

t • • ~;'." ~ .' _f

NewCastle Centre:
Chris Kyriacou
21 Croft Road
ELEEBANA NSW 2282
Phone': [61 43) 46 96 44

Burwood . 'Email:
'SiYDNEY NSW 2134, ,; . " '''kyiiacollc@snoc02"eneLdec.com',' ,
Phone: Horne: ,[612] 747 48 35
,Email:
~'kaub@snoc02.enet.DEC.COM"
(Ariane Kaub)
Fax: [612] 416 1202 (JohnDobbie)

.Sahaja.Yoga Centres in Different
.Countries of-the World
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Udo Szekulics I •

Kirchenfeldgasse ;, .
. . ,,!',: :",:; ,

Sahaja Video, Gumpi Ashram:
Thomas Brandtner
Gumpendorferstr: 30/9
A-1060 WIEN .
Melichargasse Ashram: [43 1) 381559

SahajaYog,iofiicfal address:'
Sahaja Yoga Austria Verein
Gdrtnergasse :17/10
·A-1030 WIEN
Phone: [43 1) 72 30 845
(Hermann Haage)

Wolfgang, Hackl and Dr. Hamid
Mylany , .
Hofrnannsthalgasse 27
A-2380 PERCHTOLI)SDORF,
Phone: Horne: ,H3 ,1.)86 19 493 , . '
, Fax: [43 {,}i,4;18:2 il (H~id' s'offlc.e) .

. '.' ... " . "_',' , .' "..._, "'1' .
Email: Manfred.Ringhofer at '.' ".;. <.' '.."I. . . .' ,.. .. I /., \;.,'. nn- "; .

...••f~~:~~-;~~X'1~b{~:4netO~c:q~'~:.k··.·
.' ,I

Applecross Center:
Troy St Applecross
APPLECRbSS WA 6153
PhonerIo l 9) 31~ 20 78

New Ashram Site:
Robin & Jo Reid'
Lake Josephine
O'Brien R
GIDGEGANNUP WA ~555
Phone: [61 9) 574 61 00

Brisbane Centre:
Mr. Albert Lewis, , '

77 Hampstead Rd
HIGHGATE HILL
QLD 4101
Phone: .Home: [61 7) 846.54 70

Work: [61 7) 395 6655
Fax, : [61 7) 86439 99

(J ason Copeland's Office)
, Ascott Centre' '[61 7J 862 29 83
N anango Ce~tre &6171] 63 24 8'5

Mr. Michael Sweet
};:48 Hillvi~w Crescent
Whitfield
CAIRNS QLD 48701 '

Phone-Home: [61 70) 533 91 33

, P~rth Ce'ntre:
,Mr. Frank Giannasi
10 Stone Street
MAYLANDS WA 6051
Phone: ,[61 9} 271 38 08

•

"~Jack' Roack
Bu'riro~d ,East'
Glen Wa\:'erley
Healesv'ille

I '

Yarra ville "

,[61 3) 894 36 16 '

[61 3) 598 84 1,6, ,
,[61 3). 803 10 72 ','
[613) , 803 28 46 , ' :, '
[~ 1,59) 62 23, 58
, [61' 3) 3 14 7140

, Phone: Home:
. '.. .... I ,

VIC 3130

, Mr. J ohn Henshaw
107 Lake Road
BLACKBURN

f

I

Geelong Centre; _.' "" '
Reza & Mary A~nnGhuffuriari

, 96 Anakie Road:'
Bell Park, Geelong
VIC 32'15
Phone [61 52) 78 16 68
Email: "magh Odeakin.oz.Al,l ..

(Mary, Ann Ghuffurian)

, AUSTRIA

Mandurah Center:
82 Dunkerton Road
Baruagap ,', '

, MANDURAH viA 6210
Phone:' [6 t :):5;~):2'8~'~2 ':,:',;

• I .'1' • ,.' • •••- ~. ;::. t

, Adelaid~',~~~~';,~:: _ ' ' ; ',"',,> , , "

6 F t A"" ,.' - ','
,KE~SINdTd~f~ARDENS SA36'6$' '
Phone: [6,i 9) ~;32'8i 09 ' :<" '

'(\
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>,'Vancouver: ,

i :

Mme. Veska Mitova
Boulevard George Traikov 100,
Block 46, III
Lozenets
, SOFIA
Phone: Home: [359 2) 62 36 46

BURKINA FASO

Ouidraogo Sibiri Boubakary:
,BP 9
,RIO

','CANADA

, (New centre also exists in Rio)

BULGARIA

Q

tJ
)

)

)

l '

), :

, Duilio Cartocci
Nirmala House
Alameda das Cajazeiras 35
Caminho das Arvores

i ',~40000 SALVADOR - B~ '.' "
" .Phone: Horne: '[55 71),230 09 4~

.. : ,~'Fax service' ',[55. 71) 2406:879
; "(Important: mention' Duilio ' s name '",

":& 'phone number o-n every fax sent) ,:'

BRAZIL,

Phone: Home: [591,2) 78 63 02.
Fax service [591 2)' 39 12 25
(Erika Pacheco. Mention that, the
fax is intended for Luis.)

.. ,:. 'Patricia .Deene '
, .' " Fazantenpark J I, . .' ,

',9800 DEINZE . ,
. ,'Phone; -Home: [32'91),86 -34, 5,7 :

,,BOLIVIA ',~

Luis F. Valderrama & 'Silvia Ibaqez
Casilla Postal No. 2-22707' .
'Suc,ursal Obrajes
LAPAZ

Daniel Wagner
Andechsstr. 63/44 '
'A~6d20'INNSBRUCK" , ' ,
' P:h~ke: .Home:' "'[43'~5J~)A9 42 41,'"
" " ; ~:,_:> ' :Fax :.: ': ,t~~~;i.~!~)::1:~),.4.9A2 41 '
Vironique Laznra r:'~:' ,,'" .',', '
, ~iecrg~a.sse lOa ' ' r: ",' ,

::: "" , ;;ii~';,;:,\'
•. ~. r " I '. ': .

. ", 'I:'

A-68.50 DORNBIRN
Phone: Home: [43 5572) 20 4? 1

: BELGIUM

,Peter j ako b
-Kantstr. 412
, A-.4D'20LINZ " , '
Phdfie: Home: [43 7'3',~J'27~'995,4 '

,,".~~imutEicher! ;, » \N~':;;:;;:', ,'," ,
Frei)lbergerstr.,5/11, , ..'.

, ,K~53J6 MONDSEE';. ,,":>' :,;'i
, "Phon'~:'Hom~: [4~ :6.~'32,).',4ft04 ''Em~li' ',"',' .."

'~'eichert @vnabrw:.enet.DECCOM"
(Salzburg) " " , "

Helmut Havelka
Stelzhamerstr. 32HJ4 '
4400 STEYR
Phone: Home: [43 7252) '22 626
Email:
"havelka_h@vnabrw .epet.DEC.COM"

Gernoth Rath
Frvhlichgasse 8
A-SOlO GRAZ
Phone: Home: [43 316) 83 17 29

(Hinter Woltron .
Hollerweg 4 ,
A-9029 KLAGENFURT
Phone: Home: [43 463) 37 464

, ,

'A-2202 ENZESFELD:,
Phone: [ 43 2262),61 p37' ,

, (co-ordinates HungarY:'~I1(l'
Czechoslovakia pio.gi~m:m,es.)

,•'~~1~~~~~~:asse'3';~i!~{r;';;:' ,"
: 'J~:?j'OO' WtENEl~!NEU'8{rAi)T ,
,i)h~de: [43 2622}056'Q5-~;63',,:':'

".": ,t, •

Sahaja Yoga Centres inDifferent Countries of the World
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Dr. Bernadette Kyriacou
5 impasse Charloun Rieu
-St Andri

Alain Lieb
14 rue de la Gare
67370 TRUCHTERSHEIM
Phone: Home: [33) 88 69 73 01
'(Strasbourg) ,

Antonio Mendes Nazare
47',ave du Mug,liie l .: '

, '93370 MONTFERMEIL ,", "
'Phone: Home: ,': (33 '1) 43 30 s1 25
Fax, " ': ," [33, 1) 43 30 73 fg "
,(for Paris & Ile-de-France)

Raine Salo
Niittymdentie 10 AS 10
ESPOO 20)
Phone: Home: [358 0) 420 85 86
Fax [358 0) 60 15 26 '
,(Petri's office) (Helsinki)
Email: ..k38212d@puukko.hut.F11.1

(Sami Numrninen) , , :

FRANCE, "
" ,. I

Gunther Thurner' ! "
Rodopska 3147" ,,'
PRAHA 4
Phone.. {42 2) 3976,04
(Prague) ,

FINLAND

Dr. Diego Silva ,
Calle 18 No 7-62, 2 .. :riso
IBAQUE ",' , ,
Pho'ne: HONle::''o(S:7.9~2) ,63 71 ,40:'"

CZECHOSLOVAKIA'
'. -, . I .,',. ',' ,

(Important: 'mention Marie-Laure: s
name and h~me phone' on every fax'
sent.)
.cw12

Marie-Laure ,de Kalberrnatten
Carrera 2-B No 66-23
Chapinero Al to
BOGOTA

COLOMBIA

[57 1) 248 9444
[571)2185561

Phone: Home:
Fax service
.cwl0

[56 2) 49 05 68
[56 2) 39 62 20Fax

Maria Soledad Dargham '
Regina Pacis 789

, Bolque C
Ap.50l
SANTIAGO
Phone: Home:

, ,.

Montreal: Robert McNeill

, CHILE,

Toronto ashram:
70 Celestine Drive,
Etobicoke, Ont M9R 3N4
Phone: [1 41'6) 614 73 38

Toronto centre:
Dr. Ram Mishra
4 Hardwood Ct
Dundas
Ont L9H 6T1
Phone: Home: (1 416) 62 83 06
Fax (1416)5210048
(Dr. Mishra's work)

Terry and, Mona Lacroix
Box 2, Site '13,3
CALGARY
Alberta T3C 3N9
Phone: Hoine: [1 403) 242 94 96

,Vern Wills
PO Box 27006 '
1365 Maring Drive
West Vancouver
BC V7T lY8
Phone: Home: [1 604) 921 07 31
Email: to Linda Chawla at
"Thoinas_Mark_ Taylor@cc.sfu.ca"

, West Vancouver ashram
Phone: I1604) 926 39 25

Medical Science Enlightened
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Dresden Centre:
. Eva Luzi

, c/o I)igital Equipment
, '_:-.'Augustusweg 44 '

'0-8122 RADEBEUL
'Phone': Eva's work'[49 89) 502 36 36' '
Email: ..luzi@drea01.e~et.de.t.corri .. '

, (Eva soon moving.to Berlin) ,

) ,

Akbar Samii
Kehlerstr. 111
D-755 RASTATT
Phone: Home: [49 7222) 39 809

)

)

Gita Hahn
A venariusstr 4

, 2000 HAMBURG 55
Phone: Home: [49 40) 186 21 33

)

')

Helga Fein
, Sigmund Schacky-str. 32
W-8000 MUNICH 50
Ph 0ne: Hom e: [49 89) 14 10 654
Email:
"dumonet@eccgy4.eneLDEC.COM" '
(Laurent Dumonet)
Fax: [49 82 ~3) 30 869

, '(Tho:rp.as Menge, Augsburg) ,

.Philipp Zeiss "
Kastanianstr. 19
0-1543 DALLGOW
Phone: Work: [49 30) 335 80 06
Fax: [49 30) 336,92 36
(Berlin)

, ,GERMANY

Alain, Couchouro n
4 Lotisserrient Les Vignes

, ,33'560 Ste EULALIE" ':: '
Phone: Home: (33) 56 '7195,59

," ,(B,::9'r(i¢aux)
" ,

, ,
Mme Evelyne Granger ;' "
, 14:r~eAmos Barbot ::/
" 17000 LA ROCHELLE;' :
Phon~: Home: [33) '46 41 80 09

Patrick Lantoin
If9 rue de Londres
59,420 MOUVAUX
Phone: Home: [33) 20 27 55 36
Work [33) 2037 16.33 ext 230
(Line)

0',

" '
,.;Jean ..Luc Loirat '

,"'1/Angle. ,
44680 Ste PAZANNE "
Phone: Home: [33) 40,02 44 54
(Nantes)

,:M;rne ,Marie-Louise· Zbylut
;. 200 route d' Ensisheirn.. '
",B8p:}O WITTEL~HE,:~¥:;:: ,::'::, .
Phone: Home: [3"3),'RQJ5S,,:'OLt54
, CJ0tdhbuse) ":", '
. : .-;' .: .....: ,"': ";;~' ",;"~"'. '..<.' .... :

Philippe Maradan
103 Ave' de la Cassagne
69003 LYON 3h
Phone: Home: [33) 7236 03 02

Jean Louis Barbier
La Rouillerie
76480 EPINA Y sur DUCLAIR

,9 .rueRouget de L'i~le ."
06000 NICE
Phone: Home: [33) 93.1343, 82

. 1'. • ~: .' I

AvdhutPai "
\.

I
!

Sahaja yoga' Centres in Different Countries of the World
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Mr. Murthy .
.97 Velachery Road
Guindey
MADRAS
Phone: Home: [91 44) 414 347

. ;: ..

J, .":, :.

Universa!' Sahaja Temple
78 Krishna Nagar '
Street No~.)' .'<:,.' , .
, , ,,' ',.t

,Safdafjung;,En~lqv.¢' ,',
NEW DELHI -l:tO.029

Sahaja Yoga Mandir
C17 Institutional Area

./ ,

Behind Qutab .Hotel.
NEWDELHT. ,'.,.

Phone: [91 II} 6.866 801

Dr. S. C. Nigam
,RZ 378121, Tughlakabad Extension,
(near Tara Apartments)
NEW DELHI 110.019
Phone: Home: [91 '11) 641 93 02
Fax: [91 11) 575 20 19 (Dr. Talwar)
Fax: [~1 11)"7124738 (Shyam Gupta)

.; ';'\, v .

Mr. Arun Pradhan. ,
,CGS Col'6'~y',';";','~:'(, .
Sector- VI,",';':: : ';;;':,;:'.: "
Block 199,#',323':'
• '. . ' , .:': -: ",' ,:.~ . t .•

,:Bo.MBAX:40:Q,;o~37' ",'\! ,

, Phone: Horne: 19;1-' 22) 493 33 .10 :
, . ,,' ','.' "

Babamama (Mr. H. P. Salve)
28 Ajanta Colony
Byramji Town
NAGPUR440013
Phone: Home: [91712) 33 801

Work: [91 712) 34 710
Fax Service :' [91 712) 524079
(Important: rnentionMr., Salve' snarne
& phone number 'on every Fax sent)

Kothrud ',,", ',:
PUNE411 029" ,
Phone: [91 212)33 58 85

, L

,t,'"

,'""., .. ; .

Yogi Mahajan
9 Bhagya Chintamani Colony
Paud Road
(opp. Octroi Post)

HONG'K:ONG
Mr. P.F ..'Feenstra ,
D-39 101.Repulse Bay Road
Hong Kong ,
..Phone: Home: ' [852 5) 812 02 57
Fax: , [852) 812 91 59

Alex Henshaw [852 5) 73 82 01

HUNGARY

George Pohl
AVAR UT. 17b.
R·1183 BUDAPEST
Phone: Office: [36 1) 201 71 27

INDIA

Rajesh Shah
B:OMBAY 400006'
Phone: Office: '[91 i2) 511 50 33

, Tlx in 1171A99 MUKK IN, '
Fax , [91 22) 511'50 89 '

Mr. Magdum: Home: [91 22) 807 40 65
, Work: [91 22) 688 53 53

HOLLAND
Henne de Graaf
De Weer'128
,NL-1503,WL Zaandarn
Phone: Home;' ,[31 75) 1664 80
Fax . ' [31 75) 15 87 68 "

[30 1) 72 27 610
[30,1) 67 25 231

Stamatis Boudouris
Sahaja Yoga Centre
Errnou 6
Syntagma 10563
ATHINAI
Phone: Home:
Phone/Fax
(Anna-Yanna)

GREECE

. . .. . .

Medical ScienceEnlightened, ,':";::';;\,-,
'. i ~;..-;'"'..'":" . .
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.Maki Tsutsui ,
7-11-21 Kitakarasuyama
Setagaya-Ku
TOKYO,157

<Shigiko Mitsumori ,
~ '747-25 Maegasaki
, Nagareyama-Shi
Pho~e: Home: rs i471)' 45'65 13
(Tokyo area)

'Phone: Work' : [225) 63 25 14

',JAPAN

BOUAKE 01

Jean-Claude Laini
01 BP 2887

Frederico Franchini
FERRARA
Phone: Home: [39532) 424 381

IVORY COAST

, ,

• , Other Milim phonenumbers: ' ::'.''
Alganesh Fessaha; [39 2) 846 73 36,
Chris Patmore & Caroline
Durant : [39 2) 548 70 ,29 '
Nicholas Granby : [39 2) 32 44 95

, "Milan Ashram:
Robert Hunter
V.iale'Monza,27

, "Phone: [39 2) 26'1 40 927

,Fax: [39 2) 467' 4672
(Caroline Durant' s office)

Javier Valderrama
Viale Gian Galeazzo 1~
MILANO 20136
Phone: Home: [39 2) 837 74 79

~, ' "

'Phone: Home: [39 744) 91 98 ~ 1
or ' [39 744) 9191 22' ,

Fax: [39 744) 91 99 04 (Rom a)

02046 Italia

Guido Lanza
Nirrnala House,
Lac ~Al bereto 10
Magliano Sabina (Rieti)

,' .itA.LY'.I.,··j ,

Shri' Mataji ' s .Castle, ';, 'i',-; '"

,tabella Liqure " " ",','
Phone : [39 143) 99'081

, Fax: [39 143)

_Sushll K~jri wal ',' , '.'',~""

2~~~b~;ASc;:~e,~,;;!;";..., .
, Phone:' Home ,: [9.l,3Sr34'4J 45,'
":; , 'Office ",,~C9'()-3J)O 41,69 •

"1, I,: I • , ' •

':.. .j.:~'. ,";. 1'. .

Rajeeva Goel ,," :;,
,fa Paiga Housing .Colony ,
Secunderabad 500003
HYDERABAD (AP).

'Phone: Home 844755
Office' 844751,844752

SA.HAJA YOGA'RESEARCH
INFORMATION CENTER

Prof. U.C. Rai, MD .:FIMSA
, 998, Vikas-Kunj, Vikas Puri ,
N'EW DELHI 110618

[9111]5597684
Fax (Shyam Gupta) ",

[91 11]7'1247.' 38' ,
.'Fax,.(DL Talwar). ,
' i ,. [9111] 575':~(rl9::"

Mr. J. Manohar
, 38 Thambuchetty Road
Cox Town
,BANGALORE 5
Phone: [91 812) 57 47~78,

, I

Mr., M. K. J alan "
nAshoka Road
Flat2B
'CALCUTTA 700 021
Phone: Home: [91 33)45 73 52

Work: [91 33) 25 01 60x6977

Sahaja YOfJ?Centres in Differ:e~t Countries of the World
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,Centres als;b';'inr'i1.~han~esburg,Knys@,'"r
,. Peter~bUrg:,Du,r~an, and Windhoek:', '
· (Namibia) ". , "

Marina Travesa
,AV. ~dlf Los Incas·440/13
L1MA33 "
Phone: Home (5114) 365152
V Pezer i135, PIS06

Dr. Siva Govender
69 Munireddy Road
PIETERM'ARITZBURG 3201
Natal
Phone: H9me: [2? 331) 77 488

Peter & Linda Pearce
10 Park Road, ' .
Rosebank
CAPE TOWN 7700'
Phone: Hom~' ::T27 ii) 68 9423,7 I'

Fax' ',: '[f7 21) 68 51 9~6·
:<..;: . : II ... " ~ •

, Rustum Burjorjee
Dept of Psychiatry
, Sultan Qaboos Univ. College of
Medicine
PO Box 32485
AI-Khod'
MUSCAT
Sultanate of Oman 'ii'><

Phone: Home.. [968) 51,38 45

PERU

: ~

,Dan'Costian, ',', ' "
su. Constantin Nacu nr. 8
70219 BUCUR:ESTI

, Phone: Borne: (4.0 9) 13 58 82

SOUTHAFRICA

Brian Bell
. I '" .

501 A Barbados Street,
St. .Albans
CHRISTCHURCH
Phone: Home: [643) 77 15 93

OMAN'

ROMANIA'

Hugh Frith
,29 ,Gib.T;altarCrescent
,Parnell
AUCKLA,ND OrtizBravescu. , , " '

, '"Phone: Home: [649) 366 18 85 . Sos. Mihad3tavu '43,' moe P~14 ,,'
Note: Sahaja Yoga mail to GPO Box,.', " , Sc. B, Et,)"lQ';'&:p~1'.95 '
3159 ' 73261 BUCUR'ESTI 39 .

I '. • •••• • .' •• \:., '_::' ":'":t :. ~.' .
" .:Phone: Hqm,¢,,:;'/[~O',.o),35 02 19

-, • • • J • :~:-~>~:<~~.~~f,)~.:'.".: ' .

Kate Castro Freire
·Rua Garcia deOrta 70,20
Lisboa 1200

Herbert and Liselotte Wiehart
Gourmet Vienna
Thamel
KATHMANDU
Phone/Fax: [977 1) 41 54 88

NEWZEALAND

.',

:'f

·~~:!Sidi().,:'... ' ' '.' .:i. ·
I,:.

, " ," Phone: aOm,~):c5114)408067 '
'.' PQLA~~g;H*;F:' , '.

'",' Thomas ,:K~;fn~cke';'
Ul. Backykiskiego 20
05/092 Tornianaki
WARSZAWA'
Phone: Home: [48 22) 34 00 41,e~L520

Work: [4822) 21 25 57 ext. 269

PORTUGAL

NEPAL

. - \'

,MJ\LAYSIA

.Ng ¥( ooi Boon
,7 Jalan SS -22/30
, Damansarajaya
" Selangor

....
• ',_', .,-: I •

..Medica/Science Enlightened.;,:~,. '
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TAIWAN

Dr. Harald' Knoebel
Kan Nung Shan Chuang No 18
Alley 1
Lane '199
Sec 3
Hsiwan Rd

[41 22) 61 3470
[41 22) 66 19 75

)

)

J
)

)

-0
)

J
t:)

~).

)

)

Mathias Kaluzny
Route de la Bellanghre

. . ,\

1261 GIVRINS VD
Phone: Horne: [41 22) 69 26 44 '
Fa'x .' '. : [4122) 783 00,17
(attn. Christian Mathys) .
,'fIx: 4225 93 dec ch.iattn: Ppil Ward,
Email: ..Philip@shire.enet.DEC.COM ..
(Phil Ward)
Nyon Ashram:
Arzier Ashram:

,)

)

Josi Luis Sancho
Garcia Morato 47, 4A
07300 INCA
MALLORCA
Balearic Islands
Phone: Home: [3471) 88 10 15

SWITZERLAND

. Joaquin Orus Briz
Colonia San Lamberto N: 10
50000 ZARAGOZA
Phone: Home: [34 76) 33 59 75

[34 3) 4.38 16 94
[34 3) 437 50 00

Barcelona
Phone: Home

Work

Josi Miguel Fernandez
Isabel La Cattolica 76, 5/2
08905 HOSPITALET

Madrid Ashram:
Ganesha House
Carretera de Benitez 46
Pozuelo de Alarcsn
MADRID 28023
Phone: Home: [34 1) 352 60 91

Josi Antonio Salgado
Santa Virgilia 16
.28033 MADRID'
Phone: Horne: [34 1) 764 37 67
Fax" ,': [34 1) 564 44.?7

(n.b. Russian addresses .have city
. 'firs,t and recipient on last line)

MO~COW 115 580
Ul Musi Djalila
Dom29
Korpus 1 KV 179
Kraznojvardeyskaya'
Dr. Bogdan Shehovych
Phone: [7 095) 396 84 84
(may not work)

Samarskaia ObI. 445046,
'Sitie tOLIATTI - 46 , . ..' ,
U+ Kommunisticheskaia'~,D6hl:>r3 Kv. 97 ' ;:y.? j; : '; " .

SdIoaia~kin Sasha " , ''.
.(Centres also in Leningrad, "
Novosibirsk, Dnepropetrovsk and
other cities.)

Centres also exist in republics
of Ukraine (Kiev, Sochi) and Belorus
(Minsk). '

SPAIN

-.': 'IFree'tdWn
,f,' I ,

.Sierra Leone . ',:
Phone: Home :' [232) 2~ .si6:·:
RUSSIA . '.

Mrs. Selva Kanayson
7 ray Lian Teck Dri ve
Siglap
SINGAPORE 1545
Phone: Home: [65)_241 48 92
SIERRA LEONE .

Patrick B. Sheriff ,
CIO .sierra Rutile Limited
PO ~Box 59 ~;

SINGAPORE

, Sahaja YogaCentres in Different Countries of the World
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Brian Virgo
11, Church Lane
Old Arley
COVENTRY ,

.,' I'

CV7 SPW,

.'Anthony Bristowe
Vine Cottage
The High Street
Freshford BA3 6EF
Phone: Ho~e: [44 225) 72 20,03

Ian Maitland-Hume
Crestow House
Stow-on-the- w'old
Cheltenham: "f ,

q ", •

GL54JJY, ,',
, Phone: IfotIit·:o:.[44242) 230'64,4 ' I,

, : I·. : l' .' "'.,; ~ I ~ .:,' ". I '.:' , "

~~~~~~ftiO~d:,~;-,:
BRISTOL,,' "I ' "

. Phone: [44 i~i2)66 15' 82
, '

30 Ellison Lane
Hardwick
CAMBRIDGE
CB37QA
Phone: Home: [44 954) ~11 502

Work: (44223) 63 271 (CCAT)
(currently living at shudy Camps) :

Derek Lee

Muswell Hill: '. ,
Ashram:' l'H.:81),444 33 07" ",
(85 MuswellHill Road, London'}.fl0)

Dr. Brian wIens ", " ,I,

: 79 St J~in~,s/b.(iv~·' : I:':: < ~<' '
, ' I W~mds*rir:tk,~'<l; -::,:"

LONDON."S:WT77RP .,' ...
Phone: Hom'6:·;'t44 81) 682'01,8'8'. r,

, ':". ,I .,' ,
, ;

d Chris Marlow

)
, 44 Chelsham Road,
LONDON SW4 6NP

) Phone: Home: [44 71) 622 1634,
(London Ashram), '

tj ,"Walth'amstow'
.:,',

-J Ashram: ,[44 81) 521 5925
"

'. 2-40

.)

l)

)

o

Carla Mottino
Slrner Korusu
Sami Dino Sokaci
No. 11 Apt..4
Ta~abya
'ISTANBUL'
'Ph0ne :',I:Jome: [90 1) 16,2 39 92 ,
Fax:' [90 1) 522 80 05
, (Tarek:'&'\lerkin~A~ioba)

,UNITED KINGDOM

Dr. David Spiro
7 Albany House
'50 Flask Walk
Hampstead
LONDON NW3 IHG
Phone: Home: [44 71) 435 20 18 '
Fax ~[44 71) 431 07 78

)

.Janine Sreshthaputra
283/23 Anchalee Villa
Chaeng Wattana Road
NONTHABURI,
Phone: H,ome : [66 2) 574 52 51
,(Bangkok area)

'TURKEY

.Hsi Chih
Taipei, County

. Taiwan (R.o.C.) ,
. Phone [8862) 789 90~13

[8862) 50720. 07
, (meeting place)

• I .~. "

,Fax ': [886,2) 5'04,71 00 ,','
(Faxed messages should be shoWn'

. "Tor Harald Knoebel")
, Email:,"bmhara%twnas886.bitnet"·

THAILAND

Medical Science Enlightened
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Gary Weiker
521 FullerStreet
FREMONT
Ohio 43420 -
Phone: 11 419) 332 U 32

" )

(J
-)

q -
)

U
d
\~ )

Bala Kanayson
10351 Arbor Hill Lane
EVENDALE
Ohio 45241 .-
Phone: Home: [1 513) 563 6438
(Cincinnati)

r'" '1

Phone: Home: [1 3Q5) 47615,59
(Mia'mi)

.Patrick Hughes
..j 09 Jacarand Dr.
.···PLANTATION .
, FL 33324 '

" " ~,
Phone: 'Home: [1 817) 924 2191" '

, T.X 76110

, .;

, ~I, • ,

, IMangal Singh Dhillon
, 1800 Hemphill
.FORT WORTH

': - ,'~'.,Phil Trumbo
'-52:06 Topeka Dri ve •
,TARZANA
.CA"91356

~:.r_:.~..' :. ':.. ", .,

Ros Garside
,"Rbsedene"

',' I .",'.: I

S'Newcastle RQad
CONOLETON
Ch~eshire CVY12 4 HI "
Phone: ,Hom~: [4~ 260},27"S4 53

. Shudy Camps Park House
Shudy Camps
Cambridgeshire
CBI6RD

. Phone: [44 799) 84 686
, Fax: [44 799) 84 852
Antonio Scialo [44 81) 2033,8 23

"

UNITED STATES, .

Alan Richards
7- Eingzies Place

'EbtNBURGH " , " ' '
Ph~pi::Home,: [44::31)~}:3,,:~,?A3',.'

(", '\ .

Grigoire de Kalbermatten
96 Shadow, Lane, ,
New Rochelle
NY 10801
Phone: Home: [1 914) 636 44, 06
Fax: [1 914) 57q 75 42
(New York & UN) , , f

" ,HIllery Drive: [1 619,) 27149 83,
Email: I"xm6@.sdcc12.UCSD.EDU"
(Greg Wolfe)

Howard Wheeler
141 Meersbrook Park Road
SHEFFIELD ' I

'South Yorkshire
Phone: Home: [44742) 55 00 15

. ~ .' '.
1

patif Francis (Vinayaka)"
8 Stanley Drive .. '
Roundhay

, LEEDS LS8 2EZ
Phone: Home: [44 532) 695 639

Barry Brewster , ,
, t199l~:evendeari Crescent": .:
, BRIOfITON " '.li,:',J,; ,:',,:,\',0';, ",\':"
.. ··B' "N'" ,:.2' ~."4:',:h,D' " , ",,' ,".:',.l'\.: .~... ...,.i·

'Ph6ri.~::','H,orrte: [44 ,273');69._~'36i
" /, ":' '. . i : '.~' .' .

Bf9msgrove
Wores: B61 7BS
Phone: <Home: [44 527))6,390

Linda Taylor I. ,
6276 Lakewood Street

, "SAN:DIEGO
CA 92122 '
Phone: Home: [1.619) 546 93 79

Phone: Home: [1 818) 344 96 42
Fax: [1 818) 609 08 89
(Los Angeles)

; ,
'.,.',:'. :

,,'
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,YUGOSLAYIi\:'

Dusan Rados
Voljcev.a 6 '
61360 Vrhnika
Yugoslavia
Phone: Home: [38 61) 75 10 10
(near Ljubljana)

,_i·','Nancy Ci,aig"",':,'. "
~14Fillmor~ '# iB "
Topeka , "
Kansas 66606;,,';'~,

I ~. " ' •.; .

":,'

, (San Francisco).
Email:""76627}304@Compu
Serve.C9M.", ' " , ,

Phone: Home: [1415) 883 19 28

Mrs. Ursul~ Doring
18 Cavalla Cay ,
Novato
CA 94949

, : ~: ..

Bill Brander
4545 NO,rt;hside,Parkway 17C
ATLANTA,
GA 30339 '.'
Jeff Lyons
2330852n.d:.A've.'West,

, "" ',' "/,,,,' '

Mountlake 'Terrace
:SEATTLE"wA: 98043

'::':"':<':',",::"'<:>i
Dave Durip:,h"I'y'::>~:'.,'-,

, ' " I "

, 45~315 L~li P~na Road
Apt. A306,
Kaneohe
Honululu
HAWAII 96744

, Phone: [1 80'8) 235 46 71

r;j

)

)

d
)

Paul Ellis
4413 Oliver Street
Hyattsville ,
MD 20781 ,~

, Phone: Home: [1 301} 277 9008
(Washington, DC)

)

Dattatreya Haynes
4 Cherry Circle
Cape Elizabeth
ME 04,107
Phone: Home: [1 207) 767 48 19
Email: •.•mal@mai~e .maine.edu ..
(Celeste.Carey)

Email: "handy@packer.enet.
:DEC.COM"
(WMassachusetts )\_ ,

[1 413) 8634798
[1 508) 568 46 75

Howard Handy
3& 112 Edward Ave
Turners Fall
MA01376
Phone: Home:

Work:

Nick Delonas
19 Wel~ford St.
Brockton I

MA 02402
Phone..Home ,: [1 508) 588 95,82
,Fax: [ ~ 50g) 588 95 82
Email: ",'71140.251@Co,mpu
Serve:COM"
(Boston)

.Anna Mancini
5619 Wilson Mills Rd.
Highland' Heights

: ,Ohio 41445 ,
Phone: 'Home: [1 216) 461 9658

Medical Science Enlightened




